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General Secretariat

"WE HAVE ALSO PARTICIPATED, IN THIS INTERNATIONAL YEAR
FOR THE CULTURE OF PEACE, IN THE OPENING OF THE
INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR THE OLYMPIC TRUCE.
THE CENTRE, WHOSE SYMBOLIC HEAD OFFICE IS IN OLYMPIA
WITH AN ADMINISTRATIVE HEAD OFFICE IN ATHENS
AND A CONTACT OFFICE IN LAUSANNE, WILL PROMOTE
PEACE THROUGH SPORT AND THE OLYMPIC IDEAL.
WE ARE CONVINCED THAT SPORT CAN HELP BRING PEOPLE
TOGETHER AND PROMOTE DIALOGUE AND RECONCILIATION
BETWEEN COUNTRIES THAT ARE AT WAR."

Quotation from the address by the
IOC President at the
opening of the 40th Session
of the International Olympic Academy.
Hill of the Pnyx, 24 July 2000
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FOREWORD

The 40th International Session for Young Participants was held at the International Olympic Academy in Ancient Olympia. The special topic was "Olympic
Games: Athletes and Spectators".
Every International Session for Young Participants aims mainly at helping
young promising persons from the whole world to acquire knowledge and experience of the Olympic Movement, so as to enrich their knowledge of Olympism.
Furthermore, Young Participants have the opportunity to contribute to research
on Olympic topics. At the same time, thanks to this Session, the participants are
allowed to live together for a fortnight at the same place, to exchange ideas and
views and to forge new friendships, for this is the true meaning of Olympism.
The 40 th International Session for Young Participants had 15 lecturers,
16 guests, 28 coordinators, 167 participants from 83 countries and National
Olympic Committees; in total, there were 79 men and 88 women, as well as a
scholar.
The Session began on 24 July with a formal opening ceremony on the hill of
Pnyx. The President of the International Olympic Committee (IOC), Juan Antonio
Samaranch, honoured the audience once again with his presence. In his brief
address he underlined the educational role of the Olympic Movement. The following members of the International Olympic Committee also took part in the
opening ceremony: Mr Zhenliang HE, Mr Sam RAMSAMY, Mr Peter TALLBERG,
Ms Charmaine CROOKS, Ms Shengrong LU and Dr Julio Cesar MAGLIONE.
The President of the International Olympic Academy Mr Nikos Filaretos,
the Greek Under Secretary of State for Sports Mr George Floridis, the Mayor of
Athens Mr Dimitris Avramopoulos, as well as the President of the Hellenic
Olympic Committee Mr Lambis Nikolaou gave speeches in honour to the guests
and participants, declaring the Session open.
The next day, all those participating in the Session, visited the archaeological
sites and the Museum in Delphi, on their way to the International Olympic
Academy in Ancient Olympia, where they arrived early in the afternoon.
The Prefect of Elia Mr Panayiotis Dimitroulopoulos, the Mayor of Ancient
Olympia Mr Giorgios Aidonis and the President of the International Olympic
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Academy and IOC member, Mr Nikos Filaretos, gave speeches at the opening
ceremony of the Session in Olympia.
The Session in Olympia started with a lecture by the Academy's President.
Mr Filaretos highlighted the reforms adopted at the IOC Session of December
1999. He referred to the election, for the first time, of ten athletes as fully-fledged
IOC members, as well as to the reforms concerning the composition, structure
and organisation of the IOC. He also analysed the main reforms concerning
the role of the IOC in the time span between two successive organisations of
the Games, and referred to the selection procedure of candidate cities.
He consequently expressed his personal opinion about the lowering of the age
limit for the new IOC members, the duration of IOC membership, the reduction
of the IOC presidential mandate to eight years, with a renewal possibility for a
further four-year term, the decrease in the number of sports disciplines and
athletes participating in the Olympic Games and the abolition of visits usually
made by IOC members to the candidate cities.
Professor N. Yalouris talked about the content and the meaning of the Games
for the Ancient Greeks. He went back in history, starting at the end of the prehistoric era, when, after the Trojan War, the King of Elis, Ifitos, first revived the
Olympic Games, following the Delphic oracle.
According to Mr Yalouris, in the ancient Greek city all citizens were athletes,
for their education was based on the principle that man is a whole consisting of
reciprocal functions: physical, intellectual and spiritual. Thus, education through
sports did not tend either towards "professionalism" - the exploitation of the
athletes' physical abilities for their personal profit - or to "champion-fever", as
happens today; but aimed at their right and good use in the interest of the whole
city. Professor Yalouris concluded on the motto "Citius, Altius, Fortius", which is
based on the principle of the highest possible performance. He stressed that this
principle disregarded the danger of hybris and loss of measure, thus guiding the
athletes and the Olympic Movement to disorientation and disaster.
IOC member Mr He underlined that the roots of Olympism are in the union
between sports and culture. He referred to Pierre de Coubertin and his ideas about
the Olympic Games with a view to improving people and society; and also
referred to the arts competitions that were held as part of the Olympic Games
from 1912 until 1948. In the year 1956 the Olympic "Festival of the arts" was
founded.
He also stressed the global and multicultural character of the Olympic
Movement, which led to the foundation, in 1968, of the IOC Commission for
Culture, which is organising events in order to strengthen cultural expression in
the framework of the Olympic Movement.
Mr Peter Tallberg, IOC member and President of the IOC Athletes Commission,
in his lecture entitled "The IOC Athletes, Commission and the role of the Olympic
Athlete", began with a brief introduction referring to his personal experience
as an athlete and to his active participation in sports up to now. He then went on
to give a detailed presentation of the composition and activities of the IOC
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Athletes' Commission, from its foundation back in 1981 up to the present day. He
also stressed the importance of the Olympic Athlete's role in the modern sporting
context.
In his lecture entitled "The law on the Olympic Athlete", Mr D. Panayotopoulos
referred to the notion of sports ethics, emphasising especially the principles of
sportsmanship and emulation. He also referred to the rights and obligations of the
athletes. He underlined the athlete's right for free development of his personality
and his right to provide sports services through active participation, in accordance
with the rules of the Olympic Charter.
Dr R. Steadward positioned the Paralympic Movement in the framework of
International Sport. There was a shift from the "medical model", which focuses on
rehabilitation, to the "sporting model" focusing on a high level competition.
The International Paralympic Committee (IPC) was founded during the forties
in Great Britain for the rehabilitation of soldiers disabled in combat during World
War II. The first Summer Paralympic Games were held in Rome in 1960 and the
first Winter Games in Sweden in 1976. From the very beginning there was an
effort to celebrate them in the same year as the Olympic Games.
The IPC has been active in various sectors. Drawing many lessons from
the past, it became active in doping control, in communications, marketing,
sponsorship and women's sport, and insisted especially on the maintenance of
good relations with the IOC and the Olympic Athletes.
Professor Elisabeth Hanley analysed in her lecture the dilemma concerning
the "artistic" sports in the Olympic Games: on the one hand, there is subjectivity
in scoring, given the element of creativity involved, and on the other there is the
prospect of introducing one more "artistic" sport, e.g. DanceSport, into the overburdened programme of Olympic Games.
Professor K. Kartalis, special Secretary for the Olympic Games for the Ministry
of Culture, highlighted the environmental dimension of the Olympic Games.
The bidding cities for the organisation of the Games should meet a certain number of environmental requirements. The lecturer mentioned certain examples of
initiatives and measures already achieved. Finally, he described the environmental
policy to be implemented during the 2004 Olympic Games in Athens and analysed
its main characteristics.
Professor Rodichenko remarked in his lecture that high level sports events
can be means of education covering all contemporary social classes. He then
referred to the spectators in relation to the Olympic Games' programme, and
said that the daily agenda published depended to a certain extent on the interests
of the spectators in the stadium or of the television spectators. He also presented
the three sectors that influence spectators during the organisation of the Olympic
Games. He then referred to the options of audio-visual information for spectators
at the competition venues. In conclusion, he suggested searching in the Olympic
Charter for a legal solution to incorporate spectators in the Olympic Movement.
IOC member Sam Ramsamy discussed the participation of various developed
or developing countries in various sports. The North/South Divide (economics)
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shows the degree of availability of many countries to participate in Olympic
sports. Many developing countries can not take part in certain sports because
they lack the necessary facilities and resources to acquire expensive material.
They consequently participate in individual sports that scarcely require any
equipment or facilities. There is almost no participation by developing countries
in sports that require elaborate facilities and equipment. Until recently, the
IOC had set clear criteria for the introduction of every sport in the Olympic
programme. This system was favourable to the developed countries possessing
sufficient facilities and equipment to participate in almost all the sports of
the Olympic programme.
Professor O. Milshteyn spoke about the main trends within the Olympic
Movement as identified by Olympic experts:
The overwhelming majority believed that the Olympic Games would continue
to exist and evolve, thriving despite every negative influence. Despite this, many
thought that the Games would take a new form and follow new models of
organisation and function.
• A small number believed that the Olympic Games would vanish if their
development continued according to current commercial models.
• The globalisation of the Olympic Movement to the detriment of sport,
change of the national structure and internationalisation of Clubs and
National Teams.
• Rapid development of non-traditional and extreme sports, especially
in developed countries.
• Emergence of competitions under another form, with new ways of
organisation and operation.
• Harmonisation of the development of top-level sport and of sport for all,
especially in developed countries.
• Disproportion in the development of active sport and sport as a spectacle,
especially in the developed countries
• Reinforcement of the International Sports Federations' role and the role of
the NOCs in the framework of the International Olympic Movement.
Professor Beamish used ice hockey as a reference point for developing
a general theory claiming that the rules of the game can generate violence on
the field of play. He concluded that the rules and strategies of a game demanded
a great physical effort and provoked tensions which could lead to violence, when
a simple change of the rules could reduce this and place the emphasis on the
educational value of sports.
Professor Beatrix Hurst provided us initially with a definition of Olympic
Solidarity and talked about the reason for its existence, which is to help NOCs
requiring assistance at an educational and technical level. She then made a review
of the foundation of Olympic Solidarity and its resources, including the 4th fouryear programme for the period 1997-2000. These resources allowed Olympic
Solidarity to organise 12 programmes; 8 out of them for all NOCs and 4 for those
in greater need.
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Mr N. Michaelidis underlined in his lecture that the athlete's performance
must not be an end in itself. The participation of a child in sports gives him rights,
e.g. to take part in sports competitions, to compete on a level suitable to his
age, to have a coach in possession of a diploma, to take an active part in the
decision-making process when decisions concerned his sports activity, to exercise
in a healthy and safe environment, to receive appropriate training in order to be
capable to compete with others, to be respected in his dignity, feel good and find
joy in effort.
In the framework of the Session's works, the President of the Organising
Committee for the Mediterranean Games in Tunis in 2001, Mr Habib Ammar, as
well as the Chief Executive Officer of the "Athens 2004" Organising Committee,
Mr Petros Synadinos, briefly presented the task and development of the preparations for the organisation of the respective Games.
An additional tool of the Session was the presentations of short papers and
the creation of 12 working groups, two of which were French-speaking and the
remaining 10 English-speaking. All working groups were highly productive. The
conclusions of the 40th Session will be presented by the Academy's President at
the next IOC Session. Social evenings were also organised, with the participation
of young people from different countries, as well as art, dance and literature/
poetry workshops.
All the short papers and the discussions of the working groups referred to
subjects concerning the principles of Olympism, as well as the role of athletes and
spectators in the Olympic Games.
Finally, for the first time the work of the 40th International Session was
broadcast live over the Internet, thanks to the initiative of the Working Groups
Coordinator Mr Jorg Brokamp.
As for previous years, important events on sports and education were
organised at the IOA facilities this year too. From 2 to 5 April 2000 UNESCO's
Intergovernmental Commission for Physical Education and Sports (CIGEPS), under
the Presidency of the IOC Member Dr Julio Maglione met there. The CIGEPS
Assembly decided that the IOA would be represented as a member of the
Permanent Consultative Committee (CCP). The CCP consists of international
organisations for physical education and sports, capable of providing technical,
intellectual, financial and material support for the Commission's activities.
The 8th International Postgraduate Seminar on Olympic Studies was held at
the International Olympic Academy's facilities in Ancient Olympia from 4 May
to 14 June 2000.
Its main aim is to help promising young students from around the world to
acquire knowledge and experience on the Olympic Movement and to enrich their
knowledge especially of Olympism.
In total there were 33 participants at the 8th Postgraduate Seminar on Olympic
Studies, 14 boys and 19 girls from 27 countries, as well as a coordinator. For
the first time this year, there were participants from Jordan, Latvia, Oman, Algeria,
the Netherlands and Moldova.
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The following eminent professors taught at the Seminar: Dr Wolfgang Decker
(Germany), Dr Evangelos Albanidis (Greece), Dr Stephen Miller (USA), Dr
Robert Menchikoff (USA), Mr David Wallechinsky (USA), Dr Konstantinos
Georgiadis (Greece), Dr Bart Crum (Netherlands), Dr Mike Ajisafe (Nigeria),
Dr Rose-Marie Répond (Switzerland), Dr John McAllon (USA), Dr Barrie
Houlihan (United Kingdom), Dr Hai Ren (China), Dr Bruce Kidd (USA) and
Dr John Daly (Australia).
At the end of the Seminar, the students were awarded a diploma for their
participation at the IOA Seminar. Those students also participating in the special
examinations programme issued in cooperation with the Loughborough University
received one additional diploma with 30 credits, which corresponds to 1/6 A of
the total of 180 credits, the amount required to obtain a masters' degree from
Loughborough University.
The 5 th Joint Session for Presidents and Directors of NOAs and officials
of NOCs took place from 2 to 8 June. It had 103 participants (79 men and
24 women) from 77 countries; 70 represented 62 NOAs and 33 represented
27 NOCs. Thirty NOAs presented their activities' reports in the form of short
papers. The special topic was "Various models of effective Olympic Education:
Options and methods of implementation and evaluation strategies". The following
professors gave lectures on it: Thomas Giannakis (Greece), Janet Cahill (Australia),
Valéry Kuzin (Russia), Hai Ren (China), Marius Francisco (Benin), Mundala
O. Tete (Democratic Republic of Congo), Angela Schneider (Canada) and Nelly
Arvaniti (Greece).
In the year 2000 in total 32 different events were held at the IOA, with
approximately 2,280 participants. This brochure contains a detailed list of
the above events. A closer look at the list leads to the conclusion that, except
for the official IOA events, there is an increasing number of NOCs, Sports Federations, Universities, schools, governmental and non-governmental organisations
related to sports and the Olympic Movement, that choose this sacred place
for their sessions.
This year added one more milestone to the IOA's development within
the Olympic Movement. The Academy undoubtedly offers great services to the
international Olympic Family and to the global community by urging cooperation,
friendship and comprehension between young people in the whole world. In
order to achieve these goals, it needs the assistance and collaboration of all actors
supporting it in its task, and especially the assistance and collaboration of the
Hellenic Olympic Committee and the IOC, that have continuously supported all
IOA activities, from its beginnings until today.
Dr Kostas Georgiadis
Dean of the IOA
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LIST OF IOA ACTIVITIES IN 2000

Participants

April
3-4/4

13-14/4
15/4
19-21/4
21-22/4
May

5/5
4/5-14/6
10/5
11-12/5
13-14/5
14-18/5
19-22/5
21-22/5
25-29/5
29-30/5
29/5-2/6
June
2-8/6

9-14/6

1st Conference of the Inter-Governmental
Commission & Sports Education
of the UNESCO
University of Physical Education of Athens
Spartakos Sports Club
University of Physical Education of Komotini
Leontion Lyceum of Patisia - Athens
Congress of European and Mediterranean Countries
on horse-breading & stud book
8th INTERNATIONAL IOA POST GRADUATE
SEMINAR ON OLYMPIC STUDIES
OLYMPIC TORCH RELAY
University of Physical Education of Athens
Union of Tourism Journalists and Writers
University of Physical Education of Thessaloniki
A' Arsakeio School of Thessaloniki
Soroptimistic Union of Greece
4th International Conference
on Nutrition & Fitness
29th Primary School of Peristeri
University of Göttingen, Germany
5th INTERNATIONAL SESSION FOR
OFFICIALS OF NATIONAL OLYMPIC
COMMITTEES AND PRESIDENTS OR
DIRECTORS OF NATIONAL OLYMPIC
ACADEMIES
Sports Organization of Pallini

100
105
100
32
132

47
45
39
113
122
60
30

54

15

15-22/6
15-22/6
25-29/6
24/6-3/7

July
5-9/7
13-15/7
23/7-8/8
August
7-12/8

8-12/8
20/8-6/9
September
9-16/9
17-27/9 2324/9

16

The Olympic Games - Worship and Civilization,
Sports and Commerce
3rd European Meeting of Friendship of Primary
School Pupils
NOA of Hungary
Seminar for Pupils of the Elia Province

15
134
35
112

Yearly International Educational Seminar
of Basketball Coaches
Symposium: "Ancient Greece and the Modern
World" - University of Patras
40th INTERNATIONAL SESSION FOR
YOUNG PARTICIPANTS

243

Pupils of Leros
(Municipal Cultural Centre of Leros)
OPEN PROGRAMME "DIAVASI"
Camp of the A. Papandreou Foundation

16
62
125

Session of the National Olympic Academy
of Germany
Greek-Turkish Programme of Human Rights
Visit of Panhellenic Federation of Unions
of the Ministry of Culture

170
70

75
42
130

Panoramic view of the Session's Opening Ceremony on the Pnyx.
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OPENING CEREMONY OF THE 40THSESSION OF
THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC ACADEMY
HILL OF THE PNYX
24 JULY 2000
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Officials at the Opening Ceremony (from left to right): Mrs Fani PALLIPETRALIAS, Member of the Greek Parliament, Mr Lambis NIKOLAOU, President of
the HOC, Mr Juan Antonio SAMARANCH, IOC President, Mr Nikos FILARETOS,
President of the IOA, Mr Dimitrios AVRAMOPOULOS, Mayor of Athens, and
Mrs Eleni GLYKATZI-AHRWEILER, President of the European University.
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Address
by Mr Nikos FILARETOS (GRE)
President of the International Olympic Academy
and member of the International Olympic Committee

I cannot say whether the year 2000 indicates the last year of the second
millennium or the first year of the third millennium, given that opinions are
divided on this among scholars, historians, astrophysicists, scientists and others.
However, whether they are the last Olympic Games of the second millennium or
the first of the third, the essential fact is that this year is the year of the Sydney
Olympic Games. For this reason, the International Olympic Academy (IOA) has
decided the main subject of the 40th Session for Young Participants to be:
Olympic Games: Athletes and Spectators. We would like, with this topic, to
consider the athletes and participants' behaviour during the Olympic Games from
several points of view: competitive behaviour, social behaviour, financial impact,
commercialisation, doping, etc. I thank the distinguished lecturers for having
responded to our invitation and I hope that the lectures scheduled to be given will
raise interesting comments, as well as useful conclusions and recommendations
that will be communicated to the International Olympic Committee (IOC) for
further consideration.
This year is also special, as it marks the last year for our eminent President at
at the helm of the IOC, Mr Juan Antonio Samaranch, whose mandate comes to an
end on 16 July 2001. I seize this opportunity to thank him wholeheartedly for his
keen interest in the Work of the IOA throughout the years, evidence of which
can be seen in the fact that since 1980, when he was triumphantly elected IOC
President in Moscow, he has attended all the opening ceremonies of our Session
for Young Participants. I would also like to thank him because he has always been
a true leader of the International Olympic Movement with a realistic view of
the developments of the International Sport Movement and of their impact on
the Olympic Movement. The unity of the Olympic Movement and the harmonious
cooperation of the IOC with the International Sports Federations and the National
Olympic Committees have been the work of President Samaranch, and at the same
time of the corresponding understanding and cooperation of the International
Sports Federations. In recognition of the special interest President Samaranch has
shown for the operation and development of the IOA, he was awarded some years
ago the title of Honorary President of the IOA I hope, or even better, I am certain
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that the presence of President Samaranch at the opening ceremonies of our future
International Sessions will honour us for many years to come.
Dear lecturers and participants of the 40th International Session of the IOA,
which starts in Olympia the day after tomorrow, we are going to experience
together, for the next 12 days, at our premises and in the inspiring surroundings
of Ancient Olympia, a life filled with work, entertainment and sports events. Your
opinions, criticism and conclusions are both necessary and extremely useful to
us. Although the older generation possesses the knowledge and the experience,
it is you of course, the younger generation, that has the vividness and the direct
contact with the status of the International Olympic and Sport Movements.
I therefore call upon you to work intensively and communicate to us your
conclusions - and why not? - your advice too.
I wish you a pleasant stay, and I am sure that the outcome of your efforts in
Olympia will prove to be extremely fruitful.
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Address
by HE Mr Juan Antonio SAMARANCH (ESP)
President of the International Olympic Committee

It is with great pleasure that each year I attend, on the hill of Pnyx,
this traditional opening ceremony of the Session organized by the International Olmypic Academy for Young Participants who come from all over
the world.
You are all fortuante to be today here in Athens - which is the host city
of the first Modern Olympic Games of 1896 and those of 2004 - and in Olympia
tomorrow, which is the cradle of Olympism.
There is no doubt that this pilgriamge in Greece, that your lecturers will talk to
you about during your seminars, will enrich your knowledge as far as Olympism
is concerned.
This very morning, we have attended, here in Athens, the first meeting of the
International Foundation of the Olympic Truce, whose distinguished members are
among us.
We have also participated, in this international year for the Culture of Peace,
in the opening of the International Centre for the Olympic Truce, founded on the
initiative of the Greek Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr George Papandreou.
The Centre, whose symbolic head office is in Olympia with an administrative
head office in Athens and a contact office in Lausanne, will promote peace
through sport and the Olympic Ideal.
We are convinced that sport can help bring people together and promote
dialogue and reconciliation between countries that are at war. The first victims of
these armed conflicts that are spread throughout the world are children, young
people like you and women.
As you may know, the Olympic Movement is an educational movement.
Through the International Olympic Academy, which is chaired by our colleague
and friend Nikos Filaretos, and Olympic Solidarity, the International Olympic
Committee is investing in youth by organizing training courses for athletes and
seminars for administrators and technicians.
The IOC has also provided scholarships for young athletes from developing
countries to prepare their participation in the Games of the XXVII Olympiad in
Sydney, Australia, from 15 September to 1 October.
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We are also hoping that, after your educational stay in Olympia, you will
go back home and promote the Olympic Ideal in your communities, schools
and clubs, and assist your National Olympic Committees.
The Olympic Movement is the biggest volunteer's organization in the world.
Serving the international, national and local communities for free is a best
contribution an individual can be proud of and be compensated for with moral
satisfaction.
In conclusion, I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere
thanks to the Greek authorities, the President of the International Olympic
Academy, Mr Nikos Filaretos, and the members of the Ephoria, the President
of the Hellenic Olympic Committee, Mr Lambis Nikolaou, the President of the
Athens Olympic Games Organizing Committee 2004, Mrs Gianna AngelopoulosDaskalaki, and all those who are here with us, for you involvement and contribution to the Olympic Movement.
To you, young participants in this year's Session, I wish the best of luck.
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Address
by Mr Dimitris AVRAMOPOULOS (GRE)
Mayor of Athens

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you this evening to Athens and this
special part of the ancient city, the hill of the Pnyx. I extend a special welcome
to the President of the International Olympic Committee, Mr Juan Antonio
Samaranch, and to all the distinguished members of the Olympic Family. I also
welcome the young men and women who will take part in the 40th International
Session in Ancient Olympia and who, naturally, will be looking with an inquisitive
and critical eye on everything they see in this new place they will be visiting.
Let me assure you that in preparation for the great event of the Olympic Games
of 2004, in response to one of the greatest challenges which the Greek capital
has had to face in its recent history, we have mobilised all our resources. Athens
is getting ready. Athens is changing.
In 2004 there will be a new airport, the metro will have been extended
significantly, serving a large part of the city, a tramway line will be in operation
linking the historic centre of Athens to the sea, the city buses will be replaced
by new, non-polluting vehicles. We are building a new Athens, less dependent on
the automobile, a hospitable Athens with clean air, less noise and much more
green areas. There will be fewer cars in the streets and they will provide more
space for pedestrians. Walking will be a pleasure, the best way to visit all these
valuable historical sites, which make Athens unique.
Very close to where we are, the Dionisiou Areopagitou street that embraces
the Acropolis over a length of about 1.5 km, which until recently was a major
artery, is being converted into a pedestrian walkway. This may well be the most
spectacular change to the historic centre of a European city.
The topic you have chosen for your International Session, "The Olympic
Games: Athletes and Spectators" is very important since it focuses on the human
factor of the Games, the athlete and the spectator. You will be investigating their
relationship and this process may bring up issues that extend beyond the narrow
confines of the sports arena.
What do spectators expect from the Games? What do they expect from the
host city? What do they expect from the athletes? What kind of relationship
will develop between them? What are the deeper problems faced by athletes?
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How much do they see and get to know the city of the Games? How much do
they come in contact with its people? To what extent are we able to achieve our
aim of making the Olympic Games a festival or friendship and peace among
people?
Athens as a host city will be anxiously waiting for the answers which your
Session will be giving to these questions. Because Athens will not be just the
sports facilities. The city as a whole will offer itself to the athletes and spectators.
We would like to know the expectations of each and everyone of them and
give them what they expect.
Let me assure you that the city of Athens, as the institutional partner of the
International Olympic Committee, is following with sensitivity and attention
the progress towards 2004. The progress of the organisation effort which, by 2004,
must turn Athens into a model city for the 21st century. A city with state of the art
facilities and an organisation that focuses on man, on the needs of athletes
and spectators, on the need to communicate and to feel the life of this place.
In this way, the Games will not imply be a show, but acquire substance. They will
become an opportunity for contacts, exchanges and information, a crossroads
of peoples.
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Address
by Mr Theodoras PANGALOS (GRE)
Minister of Culture

I was very interested to be informed of the organization of the formal opening
ceremony of the 40th International Session for Young Participants by the International Olympic Academy, under the main subject "The Olympic Games: Athletes
and Spectators". Unfortunately, due to unforeseen circumstances, I will not be able
to be present at this important Ceremony.
Within the wide cultural and politico-historical scope of the classical Ancient
Greek civilization, the Olympic Games represented the expression of harmony
between the mind, the body and soul. The Olympic Virtue, which emanates from
the dynamism of the Olympic Ideal, ennobles the mind and appeases the soul.
Each Olympic Games constitute an important celebration, as they promote
the unique conscience of the Greek nation, of the spirit of peace and brotherhood
among the Pan-Hellenes. It represented the constant perfection of morals and
the Pan-Hellenes' concept of life.
Not only the athlete-winner, but also his or her society, were improved by
the winner's deed, the achievement and the creation in general. The deed
distinguished those related to it and lead to social development.
The Olympic Movement was the link between athletes and spectators from
different countries, but also served as a vehicle for understanding and peace.
The Games may affect the psychological, moral, social and political level. The
athletic effort carries the torch of the spirit of noble emulation in society.
The Games also contribute to the closer acquaintance between people by
promoting sport tourism.
The experience of values is possible only through the active participation of
children and young people in athletic activities. In this way, children will reconcile
themselves to Olympism as a value, vision and way of life.
Olympism offers the opportunity to athletes, and also to sports fans, to
appreciate once more the value and glory of the personal human effort.
With these thoughts, I welcome you and I wish you success in the 40th International Session.
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Address
by Mr George FLORIDIS (GRE)
Secretary of State for Culture

We welcome you here tonight, in the shadow of the Acropolis. In Athens. In
the place where ideals and values, such as democracy, equality and fair play were
born. Ideals and values whose essence is contained in the spirit of the Olympic
Games and which remain radiant through the centuries, their glow shedding its
light on our modern civilization.
Greek thinking considered a perfect and virtuous human being whoever
managed to create a balance between his/her body and spirit. It was on this kind
of harmony that the edifice of classical times' education was founded, i.e. on the
harmonious development of bodily, spiritual and intellectual virtues, on the three
axes of exercising, music and learning for the young.
In these days, when technology has invaded everything and the entertainment
industry sets the pace of new developments, the ideas of classical Greek antiquity
constitute a source of inspiration for sport and Olympism, which tries to keep
a balance between humanist ideals on the one hand and the demands of modern
reality on the other.
The 40th International Session for Young Participants of the International
Olympic Academy, to be held in Ancient Olympia on the subject: "Olympic
Games: Athletes and Spectators," addresses the current issue. The question we are
all asked to answer concerns the relationship between sport and the entertainment
industry, between recreational and competitive sports, along with everyone's right
to enjoy exercising and competition.
Obviously, these are matters of great concern. Many and different approaches
are being put forward. It is the kind of discussion that needs to take place,
because that is the only way we can arrive at some mature decisions, which will
allow sport to develop, but which will also preserve, in their course through
time, the ideals related to fair play.
In this discussion, everybody has a place and say: spectators and athletes,
the former competing, the latter enjoying the efforts of the letter, giving these
efforts a particular value and potential through their presence.
There is no doubt that, just as the athletes are not, and should not, be the
walk-ons in a mini-show, so spectators should not be treated as tourists or
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consumers either, but as active members of the Olympic Movement. Members
who have rights and obligations.
I am sure the issues I touched upon will be thoroughly discussed in your
Session and the conclusions you will come up with will be useful for the
Olympic Movement.
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Address
by Mr Lambis NIKOLAOU (GRE)
President of the Hellenic Olympic Committee
and member of the International Olympic Committee

The Hellenic Olympic Committee, which I have the honour and pleasure
of representing, extends a warm welcome to the participants of the 40th Session
of the International Olympic Academy.
The Hellenic Olympic Committee has been giving its full support, for the last
40 years, to the International Olympic Academy, in its highly successful existence.
The Hellenic Olympic Committee has provided the Academy with the necessary
means and resources to ensure that the stay of the participants in its Sessions
will be a pleasant and comfortable one and that their education will be based
on modern and free teaching methods.
When the HOC put into practice, in 196l, a proposal by Diem and Ketseas —
inspired by an idea of Coubertin's — for the creation of an International Centre
of Olympic Studies, it may not have realised the scope of this innovative undertaking, an undertaking which has become established with time and expanded
impressively through the formation of more than 100 National Olympic Academies
throughout the world.
The fruit of this long-lasting contribution of the Hellenic Olympic Committee
is, above all, moral satisfaction, as well as international recognition which, by
general admission, have secured for it a special place within the Olympic Movement.
The theme of this year's Session of the Academy is "The Olympic Games:
Athletes and Spectators". Athletes and spectators are, as we know, the two main
pillars which support the institution of the Olympic Games. Athletes with their
efforts, competition, performance and spectacle maintain the interest of spectators
alive, while spectators for their part reward them with recognition and fame.
The relationship between athletes and spectators is therefore a two-way relationship, which may prove to be dangerous.
The impressive performances by athletes, which are steadily improving
naturally attract more and more spectators. However, this rise in audience rates
during the Olympic Games breeds among athletes a strong sense of responsibility
to meet the expectations of sports fans. This sense of responsibility in addition to
its positive effect on the steady improvement of performance may, unfortunately,
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sometimes lead to the use of illicit means in violation of the athlete's oath to
comply with the rules of fair play.
On the other hand, the spectators impressed as they are by these outstanding
competition results, attribute extraordinary abilities to athletes, expecting and
demanding even higher performances. Let me point out here that this excessive
adulation with which spectators surround athletes must be combined with
a critical attitude, so that they understand how imperative it is not to let such
adulation turn them into fanatical supporters, but remain aware admirers of sport.
In conclusion, we could say that only a healthy relationship between athletes
and spectators can safeguard, in the long run, the continuity and prestige of the
Olympic Games as an institution.
It is therefore up to you, for a large part, as participants in this Session to take
over from here and contribute in turn to the propagation of the healthy Olympic
principles, enriched and inspired by the conclusions of your work, in order to lay
the sound foundations of a worthwhile Olympic education.
With these few words and my best wishes for a fruitful stay in our country,
I declare the open 40th International Session for Young Participants of the International Olympic Academy.
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Address
by Mr Peter TALLBERG (FIN)
Member of the International Olympic Committee
and Chairman of the IOC Athletes' Commission
on behalf of the lecturers of the Session

Standing here at the peak of ancient history at the Pnyx, I would briefly like
to touch upon two vital issues in today's sports world. First the rapid changes
in the world order and secondly the unity within the Olympic sphere.
First, lets look at the world. The ancient Olympic Games date back more than
2,700 years, showing and proving that sport already then formed a vital part of life
in this part of the world. At that time society and culture was extremely well
developed in Athens and inside the borders of present Greece.
Use your imagination to form a picture of those days: there were no cars, trains,
no aeroplanes, no telephones, faxes or emails, no copying machines, radios or
televisions, and still society was well organized, functional, and cleverly structured.
More examples: Columbus discovered the Americas 508 years ago; David
Livingstone discovered the Victoria Falls 150; Captain Cook anchored at Botany
Bay in Sydney 230 years ago in April 1770; and the Suez Canal was completed in
1864. This hill was then old history. It is our duty here tonight to put history into
perspective. Much has happened during the last century, things that have changed
the world order dramatically. Two World Wars have disrupted the power balance
in many parts of the world and still today there are conflicts all around the globe.
The Olympic Movement has also been undergoing important reforms, and has
as many times before been strong enough to survive and develop into an even
stronger entity.
I do hope that whoever it will be, who addresses the participants at the Pnyx
in another 2,700 years time, will be able to conclude that Olympic ideals have
been strong enough to pass the message for more than 5,400 years through the
strength of the honesty of fair play and the universal goals of sport.
Unity is a word that often has been mentioned by President Samaranch in
his speeches: unity between the different international Sports Federations, the
199 National Olympic Committees and unity within the field of solidarity between
regions of rich and poor.
The International Olympic Academy has had and will have an important
mission to fulfil in the future, its mission being the creation of a united understanding among the young participants.
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You represent different backgrounds geographically, culturally, educationally
and professionally. You speak different languages, you practise different religions
and sports. These facts make it a paramount challenge for every lecturer to try
to deliver a common message for all of you. A message that will strengthen
the unity between the participants and that will open new visions in areas linked
to the Olympic Movement.
I have been fortunate enough to visit both Athens and Olympia several times
before, and I am every time humbly grateful for being given the opportunity
to come close to the ideals of Olympism in the cradle Olympia.
A Session of the International Olympic Academy is something very special,
a real opportunity, and I wish you all participants, lecturers and coordinators
a productive stay and success. Finally, I would like to comment on the brilliant
work done my old friend and IOC colleague Nikos Filaretos at the head of the
Academy.
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Snapshot from the opening ceremony of the Session. In the first row (from left
to right): Prof. Vladimir RODICHENKO, Vice-Président of the Russian Olympic
Committee, Mrs Shengrong LU, IOC Member, Mr Habib AMMAR, President of the
Organizing Committee of the Mediterranean Games "Tunis 2001 ", Mr Peter
TALLBERG, Chairman of the IOC Athletes Commission, Prof. Robert STEADWARD,
President of the International Paralympic Committee, Mrs Charmaine CROOKS,
IOC Member, Mr Masato MIZUNO, President, Mizuno Corporation, Mrs Lijuan
LIANG and Mr Zhenliang HE, Chairman of the IOC Commission of Culture and
Olympic Education.
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Opening ceremony at the stele of Pierre de Coubertin.

Opening ceremony at the stele of Pierre de Coubertin.
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Mr Juan Antonio SAMARANCH, IOC President, addressing the audience at the
Opening Ceremony on the Pnyx.

Mr Lambis NIKOLAOU, President of the HOC, during his address
at the Opening Ceremony.
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Mr Nikos FILARETOS, President of the IOA, addressing the audience at the
Opening Ceremony.

Mr Peter TALLBERG, during his speech at the Opening Ceremony.
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Mr George FLORIDIS, Undersecretary of State for Sport, addressing the audience
at the Opening Ceremony of the 40th International Session for Young Participants.

Laying of wreaths on behalf of the Lecturers at the stele of Pierre de Coubertin
by Mr Zhenliang HE and Prof. Roben STEADWARD.
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Laying of wreaths on behalf of the Lecturers at the stele of Ioannis Ketseas and
Karl Diem by Prof. Vladimir RODICHENKO and Mr Peter TALLBERG.

The typical commemorative photo at the Main Stairs of the IOA.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE 40TH SESSION
AT ANCIENT OLYMPIA

The opinion of the lecturers do not necessarily reflect those
of the International Olympic Academy.
Authorization is given to reproduce articles published.
We would appreciate it if the source of such articles were mentioned.
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Address
by Mr Nikos FILARETOS (GRE)
President of the International Olympic Academy
and member of the International Olympic Committee

I would briefly like to welcome you to our home at the International Olympic
Academy in Olympia. I would not like to expand on the Academy's work and
mission, since in two days, during the first film projection, you are going to watch
a film that lasts almost 50 minutes, shot by American operators, at the Olympic
Solidarity's and International Olympic Committee's expense (almost US$ 45,000),
on life within the Academy.
I would like to express my warm thanks to my colleagues from the International Olympic Committee, as well as to the lecturers and Mr Mizuno, who were
kind enough to respond to our invitation. If sometimes I insisted too much on the
presence of some of my colleagues here, it is because of the fact that I wanted
them to experience even for a little while life within the Academy, because
there is great difference between reading or listening about the Academy and
experiencing the atmosphere. It is our home, it is your home and I am sure that
in twelve days, you will return to your countries and you will become the most
devout mediators of the Olympic Movement and the International Olympic
Academy, just like thousands of young people that came here before you.
I would like to welcome you once again.
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Address
by Mr Panagiotis DIMITROULOPOULOS (GRE)
Prefect of Elea

We welcome you to the sacred land of Ancient Olympia.
To the place that gave birth to eternal values which remain modern
even nowadays — maybe more so today than ever before — and continue to touch
public opinion worldwide.
According to Pindar: "... look no further than the sun / for another star shining
more warmly by day / through the empty sky, / nor let us proclaim a contest
greater than Olympia..." (OLYMPIAN, 1, 5-7)
Thanks to its radiance, Pindar's Olympia overshadows every other Greek
city, just as the sun overshadows every other star in the firmament during
daytime.
Pausanias, the first travel-writer in history, felt that same awe, when, upon
arrival at the land of Elis and Olympia's Altis, he set eyes on the grandeur of both
the place and its monuments.
The incomparable grandeur of Olympia's natural environment, of the temples,
as well as of the statues of Gods, heroes and Olympic winners made Pausanias
wonder, calling Olympia "a place looked after by God himself.
Modern visitors, when standing amidst Olympia's antiquities, feel that same
awe and emotion.
For nothing has been lost of its divine contribution and glory.
It is flooding with its own ideas, philosophical heritage, ideals, tranquillity and
peaceful weapons, with rivalry and competition, understanding and co-operation,
respect for the other and fair play.
It feels the vibrations of the extraordinary adventures of the human spirit,
unfolding themselves magnificently for the past 3,000 years.
It was here, in Ancient Olympia, Elis and Pisa, where man first grasped
the idea of peace and of the brotherhood of man and laid the foundations
for the creation of a world community with an ultimate goal, that humans
came into contact with each other, that they got to know each other, that
they respected each other's personality and that they succeeded in
establishing friendship and trust among themselves, so that they might stop
killing one another.
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The establishment of the Olympic Truce was such an innovative concept
and so difficult to grasp and implement, that it required a level of civilisation that
only the Ancient Greeks could attain.
Talking about all the above, as a citizen of Elis and Olympia, I would like to
stress the growing role Ancient Olympia could play in the Modern Olympic
Games.
For us, Olympia, Elis, and the Olympic institutions are anything but museum
pieces.
In today's global reality, where man is anxiously looking for solid notions
and ideals to cling to, the Olympic ideals constitute a golden opportunity for
humanity to enhance the role of those involved in the Olympic Games, be it the
athletes, spectators or individuals and institutions involved in the Olympic
Movement.
For that reason, considering the upgrading of Ancient Olympia within the
context of the international Olympic environment as an absolute necessity,
we turn to every international institution and organisation and suggest that
the sacredness and inviolability of Ancient Olympia, as well as of the area surrounding it, be restored.
Nowadays, we believe that the places, where once the sacred cities of Ancient
Olympia, Ancient Elis and Ancient Pisa stood, should be proclaimed places
of Peace, Friendship and Brotherhood of Man, just like in Antiquity, when Elis was
considered a sacred, inviolable place and was respected by all the superpowers of
the time.
The Prefecture of Elis, together with all the Municipalities and other institutions
of our region, is making a start from this forum today and asks you all for
your support, you whose opinion is of great importance for all developments
in the domain of the Olympic Games and for the procedure of declaring Olympia
a sacrosanct place of peace, cooperation and brotherhood.
We are sure that our initiative will have all friends of the Olympic Movement
in every corner of the world as its worthy supporters and ambassadors.
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Address
by Mr Georgios AIDONIS (GRE)
Mayor of Ancient Olympia

The Municipality of Ancient Olympia is truly glad to greet today's meeting,
since every activity held at the sacred site of Olympia and concerning dialogue
and the expression of ideas necessary for the promotion of the Olympic
Movement also promotes the Municipality itself.
You are, for the most part, the vehicles of the most timely and consistent - with
our eternal values - stances and questions on the course of the Olympic Games
worldwide. Consequently, talking with each other and coming up with policies
and strategies for the Olympic family can only have a positive effect.
The relationship between athletes and spectators in the Olympic Games
is a crucial one.
The athlete, the Olympic athlete, is a fighter who fights with his soul. He is an
individual who tries to exceed his own limits, in an effort to help his country
distinguish itself through his own personal feats. The greatest motive for him
is the recognition of his efforts from his fellow-citizens, who, at that particular
moment, due to the psychological bond created through Olympic culture, identify
themselves with the spectators in the Olympic stadium.
In the spectators' faces and in their positive or indifferent attitude towards
trying, one's own homeland is reflected, which constitutes a motive for the
achievement of one's goals.
It is, therefore, obvious that what is needed is the strengthening, primarily
on the level of the host city, of an education related to the spirit of sportsmanship,
that will correspond to the athlete's needs.
This education should, afterwards, be spread to every part of the world,
so that, starting even with the pre-Olympic tournaments, the athletes' spiritual
and physical records can improve.
The interventions the topic you are dealing with today requires, as well as
all relevant questions are within the scope of your intentions and abilities.
The Municipality of Ancient Olympia wishes success to the works of your
Session.
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THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC
COMMITTEE: REFORM AND PROSPECTS
by Mr Nikos FILARETOS (GRE)
Member of the International Olympic Committee
and President of the International Olympic
Academy

The object of this intervention, that will be very short, is to inform you about
the reforms which were adopted by the IOC's Session in December 1999 and add
a few personal comments on these reforms and the prospects which these changes
will bring.
The IOC President has proposed the appointment of ten athletes elected
by their peers to the Athletes' Commission during the Summer Games in Atlanta
and the Nagano Winter Olympics. The proposal was adopted by the Session.
It is the first time that athletes become fully-fledged IOC members. They are:
Hassiba Boulmerka (Algeria) - athletics, Sergei Bubka (Ukraine) - athletics,
Jan Zelezny (Czech Republic) - athletics, Alexander Popov (Russia) — swimming,
Johann Olav Koss (Norway) — skating, Charmaine Crooks (Canada) — athletics,
Robert Ctvrlik (USA) - volleyball, Manuela di Centa (Italy) — cross-country skiing,
Roaland Baar (Germany) - rowing, Vladimir Smirnov (Kazakhstan) - crosscountry skiing.
The main reforms covering the IOC's composition, structure and organization
are the following. I am going to list them, following which you will allow me to
make a few personal remarks on these reforms:
1. The admission to the IOC as full members of 15 Olympic athletes elected
by their peers.
2. The lowering of the age limit to 70 for new members.
3. Eight-year mandates, renewable following re-election.
4. The number of IOC members to be limited to a maximum of 115:
15 active athletes, 15 Presidents of International Federations (IF),
15 Presidents of National Olympic Committees (NOC) and 70 members
elected on their individual merit.
5. The creation of a Nominations Commission for election to the IOC.
The Commission will be composed of 3 members chosen by the IOC
Session, 3 members chosen by the Ethics Commission and 1 member
designated by the Athletes' Commission.
6. The enlargement of the IOC's Executive Board to better reflect the new
composition of the IOC.
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7. The reduction of the IOC President's term of office. The next IOC
President will be elected for an 8-year term renewable only once for four
years in the event of re-election.
As regards the IOC's role in the period between two Games, the major reforms
include:
8. The publication of financial reports clearly reflecting the IOC's sources
of revenue and their allocation, in order to improve financial transparency.
9. The obligation for each entity receiving funds from the IOC to submit
a financial statement on the use of such funds for the purpose of
increasing financial transparency.
10. The obligation for all NOCs to participate in the Summer Games.
11. The reduction of the number of both events and athletes at the Summer
Games in order to contain the gigantism of the Games and avoid ensuing
management problems.
12. Cooperation with the World Anti-Doping Agency for the purpose
of providing athletes with a "passport" containing all necessary infor
mation making it possible to conduct effective doping tests and verify
their health condition.
13. Non-admission at the Games of sports that do not apply the Olympic
Movement's Anti-Doping Code or do not conduct out-of-competition
tests.
Concerning the election of host cities, the new reforms will clearly specify
the requirements which candidate cities for the organization of the Games should
meet, as well as the responsibilities and obligations of all the parties concerned.
Let me mention among the most significant changes:
14. The introduction of an acceptance phase for candidacies to assess the
real capability of interested cities, in view of their final acceptance as
official candidates.
15. The abolition of visits by members to candidate cities, the final choice
being now based on the information collected by the Evaluation Com
mission, whose role will be enhanced. It should be noted, in this respect,
that IOC members will be able to rely on a candidature acceptance process
that will pick out only the most qualified cities.
16. Greater responsibility for NOCs to supervise and advise the bid com
mittees of their respective countries.
17. The signing of a contract between the IOC, candidate cities and their
respective NOCs that lays down each party's obligations and applicable
ethical rules, as well as sanctions in case of infringement.
My personal remarks are the following:
(1) As regards the lowering of the age limit to 70: in 1985, during the IOC's
Session in what was then East Berlin, my late colleague and former
IOA President, Nikos Nissiotis and I had proposed to the Session the
lowering of the age limit from 72 to 70 years. Another colleague, the
well-known former FIFA President, Mr Joâo Havelange, had proposed
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

during that same Session the raising of the age limit from 72 to 75.
If my recollections are correct, the Nissiotis-Filaretos proposal had
obtained 14 votes and the Havelange proposal 70. You can draw your
own conclusions.
As regards the 8-year term for IOC members, renewable in case of re
election: it is a good measure because until now there was a large number
of IOC numbers with no contribution whatsoever to the Olympic
Movement. This was of course the result of the system by means of which
members were co-opted to the IOC until now without any extensive
consideration of their relation to sport and the Olympic Movement. In
future, a special nominations commission will be established that will
carefully study the activity and contribution of each member and propose
to the Session the renewal or non-renewal of his/her term of office at
the end of the 8-year period. In my opinion, the commission that has
already been set up to examine the candidatures for election to the
IOC should also be entrusted with the task of considering the renewal
of the member's term of office.
The decision to limit the IOC President's term to eight years, renewable
only once for four years in case of re-election, is very wise. Once your
have been in office for twelve years, I don't believe that there is anything
new you can bring to your activities. So you should know how to retire
with a flourish and not become what Anglosaxons call "establishment".
The obligation for all NOCs to participate in the Olympic Games is a wise
decision, but the problem is that it is incomplete. It's all right to provide
for the obligation, but what sanctions will be imposed in case of nonparticipation? We should not be satisfied with superficial statements.
The same applies to the reduction of the number of events and competi
tors at the Games. Prevent gigantism, yes, but have the courage to reduce
not just some events, but also certain sports that have no reason to be
on the Olympic programme. The explosion of women's sports - which
I personally welcome warmly — makes this imperative. The question is
whether we'll have the courage to do it.
The abolition of visits by IOC members to candidate cities is a decision
with which I do not agree. In my opinion, the Evaluation Commission's
report is not enough. I believe that we need to visit the cities selected
as candidate cities to form a personal view on the quality of the people
promoting the candidature, inspect the different training and competition
venues, talk to the citizens of the city to find out what their reaction is to
the candidature, etc. In my mind this is absolutely essential for someone
wishing to vote with impartiality. Such details cannot be contained in a
report, even if the report is a masterpiece. The guilty complex that seized
the IOC following the Salt Lake City corruption scandal led us to a rather
rash decision, made under the shock of the corruption scandal. I ask
myself: if an official of a candidate city wants to propose to buy my vote
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in exchange for I do not know what, do I need to travel to the city to
finalize such an agreement? For God's sake, let us be frank. The solution is to
elect serious and incorruptible members and not to forbid visits. (7) Finally, as
regards the NOCs' enhanced responsibility to supervise bid committees, this
is an important decision, about which I have some doubts, however. In the
past, I was a member of the city of Athens bid committee on two occasions,
the first time for the 1996 Olympics and the second time for the Games of
2004 and I am now a member of the Organizing Committee for the Athens
2004 Olympic Games. Based on my experience, the OCOGs absolutely need
to apply to their government to obtain the necessary guarantees as well as
funds. As a result, it is those who hold the purse strings who will do the
supervising. Still, I welcome the IOC's decision because it will allow NOCs to
face their governments with more authority.
I have attempted, as briefly as possible, to give you a general and impartial
overview of the IOC's restructuring process. It is true that the IOC has delayed
a lot before making these decisions. There is always a need for more reforms.
I hope that this is just the beginning. There is still a long way ahead. As I do every
year, I will conclude this introductory paper with the words spoken by the reviver
of the Olympic Games, Baron Pierre de Coubertin, on 17 April 1927 in Olympia,
on the occasion of the inauguration of the commemorative monument to the
revival of the Games.
"We have not worked - my friends and I - for the purpose of bringing back
the Olympic Games so that you could turn them into museum or film objects
or to see them taken away from our hands by commercial or political interests.
By reviving a twenty-five-century-old institution we wanted to initiate you to the
religion of sport as it had been conceived by our great ancestors. In our modern
world, with its tremendous potential, but still threatened by destructive compromise, Olympism can be a school of chivalry and purity, of physical endurance
and energy. On the condition, however, that you will constantly elevate your
perception of sporting honour and disinterestedness to the same level as your
muscular strength. The future depends on you."
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CULTURE AND EDUCATION
IN THE OLYMPIC MOVEMENT

by Mr Zhenliang HE (CHN)
Member of the International Olympic Committee
and Chairman of the IOC Commission for Culture
and Olympic Education

It gives me great pleasure to be with you today on this unique site that
continues to inspire so many billions of people. As the heir of an ancient
civilization, I feel right at home here. And, as Chairman of the IOC's Commission
for Culture and Olympic Education, coming to Olympia means returning to my
roots.
President Juan Antonio Samaranch, the successor of our founder, Pierre de
Coubertin, echoed my sentiments perfectly when he said: "I think we are at an
ideal place to reflect on the development of our society. It is a haven of peace and
harmony, where the centuries have been carved on the stone, the meanders of the
River Alpheus, the beauty of the flora and the serenity that reigns in this unique
place, Olympia, where the most marvellous and glorious history of sport was
born."
My colleague, Nikos Filaretos, has asked me to give a speech on the theme of
"Culture and Education in the Olympic Movement". What better place than
Olympia to consider what matters most to Olympism; what better place than Qufu
to consider the relationship between mental and physical education in Oriental
civilization conceived by Confucius 2,500 years ago.
The task Mr Filaretos has entrusted me with is both an easy and difficult one
to achieve. It is easy in that it has so often been affirmed and reiterated that
Olympism equals sport plus culture and education, in that anyone with even
a basic knowledge of Olympism will know this statement by heart. It is difficult
in that this statement stretches from ancient times to the present day and its
content continues to change as society changes.
Nevertheless, in the limited time available, I will endeavour to present my view
of culture and education in the Olympic Movement.

"Sport and Culture" according to Pierre de Coubertin
The union of sport and culture is one of the roots of Olympism. In Ancient
Greece, physical activity formed an integral part of young people's education physical strength was considered as important as the development of the mind.
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Plato wrote that "the body should be trained in gymnastics, the soul in music".
Born in 776 BC, the Olympic Games had a deeply religious base rooted in the
people. Winning athletes could rise to the rank of "hero" and have a statue erected
at Olympia in their honour. Apart from the purely sports-related element,
however, the Olympic Games had become a cosmopolitan and harmonious
gathering of athletes, philosophers, poets, artists, historians, writers and so on. On
the one hand, the Games provided an ideal setting for all to avail of the wide
number of people gathered, expounding - and opposing — each others' ideas.
On the other, artists were inspired to new creations by the aesthetic form
of the body in motion in sports activities.
The modern-day Olympic Games, created by Baron Pierre de Coubertin,
have not lost touch with their roots; on the contrary, these roots have been
strengthened. Coubertin was a humanist in the broadest sense of the term and his
objective, therefore, was to improve the individual and society through
the Olympic Games. For this reason, the Olympic Games had to be more than
just sport and physical activity; they had to nourish the mind and the soul.
It was no accident, then, that in 1897, one year after the first modern-day
Olympic Games were held, Coubertin presided an Olympic Congress in
the French city of Le Havre entitled "Sports Hygiene and Education". Coubertin
understood the role of the Olympic Games as an important factor helping to edify
a peaceful and better world, not on its own, but in harmony with culture and
education and abiding by universal ethical principles.
For Coubertin, the Olympic Games went beyond mere physical effort;
they united art and sport. All his life, Coubertin argued in favour of combining
the development of sport with a deepening of culture. As far as he was concerned,
art, literature and sport formed a single whole, not by arithmetic juxtaposition,
but by a profound overlapping: "Sport should be seen as a producer of art. Sport
produces beauty and therefore generates the athlete, who is a living sculpture.
Ancient art was heavily inspired by the athlete, but only the athlete at rest.
Modern-day artists are faced with many other forms of interpretation."
We should note in passing that the IOC was formed around the same time as
the cinema (1894-1895), allowing such masterpieces as The Gods of the Stadium
and Chariots of Fire to be created based on the theme of the Olympic Games.
To carry through his project and ensure its official union, Coubertin convened
a "Consultative Conference on Art, Letters and Sport" in Paris on 23 May 1906, with
over 70 writers and artists taking part. They considered how art and literature
could work together to celebrate the modern-day Olympiads.
The conference proposed that the IOC organize five areas of competition, i.e.
architecture, music, sculpture, painting and literature, known as the "Pentathlon
of the Muses", with the aim of promoting, every four years, works of art inspired
by sport.
The Games of the V Olympiad in Stockholm in 1912 saw the first art competitions on an equal footing with their sports counterparts. Five gold medals and one
silver were awarded (a factsheet contains a list of medal winners). In the literature
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competition, the gold medal was awarded to an Ode to Sport, signed by Georges
Hohrod and M. Eschbah. No-one knew either of these authors. It was only in 1919
that Coubertin claimed paternity of the ode by admitting he had used the names
as pseudonyms.
The last time such art competitions were held at the Olympic Games was
in London in 1948 at the Games of the XIV Olympiad.
Yet the International Olympic Committee has never stopped working towards
the union of sport and culture so dear to Coubertin. After Melbourne 1956 and,
in particular, the Games of the XVII Olympiad in Rome in 1960, these art competitions were transformed into a "festival of arts" held during the Olympic Games.
This festival of arts has become a tradition and even an obligation, Rule 44 of the
Olympic Charter stipulating that the Organizing Committee of the Olympic Games
"organize a programme of cultural events". This programme, which "must serve
to promote harmonious relations, mutual understanding and friendship among
the participants and others attending the Olympic Games" should symbolize
"the universality and the diversity of human culture". It now extends over four
years. It begins at the start of the Olympiad, i.e. four years before the Games
are held.
Achievements of the IOC under the presidency of Juan Antonio
Samaranch

The Olympic Charter defines Olympism as "a philosophy of life exalting and
combining in a balanced whole the qualities of body, will and mind. Blending
sport with culture and education, Olympism seeks to create a way of life based
on the joy found in effort, the educational value of good example and respect for
universal fundamental ethical principles". On numerous occasions, President
Samaranch has emphasized that the difference between a world championship
and the Olympic Games lies in the fact that the Olympic Games are the union
of sport and culture.
The IOC and television began working together in Rome in 1960. Television
techniques such as close-ups, slow motions and zoom-ins gave a new dimension
to Olympism. While in 1960, the number of television viewers was low, nowadays,
televised broadcasts of the Games reach some four billion viewers worldwide,
demonstrating the universal nature of Olympism.
The host cities soon learned how to turn these televised broadcasts to their
advantage. The opening and closing ceremonies of the Olympic Games are
increasingly imposing. They provide an ideal opportunity to promote the culture
of the host city and its country or region. Whether in Moscow (1980), Los Angeles
(1984), Seoul (1988), Barcelona (1992) or Atlanta (1996) for the Games of
the Olympiad, Sarajevo (1984), Calgary (1988), above all Albertville (1992),
Lillehammer (1994) and Nagano (1998) for the Winter Olympic Games, each
nation has exhibited its own culture, from the most ancient to the most modern,
while at the same time promoting the Olympic values through the Olympic ritual
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laid down in the Charter. These values include surpassing oneself, fair play,
the joy found in effort, respect for others and harmony between body and mind.
For the past seven years, Olympism has had its own Museum, the one
Coubertin dreamed of and which became a reality under the instigation of
President Juan Antonio Samaranch, who devoted himself entirely to its completion. The Museum is at once "a meeting point and centre of research and influence
for Olympism". Everything there has been designed to "demonstrate, in a permanent and striking manner, that the Olympic vocation is to transcend sport and to
go all out to make it a beneficial instrument of education, culture and civilization
to the benefit of a human community sharing a common destiny." (R. Gafner)
Shortly after the Olympic Museum was inaugurated on 23 June 1993, the
100th IOC Session was held at this very Museum. It was the first time a Session had
been held within the walls of the IOC and the first time a Session had been devoted
entirely to the theme of "sport and culture". In addition to members of the IOC, university academics, historians, artists, media representatives and athletes took part.
By organizing such a session, President Samaranch wished to draw the attention,
once again, of all elements of the Olympic Movement to the importance of the
union of sport and culture and to define the IOC's cultural policy for the future.
At the Centennial Olympic Congress, Congress of Unity in 1994, a number
of speakers stressed the vital importance of culture and education in the face of
the excessive commercialization of sport. A Study Commission formed at the end
of the Congress analyzed all the contributions made and put forward 22 amendments to the Olympic Charter and 12 resolutions at the 105th IOC Session in 1996.
Many of these resolutions and amendments relate to culture and education.
The bulk of the work in the field of education is done by the International
Olympic Academy in conjunction with the IOC. As of 1968, an IOC commission
known as the "Commission for the International Olympic Academy" provided
a link between the IOC and the IOA. In 1980, the commission was widened
with the nomination of representatives of athletes, NOCs and IFs. In 1993, its name
was changed to the "Commission for the International Olympic Academy and
Olympic Education" in order to convey its mission and activities more accurately.
This year, the Cultural Commission and the IOA Commission merged to form
a new commission entitled the "Commission for Culture and Olympic Education".
Mr Filaretos is its Vice-Chairman, while I have the honour of presiding it.
In the four decades since its inauguration, the IOA has continued to propagate
and influence the Olympic ideal. In China, students and young people are
compared to peach and plum trees that are cultivated. Through its activities, the
IOA has cultivated Olympic peach and plum trees all over the world which
have borne, and will continue to bear, fruit aplenty for the Olympic Movement.

The IOC's Cultural Commission and its activities
The IOC's Cultural Commission was formed in 1968. In 1995, President
Samaranch entrusted me with chairing the Commission.
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While appreciating all the achievements of our predecessors, my colleagues
and I realized that although much had been said about the importance of the
union of sport and culture, little had been done during the years of the Olympiad,
with the exception of the ceremonies and arts festivals held during the Games. It
is true that the Olympic Museum is very active and has been highly successful;
however, until now few NOCs have felt that it applies to them. In order to feel that
"sport plus culture and education" are the very essence of Olympism, the NOCs
must be involved in the IOC's cultural activities. It was up to the Cultural
Commission to take the initiative. It therefore devised a short- and medium-term
programme which it presented to the Executive Board, which approved it.
The programme stipulated, and still stipulates, organizing a "sports and cultural"
event each non-Olympic year, i.e. when no Olympic Games are held. All elements
of the Olympic Movement would be invited to take part in this event. The first
event was the Sport and Culture Forum held at the Olympic Museum in Lausanne
in 1997.
Apart from members of the IOC, representatives of the NOCs and IPs, athletes
and distinguished personalities from the world of literature and art took part in
the Forum to debate the four themes on the agenda: Sport as culture; Sport and
culture in the modern age; Olympism: a source of cultural inspiration, and Sport:
a treasure of humanity.
The Forum was unanimous in declaring sport a culture in its own right with
a major influence on society.
Someone pointed out that Pierre de Coubertin had attempted to favour
experience and personal responsibility, and that the IOC could not provide any
remedies. The work should be done together. Admittedly, the motivation of the
NOCs needed to be revived and their participation in the cultural activities already
suggested was one way to achieve this.
The Forum concluded that:
sport has a role to play in educating the individual while Olympism has
an effect on the creation of a collective conscience of tolerance and
understanding between different cultures;
- sports culture plays a major role in developing new forms of art, design,
architecture and urban planning;
- culture is essential to Olympism, which contains a moral force, educational
value and an aesthetic perception.
The Forum warned the audience against a number of dangers facing the
Olympic Movement:
(a) Standardization
"One of the dangers facing sport is the tendency to claim to represent
a particular culture, as some might see, in international sport for example, the risk
of imposing a single cultural model."
Ousmane Paye, Minister for Youth and Sport, Senegal
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"We should not let the dominant and competitive sports model relegate all
sports cultures to the background and impose a standardization and hierarchical
organization."
Pierre Arnaud, Professor at the University of Claude Bernard, Lyon I, France
(b) Money
"The escalation of financial stakes in the organization and practice of sport may
well destroy all the intrinsic virtues of sports activity."
Kok Chi Sieh, Secretary General, Malay National Olympic Committee, Malaysia
"The astonishing sums of money involved, I do believe, are shifting the focus
away from the culture of sport towards money culture."
Patwant Singh, writer, India
(c) The pursuit of personal interests
"Sport, like all other forms of cultural activity, is threatened today by the
pursuit of interests that serve purposes foreign to culture (...) the star system
that continues to destroy the spirit of fair competition between the members of
a community."
Hélène Ahrweiler, Director of the University of Europe, Greece
(d) Conservatism
"If the Olympics really want to live up to Coubertin's grand ideal of art competitions, then the framework and rules for these competitions will have to change
in radical ways. Art about sport, the old ideal, cannot be sustained in the face of
the great media realities which constitute Olympic culture — the way it does things
and its ceremonies."
Charles Jenks, architect, United States
The Forum encouraged the IOC and its Cultural Commission to organize
regular international sports- and culture-related events and to continue its activities
to promote culture in Olympism and sport.
As a result, in 1998, the IOC organized an "Olympic Art and Sport Contest
2000" through its Cultural Commission. It should be noted that this was quite a
bold initiative. You will recall that the last Olympic art competition had been
held in 1948 at the Games of the XIV Olympiad in London. To be honest, neither
the organizers nor the art world was very interested in these art competitions.
The Cultural Commission learned the lessons of the past and decided to
organize the contest prior to rather than during the Games, and to hold it in
two stages, the first at national level (which ended in 1999) and the second at
international level, which ended with the awards ceremony in March this year.
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The contest covered only sculpture and graphic arts and was open to two
categories of participant: art-school students and athlete-artists. The reason for
doing so was to initiate young artists at the dawn of their career to Olympism
and to show the versatile nature of talent and the reality of the union of art and
sport.
In the end, 54 National Olympic Committees from the five continents took part
and the jury had to choose between 113 works of graphic art and 68 sculptures.
The contest proved a great success and the international jury considered the
quality of the works presented as excellent. The IOC's Executive Board has
decided that an Art and Sport Contest will be held every four years.
In line with the short- and medium-term plan of the Cultural Commission,
the IOC held a second Forum through its Commission last March. Over 150 representatives of NOCs, IFs, governmental and non-governmental organizations,
athletes and university academics considered and deliberated on the topic on
the agenda entitled "The IOC and its cultural policy".
A heated debate followed. Two main points should be highlighted:
1. What position should the IOC, the Olympic Museum and the International
Olympic Academy assume in the Olympic Movement?
" I f t h e y a b a n d o n t h e i r c l a i ms t o b e 'f o u n t a i n s o f u n i v e r s a l
truth' and set themselves the new objective of becoming exchange
centres and laboratories for multicultural exploration encompassing
all the different cultures to express, each one in relation to the
other and each one in its own way and according to its demands,
a cultural understanding and symbolization of Olympic significance,
then the IOC can once again lay claim to this global cultural significance."
Prof. John MacAloon, United States
"The world has seen major upheavals, and the universality of the Olympic
Movement no longer has either the same significance or the same content
that it once had. To become truly universal, the Olympic Movement has a
duty to transmit the values of the various cultures through sport and . . . to
avoid cultural homogenization."
Dr Hai Ren, China
2.

How should we react to today's information society, which is adding
a new dimension to culture and education?
"The innovation involves breaking with the limits of a traditional debate
and opening it up, outside those limits, to the whole network"; "it is
essential to bear in mind that the Internet is evolving continually, at a
speed hitherto unknown"; "which means we need to be prepared to break
with our mental habits and open up to those required by the experience
of the Net".
Prof. René Berger, Switzerland
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In its final declaration, the Year 2000 Forum recommended that the IOC
continue to develop towards an idea of culture that fulfils the requirements
of modern-day societies and develop a corresponding cultural policy. It also
recommended that the IOC strengthen its cultural and educational activities
together with the development of interactive resources by creating, among others,
a direct link between the IOC and Internet users.
Such a link already exists: it is the IOC's website, whose address will be
given at the end of my conference text. It is a lively, constantly evolving site
that is well worth a visit. (www.olympic.org)

Concluding remarks
It is 106 years since the IOC was formed. The Olympic Movement has been
through various economic crises, two world wars and the cold war; it has become
an unprecedented socio-cultural phenomenon unrivalled anywhere in the world.
True, the so-called Salt Lake City scandal unleashed an unparallelled "earthquake"
on the Olympic Movement. But the crisis had a positive impact, allowing the IOC
to demonstrate its solidarity and an ability to adapt to our changing society.
The IOC emerged from the crisis all the stronger, ready to implement a series of
reforms.
These reforms mostly involve the composition, structure and organization
of the IOC, the nomination of the host city of the Olympic Games, and the role
of the IOC.
The "IOC 2000 Commission", set up specially to study the reforms to be carried
out, drew up a report and put forward a series of reforms, all of which were
adopted by the 110th IOC Session.
In its report, the "IOC 2000 Commission" wrote: "Public confidence in the
International Olympic Committee depends upon the organization's perceived
commitment to Olympism and the Olympic Movement." Why did it emphasize
this perception of the IOC?
To answer this question, I feel it necessary to consider the following points:
(a) Culture in the broadest sense of the word and generally speaking should
be understood as all symbolic forms that give a meaning to the life of
human societies. Through the concepts laid down in the Olympic Charter
and, above all, its activities, the Olympic Movement has created a culture
of its own. This culture includes: a contribution to the edification of
a peaceful and better world; a contribution to understanding between
nations; condemnation of all forms of political, religious or racial discrimination; environmental protection; equality between men and women in
sport; the fight against doping; universality; fair play; respect for others,
and the search for excellence. In short, Olympic culture is aimed at peace,
friendship, justice and progress.
(b) The Olympic Movement should be multicultural, it should reflect a changing world. In terms of culture, our Movement was rather Euro-American
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in the beginning. This may have been justified during the first years of
its existence, when participation was essentially Euro-American, but it
should not be the case today. It should be multicultural. The universality
advocated by the IOC does not have the same meaning today with some
200 NOCs worldwide as it did in the past when there were only 12 or 30.
This quantitative development results in, and even calls for, a change in
the cultural perception of Olympism. To be universal, the Olympic
Movement must continue to rid itself of the Eurocentrism that rears its ugly
head now and then, often as a result of the inertia of an old mentality. We
must strengthen our awareness of the need for change. At the
(c)
Centennial Olympic Congress in 1994, under the theme of "The Olympic
Movement and international understanding", it was emphasized that the
world is diverse, that it is this very diversity of cultures that makes it rich,
and that we should understand and respect this diversity by trying not to
impose any one particular culture. Leading on from this, the question of
the right to be different was raised. And it was left at that. At the 1997
Forum, the view was widened: a clear warning was given on the risk of
imposing a single cultural model. However, the Forum's resolution was
content with highlighting the creation of a collective conscience of tolerance and understanding between different cultures. At the 2000 Forum,
this idea was developed by calling on the IOC to prevent cultural
homogenization. At the IOC 2000 Commission, it was stressed that "in the
Olympic Movement, valuing universality should never mean demanding
standardized modernization or cultural homogenization, much less
Europeanization or Westernization". "Olympic education must in the
future become more multi-cultural as well as intercultural". As you can see,
this awareness is a gradual process. However, the more the awareness
of the multicultural nature of our Movement is increased, the more we
will be able to act as a universal forum for the world's youth and as a link
between different cultures.
We are at the threshold of the third millennium. The Olympic Movement is
currently experiencing a golden age. As a speaker at the Sport and Culture Forum
put it: "The coming of the Golden Age does force a set of choices onto us. Once
you get to the top of the mountain, your consciousness changes, you realize you
can only go down, stay the same, or invent another mountain." (Charles Jenks)
Let me add to this that the logic of life demonstrates that life goes on despite a
number of vicissitudes. We do not need to invent another mountain; in life there
are always other summits, each one higher than the next, waiting to be scaled.
It is up to you, my dear young friends, to rise to this challenge. It is with
this wish that I conclude my speech.
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BRIEF PRESENTATION OF THE
TUNIS 2001 MEDITERRANEAN GAMES
by Mr Habib AMMAR (TUN)
President of the Organizing Committee
for the 2001 Tunis Mediterranean Games

Allow me to say how happy I am to be here among you, surrounded by young
people hungry for knowledge, in a place where the heart of Pierre de Coubertin
continues to beat strongly, calling upon us to further consolidate the Olympic
spirit and ideals.
I should like to take this opportunity to express my sincere thanks to the
International Olympic Academy and its President, Mr Nikos Filaretos, for tirelessly
continuing to organize this important event for young people. I should also like
to present some personal reflections on one of the subjects of the debates:
"The Olympic Games: Athletes and Spectators".
This theme goes right to the heart of the threefold demand to which
the Olympic Games must respond, confronted as they are, on the one hand with
a constant search for superior performance records and ever-increasing demands
for entertainment and lavish staging, and on the other, with the essential respect
for the Olympic spirit and sporting ethics.
We stand on the threshold of the third millennium, and because of the
incredible progress being made on a planet-wide scale, we are increasingly
inclined to believe that the limits of possibility in terms of performance can be
pushed back ad infinitum. This is as true for technology and science as it is for
economics and sport.
Going back to the area which interests us, we are forced to recognize that
material conditions play an increasingly important role. Sport has become
a melting-pot of economic, social and commercial interests that, although they
are sources of motivation for athletes, demand that they intensify their training
to improve performance.
Spectators, for their part, are increasingly demanding in terms of results and
national victories, and less scrupulous about the fairness of competition,
impartiality, honesty, tolerance and respect for others, all virtues which are the
pillars of Olympism.
The meaning and nature of an era are determined first of all by the moral
tendencies that prevail: whether we are speaking of Hellenism, the universal
revolution, or social development, none of these major movements owe their
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success merely to economic and material factors. They would not have been
possible without one element that can be found everywhere: faith and passion
for an ideal.
In order to achieve greatness, it is not enough to have energy and ability.
One must have devotion, selflessness, humility and respect for others, qualities
that are found in true sportsmen, and which are the foundations of the grandeur
and solemnity of the Olympic Games.
By outlining for you the major features of this theme that Professor Nikos
Yalouris, the next speaker, will no doubt discuss more ably than I - by exploring
all its dimensions, I am gradually coming around, by a slightly roundabout route,
to telling you about a major Mediterranean event: the Mediterranean Games in
Tunis in 2001.
I should like to reiterate my thanks to everyone who has offered me the
opportunity to meet so many young athletes from all over the world, and to
address this august assembly in order to introduce you briefly to the preparations
that have been made in Tunisia to host the 14th Mediterranean Games.
It is a real pleasure for me to be able to introduce these games to you, and to
assure you that my country is truly determined to make a success of this important
Mediterranean sports event. Our determination is all the greater as it reflects
the extent of the honour we feel at having the opportunity to host the fiftieth
anniversary games, thus becoming the first country in the Mediterranean basin
to host a sports event of this magnitude for a second time, the first being in 1967.
As this great sports event approaches (we are now 401 days away), the Tunisia
of the new era feels increasingly able to make it a high-level event, commensurate
with the importance we place on both youth, who are a guarantee for the future
and a symbol of hope, and on sport, which is a factor of healthy emulation and
an incomparable school of tolerance, openness and respect for others.
Thanks to the unwavering and constant support of President Zine El Abinine
Ben Ali, his encouragement and the attentive goodwill of his government, some
major steps have been taken to give our illustrious guests the welcome they
deserve, as international sports leaders, representatives of International Sports
Federations, National Olympic Committees, officials, media representatives and
the protagonists of in this, we hope, uplifting festival: the athletes and their
entourage.
We are getting ready to receive the entire sports family of the Mediterranean,
and the world, representing over seven thousand guests. We are in the process
of mobilizing and training a similar number of volunteers to provide assistance
during the games.
In keeping with the Olympic spirit, that same spirit that we are celebrating
today in Olympia, and which guides us in our preparations for the games, we
would like them to be games of friendship and brotherhood. Tunisia has taken the
initiative of building a Mediterranean Village, a complex of 1,000 apartments,
where the athletes and their entourage will stay. This initiative, the first of its kind
in the history of the Mediterranean Games, has been welcomed by the members
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of the International Committee for the Mediterranean Games when they visited
as a determining factor for the success of this tri-continental event.
In addition to this village, our country has provided a new sports complex for
the games, which includes a modern football stadium with a capacity of 60,000, an
aquatic centre including two Olympic pools (summer and winter) and an athletics
stadium.
Alongside this infrastructure, which is now close to completion, existing sites
that will be used for the games are in the process of being renovated and
modernized.
In addition to these indoor stadiums and halls, Tunisia will provide its guests
with every comfort thanks to its modern hotel infrastructure, and will be able to
provide the best possible conditions in which to work and to stay.
The Tunis 2001 Mediterranean Games, which will take place from 5 to 15 September 2001, with over 3,500 participating athletes representing 23 countries in
23 sports disciplines, taking place on 27 different sites, will have substantial media
coverage thanks to your support and the efforts undertaken by our Organizing
Committee.
One of my aims in meeting you today was to inform you of our preparations,
but the other aim, equally important in our view, was to ask for your support to
ensure that the Mediterranean Games are Games of excellence at all levels, thanks
to the participation of the best athletes of the region and the efficient contribution
of your representatives and technicians in the technical organization of the
competitions.
I should like to end on this optimistic note, and reiterate to you my faith in the
future of the Mediterranean and Mediterranean civilization which, over and above
the language, religion and nationality of the inhabitants of its shores, provides
an immense fund of shared values, cultures and beliefs.
Once again, many thanks to Mr Filaretos and all of you, Ladies and Gentlemen,
for having given me this opportunity to address this honourable assembly.
I look forward to one day having the honour of welcoming you to peaceful
Tunisia.
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BRIEF PRESENTATION OF THE
GAMES OF THE XXVIII OLYMPIAD
IN ATHENS IN 2004
by Mr Petros SYNADINOS (GRE)
Managing Director of the Organizing Committee
for the Olympic Games Athens 2004 (ATHOC)

Commentary accompanying the slide show.
2,766 years ago, the first Olympic Games were organized very near here - at
the awe-inspiring stadium you visited yesterday. The 30,000 odd spectators who
came here in midsummer from all corners of Greece by all the then available
means of transport, i.e. on foot, by ship, or on horseback, sat down on the bare
earth all around the stadium with one sole expectation: that the contest between
their best athletes would promote the idea of peace and noble competition, in
accordance with the prophecy given to Iphitos by the Oracle of Delphi.
These first Games consisted of only one sport: a foot race of 185 m. Gradually,
the Games developed an organization of their own; the number of events
increased and gradually hotels, temples and baths sprang up in Olympia, as well
as gymnasiums where athletes could train.
Today, centuries later, one can easily imagine the expectation, the agony and
spiritual unity between athletes and spectators of that noble spectacle. Who would
be the victors? And who the defeated? And would peace prevail?
Centuries have passed since then. Empires have arisen and declined.
Humanity has experienced wars and rapid political, social and technological
developments. Nevertheless, that same vision, that same intense feeling uniting
the spectators and the athletes continues to prevail and to unite today billions of
men and women in every corner of our planet. Sports have multiplied and so have
participants. In the first Olympic Games of Antiquity a mere twenty runners
participated; in the Sydney Olympics that will begin in a few days, approximately
10,000 athletes are going to compete.
Today, the number of people who will watch the Sydney Olympics on TV will
exceed in total 26 billion. It is also very telling that in the Athens Olympic Games
to take place in a few years, the number of journalists who will cover them will
approach the total number of spectators of those first Olympic Games.
These orders of magnitude terrify us. Sometimes they give us the impression
that the Olympic Games have become something too big and overwhelming. But
I ask you to bring back to mind what you saw yesterday at the Stadium; I call upon
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you to use your imagination. The agony of the athletes of that time was the same.
The identification of the public with the athletes was equally intense. When,
at the end of this Session, you return to your respective countries and start
watching the Sydney Olympics on television, think of what you have seen here.
Then you will realize that in spite of the centuries that have gone by, the Olympic
Games continue to represent the same ideals.
On the last day of the Sydney Games, the Olympic Flag will be handed over to
the city of Athens. From that moment on, the attention of the public the world over
will be centered on Athens, the city where the first modern Olympic Games were
organized in 1896.
Expectations run high regarding these Games and this because the assignment
to organize the 2004 Olympics marks a new reference point for the modern
Olympic Movement. A new point of reference that will allow, thanks to the new
technological means at our disposal, to make the connection between Antiquity
and the present time understandable to a broader public, as well as to elucidate
the bridge that connects them both and which is Olympism.
Within this framework, the role of the organization "Athens 2004" does not
differ too much from that of the Hellanodikai, i.e. the first organizers of the
Olympic Games. The common aim of every "organizing committee", should we
decide to call it with its modern name, has never been any other than to safeguard
this sacred bond between the athletes of the Games and their spectators. Both
then and now, the safety of the Games constituted the central reference point. The
institution of Olympic Truce made it possible for the participants to travel safely
from their respective cities to Olympia. Last Monday, Mr Juan Antonio Samaranch,
President of the International Olympic Committee, inaugurated the International
Centre of the Olympic Truce in Athens. Its symbolic seat will be in ancient
Olympia and its administrative offices in Lausanne.
The idea remains the same: to safeguard the safety of participants and spectators alike so as to make possible their uninhibited devotion to the Olympic ideals.
The institution of the Olympic Truce will constitute one of the central points of the
2004 Olympic Games, whereas the axis Olympia — Athens - Lausanne will become
the nucleus for the dissemination of the Olympic Ideals in the next few years.
Today, an Organizing Committee's reason of existence is no other than to
offer athletes all the services they need in order to compete, i.e. safe and fast
transport, cultural events, up-to-date athletic facilities and a fantastic Olympic
Village. Furthermore, to offer spectators hospitality, entertainment and different
services so as to enable them to attend the Games in all comfort. The task remains
the same - only the sizes of logistics differ from those of Antiquity.
This is due to the fact that the appeal of the Olympic Games has increased with
even greater speed than the population of our planet. The technological means
at our disposal today, have brought about dramatic changes. In the Olympic
Games of 1896, the first Games of modern times, only 311 athletes from 13 countries competed in only nine sports. Television of course did not exist then and
the world was informed about the Games only by the press reports of the time.
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In the 2004 Olympic Games and more or less in Sydney too, it is expected
that over 10,000 athletes from 200 countries will compete in 28 sports and
296 events and the Olympic Family will reach 50,000 persons. Many of the events
will take place in the ultramodern Olympic Sports Center of Athens. All competitions will be transmitted by TV and the Internet to billions of spectators. The
organizational challenge will be tremendous. The Organizing Committee's budget
will reach 1.7 billion dollars, whereas the corresponding budget of the Greek state
will amount to 3.5 billion dollars. Accordingly, the ten Hellanodikai of the ancient
Games have now reached 3,000, i.e. as many persons as we expect will be
working for the organization of the 2004 Games.
This period is a highly interesting one for Greece because the country is going
through a phase of radical transformation. In the political field, Greece is trying
to create an even broader climate of stability, peace and co-operation in the
southeastern region of the Mediterranean. At the same time, her participation in
the Economic and Monetary Union creates an altogether new and dynamic climate
for the Greek economy. Major projects in the field of infrastructure, transport,
telecommunications etc., are creating the foundations of development for the
generation to come.
By the year 2004 Athens will have been transformed into an entirely new
city. A new airport will be ready to operate in March of the coming year. In 2001
the network of the city's underground will be extended further so as to serve over
350,000 passengers per day. In road traffic new junctions will render transport to
the Olympic installations easier, whereas the tramway will facilitate even more
during the Games access from the city to Phaleron bay, i.e. access to the sea that
will be the second major pole of athletic events.
At the same time it should be stressed that our effort will focus in particular
on the protection of the natural environment as well as on the valorization and
restructuring of the city's seafront in the Saronic Gulf, as has been achieved with
success in Barcelona. Our plans include the planting of over five million trees in
and around the city, something that is expected to change the face of our capital
altogether. At the same time, we are cooperating closely with major environmental organizations in order to achieve the best and most rational use of energy,
an ecologically acceptable use of garbage, but also the protection of the unique
natural habitats of Attica, such as that of the area of Skinias where the rowing
events will be held.
All this enhances our faith that the 2004 Olympic Games will be the best
Olympic Games ever to have been organized. And this faith broadens the
spectrum of our activities in many other fields, such as the arts, social issues and
technology. The Greeks, and first of all the young people of this country, are
realizing that they are at the threshold of a new age, that they are witnessing
the dawn of a better Greece.
It was this new dynamism that, timely diagnosed by the International Olympic
Committee, prompted it to assign the organization of the 2004 Olympic Games to
Athens. This vote of confidence allows us, both as Greek men and women but also
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as citizens of the world and dedicated supporters of the Olympic Ideals, to hold
once again before our mental eye the vision of the essential significance of the
Olympic Games.
This is the elevation of the spiritual relationship existing between athletes and
spectators to a universal cultural experience in accordance with standards set by
our ancestors in Antiquity. We aspire to making the 2004 Olympics a reference
point that will impress itself once and for all on the universal subconscience as the
dawn of the New Age.
We aspire to revive the very ideals that gave birth to the Games 2,500 years
ago; to re-establish the institution of the Olympic Truce and institutionalize
the idea of the cultural Olympiad every four years. To find the golden mean and
the most effective balance between the principles of Olympism, the gigantic order
of magnitude and the commercial demands of organizing such an event.
We aspire to creating a new quality of life for the citizens of Greece and a solid
heritage for future generations. The principles of Olympism cannot but receive a
tremendous stimulus in the very country where they were born; and these are
principles the world needs today more than ever.
Look at what a unique era we are living in. Successive revolutions in information technology and genetics create in the hearts of the citizens of the globe
a condensed mixture of insecurity and expectancy - all of us are both fearful and
hopeful. And at the end of the day, when quarrels and controversies have died
down, the only thing we have to unite and guide us, inculcating in us faith in
the future and in human existence, are the principles contained in the Olympic
Movement.
All this is conveyed in the clearest manner by the emblem of the 2004 Games:
it is a representation of the kotinos, the circular branch of olive used as a wreath
for the victors of the Olympic Games in Antiquity. At the same time it is a symbol
that is forever connected with the ideals of Olympism which we will be called
upon to defend. It is connected with peace; with the cycle of life uniting all men;
it is connected, lastly, with the city of Athens where the olive tree was regarded
as sacred.
The challenge is great for one and all. It is not only a challenge for us,
the members of the Organizing Committee of the 2004 Games. It is not a challenge
only for the youth of our country that will be called upon to contribute to the
organization of the Games as thousands of volunteers. It is a challenge for all those
who embrace the values and ideals of the Olympic Movement, a challenge for
all of you and even beyond - it is a challenge for the whole of humanity.
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THE OLYMPIC GAMES IN ANCIENT
GREECE. ATHLETES AND SPECTATORS

by Prof. Nikos YALOURIS (GRE)
Former General Director of Antiquities
of the Ministry of Culture, Honorary Vice-Président
of the International Olympic Academy

The Greeks were not the first people who initiated individual or team contests.
They had been staged, long before, by the Egyptians, the Sumerians, the Hittites,
etc. It was the Greeks, however, who gave another meaning and content to
competition, just as they had put their stamp on all the things they had received
from the wise East.
The new content given by the Greeks to the contests had already been
established at the end of prehistoric times, a little before the dawning of the
historic era.
According to ancient testimonies (Pausanias V, 4, 5), when after the Trojan War
the Greek world was torn by internecine wars and epidemics decimated men and
their cattle, the king of Elis Iphitos, sought the advice of the Delphic oracle for
a cure for these troubles. The Pythia instructed Iphitos to restore the Olympic
Games which, for some reason unknown to us, had been interrupted in the meantime.
A little later, with a second oracle, the Pythia specified that the prize of
the contest should no longer be as it was in the past, a material reward, gold
sheep, etc. but a plain wild olive wreath, the kotinos (Strabo VIII, 3, 30).
The hero who best incarnated this new ideal was Herakles, the symbol of
bravery, endurance and beneficence. His labours were something more than
simple feats and deeds of valour, because they were beneficial for men, contributing to a way of life that was not "savage", Isocrates Paneg. 6, 28) Herakles killed
wild beasts and beastlike men, subjugating the irrational, chaotic forces of nature
to the will of the gods and the laws of society. This hero, however, was not content to become, through his labours, a primary role model for the Greeks. Before
he was accepted in Mount Olymp, he completed his mission by establishing the
first stadium in Olympia where the Greeks for 1,200 years ever since, until late
Antiquity, would meet every four years without any interruption, for sports contests and constructive contacts.
The revival of the Games in Olympia is directly related to the institution of the
"holy truce" (Strabo VIII, 3, 30) also by Iphitos, in collaboration with king
Lycourgos of Sparta. This truce which, according to the researchers, should be
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dated somewhat later, in the 7th century BC or in the 6th century BC at the latest,
allowed pilgrims (athletes and spectators) to travel safely to "Zeus' neighbour"
Eleia and Olympia (Strabo VIII, 5, 6) and return home without any problem.
As a result of these actions, that were unanimously accepted by the whole
Greek world, with the guarantee and support of the venerable sanctuary of
Delphi, the state of Elis with the sanctuary of Olympia was recognized as the
undisputed centre for the promotion and development of athletics, as the primary
instrument for the education and training of the Greeks, men and women of every
age, from childhood to adult life, extending to all the fields of human activity,
the arts and literature, as well as the daily tasks.
These unprecedented cosmogonie changes, which took place at the dawn of
historic times and are important for the history of the whole of mankind, as we all
know today, are also connected to the ideal of excellence and contest. This
ideal is not that of the Mycenaean times, when it was associated with a thirst for
posthumous fame and material rewards (you must always excel and prevail over
others). The significance of the Games is now directly associated with the beneficial effect that athletic achievement can have on men, as already pointed out,
either as individuals, or as a social collectivity. This was precisely the time
when panhellenic religious centres were generally gaining prominence. This was
also the time - and it was certainly not by chance - that the city-state was born,
after the fall of the monarchy, and citizens because conscious of their role and
responsibilities towards the state.
Related to these social and other changes is the ancient testimony that the first
Olympic victor in the race, the only event of the first Olympiad of 776 BC ,
the Elean Koroibos, was just a simple cook (Athen, IX 382). This event remained
the only event of the games until the 18 th Olympiad (708 BC ) when the
pentathlon was introduced, followed successively by the other events. The equestrian events of the aristocracy, however, were only introduced during the
25th Olympiad, in 670 BC.
The same social perception is reflected in the athletic events organized a little
later on the island of the Phaeacians, as described by the poet of the Odyssey,
an epic which is by half a century at least younger than the Iliad. The athletes
who competed in the athletic events, in honour of Odysseus, were not heroes of
divine descent but, as their names indicate, ordinary citizens whose occupations
were connected with the sea: Nauteus, Premneus, Anchialos, Eretmeus (rower),
Ponteus, Proreus, Amphialos, Euryalos, Naubolides (Odyssey IX 112 and ff and 62),
occupations that do not betray persons of aristocratic origin.
Moreover, in the same epic, the Odyssey (IX 133), we can find an important
event that marks the beginning of a new era in the history of Greek sport:
Odysseus, still an unknown stranger, is invited to compete against the Phaeacian
athletes in athletic events, but politely declines; then, one of the Phaeacians,
Euryalos, severely criticizes him: "Stranger you know nothing about contests", he
tells him, "you think only of travelling from port to port, for commercial profit,
you are no athlete." Deeply wounded, Odysseus then jumps up and dressed
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as he was seizes a discus, the largest and heaviest of those thrown by the Phaeacians until then, by far exceeding the performance of the other athletes. He thus
proved that he was not only an athlete, but far better than they were. There is
certainly no doubt that it was then that the ideal of physical exercise and
the model of the "athlete" were established once and for all.
Ever since, this ideal of the "athlete" would take root and ripen in all city-states,
without exception, which promoted it as a model for the education of young
people and the behaviour of mature men.
At the end of the 7th century BC, the athletic ideal had assumed its definitive
form. Following the instructions of Pythian Apollo and the example of the
Olympian gods and heroes, who exercised together and in their contests against
the Titans and the Giants, man would give his own fight. He would fight in order
to tame his own "Titans" and "Giants" and "Centaurs", training in his city's gymnasia and in the stadia of the panhellenic religious centres. It was in these centres,
like in any Greek city, that the panhellenic character and the aims of the games,
which were the basis of Greek education, had been definitively shaped.
Exercise did not concern only those athletes who were particularly gifted, or
belonged to a social elite, but was aimed, in principle at least, at all men, without
distinction; from early childhood, through adolescence to adulthood, i.e. at all
the citizens and future citizens of each city.
The rich of course could take part in the contests, the equestrian events in
particular, with greater ease. But participation in the games and the journey there
on foot, by cart, horse or ship, were not out of the reach of less affluent citizens.
Let me mention, indicatively, three Olympic winners: Glaukos from Karystos
in Euboea, famous boxer, a winner at the 65th Olympiad (520 BC) who was a
farmer, Polymestor from Miletus, a winner in the stadium race at the 46th Olympiad
(596 BC ), a goatherd and Amersinas from Varki in North Africa, a winner
in wrestling at the 80th Olympiad (460 BC) who was a shepherd.
It is quite clear that the slogan "sport for all" which has become the goal,
nowadays, of the developed IOC member - countries, had been introduced by
the ancient Greek cities already since the first Olympiads, i.e. 3,000 years before
our era. There were no sports fans at the time, in the modern sense of this term,
for all people were athletes and not just the winners at the Olympic, the Pythian
Games, etc.
Today, unfortunately, men and women of all ages are more or less divided
into champions and fans. Indeed the fans, in their overwhelming majority alas,
have no contact with gymnastics or sport; they are just followers, sometimes
fanatic admirers, of football or basketball teams or individual athletes and this
is where their relation with physical exercise ends.
Education was based on the principle that man is a whole, composed of
interrelated functions, physical as well as mental and intellectual. For that reason,
education did not aim at enhancing one single ability of man, that might make
him a champion unable, however, to perform in other fields. The Greeks considered the pentathlon as the ideal sport, since it contributed to the harmonious
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development of all the limbs of the body and, therefore, of all its physical
abilities.
This balanced training of the body, which the pentathlon provided, was
extended by the Greeks to the mind. They had given Democritus, the father
of atomic philosophy, the honorary title of pentathlos, because he practiced,
simultaneously, all five basic sciences: physics, ethics, mathematics, humanities
and the arts.
At the same time, however, the Greeks were taught, since childhood, the
limits of man's potential and the need to proceed with measure in all the tasks
they would be undertaking. Complacency and arrogance, the loss of measure, was
the most terrible of sins for which man would be cruelly punished. This idea
of hubris was deeply ingrained in Greek thinking, especially during archaic and
classical times, as confirmed by the fact that the themes which are depicted in the
works of art during this peak period in the history of the games (sculpture,
painting, as well as minor arts) are, for the most part, inspired by the myths related
to heroes who were punished for their hubris (Tantalus, Aktaeon, Ixion, Niobe,
etc). This predominant way of thinking among the Greeks of the 5th century BC
was enshrined in the sanctuary of Olympia which had chosen as its primary
mission to promote the practice of athletics. It was expressed through the acclamations and words of the thousands of spectators at Olympia, when the two
Olympic winners from Rhodes, the Diagoridai brothers walked in the stadium,
carrying on their shoulders their father Diagoras, himself an Olympic victor,
crowned with the two wreaths won by his sons: "You may die now Diagoras, you
will not climb on Mount Olymp." These are the limits of human measure which
mortals are not allowed to exceed.
At first, young people exercised and trained together, to promote the ideal of
contest, in open air spaces, specially arranged for that purpose in each city and in
the phanellenic sanctuaries, close to rivers or sources, where special buildings, the
gymnasia and palestras would be erected later. Their introduction at the beginning
of the 6th century BC, if not before, is attested by ancient written testimonies.
After that, gymnasia and palestras could be found throughout the Greek world;
next to the temples, the agora and the theatre, these buildings for practising
athletics were an integral part of each ancient city's urban fabric.
Thanks to the coordinated and uniform contribution of education in all the
ancient Greek cities and panhellenic religious competition centres, the homogeneous panhellenic character of Greek education could be attained. The most
eloquent confirmation of the wide participation of all the citizens in athletic
exercises can be found in the observation made by some scholars of our times
about the battle of Marathon, that it had been won by then thousand athletes, i.e.
ten thousand citizens, all the men of Athens and not just the scions of some
aristocratic families.
The same could be said about the two thousand Spartans who walked on foot,
fully armed and carrying all the necessary campaign supplies, from Sparta to
Athens, over a distance of 260 km approximately in three days, to arrive on time
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to help the Athenians at the battle of Marathon as Herodototus informs us (VI, 120).
This was another feat, worthy of the Marathonomachoi.
The education of young people through athletics did not aim at the development of their physical and other skills for individual profit; its aim was to allow
them to use them well, i.e. for the good of the whole city (Lucian, Anach.)
For most athletes, the contest provided an opportunity for the education
of their soul, and was not an end in itself. This is why, many athletes
who were proclaimed winners at Olympia or the other panhellenic games,
distinguished themselves as adult men in politics and military affairs, as well as the
letters, sciences and arts. Plato himself had competed in his youth at the Nemean
games in wrestling and was proclaimed a victor (Diogenes Laertius, I 44). And
his wise teacher, Socrates, stressed that he had been taught the letters and cithara
"not in order to use this knowledge for professional purposes, but for his personal
education, as befits any free citizen" (Plato, Prot. 3).
Plato in fact was opposed to the intensive, one-sided and exclusive training
of the body which he described as "soporific and damaging for the health" (Rep.
C 13). In other words, Plato believed that the athletes who trained abusively
for the competition fell into a state of somnolence for the rest of their life, adding:
"Don't you see that when they deviate, even a little, from their special regimen,
these athletes become severely ill?" (Rep. C 13.) Moreover, he also declared
that education should uplift the mind and the soul so that man would not "traffic"
his knowledge (Rep. 8).
Aristotle, Plato's disciple, also believed that learning that is aimed only at
utilitarian profit is not worthy of free man (Pol. 8, 5).
Aristotle was also affirmed that physical education should not lead to athletic
immoderation, since this would destroy the body's symmetry.
In his Política Aristotle wrote: "Physical education is a science that considers
which type of training is appropriate for most people, for all men ideally, since the
major objective of physical education is to educate the many and not only those
who have been blessed by nature."
So when some other philosophers and poets of Antiquity, like Xenophanes
of Colophon, Euripides or Isocrates and others criticized the Olympic winners
and the cities for showering them with pecuniary rewards and many honours,
they were in fact condemning professionalism only and not athletic education.
The harsh criticisms of the wise men were not limited to adult athletes,
but boys as well. Many philosophers emphatically condemned the strenuous and
persistent exercises which children who had not yet reached full development
had to submit to in order to win at the panhellenic contests. Apart from Plato
(Rep. 403c, 4lOd), Aristotle too disapproved, even more strongly, of the early
practice of heavy contests by children which in his opinion was bad for their
normal physical development and their mental well-being. In support of his view,
Aristotle drew attention to the fact that only two or three athletes, who had won
an Olympic victory as children, were able to become once again Olympic victors
as adults. This meant that, as a rule, the children who became Olympic winners
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could not maintain their top performance as men, because exercise training and
overexertion of their body at an early age had rendered them useless for the rest
of their life. Indeed, Aristotle generally criticized the abusive physical training of
children in military societies like Sparta, questioning its alleged contribution to the
formation of men of valour (Polit. 1338b4—1339a10).
In the Sanctuary of Olympia, like in all the other panhellenic religious centers,
the flow of visitors and pilgrims never stopped throughout the year. But during
the period of the Games, every four year, in addition to the athletes who came to
compete for the crown of victory, thousands of other pilgrims (the Olympic
Stadium had a capacity of 40-50 thousand) would throng to Olympia from all over
Greece and the Greek colonies spread around the Mediterranean, from the Pillars
of Hercules to the Black Sea and the Crimea.
They were citizens of all classes and professions. Among them there were
of course politicians from each city-state and their official representatives, the
theoroi, who often wanted, with their numerous and flashy retinue, to impress
and enhance their city's prestige. Politicians had the opportunity to do some
public relations and negotiate political matters with their counterparts from other
cities, sign agreements or convert people to their politics on a panhellenic scale
(Alcibiades, Demosthenes, Dionysius of Syracuse, Philip and others).
The poets like Simonides, Bacchylides, Pindar would be there in order to obtain a commission for the hymns and epigrams in honour of the Olympic victors.
The most famous of sculptors and painters would also arrive there to secure a
commission for busts, paintings or cities' votive offerings, the thanksgiving gifts to
Zeus (Paeonios, Nike; Aetion, painting depicting the marriage of Alexander the
Great to Roxane). Among them, Myron, the statue-maker immortalized the motion
of the Discobolus ("the discus-thrower"). His fellow artist, Polycleitus established
with his statue of the Doryphorus ("youth holding a spear") the "canon" for the
male body, shaped by physical exercise.
But it was above all the intellectuals and the men of letters who were,
one would say, the salt of the earth, the link between all the people who gathered
in Olympia every now and then, to whom they would impart the ideal of joint
training and the Kalos Kagathos free Greek citizen. At the same time, spiritual
leaders had the opportunity to present to all Greeks the fruit of their literary and
scientific achievements and gain well-deserved recogntition (Gorgias, Herodotus,
Lysias, Isocrates, (Enopides the astronomer from the island of Chios and others).
The presence of the greatest philosophers who repeatedly attempted the long
and arduous journey to Olympia, undergoing the hardships of a stay of many
days there, especially at the time of the worst heat wave, had of course a very
special significance. The spectators had to stay for days on the earthen slopes
of the stadium and hippodrome, from dawn till dusk, under the scorching sun
of July-August, during the competitions, without any shade or cool water, with
thousands of mosquitoes and flies, conditions which must have been unbearable.
But the irresistible wish to take part in this pilgrimage — because it was truly
a pilgrimage - and experience the harsh competition between the athletes was
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clearly stronger. One could say that the insistence of spectators to be present
at these contests was another feat, a feat on the part of spectators this time.
The unbearable conditions which spectators had to endure during the games
in the stadium, are evidenced by the story of a Greek from the island of Chios
who, angry at his slave who was not working on the millstone with the required
eagerness, threatened to take him with him to Olympia to watch the games.
Finally, let me add that one of the seven wise men of Antiquity, Thaïes of
Miletus in Asia Minor, died while watching the games in the stadium of Olympia
in 548 BC, unable to stand the heat and lack of water (Diels Frg. Vorsokr. I, 72).
A subject that is not often raised in relation to athletics and athletes in ancient
times, is the focusing of competitors, as well as the organizers of the games,
on victory alone, on the first place and not on the best possible performance,
the record. This is the reason why we lack information on the performance
of Olympic victors and the competitors who were proclaimed winners at the other
panhellenic games. We do not have any information not only about the races,
which is understandable, since there were no time watches in those days, but also
about the other events: javelin, discus, jump, etc.
This is therefore the only explanation for the fact that in the thousand and
more years during which contests were organized in Olympia and elsewhere,
information on the records set by competitors is very scarce and incomplete,
thus confirming the lack of interest. We know for example that Phayllos from
Crotón, winner at the Pythian games, jumped so far that he landed outside the pit
(Joachim Ebert, Zum Pentathlon der Antike, Berlin 1963, 35) The information
we possess about him and about Olympic winner Chionis from Sparta, that they
had jumped over a distance of 55 feet and 52 feet respectively, a little more than
16 m, is a rare exception (Aristophanes, Acharnians, 214 ff). We do not know,
however, whether this was a simple or triple jump, and we also do not know how
heavy were the jumping weight, used by the two athletes.
About Phayllos, we also have the information that he threw the discus at 95 feet
(Ebert, ibid.) but again we lack any details about the weight of the discus used
by the athlete, which varied from region to region.
Speaking about athletics, I cannot refrain from commenting a motto which
has permeated Olympic ideology these last decades and tends to become
a philosophical axiom, I speak of course of the Olympic motto, citius, altius,
fortius. I will just mention one researcher, one of the most qualified in this
field, Hans Lenk (Werte, Ziele, Wircklichkeit der modernen Olympischen Spiele
1972, 74).
In Lenk's opinion, this motto has its origins in Greek antiquity. He writes that
it reminds him of the Homeric (always excel and prevail over others). In the history of the Olympic Games, this Homeric maxim reflects only the first and older
conception of athletics, i.e. the pursuit of excellence, which served the Mycenaean
heroe's thirst for posthumous fame and material goods. During a later period,
however, at the time of the restoration of the Olympic Games, at the dawn of the
historic era as mentioned above, the athletes, and their athletic achievements are
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associated with their beneficial contribution to the welfare and progress of all
the members of the community, the only reward being the plain wild olive wreath,
the kotinos.
This new, more spiritual conception of athletic achievement persisted during
the panhellenic contests until late antiquity, in spite of the many risks of deviation
and adulteration that threatened them.
The archons in each city offered of course to the winners of the panhellenic
contests, huge money sums (Solon for example had introduced a 500 drachma
prize for each Athenian Olympic winner - one drachma was equivalent to the
price of a sheep), free meals at the city's Prytaneum throughout their life and
many other distinctions. In this way, the city wanted to encourage the practice of
sport by young people, an incentive which youth needs in order to vent its excess
energy and apply it to creative undertakings.
As a result, the above Latin motto rather represents a step back into the first
period of Greek sports competition, which the ancient world had abandoned
very soon, recognizing as the athlete's ideal simply the conquest of victory. In this
way, they avoided the temptation of performance (record) that threatens to turn
men into monsters today. When the athlete's only ambition is to exceed the
performance of the previous champion, his life becomes unnatural and he runs
the risk of becoming just a machine that produces more and more horse power,
a fossil without mind and soul.
This motto, which disregards the risk of hubris, threatens the very concept
of "man" who is of course blessed with divine fire, is in "god's likeness", without
being, however, a god.
The motto citius, altius, fortius means that we forget the profound wisdom
expressed in the Greek ideal of measure in sport; reciprocity that leads to the
life-giving, creative dialogue of joint athletic activity is put aside and the principle
"nothing in excess" is abandoned, although it is the only principle that will allow
measure to prevail in the life of man. Norbert Müller therefore very aptly points
out that Coubertin failed to see that the emphasis on records and the fact of
encouraging athletes to always surpass themselves, is in direct conflict with the
Greek maxim "nothing in excess", the fruit of an age-old spiritual experience. (Auf
der Suche nach der Olympischen Idee, Kassel 1996, 60). In this way, we have to
admit that he opened the floodgates, leading the Olympic Movement to stray from
its course and destroy itself.
In summary, we can say that athletic contests in ancient Greece, during
their peak period, were the primary instrument of education and training.
An education that embraced all the occupations of man, from the purely material — physical — activities, to the most intellectual, artistic and literary endeavours. All these activities were determined and supervised by the major sanctuaries of ancient Greece, in a climate of harmonious cooperation that was never,
ever, perturbed by any disagreement, conflict or rivalry, a situation which
contrasted with the incessant, often bloody strife and harsh confrontation
between Greek cities.
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This is an ideal of life and education which survived for centuries, an ideal
which, at the end of Antiquity, was acknowledged by the West, already at the time
of the Renaissance, as a model for an all-human education, to be triumphantly
revived with the first modern Olympiad in Athens, in 1896.
This cultural athletic Olympic Movement, however, has no connection with
the concept of "sport" that was propagated in the West during the 18th century,
and simply means a pleasant break from working routine, relaxation combined of
course with some physical exercise to regain strength and which was, anyway,
never used as a term for essentially philosophical and teleological aims.
This is why it is now time for all of us, who are part of the Olympic Movement,
in one way or another, to reintroduce the term athlos and its derivatives (athlete,
athleticism) in our Olympic vocabulary, and to give it the prominent position
it deserves and will have as long as the Olympic Movement continues to
inspire us.
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THE IOC ATHLETES' COMMISSION AND
THE ROLE OF THE OLYMPIC ATHLETE
by Mr Peter TALLBERG (FIN)
Member of the International Olympic Committee
and Chairman of the IOC Athletes' Commission

My topic today will be "The IOC Athletes' Commission and the Role of the
Olympic Athlete'.
Before entering into the specific topic, let me give you some background
information regarding myself and my sports background.
I have represented my country, Finland, at six Olympic Games. Starting
in Rome in 1960 and making my last appearance as an athlete in Moscow in
1980.
I never won an Olympic medal; my best result was 4th in the Olympic Games
of Tokyo in 1964. However, the Tallberg family has won two Olympic medals and
our sport has been sailing. My grandfather Bertil Tallberg and his brother Gunnar
won a bronze medal at the Olympic Games in Moscow in 1980. In 1964 in Tokyo,
my crew was my younger brother Henrick, he was also my crew in Mexico in
1968. In 1972 another younger brother, Johan, and my brother-in-law formed my
crew in the three-man keelboat, soling.
Finally, in 1980, at the Moscow Games, I had the privilege of having my oldest
son, Matthias as my crew. My father, was also an Olympian in sailing which means
that from an early age I was heavily involved in Olympic matters.
I became an IOC Member in 1976, an currently ranked 12th in the protocol
order, and now work as Chairman of my own small business, after spending the
past six years as Executive Director of the Finnish National Sports Confederation.
My favourite occupations today are taking care of a small farm and trying to
keep my golf handicap between 18 and 12.
It is a great honour for me to appear in front of such an important group
of British Olympic sports enthusiasts.
My contribution will be related to the work done by the IOC Ahtletes'
Commission since its creation in 1981.
I quote below an extract from my speech to the final session of the XI Olympic
Congress in Baden-Baden, Germany, on 25 September 1981, more than 18 years
ago:
"Thanks to the decision taken by the Tripartite Commission some time ago,
I have been in the privileged position of working together with the athletes
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during their stay here in Baden-Baden. I would like, in front of the Congress,
to pay a tribute to the athletes for the committed work they have done.
"I have been most impressed by their performance during these sessions. The
30 athletes and 10 coaches from different parts of the world, speaking different
languages, representing different federations, without being given their topics of
discussion beforehand, have been working systematically and determinedly. With
the same commitment, they have visited local schools to carry the Olympic
message out in the community.
"I am proud to say that I feel that athletes form the biggest hidden treasure and
reserve within the Movement and that the decision to have the athletes participate
in this manner has been the most important step forward during this Olympiad.
"The athletes, during the sessions, demonstrated their belief in their own future
by overcoming challenging obstacles to come to unanimous decisions.
"Thinking of the future I personally feel that we should restructure our tripartite basis into four-partite one, thus giving the athletes equal possibilities to contribute to the success of the world's 'sports parliament'.
"As an athlete myself, having taken part in six Olympic Games, I am convinced
that the interaction between athlete and organisation has bridged the gap and
replaced it with a form of communication that has not only benefited us, but
has helped the athletes for the first time to understand our responsibilities.
We have learned from them and they have learned from us. May this beginning
be strengthened and continued."
Much has happened during the 18 years since Baden-Baden.
The first official meeting of the newly constituted IOC Athletes' Commission
took place in Rome on 24 May 1982. The first meeting was attended the
appointed members: Mr Ivar Formo of Norway, Mr Thomas Bach of Germany,
Miss Svetlana Otzetova of Bulgaria, Mr Kip and myself as a Chairman. The first
six members were appointed based on their activity during the Congress in BadenBaden where they also addressed the session on behalf of the athletes present.
I competed in Moscow in 1980 whilst being an IOC member and this may have
been the reason for my involvement.
Altogether 39 "active athletes" have participated in our work since the
beginning.
The Commission has met 20 times on its own, and during its existence has
been asked by the IOC President to liaise with the IOC Executive Board on a
regular basis. Our last joint meeting with the Executive Board took place only
a couple of months ago in Athens and our last internal meeting in late March this
year.
The issues discussed and raised during our meetings have been numerous and
we have tried to mention the most important ones in the brochure that has been
and will be distributed to every participating athlete during the Games.
Let me mention here only a few issues that I feel have been of special
importance over the years, remembering that the Athletes' Commission only
submits recommendations to the IOC Executive Board for its further consideration.
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During the second meeting, a recommendation was made to enlarge the
Commission in order to accommodate different sports and continents, and to
have members of the Athletes' Commission as representatives on those IOC
commissions where athlete-related issues were discussed.
A recommendation was made in 1983 to have an Athletes' Commission office
in the Olympic Village offering the athletes services during the Games. Such an
office has been at the service of the athletes since the 1984 Sarajevo Games and
manned by representatives of the Commission present during the Games.
The minutes of the 1983 meeting state that the Athletes' Commission supported the
decision of the IOC Medical Commission to carry out quantitative tests for caffeine
and testosterone during the 1984 Games and that the strictest standards should
be applied in doping controls during the Olympic Games.
From 1984 onwards all members of the IOC Athletes' Commission have been
invited to the Games and, at the same time, a brochure has been produced for
distribution to the athletes containing information regarding the Athletes' Commission and its members, its work, terms of reference, views on doping and the aims
of the Village office.
The 1985 Athletes' Commission strongly supported a proposal by the Swedish
IOC member, General Sven Thofelt, to present Olympic medallists with an
Olympic pin.
At the same meeting, Thomas Bach was asked to phrase a clause for the
Olympic Charter to ensure athlete representation on the boards of NOCs.
In 1987, the Athletes' Commission wholeheartedly supported Ken Read's
proposal for smoke-free Games. By 1977, Commission members already served
on 11 other commissions and regularly reported back to the full commission on
the work carried out in these other groups.
In 1988, it was decided that a group of 3 athletes for each Games should
visit future Organising Committees to ensure priority was given to the well-being
of the athletes during the Games.
Many are the visits made by members of the Commission to the Olympic
Academy in Greece, either as lecturers or as participants.
In 1990, Philippe Riboud was nominated as the Athletes' Commission
representative to the Olympic Congress Working Group. The same year the issue
of athletes' participation during both the opening and closing ceremonies was
debated at length and a proposal was made that the athletes should be seated
during the ceremonies.
All NOCs were asked to create national athlete commissions whose role today
has been of great importance in regard both to the elections of athletes to the IOC
Athletes' Commission and, for the future, as full IOC members.
Edwin Moses was nominated as a member of the IOC delegation to South
Africa in 1991 to examine South Africa's re-entry into the Olympic Movement.
In 1994, the Athletes' Commission was asked to put forward to the IOC
Executive Board proposals concerning the procedure and timetable for the
election of athletes to the IOC Athletes' Commission by June 1995.
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Ken Read and Peter Montgomery were nominated in May 1995 as representatives to the Electoral College chaired by Ms Anita DeFrantz.
From 1995 onwards, the Athletes' Commission has been represented at the
daily IOC co-ordination meetings during the Games. Edwin Moses was our expert
during these meetings in Atlanta and Thomas Gustafson in Nagano.
Peter Montgomery and Thomas Bach were two of the four persons who were
appointed to oversee the interests of the athletes on the International Council of
Arbitration for Sport.
During its meeting in March 1996, the Commission selected 35 final candidates
to proceed to the first elections to the IOC Athletes' Commission in Atlanta
(53 NOC nominations filed before the deadline of 15 February 1996).
The democratically elected athletes from the Atlanta Games attended their first
IC Athletes; Commission meeting in Lausanne in April 1997 and the 3 elected
winter sports athletes their first meeting in Lisbon in June 1998.
The two main issues at the first meeting where the elected athletes were
present concerned medical issues and gender verification at the Games for female
athletes.
Johann Olav Koss, a medical doctor and a member of our Commission has
done an excellent job regarding both doping and gender verification and both of
the proposals originating from the Athletes' Commission have been accepted by
the Executive Board. The two proposals covered the introduction of a doping
passport and the discontinuation of systematic gender verification from the Sydney
2000 Games onwards.
Recently the International Paralympic Committee has also been invited to send
a representative to our meetings.
On 1 February 1999, the IOC Athletes' Commission met for a special session
in Lausanne on the occasion of the World Conference on Doping in Sport. At this
important time in Olympic history, the Athletes' Commission had the opportunity
to reflect on the Olympic Movement and its direct impact on athletes globally. We
unanimously agreed on the following:
1. We believe in the Olympic ideals of ethics, fair play, and all that Olympism
encompasses.
2. Concerning the recent revelations, we thoroughly support the current
investigation and appropriate sanctioning of the parties involved.
3. We completely support the proposed bid city election process for 2006
which, for the first time, includes three voting members of the IOC
Athletes' Commission. The athletes applaud these measures and look
forward to an even greater involvement in the bid process for the
future.
4. We encourage the IOC as it moves forward to a more democratic decision
making process, as well as its implementation of transparency in all
election procedures.
5. We encourage further athlete participation on the newly-formed Ethics
Commission.
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6.

In keeping with President Samaranch's vision of full athlete involvement
on IOC commissions, we encourage the placement of an elected athlete
on the IOC Executive Board.
7. Finally, the IOC Athletes' Commission, the elected body representing all
of the Olympic athletes around the world, voted unanimously to support
President Samaranch and his recent initiatives. Furthermore, we support
his work and believe it will lead to the re-establishment of credibility
and trust in the International Olympic Committee and the entire Olympic
Movement.
Today, four members of the Athletes' Commission, serve on WADA (World
Anti doping Agency) and we will also have a representative, Johan Olav Koss,
serving on the WADA Executive Board.
During the last session of the International Olympic Committee in December in
Lausanne, 10 elected active athletes were elected IOC Members with immediate
and full rights.
This forms a completely new chapter in Olympic history where the athletes
finally stand equal with the other important bodies in the Olympic Movement,
the IOC, the NOCs and the IFs.
The role of the athletes has been dramatically strengthened. They are the only
democratically elected members of the IOC and are, of course, the real spokesmen
of all of the athletes who have cast their votes during the Games, both Summer
and Winter.
List
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
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of Commissin members 1981-1999
Ivar Forno
Thomas Bach
Svetlana Otzetova
Kipjoge Keino
Vladislav Tretyak
Sebastian Coe
Pirjo Haggman
Bojan Krisaj
Edwin Moses
Pal Schmitt
Nadia Comaneci
Michelle Ford
Ken Read
Anita DeFrantz
Li Ning
Daniele Másala
Peter Montgomery
Prince Albert of Monaco
Luis Alvarez Cervera
Tomas Gustafoson

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Philippe Riboud
Britt Petersen
Hiroko Kasuga
Roland Baar
Sergei Bubka
Charmaine Crooks
Robert Crvtlik
Yaping Deng
Mikako Kotani
Alexander Popov
Gabriela Sabatini
Vladimir Smirnov
Manuela Di Centa
Johann Olav Koss
Hassiba Boulmerka
Sara Simeoni
Gonzalez Rodriguez
Jan Zelezny
Peter Tallberg

Ex-offlcio:

Monique Berlioux
Walther Troeger
Gilbert Felli
Pere Miro
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THE PARALYMPIC MOVEMENT:
A CHAMPIONSHIP FUTURE

by Dr Robert D. STEADWARD (CAN)
President of the International Paralympic
Committee and Professor in the University
of Alberta, Faculty of Physical Education
and Recreation

In today's world, the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) is a recent
addition to the modern day sports scene and still a mere fledgling caught within
the superstructure of international sport. At the present time, there are over
80 International Sport Federations (IFs), nearly 200 National Olympic Committees
(NOCs) and in a six month period there will be staged over 3,200 international
sporting events. There is little wonder, then, that we appear to be a weak force
in the international sport arena, as we struggle to equate ourselves with the socalled "normal" realm of sport. But, "our origins are not nearly as important as
our destination".
In the past, the focus of our programs was on rehabilitation through the
implementation of remedial exercises, and not sport. This was the medical model
approach. However, since 1989, there has been a fundamental paradigm shift,
and our focus has been on athleticism, sport excellence and high level competition. We have experienced a rate of change unprecedented in sport history. The
Paralympic movement, and its athletes have been a role model for all, extending
far beyond sport. Our athletes have been an inspiration for society as a whole.
Most recently, our athletes and our entire movement serve as an instrument of
social change and as:
(1) a model for integration for all races and all people, together, in a nondiscriminatory environment;
(2) a model for young children with a disability;
(3) a model for maintaining health through sport in a period of time when
declining health services demand an increase in self-care.

Reflections: landmarks in the development of disability sport
Prior to World War II, there was little evidence of any organized efforts to
develop or promote sport for individuals with a disability, except for deaf sports
(CISS), which was founded in 1924. Following WWII, however, medical
authorities were prompted to reevaluate traditional methods of rehabilitation
which were not satisfactorily responding to the medical and psychological needs
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of the large number of soldiers disabled in combat. Until then, these patients
had been considered outcasts of society and hopeless invalids with no expectation
of longevity in life, much beyond two years.
Recognizing that a problem existed, the British Government in 1944 opened
the Spinal Injury Centre at Stoke Mandeville Hospital in Aylesbury, England.
Under the direction of Sir Ludwig Guttmann, sport was introduced to the patients
as a form of recreation and an aid to the remedial treatment and rehabilitation
of disabled persons. Until then, the efficacy of sport as a rehabilitative tool for
the paralyzed had not been tested.
It was these efforts that molded perhaps the most significant event in history
of sport for those with paraplegia. With the success experienced at Stoke
Mandeville, the incorporation of sport into the medical rehabilitation of the warinjured soon spread to other nations of the world.
Early forms of sport included punch ball exercises, rope climbing, and
wheelchair polo. These were closely followed by archery, wheelchair basketball and table tennis. While these activities were tremendously effective
both therapeutically and on overall neuromuscular training, they were also
invaluable in restoring a person's strength, co-ordination, and endurance. But,
they were prescribed and administered by medical doctors, nurses, and
therapists. Because of this therapeutic nature, the intensity of the prescribed
exercise was limited and the resultant performance by the athletes was reflective of this level of work.
Historically, the Stoke Mandeville sporting movement saw the need to create
Paralympic Games first for Summer in 1960 and then for Winter in 1976. The
attitude and philosophy in those early years was to follow the Olympic quadrennium. As a result, many of the previous Paralympic Games were located at the
same host city as the Olympic Games.
The first Paralympic Summer Games were held in Rome in 1960 with
400 athletes and officials from 23 countries. Over the years these Summer Games
have increased in size, both in terms of number of athletes and number of
participating nations. As well, the program changed considerably from offering
four sports in 1960 to eighteen (18) sports in 2000. In addition to the growth of our
movement, we also included other disabilities. The Summer Paralympic Games
from 1960 to 1972 included only spinal injured athletes. Amputee and blind
athletes joined our Summer Games in 1976, cerebral palsy athletes in 1980 and
intellectually disabled athletes in 1996.
The first Paralympic Winter Games were held in Sweden in 1976 with
250 athletes from 14 countries. The 1998 Winter Games in Nagano included
1,100 participants from 32 nations as well as over 1,500 media. During the
early years of Paralympic Winter Games only Alpine and Nordic Skiing were
practiced. However, in 1994 in Lillehammer, Norway, Biathlon, Long Track
Ice Sledge Racing and Ice Sledge Hockey were added. For 2006, we are
examining the addition of Wheelchair Dance Sport and Short Track Ice Sledge
Racing.
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During the 1980's, there was disparity in our Paralympic movement which
led to fragmentation. We came to the realization that there was a great need and
desire on behalf of the nations of the world for solidarity and for change.
Therefore, in March 1987, an Ad Hoc committee was elected at a special
meeting of nations in Arnhem, The Netherlands. This Ad Hoc committee was
made up of representatives from the International Organizations of Sport for
the Disabled (lOSD's), world Regional Representatives and Athletes. Its mandate
was to develop a constitution for a new worldwide organization of sport for
athletes with a disability. Twenty-three resolutions were accepted at this special
meeting of nations which were to be incorporated into the creation of this new
organization. The most essential resolutions were:
1. To change the structure of the existing organization.
2. To include national representation as well as regional and athlete
representation.
3. To reduce the number of classifications.
4. To implement a functional classification system.
5. To develop a structure by sport and not by disability.
6. To work towards integration with the International Olympic Committee
(IOC) and the other International Sport Federations (IFs).
From 1987, an enormous amount of hard work, discussion, debate and negotiation took place, until the inaugural general assembly of the International
Paralympic Committee (IPC) was held in Düsseldorf, Germany, on 22 September
1989. On that occasion the member nations of the world accepted the objectives
for the creation of a newly formed world governing body for sports for
athletes with a disability.
Based on the new constitution and bylaws, as well as the objectives designed
and developed for this embryonic organization, were some very fundamental
beliefs and principles which underlie the mandate of the organization. What is the
essence of our organization and what do the Paralympic Games represent? We
have developed and matured along the course of:
1. The highest ideals of Olympism as laid down by Pierre de Coubertin
some 100 years ago. The Paralympic Games have become a unique testing
ground for overcoming difficult barriers and severe limitations. The
Paralympic Games have become a stepping stone for self-expression,
self-realization, and self-actualization. And, the Paralympic Games have
become an open stage for a remarkable demonstration of enthusiasm,
energy, confidence, courage and skill of our athletes.
2. Overcoming barriers as they relate to human rights, integration, tolerance
and acceptance.
3. Instrumenting social change by permeating the public consciousness
and serving as a catalyst for the emergence, recognition and acceptance
of a person with a disability into sport and into society.
4. Above all, becoming a symbol of unification of all disabilities, all athletes,
all sports from all nations.
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The IX Paralympic Summer Games Barcelona 1992 assisted in helping to
establish the Paralympic movement as a truly worldwide sporting organization.
There was a genuine recognition, affection, and support for our movement and
for our athletes, and the response from the citizens of Barcelona, was truly
remarkable. It was during these Games, that the late Professor Fernand Landry
from Canada spoke to the IPC during our Paralympic Congress about his philosophy of Olympism versus Paralympism. He summarized and concluded his speech
by saying, "that the Paralympic Games are expressions that bear witness to
the vigorous process by which the sports movement for disabled has focused its
energies, expanded, diversified its programs and services, acquired international
stature, and penetrated public consciousness." (Landry, Barcelona, 1992).
The VI Paralympic Winter Games Lillehammer 1994, were successful because
there was a real embracing of the Paralympic athlete by the Norwegian public.
Not only were our athletes warmly welcomed by Norwegians young and old, but
even from an organizational perspective, the Paralympic Games were fully
integrated with and developed by the Lillehammer Olympic Organizing Committee.
A great stride forward.
In December of 1994, the IOC Assembly met in Atlanta, USA. For the first time
in the history of the IOC, the President of the IPC was invited to address the
entire assembly. This presented a wonderful opportunity to discuss the growth,
development, and future of our movement as well as the extraordinary relationship that has developed between our two organizations.
In the fall of 1995, Tokyo, Japan, hosted the IPC General Assembly and
Congress. It was important for the IPC to hold this Congress in order to reflect
upon the past six years of progress. The 1995 Congress allowed us to both evaluate our past and plan our future. The General Assembly elected a Task Force to
incorporate and embroider the suggestions and ideas that had been placed before
the Congress and to make specific recommendations to an Extraordinary General
Assembly of the IPC in the summer of 1996 in Atlanta, USA.

A decade of challenges to progress: 1989-1999
Although the IPC has achieved many milestones over the past 10 years, there
have also been many challenges, and as we work towards the 21st century, we
have uncountable opportunities waiting for us in the future. Because of the
nature and magnitude of these demands, summonses and occasions, it will take
patience, co-operation, tolerance and understanding, respect, vision, courage,
loyalty, integrity and sensitivity from all of our member nations to achieve our
future goals. Prior to considering our future vision, we should spend some time
reflecting on some of the challenges that we have experienced over the past
10 years.
Immediately following the creation of the IPC in 1989, we were faced with
a challenging situation concerning the IOC and the use of our logo. In 1990, the
IPC adopted a new logo which was previously developed for the VIII Paralympic
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Summer Games Seoul 1988. The Korean Organizing Committee had offered
their Games logo to the IPC which we graciously and humbly accepted as our
new logo; however, the IOC felt that it was too similar to their five rings making
it very difficult to market the two organizations if they co-existed with a similarly
designed yet entirely different logo. As a result, the IPC modified their logo in
order to preserve the excellent relationship that had developed with the IOC.
We felt that the change would be in the best interest of our movement and would
not in any way adversely affect the IPC, our goals or objectives. It was, however,
a very sensitive issue with many members of our movement.
In 1992, we experienced our first challenge to the Organization's ethics and
integrity. An athlete had been tested positive for doping violations during the
IX Paralympic Summer Games in Barcelona. After appropriate sanctions were
imposed upon the athlete, a great struggle took place regarding the legitimacy
and severity of the doping sanction as well as the way in which the doping
procedures were carried out. After two years of negotiation with the athlete's legal
counsel, it was agreed that we would allow the Court of Arbitration for Sport
to mediate and resolve the issue once and for all. Therefore, the IPC, their lawyers
and those representing the individual athlete, appeared before the Court of
Arbitration for Sport in Lausanne, Switzerland, in 1995 and judgement was made
in favour of the IPC.
In 1995, the IPC was given another wake-up call. We became embroiled in
another legal dispute. I, as President of the IPC along with other members of
the Executive Committee were being sued for more than US $20 million on
discrimination charges for allegedly preventing an athlete from participating in our
Paralympic Games because of restrictions within our rules. This legal challenge
was before the courts in the United States of America for three years, and the
appeal went before, and was turned down by the Supreme Court of the United
States.
During an Executive meeting of the IPC in 1995 in Atlanta, USA, we were
informed by the International Deaf Sports Association (CISS) that they were
withdrawing their membership from the IPC, with immediate effect. I believe that
both the CISS and the IPC recognized this decision was inevitable but we were
hoping that the CISS would continue to stay involved somewhere within our
movement. We also recognized, however, that they need to have their autonomy
and they must do what they feel is best for their organization. We parted great
friends. We respect their organization and still consider them as a founding
member of the IPC. Regular meetings are still held between the presidents of the
CISS and the IPC.
In 1996, the X Paralympic Summer Games were held in Atlanta, USA. While
on the one hand the number of world and Paralympic records that were
broken and the quality of the performances by the athletes were outstanding,
a number of very serious problems developed between the Host Organizing
Committee and the IPC. The IPC respected and appreciated the commitment,
enthusiasm and pride of the volunteers associated with the Games, but I can
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assure you that our member nations were disappointed with the quality
of the organization of the Games.
The venues were in very poor condition when the Paralympic Games began.
The village was an embarrassment for our athletes. Major problems existed in
transportation. The visibility of the Paralympic Games and the IPC was very low
and the awareness of our Games through the media was close to non-existent.
Also, very few spectators were present to watch the events.
We were immensely pleased that the VII Paralympic Winter Games Nagano
1998 were a distinct contradiction to Atlanta, and we are confident in our signed
contracts with future Organizing Committees in that all of these issues and
difficulties will never again recur.
One of the greatest future opportunities facing the IPC was the creation and
development of a new permanent IPC headquarters. We knew that we could no
longer operate our movement totally with volunteers. Therefore, after evaluating
six finalist cities each of whom had submitted an attractive bid to host our
IPC headquarters, the General Assembly of nations voted in Sydney in November
1997, to select Bonn, Germany, as the location of our new worldwide Headquarters. The Official Opening of the new world wide Headquarters took place on
3 September 1999, on the occasion of the 10 th Anniversary of IPC, before
President Samaranch and more than 500 VIPS and guests from over 75 nations.

Future vision
We have learned a great deal from our past, especially from the successes that
we have enjoyed, and the challenges that we have had to overcome; these will
certainly help us prepare for the future.
We have worked very hard to develop a close and positive relationship
with the IOC and I cannot stress enough the tremendous support that not only
the IOC, as a sporting movement has given the IPC but also the personal support
that President Samaranch has provided to the IPC and me personally. We have
been fortunate to be included in all major meetings and conferences either hosted
or held under the patronage of the IOC such as those on Sport for All, Doping
in Sport, and Development.
In 1999, I was honoured to be appointed to the IOC 2000 Commission, charged
with the task of studying the current structure of the IOC and proposing reforms
which were submitted to the 110 th IOC Session in December. The highly
successful meetings in which I participated, resulted in over 50 resolutions being
passed by the IOC. The enactment of these resolutions will enable positive
changes to occur with regard to the future relationship between the IOC and
the IPC, and in particular, a formal agreement is currently being negotiated.
As well, the IOC has included IPC representation on a number of commissions,
such as the Evaluation Commission, Coordination Commissions and Athletes
Commission. I have also been personally appointed to the International Foundation
for the Olympic Truce.
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We also have a great challenge in the future, to ensure that we maintain open
and effective communication with our member nations and International Federations (IOSD's). Our communication must be developed not only internally but
externally and that is why it is vitally important that we produce regular publications for circulation around the world in order to educate the general public and
to create more awareness about our movement and our Games. At the same time,
we must ensure that all member nations create National Paralympic Committees
(NPC's) while incorporating the IPC logo as an integral part of their own national
logo.
The IPC must also create greater opportunities for marketing and sponsorship
in order to provide the basic funds necessary to operate the organization and
as well, to project the kind of visibility it has so justifiably earned. As a result, we
have implemented an international marketing strategy which will hopefully
produce results over the next three to five years.
The IPC will not only have to develop a close relationship with the IOC, but
I believe it will have to develop special partnerships with such organizations as
the United Nations (UN, UNESCO, UNV), GAISF, IFs, NOCs, PASO, ANOC,
Commonwealth Games Federation (CGF) and the like. These partnerships will
assist the IPC in becoming a more improved organization and therefore, we are
working hard to ensure that these relationships are established and developed.
In the past, the IPC has demonstrated tremendous growth, starting in 1989 as
a very small International Sport Organization of barely 40 countries, to our current
membership of over 170 nations, with many more applications for membership
pending. Despite our overwhelming numbers, it is imperative that we work with
developing and emerging nations to provide the kind of solidarity support that
they require in order to develop quality programs within their countries and to
enjoy opportunities for their athletes and representatives to attend the IPC General
Assemblies and Paralympic Games. In addition to the continual increase in our
membership numbers, it is also essential that we look for ways of increasing
competitive sport opportunities for our athletes through the creation and development of new sports.
Related to the developing nations and solidarity programs, it is also important for the IPC to take a leadership role in education and awareness throughout the world. We must accept this responsibility in order to provide not only
opportunities for people with disability in sport but opportunities for them
to participate in society as a whole. This will take the full cooperation of all
Federal Governments as well as the NOC's. We must ensure that the government agency responsible for disability sport is the Ministry of Sport and NOT
the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare. We are high performance elite sport,
not a charity.
It is incumbent upon the IPC, if it is to exist in the future, to spend time and
effort in assisting countries as they develop programs for their youth, because
future Paralympians will emerge from the youth of our society. At the same time,
it is essential that we provide opportunities in the future for the more severely
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disabled male and female athletes both of which populations have not yet
experienced opportunities equal to those of other athletes.
As a sporting organization grows and develops and becomes more sophisticated, it also becomes more complex and complicated. Accordingly, it has become
evident that we must encourage more research in our movement. We are blessed
with knowledgeable sport scientists from around the world who are on the cutting
edge of research in dealing with our athletes and our events. Therefore, the
IPC shares a natural relationship with sport science, coaching and athletic performance. In doing so, we believe that it is important to continue with the development of our Paralympic Congresses in order for sport scientists and other scholars
from around the world to share their knowledge, expertise, and research. In
this way, as long as the research is of an applied nature, including technological
research and development, it will be utilized by our coaches and our athletes;
we will then witness greater performances than ever by our future developing
athletes.
In one sense, we are very fortunate that our International Paralympic
Committee is very youthful, and yet we find that time is passing by very quickly.
Therefore, I personally believe that it is important to recognize and preserve
the outstanding accomplishments of our former athletes and leaders of our
Paralympic movement and seek ways of sharing their success with others around
the world. It is my vision and intention to create a Sports Hall of Fame and
Museum for the Paralympic movement which will later be developed in cooperation with the newly created IPC headquarters in Bonn, Germany. In addition,
in order to fully benefit from the talent, and leadership of our former athletes
and other people with a disability around the world, it has now become apparent
that we should create an Ambassador Program. This program will allow the IPC
to take advantage of the tremendous experiences and wisdom of former athletes
and leaders of the Paralympic movement. These Ambassadors will be our voice
in the community. They will be our guiding light and conscience for future
development and they will be our most respected critics to ensure that we
continue to provide the necessary energy and growth to the Paralympic movement, always keeping in mind the principles and objectives upon which our
organization has been developed.
Over the next few years, we will witness many outstanding sport spectacles.
We have experienced the enormous success of Nagano and are also very pleased
and proud of the developments that are occurring within the Sydney Paralympic
Organizing Committee in preparation for the XI Paralympic Summer Games
(18-29 October 2000) and our initiation into the new millennium. We have
concluded successful contract negotiations with Salt Lake City Winter Olympic
Organizing Committee who will be host organizers for the VIII Paralympic Winter
Games in 2002, and we have concluded our contract negotiations with the Athens
Organizing Committee for the XII Paralympic Summer Games of 2004. We are very
grateful to the IOC for their assistance in facilitating our integration into the entire
process of each of these Games.
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What will the 21st century bring?
Over the years, we have struggled for our rights, recognition, respect and
equality. I believe that this struggle has been alleviated in part, through our
commitment to excellence. In the future, we must do our utmost to identify
our challenges and opportunities and adapt in order to survive. The Paralympic
movement has adapted in the past and indeed done more than survive; we have
achieved success in our development because of our commitment to excellence
and because of our pride.
The ideals of a movement and sport for all people goes back to the founder
of the modern Olympic movement, Baron Pierre de Coubertin. He said that, "sport
is not a luxury pastime, an activity for the leisured few, nor merely a form of
muscular compensation for brain work. For every man, woman, or child, it offers
an opportunity for self improvement quite independent of profession or position
in life". For Coubertin and his colleagues, the Olympic Games were to be more
than an athletic movement. They would be a focal point for a broadly based
social movement which, through the activity of sport and play, would enhance
human development and make the world a better place in which to live. To this
end, the set of Olympic ideals became known as Olympism. Is this any different
than the ideals and principles that we have established for the Paralympic
movement and Paralympism?
If the concept of Paralympism combined along with the Paralympic movement
and our Games, is to grow, develop and be successful, it will be important for
us to evaluate our past in terms of excellence, transcendence, acceptance, and
normalization. And at the same time, remind ourselves that success is only
a journey, not a destination. But, our future must include a game plan not only
for progress, but for success. According to Raymond Gafner, a member of the
IOC, "a sports movement can be compared to a ship steering through a sea of
reefs, the start of the voyage generally begins with a clearly set destination but
during the journey various hazards necessitate circumnavigation and the reestablishment of the initial course". And according to Pariente in 1989, the characteristics of a movement is that it need not come to a halt. I believe that this particularly
pertains to the Paralympic movement.
In closing, it seems appropriate to once again quote Raymond Gafner, a great
Olympic philosopher whose vision eloquently summarizes the importance,
progress and advancement of the Paralympic movement.
Mr Gafner stated, «sport in the service of man - in the service of everyone
including those who practice sport despite their disability, not merely to improve or
to overcome their condition or to show how they defy fate, not merely to
command respect and admiration for their achievement, but also for the joy of
effort without standing to gain... As an example of courage and iron will, the
disabled athlete strives for the hardest victory - victory over himself. His entire lifestyle
is determined by the Olympic ideal. He is a true Olympian and I greet him as such".
Remember, that athletes are athletes no matter how they compete.
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A PERENNIAL DILEMMA: ARTISTIC
SPORTS IN THE OLYMPIC GAMES

by Prof. Elizabeth A. HANLEY (USA)
Associate Professor of Kinesiology
at Perm State University

O Sport, you are beauty! You — the architect of this
house, the human body, which may become abject or
sublime according to whether it is defiled by base
passions or cherished with wholesome endeavour.
There can be no beauty without poise and proportion,
and you are the incomparable master of both, for you
create harmony, you fill movement with rhythm, you
make strength gracious, and you lend power to supple
things.
From Ode to Sport (Coubertin)
In the ancient Olympic Games, there existed no "artistic" sports as we know
them today. There was no ice dancing, no rhythmic gymnastics, no synchronized swimming, and there was no ballroom dancing (DanceSport) waiting to gain admission to the Olympic Games program. There were, also, no
women in the ancient Games. What did exist at the time were sports judged in
a highly objective manner: the stade race, the discus and javelin throws, and
the long jump, among others. The ancient Greeks viewed all sport as "artistic,"
often capturing its beauty in the form of sculpture, examples of which remain
for our edification today.
How, then, does one define "artistic" sport in today's world? And what is the
dilemma that surrounds these sports in the modern Olympic Games? For the
purpose of this paper, the term sport will be limited to those activities contested
within the existing Olympic Games - both summer and winter programs. Sport
can then be separated into two categories: objective and subjective. At first glance,
this would appear to be a rather straightforward delineation; however, after one
peruses the list of sporting events, results, and more than occasional controversy
over the years, the precise categorizing of each activity is not a simple task. If one
accepts the definition of objective as "...emphasizing the nature of reality as it
is apart from personal reflections or feelings,"1 then the following fall into the
category of objective sports, since all require measurement in time or space:
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athletics (track and field), distance swimming, archery, cycling, skiing, bobsled,
luge, and speed skating, to name a few.
At the opposite end of the spectrum are examples of sports dependent
primarily upon subjective evaluation: ice dancing, rhythmic gymnastics, synchronized swimming, and ".. .the new kid on the block" yet to be admitted to the
Olympic Games, ballroom dancing, or DanceSport, as it is officially known. There
remains, however, another category of sport between the objective and subjective,
that which incorporates a significant degree of both objectivity and subjectivity.
Prime examples include artistic (a misnomer?) gymnastics, figure skating, diving,
ski jumping, and even the ancient sport of boxing. "Artistic" sports, therefore,
include the above examples of subjective sports, and, in some instances, those that
lie between the objective and the subjective delineation.
The dilemma of "artistic" sports in the Olympic Games can be described
as twofold: the subjectivity in scoring and its attendant controversy over the years,
and the prospect of introducing one more "artistic" sport in an already overburdened Olympic Games program, that of DanceSport. The specific dilemma
involving DanceSport is whether dance, and specifically ballroom dance, is sport
or art - or can it be both? This question will be addressed separately.

The dilemma of subjectivity
Let us look briefly at three sports: diving, synchronized swimming, and
rhythmic gymnastics, followed by an in-depth review of ice dancing, one of the
most controversial and high-profile sports in the Olympic Games.2
The first sport, diving, touts degree of difficulty ratings for the various dives
as objective factors in judging, but the aesthetic aspects of a dive lie within the
purview of each judge. According to three USA coaches,3 bias occurs at all levels,
but is most blatant at competition levels leading to the Olympic Games. Bias
occurs in the form of "helping" an athlete from one's local area, country, or from
a group of countries, as the former Eastern bloc nations were reported to have
done during the Cold War era. The Olympic Games judging panel, however,
is highly selective: only level "A" international judges who have demonstrated their
competence are considered for Olympic spots. A total of nine judges comprise the
panel, with the two highest and the two lowest scores being eliminated, and
the middle five averaged. These safeguards at the Olympic level help to ensure
that the right athletes end up in the right spots on the awards platform - even
though bias (better known as cheating) continues to occur.4 The message being
sent to spectators, as well as athletes, is often not one of fair play.
The sport of synchronized swimming is relatively new, having premiered as
an Olympic event (solo and duet) in 1984 Los Angeles. Objectivity centers on the
demanding figures required of the competitors, but subjectivity remains an issue
regarding creativity of the routine. One of the 1984 gold medallists for the USA,
Candy Costie, remarked, "...we want the public to know that synchronized
swimming is a sport, and that it takes a lot of training". 5 Athletes involved in
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synchronized swimming claim to be "water gymnasts - not dancers," and are not
fond of the ballet metaphor used by many who question synchronized swimming
as an Olympic event. Judging controversies have been minimal to date, perhaps
because synchronized swimming is not a popular, high-profile sport and/or
because the United States has been an acknowledged world leader6 from the
beginning and is currently "synchro's powerhouse, ranked No 1 in the world
since 1991".7 In 1996 Atlanta, the team event (eight swimmers) was introduced,
and, although the USA wound up with the gold medal, Canada and Japan were
not far behind.8 Will synchronized swimming eventually blossom into a popular
sport, or will it remain merely an Esther Williams' "water ballet" event for many?
One can only speculate, but those who have attempted synchronized swimming
skills know that athletic ability is a requisite. If a sport, however, is performed
both in and under the water, will this detract from its spectator appeal in the
long run?
Gymnastics is one of the oldest and most popular sports in the world. The
genre of rhythmic gymnastics made its artful debut at the 1984 Los Angeles
Olympic Games, in the form of individual all-around competition. The use of
ropes, hoops, clubs, balls, and ribbons ushered in an art form that contrasts
sharply with the uneven bars, balance beam, vault, and floor exercise routines of
the high profile artistic (?) gymnastics. Rhythmic gymnasts incorporate dance and
flamboyant acrobatic moves into their routines, all the while tossing and catching
their chosen implement with elegance and synchronization.9 In 1996 Atlanta, the
first ever team event was added to the program. Since its introduction on the
Olympic Games program, rhythmic gymnastics has been dominated by the former
USSR and its satellite countries, from Bulgaria to Ukraine.10 Controversy, as with
synchronized swimming, has been minimal, perhaps - once again — because
of dominance by a group of countries since its inception or, simply, a lack of
popularity.
Of all the sports contested on the Olympic Winter Games program, none is
more beautiful nor more controversial than figure skating. The history of figure
skating is a colorful and fascinating one, beginning in the mid-to late 19th century
in Europe. The introduction of steel-bladed skates, which allowed intricate twists
and turns on the ice, and the innovative use of ballet moves, paved the way for
competition in the 1880s. In 1892 the International Skating Union (ISU) was
formed,11 and figure skating was accepted as an Olympic sport by the 1896 IOC
Congress. London 1908 was to be figure skating's debut - at an indoor rink at the
summer Olympic Games!12
When the Olympic Winter Games appeared for the first time in 1924
Chamonix, figure skating included three events: men, women, and pairs. It was
not until 1976, in Innsbruck, that ice dancing - long a popular event - was added
to the program. With the advent of ice dancing competition came controversies
that have plagued figure skating for years, one of which is judging. Figure skating
uses a complex scoring system; there are nine judges assessing both technical and
artistic skills, a task that defies objectivity. According to American journalist, Dick
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Schaap, "to compound the problem, politics, past performances and personal
prejudices occasionally intrude and make the judging even more — to use the
kindest word - subjective".13
When ice dancing was first introduced in England at the turn of the century,
Edwardian society welcomed it into figure skating circles, and a few years later,
it was transformed into a serious discipline. The 1930s saw a boom period for
ballroom dancing and roller skating in England, with the result that more complex
moves from both these domains became the source of inspiration for ice dancing.
As ice dancing progressed in its kinship with ballroom dance and its use of
ballroom music, questions soon arose concerning the distinction between ice
dancing and pairs skating. During the 1930s and 1940s, ballet dominated the
look of pairs; lifts and throws had not yet entered the scene. The distinction,
therefore, between ice dancing and pairs was ballroom versus ballet styles, and
the practicality of how these styles were performed.14
In the 1950s, athletic moves were introduced into pairs. This provided ice
dancing its primary distinction: no overhead lifts, rotational jumps, or throws.
Over the years, ice dancing rules have been adapted to keep pace with the
changing times, but precise footwork, close skating, and interpretation of music
remain paramount."

Ice dancing enters the Olympics
The addition of ice dancing in the 1976 Innsbruck Olympic Games was a
positive move; international skating championships had included it successfully for nearly a quarter of a century. Figure skating in general had endured
judging controversies for some time, and apparently, "national bias of some
judges in Innsbruck was blatant and certainly not subtle... There was plenty
of new ammunition for the argument that no judge should be allowed to mark
a compatriot". 16 It should be noted that of the 18 teams entered in Innsbruck
in ice dancing alone, three Soviet teams were in the top eight. The others
included two from Great Britain, and one each from Hungary, Italy, and
the United States. The nine judges represented the Soviet Union, Poland,
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Italy, Austria, Canada, Great Britain, and the USA.
The first gold medal in ice dancing was awarded to the outstanding Soviet
dancers, Ludmila Pakhomova and Aleksandr Gorshkov. Their compatriots
Moiseyeva and Minenkov garnered silver, while Americans Colleen O'Connor
and Jimmy Millns prevented a threatened Soviet monopoly by winning
the bronze with a traditional style, rather than the theatrical style of the
Soviets.17
During the Cold War era, judging was more than merely marking competitors
and styles; it became an issue of culture, politics, and power. In fact, "judges
from both sides of the Iron Curtain were at times suspended for 'national bias,'
including an ISU suspension in 1977 that barred all Soviet judges from international competition that year".18
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Lake Placid 1980 presented a similar pattern in ice dancing: 12 teams entered
the competition and the top eight once again included three Soviet teams,
followed by one each from Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Great Britain, Canada, and
the USA. Judges came from the Soviet Union, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Austria,
Germany, Canada, Great Britain, France, and the USA. The British judge had the
unenviable option of breaking a tie between the Soviet pair and the Hungarians.
She refused, the gold and silver medals were decided by total ordinals, and the
Soviets took gold. Catcalls and boos from the predominantly American audience
were heard loud and clear upon announcement of the results. The audience
obviously preferred the upbeat style of the Hungarians as opposed to the sedate,
traditional Soviet style19"Knowledgeable or not, audiences make their opinion
known!
In Sarajevo 1984, the artistic sport of ice dancing entered a new era when
the first perfect scores of 6.0 were awarded to Great Britain's innovative team
of Jayne Torvill and Christopher Dean. "T & D," as they are affectionately known
by their world-wide admirers, created an emotional experience for the audience
and mesmerized them with their interpretation of Ravel's Bolero. Communication
with the audience, telling a story, and embracing artistic expression - rather than
imitating ballroom dancing - were the goals of this creative couple. Their desire
to move ice dancing from a sport to an art form was evident in Christopher Dean's
choreography. By pushing rules to the limit, Dean realized that he and Jayne could
begin their routine kneeling on the ice, and move their bodies, for the 18 seconds
that needed to be cut from an overly-long program, thereby complying with
the rules. Since timing does not start until the couple begins skating, this
technicalilty allowed Torvill and Dean to perform a dance that revolutionized
the sport. Their gold medal was not controversial, and the two Soviet teams were
awarded silver and bronze.20
Controversy, however, did enter the picture when Americans Judy Blumberg
and Michael Seibert "were euchered out of an Olympic medal in a game of
musical snooker".21 Their music (Rimski-Korsakov's Shéhérazade) was deemed
illegal by the Italian judge, even though all music had been approved by the head
referee. Despite such approval, judges can still vote their own opinions, and when
Cia Bordogna gave an obvious low score for artistic expression, she set off
a puzzled murmur. Her score was key to the bronze medal winner. When
questioned, she cited an ISU rule about ice dancing being adaptable to the dance
floor as well as the skating rink. There was another sticky point: when asked
why Bolero was legal and Shéhérazade was not, she merely said that
Shéhérazade was not the proper tempo. Blumberg and Seibert did not win the
bronze medal.22
Four years later in Calgary, the Soviets claimed gold and silver, while Canada
was awarded the bronze. Torvill and Dean were now "professionals" and not
competing. The Soviet team of Marina Klimova and Sergei Ponomarenko, who
had bested Blumberg and Seibert in Sarajevo, now moved up to silver. Their
voices would be heard during the next Olympic Games, in connection with
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a popular team taking eighth place in Calgary, the Duchesnays. Isabelle and
Paul Duchesnay were a Canadian brother and sister team skating for France, and
they created utter confusion among the judges during the original set pattern
and free dance competitions. The tango was the required dance in original set
pattern competition; music was chosen by the dancers. Creativity was king as
tangos ranged from tender and romantic to sultry and sexy — from snappy to soft.
The Duchesnays' lusty performance of a "gangster and his moll" was warmly
received by the audience, but judges' rankings revealed turmoil, and their scores
ranged from 5.1 (Soviet judge) to 5.8 (USA judge). When the Duchesnays took
to the ice for their free skate, they literally seduced the audience with their Africaninspired performance, prowling the ice to drum beats and dressed as primitives in
tawny-colored velvet. The judges, once again, were confused and scores ranged
from 5.0 to 5.8. Of interest is the fact that ex-Olympian, Christopher Dean, had
choreographed the Duchesnays' avant garde routine; this would not be the last
time. Even though the Duchesnays placed eighth in Calgary, the ice dancing event
provoked renewed judging controversy: after three days of competition, in three
categories, only two of the 20 couples changed places in the overall placement.23
Had the judges made up their minds before, during, or after the competition?
Albertville 1992 featured a showdown between the Duchesnays and the
Klimova-Ponomarenko duo for Olympic gold. The Duchesnays had recently won
the 1991 World Championships in Munich - finally - with another Christopher
Dean choreography. After years of receiving low scores for their innovative and
entertaining programs, the judges finally gave them their due. The Soviet couple
was outraged and verbally accused the Duchesnays of manipulating the judges.
They had patiently worked their way toward Olympic gold and did not want
the popular Duchesnays to usurp it in Albertville. As fate would have it, the
Duchesnays were beaten at their own game, so to speak, when Klimova and
Ponomarenko danced a nontraditional (and steamy!) interpretation of Bach in
Albertville. Their polished routine won over, not only the French audience, but
five of the nine judges as well. The Duchesnays, appearing tense and flat, had
to settle for silver.24
After the 1992 Olympic Games, there were new restrictions imposed on
ice dancing, deemed necessary due to the creative search for loopholes since the
1984 Olympic Games when "T & D" revolutionized the sport. Examples of restrictions included the following: no lying on the ice; no holding a partner's skate; no
jumping more than one revolution; no men in tights instead of trousers, and
women were required to wear skirts. There were others, of course, but the most
notable fact is that both gold and silver Albertville medallists would have been
disqualified if the new rules had been in effect.25 Obviously, ice dancing was
entering the world of art, exactly what Torvill and Dean had desired. But the world
of art is often fraught with "beauty being in the eye of the beholder," and the
opportunity for judging controversy was well-established.
One of the closest ice dancing competitions in history occurred two years later
in Lillehammer. The previous year, at the 1993 World Championships, controversy
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had resulted in six of the nine judges being accused of basing their scores on
reputation rather than on performance, since three Soviet couples took the top
three spots. The six judges were suspended, but all were eventually reinstated,
and three even appeared on the panel for Lillehammer. When Torvill and Dean
were accepted as Olympic competitors for Lillehammer, they were apprehensive
about two issues: new rules that forbade the use of classical music and favored
ballroom selections, and the possibility that some judges might resent their return
from the professional world of show business.26
Their fears were not unfounded. According to Jere Longman of the New York
Times, "it was nostalgia night in Olympic ice dancing, and while the audience
went for the golden oldies named Torvill and Dean, the judges preferred the 50's
rock 'n' roll of Oksana Grichtchuk and Yevgeny Platov".27 Although a prolonged
standing ovation was given "T & D," the judges rated them a third place bronze.
Did the judges not like the creative back somersault by Torvill which took her up
Dean's back and over his shoulder? Had Dean raised his hands above shoulder
level, thereby breaking the rule? Most of the judges deemed this move illegal, and
their scores were not welcomed by the audience.28 Dance critic, Anna Kisselgoff
of the New York Times, described Torvill and Dean as "mature virtuosos and
superstars... (and) While other couples were emoting all over the ice in the free
dance, Torvill and Dean opted for pure dance... They just faced the music and
skated. Better than anyone else".29
Whether or not "T & D" broke the rules, a more obvious infraction occurred
during Grichtchuk and Platov's winning routine. Ice dancers are not allowed to
separate for more than five seconds at a time, and replays of the Russian couple
showed clearly that they were never penalized for an illegal 13-second separation.
British reporter, David Miller, stated the following: "At a farcical press conference
on Saturday by leading officials of the International Skating Union (ISU), reluctant
to concede that their credibility was on the line, it was eventually admitted after
almost an hour of evasion that Jayne Torvill and Christopher Dean should have
won the silver medal - or possibly the gold - in the ice dancing, and not the
bronze."30 The British were definitely not alone in their opinion of the judging in
Lillehammer. Whether or not the world agreed that Torvill and Dean was the
greatest ice dancing couple ever, there was no doubt they were the most popular.
During the most recent 1998 Olympic Winter Games in Nagano, the call for
judging reform in ice dancing received more attention than ever. Skaters and
coaches were uncharacteristically outspoken in their criticism of the judging, and
the ISU agreed that stricter guidelines for point deductions in falls were necessary.
These guidelines were a direct result of a season in which Grichtchuk and Platov
had endured falls in three different competitions, and yet ended up as winners.31
The Canadian team of Shae-Lynn Bourne and Victor Kraatz, together with their
coach, Natalia Dubova, charged that the Russian and French judges had conspired
against the North Americans in Nagano.32 When Grichtchuk and Platov won their
second Olympic gold medal, despite a glaring mistake in their first compulsory
dance, even IOC member from Canada, Dick Pound, joined in the fray. Pound
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believed that the image of the Olympic Games had been tarnished by what
he considered to be obvious, pre-determined standings in the ice dancing competition.33 Many believed that the Russians Anjelika Krylova and Oleg Ovsiannikov
(who skated cleanly for the silver) and the French team of Marina Anissina and
Gwendal Peizerat (awarded bronze) should have been moved to gold and silver,
respectively, with Canadians Bourne and Kraatz receiving the bronze.34
As we look forward to Salt Lake City 2002, it is obvious that subjectivity in judging "artistic" sports can often be distressing, both to competitors and audience.
Many judges work diligently to be as honest as possible in their evaluations,
but ice dancing, for one, cannot be assessed in a totally objective way. When
creativity enters the picture, opinion often reigns supreme. The undisputed
popularity of ice dancing will likely continue, however, judging controversies or
not.

One more artistic event
Is ballroom dancing, or DanceSport, ready for the Olympic Games? More
specifically, are the Olympic Games ready to embrace DanceSport? Ever since
formal recognition by the IOC in 1997,35 the International DanceSport Federation
(IDSF) has raised its hopes for DanceSport being placed on the Olympic Games
program, as early as 2004 or 2008. The host city, however, must agree to the
inclusion of this artistic "sport" before it can become part of the official program.
From an historical perspective, ballroom dancing competitions occurred as early
as pre-World War I in Europe, and soon spread to other parts of the world. Today,
these competitions have risen in popularity, both in number of participants and
spectators, thanks to the availability of world-wide television.
There are two questions to be addressed: should DanceSport, another
subjectively judged event, be added to the Olympic medal program, and is dance
art or sport — or both? Those in favor of ballroom dancing argue that it has as
much right as ice dancing to be an Olympic sport, since DanceSport has been
described as "ice dancing on hardwood" by many devotees. Other positive
attributes include: economic costs are negligible, since facilities are found nearly
everywhere; each of the five continents is represented by DanceSport participants;
weather and climate are not factors; all ages are able to participate; and, perhaps
most important in today's world, this is an activity which is gender-equal.
On the opposing side are those who state that dance is not sport, ballroom
dancers are not athletes, judging is too subjective, and the Olympic Games
program is overburdened as it is. Many also believe that DanceSport is not an
appropriate title for an activity that is, essentially, an art form and not a sport. This
last issue provides an ideal segue into the question of "dance: art or sport?"
Definitions of dance, art, and sport are as varied as their sources, but a common thread weaves all three together: "Exceptional skill in conducting any human
activity."36 Dance and sport both embrace the art of movement, and it is on this
foundation that the two are linked. In fact, "the world of the athlete is saturated
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with movement expression, intention, and creation. . . . ice dancing, rhythmic
gymnastics, synchronized swimming, and ski jumping are all judged to some
degree on movement quality, creativity, or style".37 The same is true of dance in
general, and ballroom dancing in particular. Vince Bain, DanceSport Australia
president, notes that DanceSport judging is positively based, not negatively based.
The area where DanceSport can be regarded as more subjective than other sports
is that there is no requirement for a judge to apply any particular weighting
system to the judging criteria. For example, one judge might rely totally on
technical merit and another might focus totally on presentation. A third might
weigh execution heavily, and a fourth judge might be overly influenced by
choreography. This area of DanceSport judging has not yet been resolved, but will
be critical to success in building a profile as an international sport. Bain concludes
that public perception is as important as anything else.38 If, according to IOC
member Zhenliang He, "pursuing the union of sport and art is one of the purposes
of the Olympic Movement,"39 it would seem to appear that DanceSport is well on
its way to the Olympic Games.

Conclusion: closing the lid on Pandora's Box?
How can the IOC cope with the burden that "gigantism" has placed on recent
Games? By welcoming new events every four years, should the IOC consider
lengthening its "16 Days of Glory"? In the early years (e.g. Paris 1900, St. Louis
1904, among others), the Olympic Games lasted for a period of months instead of
days. Or is it time to begin "program surgery" and eliminate some events? Why not
"cut" modern pentathlon or other less popular events? Why not consider a rotation
for certain sports every other Olympiad?
Once a Pandora's Box has been opened, it cannot easily be closed; the IOC has
been so successful that it could be termed too successful in promoting its great
sporting festival. According to IOC member Anita DeFrantz, "the bus is crowded,
and in order to keep the Games to a maximum of 10,000 athletes, which is our
goal, some are going to have to get off'.40 Will DanceSport make the bus in 2004
or 2008?
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THE ENVIRONMENT
AND THE OLYMPIC GAMES

by Mr Konstantinos KARTALIS (GRE)
Special Secretary for the Olympic Games in 2004
in the Ministry of Culture

The evolving size of the Olympic Games and their potential impact on
the environment of the host cities, clearly demonstrates the need for effective
and efficient environmental policies encompassing the main environmental
principles and fully aligned to specific-city-oriented environmental characteristics. Furthermore, the fact that hosting the Olympic Games results in a
change to the host city with long-lasting effects, effort should be made to
ensure that the measures taken to contribute to the sustainable development
of the city.
The link between the Olympic Games on the one hand, and environmental
protection and sustainability on the other, has recently been promoted in
the policy of the International Olympic Committee (IOC). In particular the IOC
has made environmental concern the third pillar of Olympism, along with sport
and culture.
In this paper, an effort is made to present the environmental dimension of
the Olympic Games referring in particular to the case of the Olympic Games
of Athens 2004. Specific cases which demonstrate solid and innovative environmental approaches are described in an effort to show the practical dimension
of theoretical environmental designs.

Environmental requirements for candidate cities
The IOC has included in the specification lists for the bidding cities a chapter
relating to new requirements in terms of environmental protection. In addition,
special attention needs to be given to good environmental practices in such areas
as waste management, reduction of noise and air pollution, protection of green
areas, preservation of habitats and natural reserves, if there are any, traffic
reduction, energy conservation and efficiency, etc.
In particular, environmental requirements include1:
1. Supplying charts in order to explain to public authorities the environmental and natural resource management system, and their responsibilities.
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2. Supplying a brief survey, including maps and charts, if available, of the
local environmental situation focusing on environmental health, protected
areas, cultural monuments and potential natural hazards.
3. Supplying an official guarantee from the competent authorities,
stating that all work necessary for the organization of the Games will
comply with local, regional, and national regulations and acts, and
international agreements and protocols regarding planning and
construction and the protection of the environment.
4. Carrying out environmental impact assessments by competent authorities
for all sites and facilities.
5. Supplying an environmental key-point action plan for the Games with
objectives, goals and priorities.
6. Stating whether an environmental awareness program has been created
by the candidature committee, and likewise, indicating plans for the
OCOG.
7. Outlining efforts to protect and enhance significant features of the natural
environment and cultural heritage during the preparations for the Olympic
Games.
8. Stating which environmental organizations located in the candidate
city, region and country have been consulted and indicating their size,
character and representation as well as their opinion and attitude towards
the candidature.
9. Noting the efforts to be undertaken regarding transportation and
minimization of the environmental impact arising from air pollution,
noise and, if applicable, from infrastructure programs such as road
expansion.
10. Discussing the plans for solid waste handling, sewage treatment
and energy management, and how this is expected to influence the city
and region in the future.
11. Describing environmental pilot or development programs and application
of environmentally-friendly techniques relating to the Games.
12. Indicating special features which are not covered in this questionnaire
and which the candidature committee would like to add.

Environmental initiatives and measures at the Olympic Games

The Atlanta Olympic Games (1996)
Atlanta achieved a number of environmental successes in the fields of environmental protection, resource management, transportation and waste management.

Environmental protection and enhancement
• At the Lake Lanier rowing and canoeing site, tree cutting and shoreline
erosion were prevented by erecting 14,000 temporary seats on floating
barges, thus preserving the forested lake shoreline.
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The creation of Centennial Olympic Park in Downtown Atlanta replaced
derelict buildings with a 21 acre urban park, including 650 new trees and
plants.
The US Environmental Protection Agency recorded a 30-50% decrease
in air pollution levels for that time of year.

Resource management
• A photovoltaic energy system consisting of 2,856 solar panels, generating
340 kW, covered the roof of the Atlanta Aquatic Center.
• A range of appropriate energy-efficient lighting was installed at the many
indoor and autdoor cometition venues.
Transportation
• An estimated 1.3 million spectators took buses and/or the subway each
day - nearly 4 times the daily average prior to the Olympics.
• Efforts to protect air quality included the use of electic trams within the
Olympic Village.
Waste management
• Recycling and composting initiatives resulted in a 50% diversion
level during the 16 days of the Games, and a remarkable 82%
diversion during the best 8 days.
• More than 10 million cans and dottles, 500,000 wood pallets and 50,000 kg
of scrap metal were recycled.
The Sydney Olympic Games (2000)
Sydney has been implementing a comprehensive set of environmental
guidelines in terms of Environmental Management Systems, environmental
protection (large-scale remediation of contaminated and degraded land, including
treatment of hazardous materials and remediation of soil), promotion of
Environmental Technology, use of environmentally-friendly materials, promotion
of energy efficient measures, etc. Special emphasis has been placed on reducing
the use of private vehicles as well as on implementing waste management systems,
focusing on the use of recycling and reuse of products.
Sydney has promoted effectively the restoration of a wasteland (Homebush
Bay). This area at present hosts the Olympic Village as well as a number of major
Olympic venues.
In addition, Syndey 2000 has been promoting a thorough programme for
public education in the field of environmental protection.

Environmental policy and the Athens 2004 Olympic Games
The bid file
Athens, in its bid file, committed to the following points:
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All construction works, no matter their size, will be preceded by a
thorough environmental impact assessment study.
Effort will be focused on both the protection as well as the restoration
of the environment.
Biodiversity will be fully respected in the course of the construction
of the sports venues.
Effort will be made to exploit existing venues, in an effort to reduce
the use of open spaces.
New environmentally-friendly materials will be used.
All Olympic venues will be constructed, further to the definition
of their post-Olympic use.
Mass transportation will be promoted as opposed to the use of private
vehicles.

Main elements of the environmental policy under implementation
The organisation of the Athens 2004 Games, in terms of the environment,
reflects the following major elements:
• The siting of the Olympic venues was in full alignment with the land
use and sustainability plan for the metropolitan area of Athens.
• Olympic venues were sited in areas (hereinafter referred to as poles)
which fully fit the Master Plan for Athens and which following the Games
can support effectively the viable operation of the city as well as its needs
with respect to sport and cultural infrastructures.
• A network of Olympic poles was developed, practically embracing all of
the Attica region, where Athens resides; a decision was taken to include in
this network poles in wasteland areas so as through the Olympic Games
to facilitate their development.
• Olympic poles were chosen following thorough and exhaustive environ
mental and spatial planning studies, which demonstrated the carrying
capacity of the poles as well as their specific environmental and other
characteristics.
• In all Olympic poles, the post-Olympic uses excluded the construction
of hotels, offices, private houses, casinos and night clubs/restaurants. Such
provision was included in special legislation on the Olympic Games
(law 2730/99 on the Design and integrated development of areas hosting
Olympic constructions). Such decision was taken in full knowledge that
self financing of the projects would be not feasible.
• In all Olympic poles the construction permits during and following
the Games were kept at significantly low values. For instance the coverage
for the Olympic Village accounts for 24%, the coverage for the beach
volleyball facilities and the Rowing Centre for 3% and 1% respectively, for
the Sailing Centre for 10%, etc.
• Special attention was given to the Olympic Village, which in the same
law mentioned above, has been defined as a pilot settlement fully
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complying with demanding environmental and energy-efficiency
standards.
Special attention was also given to establishing flexible provisions
for interventions in the coastal zone of Athens (to the Saronicos Gulf);
in this zone at present a number of private enterprises are operating,
a fact which runs counter to the overall plan for the restoration of the
coastal zone.
A major project has been designed for the restoration of the coastal zone
at Faliron bay, to be convert it following the Games into a public coastal
park (340,000 m2).
All temporary constructions for the Olympic Games will be removed
at the latest six months following the completion of the Games. Such
provision was included in law 2819/2000 on the "Establishment of private
company for the Olympic Village, protection of Olympic symbols, and
other provisions".
A special programme was designed, reflecting interventions in the city
which are not mandatory from the bid file, but which improve the city
aesthetically and operationally. Such interventions include the unification
of the archaeological sites in the centre of Athens, the restoration of parks
and squares in the city, interventions at the entry points to the city, etc.
Mass transportation was emphasised as compared to the use of
private vehicles. In particular, a light rail tram is to be constructed
to link two major Olympic poles (by the coast of Athens) to the city
centre, the construction of the suburban train will be expedited so as to
link the city with its new international airport (Spata). It should be
mentioned that the above complement the existing metro network
which accounts for approximately 32 km for the year 2000 and 40 km
for the year 2004.
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SPECTATORS AS A FACTOR
IN THE PROGRAMME
AND ORGANIZATION
OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES

by Prof. Vladimir RODICHENKO (RUS)
Vice-Président of the Russian Olympic Commitee

Allow me first of all to sincerely thank the International Olympic Academy for
the kind invitation to take part in this important session and make a contribution
here.
I am also very pleased both with the special subject selected to be discussed
during this session, namely "The Olympic Games: Athletes and Spectators", and
the topic proposed to me by the Academy which is closely connected with two
of my various capacities: Sports Director of the Moscow Olympic Games of 1980,
and researcher.1
Let me begin with the title, which seems to me unavoidable in the general
context of my topic.

Sports competitions and spectators
Top sports competitions may be considered as a form of mass pedagogical
influence, existing side by side with individual and group forms and therefore
a part of the general educational process covering all layers of modern society.
Top sports competitions also have some other functions: recreational, aesthetic,
gnoseological, communicative, moral and hedonistic, as well as being a function
of the rational organization of leisure time, entertainment and relaxation.
At present individual sports activities cover only one tenth to one fifteenth
of society, while TV and other mass media enable top sports competition to be
a form of entertainment for the overwhelming majority of society. Physical education according to state programmes, which involves the whole of society in most
countries, occupies only one sixth to one seventh of a human life, while sports
competitions as a spectacle may accompany a person throughout his/her whole
life.2
The further development of the concept of sports competition leads us to the
following ideas:
• From the spectator's point of view a sports competition may be considered a certain model reflecting human values and real relations among
people.
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It may be considered a sign system, a kind of language3 similar to other
sign systems such as "body language", mathematical formulae, dances,
etc. Like any language, a sports competition also represents a language
because it consists of individual symbols and signs which are elements
of games or other kinds of contest. These signs and language as a whole
are apprehended by the spectators.
From 1960-1980s a stable group of sports spectators and generally speaking
recipients of sports information was formed as a result of the parallel development
of communication networks and the system of sports competitions.
The importance of TV sports broadcasting manifests itself in the increase
of the ratio of TV viewers to spectators sitting in the stands. In the first stage
of the promotion of Olympic Games TV broadcasting in 1968 the ratio was
approximately 1,000 to 1, in 1972-2,000 to 1, in 1976-3,000 to 1, and the forecast for 1980 was 5,000 to 1. Now this ratio can be approximated to 6,000 to 1.
That is why in the context of this lecture when we say "a spectator" in most
cases we will also include TV viewers.
In conclusion of this point I should stress that the interest of a recipient
of sports information in the satisfaction of his/her cognitive and aesthetic needs
has become one of the determining factors of the current scale of the system
of sports competitions. So two processes are united: top sports competitions
influence spectators, and spectators influence the system of sports competitions.
•

Spectators and the programme of the Olympic Games
First of all let us define "programme of the Olympic Games". In the present
lecture I will speak about two aspects of this notion, which are connected to
spectators to a certain extent:
• the first is the choice of sports, disciplines and events for the individual
Olympic Games;
• the second one could be called the "day-by-day programme" or "competi
tion timetable".
Let me begin with the first item — the development of the Olympic programme,
which is usually considered from several approaches:
• new sports, disciplines and events which should be included in the
programme;
• sports, disciplines and events which should be excluded from the current
programme of the Games or prevented from being included;
• sports, disciplines and events in which the number of participants can be
reduced;
• limitation of the total number of athletes participating in the
competitions;
• increase of the number of teams in team games.
For many decades there has been a struggle over the programme.
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One can note both motivated and non-motivated changes.
The motivated changes were those reflecting the state and perspectives
of world sports development; for instance, the expansion of the programme
for women.4
An example of non-motivated change is the expansion of the swimming
programme one and a half times between 1960 and 1972.
This is the general situation. But in the context of my lecture as it relates to
spectators, I should mention that my own researches into the Olympic Movement
have not shown any strong and direct influence of spectators.
The design of the programme must be regulated by the Olympic Charter and
partly influenced by the whole Olympic Movement. But the interests of spectators
are not represented by some structures within the Olympic Movement, or even
outside it.
Of course, sometimes we can see a certain indirect influence of spectators and
TV viewers on the Olympic programme, for example through the TV ratings for
certain sports.
In comparison to the previous item, the issue of the "day-by-day programme"
and "competition timetable" is partly influenced by the interests of spectators.
Those interests are taken into consideration both by the International Sports
Federations and the Olympic Games Organizing Committees.
My experiences during the preparations for the Olympic Games of 1980,
enriched by my research into the programmes of all the intervening Games, allow
me to share with you certain principles assumed as a basis during the preparation
of the day-by-day programme of the Olympic Games:
• The optimum distribution of sports over two weeks. One of the principles
is to strive for even distribution of the sports as far as possible. This means
that competitions in approximately equal number of sports are held every
day of the Games except the last ones - to avoid problems for the trans
port companies.
• As a competition in each sport consists of preliminary and final competi
tions in most cases, it is very important to distribute the final competitions
evenly over the days of the Games.
• As various sports enjoy different degrees of popularity among the
spectators and TV viewers it is important not to combine competitions
which traditionally enjoy the most popularity. For example, athletics
may be held closer to the end, swimming and gymnastics closer to the
beginning.
• The even distribution of matches; the number of matches is planned
to be almost equal throughout the period of the Olympic Games. I use
the word "almost" because by the end of the Games the well-known
Olympic system comes into effect, naturally reducing the number of
matches.
The next item is timetable programming in sports where this is needed, for
example athletics.
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Analysis of the practice of Olympic Games timetabling allows for the formulation of the following principles:
• the rise in entertainment value;
• optimization of the pace of competition;
• intensity of the programme;
• the increase of importance and role of the official ceremonies;
• importance of the specific requirements of TV broadcasting.

Spectators and organization of the Olympic Games
I would like to begin this part with a concept that is not widely used but which
contains the essence of the organization of competitions, including the Olympic
Games, namely the "culture of sports competition". We can define the culture of
sports competition as a system of principles and connected methods providing the
efficiency of sports competition as a method of educational process, established
and constantly improved on the basis of the achievements of general culture and
scientific and technological progress.5
I am sure that this audience is quite familiar with the traditional aspects of the
influence of such factors as spectators on the organization of the Olympic Games.
Still, I shall give the classification of these traditional general aspects:
• creation, availability and usage of all types of external transport methods
means;
• accommodation in hotels and hostels (sometimes capacity is increased
more than twofold during the period of preparation for the Games);
• seating capacity in the sports venues;
• safety insurance: against terrorism, ordinary criminal actions, safety
at the sports venues (this last item is particularly noted in the Final
Document of the XII Olympic Congress in Paris in 1994);
• organization of local transport, according to the so-called "Mexican
model" — special bus routes for spectators;
• logistics and boarding;
• provision of visas for spectators who need them.
On the whole the reception of spectators from other cities and states has an
impact on the development of the Olympic City.
Now I would like to come to some specific aspects of the organization
of the Olympic Games.
One of the most important contemporary requirements is to provide the
spectators with information. In accordance with this requirement there is an
internal (i.e. within venues) system of sound and visual information including
an internal broadcasting network, scoreboards, indicators, time indicators, etc.
First of all this system is intended for the spectators, though athletes, officials,
and media people also use it.
Thus, at the competitions in most sports, apart from the sports exercise itself, there
is an additional flow of information divided into two channels: visual and sound.
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Beginning at the end of the twenties, when devices for local sound broadcasting were installed, the greater part of additional information was distributed
through audio channels. The ratio between visual and sound information has
recently changed in favour of visual information. This tendency becomes stronger
as the devices are improved, the cost of the visual information systems is reduced
and production increases. The sharp rise in the development of visual information
systems happened at the Games of the XX Olympiad in Munich, where more than
100 small and large universal and special scoreboards were used. In comparison
I would like to point out that the total number of scoreboards at the previous
Games was only 49. Thus, over four years, the total number of visual information
devices increased more than twofold. Of course, later on there was a rise but not
so rapid.
Visual information can be divided by the nature of the signals into the following categories: text in letters, figures, conventional signs and other information
which can be very complicated in nature, for example, race routes, etc. Over
the last two decades boards showing moving pictures have become widely used.
Thus sound information and systems of visual information together with
the main sporting action mean that the influence of Olympic competitions on the
spectators has strengthened considerably.
Another trend of the taking into account of the interests of spectators is the
creation of technical means for reducing the time of determining the results,
for example in athletics the measurement devices for throwing and jumping
events.
Finally, another specific trend more typical for the Winter Olympic Games
is to bring the spectators nearer to the places where the cross-country competitions in skiing are held.
Spectators. A factor in what?
I must begin the final part of my lecture with the very controversial statement
that top sports competition would remain at the level of the middle of the 19th century without spectators or TV viewers.
Maybe not all of you will agree, but in my view there are two reasons for
this:
• first, only hundreds of millions of spectators stimulate the creation of such
spectacular sports performances as have characterized sport at the end of
the 20th century;
• and secondly, only spectators and TV viewers are able to create the finan
cial underpinning of modern sport.
In terms of the Olympic Games, the total budget of the Olympic Movement connected to the Olympic Games is indirectly or even directly covered by spectators
and TV viewers, or generally speaking, by the customers. This is done in three ways:
• The current cost of the rights for TV broadcasting of the Olympic Games,
which is the Olympic Movement's main source of revenue, is so high
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thanks to its high rating among TV viewers and hence large payments by
the companies for advertisements. But in turn, these payments depend
upon the quantity of goods and services that will be sold to the stable
group of spectators, TV viewers and customers.
• The sale of goods with Olympic symbols to spectators, TV viewers and
customers.
• The sale of tickets to spectators at Olympic competitions.
In my opinion, the above-mentioned facts mean that spectators are a factor
of not only the programme and organization of the Olympic Games, as mentioned
in the title of my lecture, but also of the Olympic Movement's existence and the
holding of the Olympic Games.
However, I must say with great sorrow that the Olympic Movement itself does
not consider it necessary to regard spectators as an integral part.
The Constitution of the Olympic Movement - the Olympic Charter - defines
various types of rights and responsibilities of all the components of the Olympic
Movement. But the Olympic Charter does not define any responsibility towards
the spectators of the Olympic Games.
And now I should mention a fact which seemed unbelievable to me when
I realized it (I am sure that many of you will join me): the word "spectator" does
not exist in the Olympic Charter.
The responsibilities of the Olympic Games Organizing Committees as set out in
the Charter do not include any obligations to provide conditions for the spectators
which would make their stay at the Olympic Games safe and comfortable from
a legal point of view.
Thus the spectators (from the point of view of legal protection) are the most
unsafe group among the people involved in and connected to the Olympic
Games.
By the way, the attitude towards spectators in the statutes of the majority of the
International Sports Federations is no better than in the Olympic Charter.
Of course, the interests of the Organizing Committees coincide with
the interests of the spectators in many cases, for instance, in the creation of
the ticket sales system, but this is quite a different thing from the point of view
of the complete absence of the concept of "spectators" from the Olympic
Charter.
Maybe this will not sound serious enough, but spectators form a peculiar kind of
underground from the point of view of the legal basis of the Olympic Movement.
The late Marian Renke, a prominent figure of the Olympic Movement, former
General Secretary of the Association of NOCs, once called the NOCs "Olympic
proletarians": the main burden on the participation in the Olympic Games fell on
the NOCs but they were almost deprived of any rights in the Olympic Movement.
By the way, the situation has changed somewhat since then.
But I think that I have more grounds to call spectators "Olympic proletarians":
the Olympic Games cannot exist without them but they are not even mentioned
in the Olympic Charter.
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Finally, I would say that since the end of 1999 we have been facing the process
of reforming and renovating the Olympic Movement. I believe that it would
be very wise if the problem of integration of such a public category of people
as spectators into this movement could also find a comprehensive legal solution
in the Olympic Charter.
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Endnotes
1

One of the paradoxes of modern sports science is the fact that the overwhelming majority of scientific studies in the field of physical education
and sports are devoted to the processes of physical education, recreation
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and sports training. The lesser proportion of studies are devoted to sports
competitions, which runs counter to the fact that at present the level
of competition has become very high, along with the number of athletes
involved in regular competitions, the number of competitions, organizers
of competitions and sports judges, spectators and generally speaking users
of sports information.
Scientific research into sports competitions remains an urgent need. As
long as an integral theory of Olympic Games organization has not been
developed each Organizing Committee starts from zero. At the same time
the process of differentiation of scientific knowledge which is typical at the
current stage of scientific development will allow us to see more efficiently
the important role of the Olympic Games in the system of values of
modern culture.
Determining of the value of sports competition is directly connected to the
essence of the game (Huizinga), its ability to reflect (Rubinstein), and its
role in the process of world cognition (Leontiev). Lotman stated that the
«game» was a peculiar model of reality. Klaus thinks that the game is a
direct substitute for reality and helps to create playing models which take
the place of strategic means in concrete cases of collision with the "outside
world".
However, all of these statements concern only play activities where one
subject is considered, namely an athlete. But it is necessary to study the
influence of sports competition on other subjects, such as spectators or
recipients of sports information in general.
The notion of "spectacle" as used by some researchers does not help
in understanding completely the meaning of top sports competition
as a social and educational process. The study of the information structure
of sports competitions allows me to come nearer to an understanding. In
the 1970s, using such an approach, I found it possible to represent sports
competitions in addition to other forms of representation as information
systems which included physical exercises as one of their elements.
A language is defined as a sign system of any physical nature which has
cognitive and communicative functions in the process of human activity.
The study of sports competition as a phenomenon of semiotics, which is
the science of the general development of signs and sign systems,
allows us to develop information about the competition. After we
proposed such an interpretation of sports competition we found
confirmation of some of our ideas in the works of Michel Bouet.
From 1952 to 1984 the programme of competitions for women during
the Games of the XXIII Olympiad expanded more than twofold. The IOC
included the following disciplines in the programme: volleyball (1964),
archery (1972), basketball, handball (1976), field hockey (1980) and rhythmic gymnastics (1984). Such a trend still exists, compounded by football,
water polo and dozens of other events.

5

For many years there has been an opinion that the expansion of the programme for women was mostly in the interests of the so-called socialist
countries. The "socialist camp" has not existed for ten years now but the
programme for women and the number of women participants in the
Olympic Games are still growing.
A. Zvorykin includes the material, moral, social, economic, political, intellectual and ethical aspects in the general notion of "culture" as well as the
culture of labour, thinking, speaking, behaviour, etc. We can consider the
culture of sports competition organization as a kind of culture of labour.
Various aspects of the culture of sports competition were systematized by
us according to their orientation towards three different human individuals
or groups connected to the competitions:
• athletes; the aim is to create the best conditions for the objective deter
mination of the winners, achieving the optimum sports performance for
the concrete level of training, maximum educational influence on them;
• spectators; the aim is to exert the strongest educational influence;
• press, TV, radio representatives; the aim is to create the best conditions
for the fulfilment of their duties at the competition in question.
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ATHLETES FROM THE DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES IN THE OLYMPIC GAMES

by Mr Sam RAMSAMY (RSA)
Member of the International Olympic Committee
and President of the National Olympic Committee
of South Africa

This lecture traces the evolution of the Olympic Games from its rather
exclusive base to its present status where quality and universality in participation
now prevail.
The disparity in facilities and equipment available in developed and developing countries is highlighted. So are issues relating to weather conditions for winter
sports, inadequate sponsorship and migration of top sports stars to affluent countries.
The International Olympic Committee and the Association of National Olympic
Committees are trying to address and redress the inadequacies and are tackling
the challenge with great vigour by instituting measures to ensure the preservation
of both quality and universality in Olympic Games participation.
The distribution of medals at the Olympic Games in Atlanta indicates the vast
difference that exists between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres of this
world.
The other major debating point is the issue of representation of women athletes
from developing countries at the Olympic Games.
Presentations made at the Centennial Olympic Congress in Paris in 1994
on Sport in the Developing Countries are documented in summary form.
This particular topic inspires me to reflect on the organisation and staging
of the Games of Antiquity.
Long before the staging of the first researched Olympic Games in 776 BC ,
the Games catered exclusively for aristocrats. The early Games were also reserved
for Greek citizens. With the expansion of Greek influence to the neighbouring
regions, the residents of the colonies were allowed to compete in the Games. The
exclusive nature of the Games continued to evolve towards egalitarianism which
was finally entrenched during the second century AD of Roman rule of Greece.
A similar trend existed when the Modern Olympic Games began. The Games
of 1896 (Games of the I Olympiad) had 311 athletes from 13 countries - Australia
(1), Austria (4), Bulgaria (1), Chile (1), Denmark (4), Germany (19), France (19),
Greece (230), Great Britain (8), Sweden (1), Switzerland (1), Hungary (8), United
States (14). Most of them came on their own initiative and at their own expense.
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Although the number of countries entering the Games increased, the Games
themselves were not really international. The Games were largely Eurocentric and
Anglo-Saxon. South and Central American countries like Cuba (which competed
at St Louis in 1904), Japan, Egypt and India joined the Olympic Movement only
later. After World War II there was a sudden increase in the number of countries
competing in the Olympic Games. The number began steadily increasing and
in Sydney there will be 199 National Olympic Committees (NOCs) competing
in the Games.
The dilemma now arises in categorising which countries are developed and
which are developing.
Before the break-up of the Soviet Union and other East European countries
most of these countries fell into the so-called developed countries category.
The former Soviet republics, now independent, have become "developing
countries". Examples of these are Kazakhstan, Kirghizistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan (all in Asia), Armenia, Azerbaijan (all in Europe).
What about countries like the Bahamas, Malaysia, South Africa, Argentina,
Brazil, Yugoslavia and Uruguay? Puerto Rico presents another rider. Politically
Puerto Rico is part of the United States, a developed country. Are China and South
Korea developed countries or developing countries?
This debate might be academic. However, I believe most of us do know
the general structure of world economics. Not long ago this was called the NorthSouth Divide.
The North-South Divide highlights the participatory availability of Olympic
sports in various parts of the world. The availability of facilities and the cost
of equipment to participate in many sports militate against sports participation
in many of the developing countries. For instance, not many developing countries
compete in the Olympic Winter Games. Firstly, most developing countries
are sited in tropical and sub-tropical areas of the world where there is hardly
any snow. Besides, indoor facilities to practise sports like skating are virtually
non-existent in developing countries.
All developing countries do compete in the Games of the Olympiad (Olympic
Summer Games). But their participation is largely restricted to sports which require
a minimum of facilities and equipment.
Most developing countries compete in individual sports such as athletics,
boxing, judo, weightlifting and wrestling - sports that require little or no expensive facilities and equipment. However, there is little or no participation from most
developing countries in sports which require elaborate facilities and equipment.
Until recently, the IOC, working in conjunction with the International
Federations (IFs), had definite qualification criteria for each sport on the Olympic
Programme. This system favoured the developed industrialised nations which
had adequate facilities and equipment to compete virtually in every sport on
the Olympic programme.
However, NOCs from the developing world argued that such criteria would
seriously restrict the entry of participants from their respective countries. In effect,
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the qualification criteria would disqualify most developing countries from entering
competitors in many sports in the Olympic Games. It was stated that many
countries would be forced to send only their flag-bearer who would take part
in the opening and closing ceremonies.
The International Olympic Committee (IOC) and the Association of National
Olympic Committees (ANOC) have recognised this problem.
Qualification for the Olympic Games now takes place via established standard
measures which include times, distances, heights, rankings and elimination
tournaments. These criteria are effected worldwide and at continental elimination
competitions for National Olympic Committees.
The IOC policy, therefore, now caters for both quality and universality.
Quality will ensure that the world's best athletes participate in the Olympic Games
from all continents and provide appropriate inspiration and opportunities to
athletes and NOCs from the developing world. Universality, on the other hand,
will ensure that there is participation from every part of the world.
Besides, a tripartite committee made up of representatives from the IOC,
IFs and NOCs allocate wild cards to ensure a fair spread of athletes from all over
the world.
Moreover, several IFs, concerned that their sports might be omitted from
the Olympic programme because of a lack of participants from all parts of the
world, adjusted their programme so as to attract participation from developing
countries.
To some extent the universality policy has still to be translated fully into
reality. Although there is unanimous agreement that there will be a delegation
of at least six persons per NOC at each Games of the Olympiad, several NOCs
find the allocation of places restrictive. Automatic entry is guaranteed in athletics
and swimming. But many developing countries do not have appropriate swimming facilities and therefore no swimmers of appropriate standard.
Association Football (soccer) is, no doubt, the most popular team sport in the
world today. Soccer, athletics and boxing have a fair spread across the board as
far as universal Olympic representation is concerned.
This was demonstrated at the last Olympic Games held in Atlanta.
Earlier I mentioned the dilemma of categorising the developed and developing
countries. The dilemma is magnified in the sports arena where some NOCs which
might not belong to the developed world are, nevertheless, far in advance of other
developing countries because of their history in sports development or proximity
to adequate competition. Some countries are in between the developed and
developing world in many respects.
I have, therefore, created my own three categories to illustrate the impact
on Olympic participation between developed and developing countries. I have
included China, South Korea and all the European countries in the developed
country category. Countries like Argentina, Bahamas, Brazil, Chinese Taipei, Costa
Rica, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Mexico, Puerto Rico, South Africa, Turkey and
Yugoslavia have been grouped as the "in-between" category. Cuba has been left
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with the developing countries. Some of you might not agree completely with
my divisions. But we can leave this matter for further discussion outside this
lecture.
At the Olympic Games in Atlanta 848 medals were awarded in 26 sports.
In many of these sports there was minimum or no participation from developing
countries. However, there was abundant participation at the highest level in
athletics, boxing and soccer. In men's soccer, Gold went to Nigeria (developing
country), with the Silver and Bronze going to Argentina and Brazil (in-between
countries). But the medals in women's soccer went to only the developed
countries.
Of the 138 medals available in Athletics, 97 went to the developed countries,
35 to developing countries and 6 to the in-between countries. Boxing gave out
48 medals, 23 of these medals went to developing or the in-between countries.
Progress is being made in badminton, judo, volleyball, wrestling and weightlifting.
The other major debating point is the matter of representation of, women
athletes from developing countries at the Olympic Games.
As far as the Olympic Winter Games are concerned there are hardly ever
women participants from the developing countries. No women competed in
the Games of the Olympiad in Athens in 1896. There were 19 competitors in 1900
in Paris, but only 6 at the Games in St. Louis in 1904. Since then there has been
a steady increase in the participation of women in the Olympic Games. However,
at the Games in Atlanta there was no women's representation from 26 countries.
All of these 26 countries were from the developing world — 10 from Africa, 11 from
Asia, 3 from the Americas and 2 from Oceania. In Africa, the women's representation was largely in athletics.
Progress in achieving parity in participation and performance is inhibited in the
developing countries by a serious lack of finances. Because of other priorities
sport is placed at the back of the queue for public sector allocation of funds. When
the funds for sport are approved the sums received are relatively meagre. Most
developed countries, besides receiving adequate funds from government sources,
are also able to obtain huge sums from the private sector through sponsorships.
Most European and North American countries, Australia and New Zealand are
fortunate in acquiring sponsorships. All these countries are heavily industrialised
or have stable and prosperous economies. The corporate sector in these countries
sets aside a fair proportion of its budget for marketing and public relations. Sports
organisations like NOCs benefit from this allocation.
On the other hand, because of the low buying power of its citizens, many
developing countries do not have private sectors with large promotional budgets.
Consequently, NOCs are forced to rely on government funding and donations.
Now that the IOC is receiving larger sums for its marketing and television
activities, NOCs from developing countries are receiving fairly large grants.
Nevertheless, these amounts are still relatively small compared to sums received
from national sponsors in developed countries.
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During the Centennial Congress of the IOC held in Paris in 1994 a session was
devoted to sport in the developing countries. Herewith are some excerpts from the
discussions held:
We know that in these countries, generally speaking, it is the governmental
authorities which define sports policies and finance sports activities.
You may add to this the inadequate and sometimes absent sports infrastructures,
the difficulties in communication, the unavailability of lecturers, the unknown level
of the participants and the lack of standardisation of the necessary material.
Sport, and particularly high-level sport, is vulnerable to the restrictions dictated
by the precarious economic conditions in our countries. The infrastructure,
equipment and even the modest means required for the organisation of sports are
often sadly lacking.
The inability of Third World Countries to raise sponsorship money, both locally
and internationally, makes it all the more difficult to generate revenue for sports
programmes.
Developing countries, generally, are faced with a scarcity of resources, which
adversely affects the development of their various social sectors. Funding has
to be steered to the most urgent and immediate needs of society. Consequently,
government's funding for the development of sport is grossly inadequate and
the shortfall is not compensated through private channels. This factor contributes
vitally to the disparity in the development of sport between the developed and
developing countries.
A common problem in many athletically less developed countries is that the
grass root base of the sport is too narrow. This leads to a weakness in the athletics
culture. Club systems, and the training and competition opportunities for youth
and women are also restricted. In many countries, women face the extra problems
of a number of social and cultural realities which discourage their participation
and lead to their low interest in sport.
If neglected by us, this aberration will imperil our existence as a universal
movement which spells out the unity and brotherhood of man.
Professional sport in developed countries has tended to attract the talented
from all parts of the world to respective areas of economic influence.
There is now a tendency for the top footballers (soccer players) to gravitate
towards Europe. All the major European football clubs now have one or more
footballers from Africa or South and Central America.
Most of the top Ice Hockey players from the East European countries are
playing in the North American Hockey League. For instance, every player in the
Russian Team which reached the final of 1998 Olympic Winter Games in Nagano,
Japan were recruits in the North American Hockey League.
Many of the world's top basketballers from Africa and baseballers from Central
America compete in professional leagues in the USA.
The most encouraging and inspiring notion out of all this is that developing
countries, despite all the problems and challenges, can still feature prominently
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in several sports. The hunger for success provides the youth in the developing
countries the determination to do well. The youth do not lack ambition. I suppose
this is the irony and enigma of the developing world, a world where people are
plentiful but means are scarce.
Poor socio-economic conditions will drive the deprived and the weak to
achieve great heights. Most of the top athletes in football, basketball, boxing and
athletics come from deprived backgrounds - be these backgrounds in developed
or developing countries.
There is still hope that parity will be achieved in world sport. Globalisation
is the present talk and fashion. Globalisation has both positive and negative
connotations. Let us hope that the positive aspects of globalisation lead to
addressing and redressing the inequities in sport.
The IOC, through its Olympic Solidarity Programme, has already begun to
address this issue. Shoaa Ghada of Syria, who won the gold medal in heptathlon
in 1996, and Maria Mutola of Mozambique, who won the bronze medal in 800 m
in Atlanta, are both Olympic Solidarity "Atlanta 96" scholarship holders. Many
more scholarship holders are on the way to winning medals.
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THE OLYMPIC MOVEMENT
AND SPORT IN THE 21st CENTURY:
THE PROGNOSIS BY OLYMPIC
ORACLES
by Dr Oleg A. MILSHTEYN (RUS)
Secretary General of the International World
Youth Games Committee

The 20th century is nearing its end. What have the Olympic Games given to
the world? Why did they become a phenomenon of the 20th century? Where does
the secret of their attraction lie? What does their vital spirit lie in? What is this
planetary action that has drawn in the entire world? Why for two weeks every
two years does our world turn into one global stadium? What is the contribution
of the Olympic Games to the culture and civilization of the century now drawing
to a close?
How can all these questions be answered? No one can embrace the boundless.
And it is necessary to find an optimum way. Everyone is sure that they have the
answer. And, probably, everyone is right in their own way. But only in one way.
Only at first sight.
Everything is far from being so simple. It is not by chance that, along with
hundreds of books and thousand of articles glorifying the Olympic Games, singing
a paean to their creators, participants and organizers, there are others, although
there are fewer of them. It is those, whose authors see all the troubles of modern
sport in the Olympic Games and in everything that surrounds them, those, who
foretell a hasty end to the Games, or a second coming of Rome (it was in Ancient
Rome in 394 AD that Emperor Theodosius I banned the ancient Olympic Games).
So where does the truth lie?
Many books have been written about the Olympic Games. Their authors can
be divided into two basic categories. First, and the majority belongs there, are
the journalists. They, as living witnesses, describe events by following their
freshly made tracks. Very often their opinion is subjective, but this is what makes
it interesting to the readers, this is what attracts them, especially when the
journalist is an expert in sports and the Olympic Games. The remainder of the
authors writing on this theme are scientists: first of all, the historians of sport. They
may be found in all countries where reverence for the Olympic Games and their
history is high, especially where Olympic traditions are honoured and kept. There
are fewer discrepancies and mistakes in their works, since a historian works, as
a rule, in an interval of time. He works with archival documents and other sources,
compares and rechecks the facts stated by his predecessors, including journalists,
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eyewitnesses and participants in the Games. His opinion is less subjective; it is
more verified, more generalized. But not every historian's works are interesting
and accessible to a wide range of readers. They are most often used by their
colleagues - other scientists.
Yet there is a group of authors, though not so large, that deserves the attention
of readers. They are the actual participants in the Olympic Games and the events
connected with them - the athletes known in the past, coaches, leaders of world
sports, organizers of the Games. There are very few of them. Their opinion is
rather subjective, but the value of their books is indisputable.
I decided to go another way. I would not say it was an absolutely new way.
Sociologists have written and continue to write about the Olympic Games and the
Olympic Movement. And in the sociology of sport, which studies the place, role
and function of sport in modern society, at the present stage of its existence, there
is a small but very interesting subset of work dedicated to the Olympic Games.
The connection between the Games and politics, economy, culture, religion and
other social institutions is usually shown in these works. It is the king of today's
history. Here, sociologists are closer to journalists and publicists.
I have tried to unite these three approaches, without breaking the laws of any
of these "genres", following rules and features wherever it was possible. Having
some experience as a historian and sociologist of sport, a journalist, to some
extent, and "standing on the shoulders of my predecessors", as one of the leading
lights of classical science used to say, I decided to combine the rather distant
position of the researcher with the more involved position of a journalist, an
organizer, a participant. Not direct involvement, more indirect, but still from
the inside. The main goal was to study the experiences, the knowledge and
the opinions of those who participate in the Olympic Games, prepare and implement them, write and tell about them, show them to the whole world, and earn
huge amounts of money from them.
Sociology is not merely interviewing or polling, as is frequently believed.
It is documents. It is also statistics. It is a variety of secondary data, i.e. the results
of research done by previous authors, and not always only in the same branch of
science. There is a method of data collection in sociology known as participation
observation, when a researcher becomes a participant in an event, observing
and describing it from the inside under the developed scheme, ascertaining the
concrete facts. This is not looking through the keyhole at all, as may be allowed
in some far from scientific spheres. Nor is it washing one's linen in public, which
has nothing to do with science at all.
But how should one go about synthesizing several scientific approaches? How
can one realize such a long-term and expensive project? I decided to take a rather
adventurous step. I left a prestigious and, as it was considered at that time, rather
comfortable post of professor, head of a department in an institute. It was the only
one in the country (at that time), the department of the History and Sociology of
Sport in the State Central Institute of Physical Culture and Sport, the biggest and
leading teaching and scientific centre in our country (this was in November 1991).
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And I set out on a journey, having failed to receive any support from sponsors
either in my native land or abroad.
But there are good people in the world. My colleagues in different countries
invited me to lecture, to deliver speeches, to give scientific consultations. I moved
from country to country, from city to city, from university to university. Every two
to three months I would come back to Moscow for a month or two and put my
materials in order. I recovered at home, with my family, and again hit the road.
Several years went by in this way.
Rumours about this research project - "Jubilee Olympiad» as I entitled it reached the International Olympic Committee, and I received an opportunity
to work at its headquarters, library, archive and scientific centre. Later the
National Olympic Committees of Great Britain, Italy, Belgium, Holland, Russia and
other organizations and people stretched out a hand to me. And again I went
on expedition. But devotion to my work, curiosity and the search for the truth
were paramount.
I had to find, to meet and to interview five hundred experts: outstanding athletes
of the past and present, coaches known all over the world, IOC members - the
owners and managers of the Olympic Games, all independent and far from accessible
people. And at the same time I had to study their biographies and to make a
generalized social portrait of the IOC member in the first hundred years of its
existence. These people are often called the Gods of Olympia.
I had to find and meet the heads of the International Sport Federations and
National Olympic Committees, i.e. those who manage the development of sports
in the world, those who prepare the athletes to participate in the Olympic Games.
I had to meet the ministers of sport and other heads of different state and non-state
sport organizations.
I had to interrogate people who were more used to conducting interviews
themselves than answering questions - know-it-all sports journalists. Not all of
them of course, but those most known for their erudition, position of principle
and high level professional skills. Those who are considered to be the kings
of the sporting media. Those who are famous among the sports fans of many
countries.
It was important to find out the opinion of the scientists who study the
problems of sport and Olympism, beginning with my colleagues — the historians
and sociologists known around the world by their works about the Olympic
Movement, as well as experts in sports medicine and practising doctors.
I was interested in the people who prepared and carried out the Olympic
Games in different cities in different years. They are the heads of the Organizing
Committees of the Games, the managers, referees, sponsors and businessmen,
and the priests (i.e. representatives of various religions and faiths) who carried out
the religious services for the athletes. In short, all those people who are known as
the Olympic family.
It took five years of preparations, and three years of travelling around more
than twenty countries. The Olympic Games, World and European Championships,
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the Goodwill Games. The Centennial Olympic Congress, devoted to a century
of the Olympic Movement. Three IOC Sessions. Sessions of the NOCs, General
Assemblies of the Association of International Sports Federations. Different
conferences, seminars, scientific congresses. Olympic and sports centres. Most
interesting people. Unforgettable meetings and interviews.
To be closer to the language of science, I might say that at the end of the
20th century, in 1991—1999, the author was working on the realization of the
"Jubilee Olympiad" International Research Project. The Aim of the Project was to
reveal public opinion about the role, lessons and conclusions of the centennial
experience of the Olympic Movement and Olympic Games. The research was
historically and sociologically oriented. The historical aspect of the subject of
research — the evolution of the Olympic Games and Olympic Movement during
the first hundred years of their development and operation - was solved by
sociological methods. A standardized interview laid down the basis of the
research. It included 16 basic questions and almost the same number of additional
questions.
The interviews were conducted among five hundred respondents - representatives of more than 80 countries of the world - experts of the Olympic
Movement - members of the Olympic family. Among them: participants in
the 1936-1996 Olympic Games; outstanding athletes of the second half of the
20th century; leading trainers in more than forty sports from Europe, Asia, America,
Africa, Australia and Oceania; leaders of International and national Sport Federations; IOC members (76 of those who had this status at the time of the research)
and heads of all departments of the IOC and its Library, Research Centre and
Olympic Museum; members of all of the IOC commissions; the heads of the
National Olympic Committees; heads of ministries of sport and other national
sports organizations; the heads of the Olympic Games organizing committees
of different years; the managers of national sports centres; well-known sports
journalists from around the world; TV and radio commentators with leading
networks from the USSR and Russia, USA, Germany, Great Britain, Italy and other
countries; sport doctors and experts in the field of the doping control; scientists
in the field of sport science; representatives of the largest sponsors, business,
financial and commercial and industrial corporations involved in the sphere of
sport business; religious leaders participating as the priests of the Olympic teams
of Germany, Poland, Italy, Belgium and other countries in the 1972-1996 Games.
The interviews were conducted by one person, the author of the project,
between the middle of 1992 and the middle of 1996. The interviews were taken in
27 countries of the world, by visiting the respondents at their residence or work
place, as well as at Olympic centres; during the Olympic Games, Goodwill Games,
European Youth Olympic Days, World and Europe Championships, and other
regional competitions; and, as I have already mentioned, during the preparation
and realization of the Centennial Olympic Congress in Paris (1994), the 103rd,
104th, 105th, 106th and 107th IOC Sessions and meetings, International and national
Olympic Academies, ANOC General Assembly Meetings and General Assemblies
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and Congresses of the International Sports Federations (GAISF); during international scientific congresses, conferences, seminars, symposiums etc.
As a result of this long, labour-intensive, but incredibly interesting work,
a unique body of material of enormous historical and, as a whole, scientific
value was assembled. The volume of the five hundred interviews, in 12 languages, makes up 230 hours of tape-recording. The biographical and/or
autobiographical data for all respondents goes along with this material
(information about their professional and personal careers, sports career etc).
Therefore, in addition to their purely scientific value, the basis for the creation
of an international archive of sound memoirs of sport and Olympic Movement
veterans, as well as for the opening of a virtual Olympic library on the Internet, was founded.
Once more I would like to highlight the result: five hundred interviews with
experts, members of the Olympic Family from 81 countries in 12 languages.
230 hours of tape recording. 14 notebooks with notes taken during the events and
meetings. Thousands of pages of materials and documents...
And all of this was to be translated, processed and systematized, generalized
and analysed. The translation of the collected material into Russian and entry into
the computer database took from 1996 to 1999. The statistical and sociological
data processing and analysis of the results was carried out. Thus, we revealed
the state of public opinion about the role, lessons and conclusions of the centennial Olympic Movement and the experience of the Olympic Games. This unique
material became the basis of a book called "The Olympic Saga: the Olympionics,
Priests and Pilgrims".
I hope that this book in Russian, English and French will be a gift not only
for the IOC members but for all sport lovers of the world before the 112th IOC
Session in Moscow. And I believe that every reader will find there whatever he
is interested in.
At the same time I am sure that the prognosis of Olympic experts about
what sport, the Olympic Movement and the Olympic Games will be like in the
near future - in the first 30-50 years of the 21st century — will be interesting to all
readers. We have all looked ahead to what lies behind this new time border, in the
new century and the new millennium. Some look to it with trepidation, others
with desire or hope.
As a result we highlighted the following blocks of scientific information
received:
• Olympism as theory and practice
• Fundamental problems of the Olympic Movement
• Current problems of the Olympic Games
• The role and functions of the IOC in the modern world; its social and
organizational structure
• The role of an outstanding person in the Olympic history and the role of
the sports hero
• Social nature of victory and defeat in sport
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•

The social status and career of the Olympic athlete, his mode of life in
general and after the termination of his sport career particularly; social
adaptation of the athlete's personality
• The correlation between sport for all and high-level sport; the correlation
between active and spectacular sports in the development of both
national and international sports and the Olympic Movement
• The commercialization of modern sport and Olympic Movement and
its social consequences
• The role of the mass media and mass communications in modern sport
• The historical importance of sport and the Olympic Movement for the
civilization and culture of the 20th century
• The place of Olympic education in the general education system of youth
• Futurological and sociological forecast for international sport and
the Olympic Movement in the first third/half of the 21st century
As for the last prognostic block of information, one may note the following key
tendencies in the stated opinion of the Olympic experts:
• An overwhelming majority of experts considered that the Olympic Games
are eternal, just like the world, civilization and culture, and that even if
the modern world were shaken by significant global accidents and other
socio-economic and natural cataclysms in the 21st century, the Olympic
Games would continue to exist and develop once they had passed.
• An insignificant number of respondents predicted the destruction of
the Olympic Games if they continued to develop within the existing
model of the commercialization of sport in general and in the Olympic
Games in particular, and also in the event of increased use by athletes of
doping or other means that break the principle of equality of chances
between athletes and the principle of fair play. But even those experts
who adhere to this point of view about the coming demise of the
Olympic Games, as a rule, specify that the Games are sure to revive, but
within new forms, with new models of organization and realization.
• The globalization of Olympism and the Olympic Movement at the expense
of the increasing development of sport in the developing countries of Asia,
Africa, Latin America.
• Change of the national structure and internationalization of the structures
of club and national teams, first of all in the countries of Europe, in the
USA and Canada, at the expense of increasing migration of athletes from
the countries of Africa, Latin America, the former USSR and the countries
of Eastern Europe.
• Rapid increase in the development of new non-traditional and extreme
sports, attracting increasing numbers of young people, first of all from the
advanced industrial countries. Along with this, according to the experts'
opinion, these sports will be keen to join international organizations.
These organizations in turn will make every effort to receive Olympic
recognition and inclusion in the programme of future Olympic Games.
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•

Rapid increase of the number of cities bidding for the right to host the
Olympic Games, and strengthening of the competition. This, in its turn,
will require significant updating of the bid city selection system and
constant perfection of the selection criteria by the IOC. This was confirmed
by the recommendations of the IOC 2000 Commission and the decisions
taken on that basis at the two most recent extraordinary IOC Sessions.
I think this marks the very beginning of the revolutionary changes of
direction in the IOC.
• Appearance of completely new forms of organization and realization
of complex international competitions, and an increase in the number
of both world and regional level Games on the basis of the common
processes of globalization.
• A significant opportunity for the appearance of new games, with forms of
organization and realization similar to those already existing in the world
today.
• Harmonization of the development of top level sport and sport for all,
first of all in Western Europe, according to the models that already exist in
Norway, Finland, Germany, Australia, Canada and other countries.
• Increase of disproportion in the development of active sport and
spectacular sport (sport as entertainment), beginning in the advanced
industrial countries.
• Intensification of the role of the International Sport Federations and unions
within the International Olympic Movement, on the one hand, and, on
the other, significant strengthening of the position of the several of
the most influential and financially independent of them (such as FIFA,
IAAF, etc.) - up to the point of leaving the Olympic Movement and
organizing alternative independent world games (festivals) in athletics,
football, etc.
• Intensification of the role of NOCs and their involvement in the develop
ment and strengthening of the International Olympic and World Sport
Movement.
• The necessity of the IOC setting up with the ISFs a flexible rotation system
for different sports in the programme of the Olympic Games, with the aim
of their future development, preservation of their integrity, etc.
So, dear colleagues, I have just given you a brief and very general overview
of the opinion of only a part of the most influential, experienced and educated
specialists of the Olympic Family at the end of this century. I am only a seeker
after the truth. No more than that. I am not an oracle.
These are just some of the main prognoses made by Olympic experts for
the development of modern sport and Olympic Movement in first third/half of the
21st century.
Every 10-15 years we might check the reliability of the prognoses and correct
them. This could be done by sociological monitoring, i.e. repeating similar
researches with the same programme using the same typical tools.
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But this is to be done by those who will live and act during the first part of the
21st century, i.e. by many of you here in this hall in this sacred land of Olympia.
And you, participants in this IOA Session, may begin contributing to this
even today by participating in the new project "The Olympic Expedition to the
21st Century". This is an opportunity for you and your colleagues in your home
countries.
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RULES AND RULE-BREAKING,
AGGRESSION AND VIOLENCE

by Prof. Robert BEARMISH (CAN)
Associate Dean (Studies), Faculty of Arts
and Science Memorandum, Queen's University
of Kingston

All sports in the Olympic program entail exceptional levels of physical
performance; peak human performance in sport almost always requires a total
physical commitment on the part of the participant; and a total physical commitment most often involves a high level of aggressive physical assertion. But such
aggression need not be violent and need not lead to violence — at least most
of the time. That is why when people think about violence in sport, they focus
upon how aggressive physical performance that has moved outside of the rules
of the. The proposed solutions to violence in sport then become closer adherence
to the rules of the game so that the violent actions would be either penalized
or eliminated.
But what about when the rules of the game promote aggression and violence?
This is the aspect of sport violence I want to focus upon in this presentation and
I will do it through an analysis of ice hockey — a game I know extremely well.
My objective is twofold. First and foremost, I want to draw attention to some
significant problems in international but more importantly Canadian ice hockey.
Second, I want to use hockey as the reference point for my more general thesis
that the rules of the game - the way a sport is socially constructed - can promote
sport violence on the field. It is my hope that others might take the theme and use
it to study sports with which they have intimate familiarity.
On 6 March 2000, the cover story to Maclean 's magazine — Canada's national
magazine — was entitled "Blood Sport" and it dealt extensively with an incident
in which Marty McSorley of the Boston Bruins struck Donald Brashear of the
Vancouver Canucks across the temple with his stick resulting in a concussion
to Brashear and a 23 game suspension for McSorley. The feature story focused
upon this single incident and then more broadly upon violence in hockey
although the story was really about violence in professional hockey and, even
then, the focus was really upon the National Hockey League and not the host of
other professional leagues in Europe and North America. Therein is my first point.
"Violence in hockey" suggests that "hockey" is one game that is played
the same everywhere but that is not the case at all. In fact, there are a number of
hockey games with very different rules and very different levels of physical
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aggression and violence. It is important to differentiate these different games partly
because they serve to support the thesis that violence in sport can, in some cases,
be promoted by one rule set and, in other cases, be reduced or eliminated in
another rule set.
So what are the different games of ice hockey. Most North Americans are
familiar with the professional National Hockey League game that is played on
rinks that are about 6l m long and 26 m wide. The rink is divided into three zones
by two blue lines about 22 m out from the end boards and there is a centre red
line that divides the rink into two equal halves. The European game is played on
rinks of equal length with the same markings but the European ice surfaces - and
the ice surfaces used for world and Olympic competitions - is slightly over 30 m
in width. The extra 4 m in width means that there is an additional 244 m2 of
playing surface in the European game. This extra playing surface has tremendous
implications for how the game is played.
A second major difference between the NHL game and the Olympic game of
ice hockey is the role played by the centre ice line. In the NHL, a player cannot
pass the puck to a teammate who is more than one line away. Thus, for example,
the furthest a player can pass the puck forward is from behind his or her own goal
area, across his or her own blue line, to a teammate on the same side of centre
ice — otherwise it is an off side pass and the play is stopped. In international
hockey, the centre line is not a factor in passing plays. This allows a player to pass
from behind his or her own goal area up to the opposing team's blue line — an
additional 8 to 9 m in length which opens up an additional 240 to 270 m2 of ice
surface on an international rink for advancing the puck up ice. This difference is
also tremendously significant for how the game of ice hockey is played.
Now in Canada, not all teams play NHL rules with respect to the centre line
although almost all leagues, from novice house league hockey (boys and girls
aged 8 and 9 years of age) play with the centre line for offside passes. But
university hockey and leagues designated as Tier II Junior A leagues do not
use the centre line for offside passes and in the United States the centre line
is eliminated for offside passes. As a result, even on North American rinks, this
single rule change brings an additional 208 to 234 m2 of ice surface into play for
advancing the puck up ice.
What does this have to do with Marty McSorley slashing Donald Brashear
across the temple with his stick or with Scott Stevens's crushing mid-ice hit on
Eric Lindros in the most recent Stanley Cup semi-finals resulting in the latter's third
major concussion of the season, or Daryl Suttor's cross check to Paul Kariya's face
which resulted in a season ending concussion two years ago? The connection
is relatively straight forward.
As the National Hockey League has expanded over the past decade, there has
been a dilution of talent as each of the 26 (28 next season) teams stock 30 player
rosters. Even with the significant influx of West and Central European, American
and Russian players, few teams have more than five highly skilled offensive
players. The result has been that defensive strategies have become paramount
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to winning. Jacques Lemaire, as the coach of the New Jersey Devils developed
the most effective defensive system for winning - the so-called "trap defence".
It makes for tremendously boring hockey and is only successful because the NHL
rinks are so small and the centre ice line impedes long breakout passes from
being used by teams as they gain control of the puck in their end. Defencemen
can stay in the attacking zone longer and forwards simply ensure that the puck is
not passed up the middle of the rink. Play is forced to the boards where large
power forwards or pinching defencemen can break up the play with crashing
body checks. NHL hockey is a rugged, crashing style of hockey where body
checks are at high speed, against the immovable boards and plexiglass, with
elbows and sticks and gloves at shoulder or head height. The prototypical player
in the NHL is now over 185 cm in height and 90 kg in weight. Straight ahead
speed, lateral mobility, or speed skating backwards are not essential to
succeed in the NHL style game on a North American ice surface. It is a grinding,
physical game of physical attrition where each team waits for an opportune
turnover to score.
The rules and strategies of the game encourage physical intensity which, when
executed fully, is violent contact. The wonder is not that so many players are
injured or suffer serious concussions but rather that more players are not injured
more often and more seriously.
While it might be fine if this type of sport played itself out at the professional
level, the real problem is that teams across Canada in the premier Junior A leagues
are playing the same game, on the same sized rinks so that they can feed players
into the NHL and receive "development" money in return. This means that bantam
and pee wee aged players (aged 13 to 15 years of age) are selected for their size
and durability far more than for their finesse, speed, and puck handling skills.
The solution seems so simple — especially since the skilled players in the NHL
are now increasingly drawn from Europe and the United States; change the rules
of the game to ensure that speed and skill are paramount to brute size. It would
be almost impossible to eliminate the trap defence through rule changes — this has
been tried and failed - and it is not the trap itself which is the major problem.
The problem is the restriction upon open ice in which to play the game.
Spreading out the players through a few simple rule changes will not make the
game less aggressive or less demanding but it will make it significantly less violent.
Any spectator who has compared a Canadian or American college game to the
premier Junior A games - one without the centre line for offside passes and one
with it included - will attest to the significant change that a simple rule change can
make to the character of a game. It's hardly the same sport at all.
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Sports ethics
Physical education and sport are a fundamental right of all human beings since
they are an important factor in human development.1
The rules of conduct that apply to sports practice and competition2, sports and
competition ethical standards and fair play3 create an ethical framework for sport
and a set of principles which are known as sports ethics, governed by rules of law.
Within the context of these rules of law, sport evolves as a world of relations with
a moral, aesthetic, educational and social content4, which promotes fair practices
and sporting conduct as forms of culture5.

Sportsmanship
The idea of fair contest was born in classical Greek competition sport6 with its
concepts and values - its sense of "propriety" and its perception of the rules of
law. These values encourage revolt, resistance against any type of infringement,
any unfair decision, any impudence7, any violence, any expression of hubris, thus
defining the moral horizon of ancient Greek competition8.

Sports emulation
The concepts of "sportsmanship", "eligibility" and "sports fan" are incorporated
in the wider notion of fair play.
The main source of sportsmanship is to be found in the Olympic Charter which
is aimed at sports administrators, athletes, coaches and sports fans9, based on the
principle of "equal confrontation"10.
Honesty for an athlete is a basic rule which should govern his daily practice of
sport". Olympic winner Vizay Amritraz (IND) had once said that: "Before we become
athletes, we are men and this is why we have to demonstrate fair play."12 Courtesy
shown by an athlete in his style and behaviour should extend to his mental attitude
towards the contest which should be conducted honestly and on equal terms.
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In addition to the requirements of the law as regards sportsmanship, athletes
have to demonstrate "proper sporting behaviour" and strictly comply with the
rules laid down by the sport authorities13.
Any deviation or abuse, or any practices such as doping, violence, bribery
or any attempts to achieve victory by any means, are incompatible with sport
and may deprive the athlete of his status, i.e. make him non eligible for participation in sports activities, leading to provisional or life-long exclusion from the
Games".
The current legislation contains specific provisions for acts which are
incompatible with sports ethics:
(a) giving or accepting gifts and other benefits for the purpose of altering
the competition results in favour or against a sports club, an association
or company of professional athletes of whatever individual or team sport
that is being or will be staged.15 The intention to alter the competition
result constitutes an infringement of the principles and values of sportsmanship and fair play, with negative effects on sport and competition
and is detrimental to the whole cause of sport, as well as
(b) the offer of money to achieve a good result in favour or against,
as indicated above.
The malicious intent of the person promising or offering bribes during
the sports activity in order to obtain a favourable result, will cause international
damage to the other party, i.e. the rival athlete. Such inducements, are dictated
by the wish to change the athlete's normal sporting behaviour and are therefore
in total contradiction with the concept of fair play and the values of sport.
The athlete who accepts such inducements in order to defeat his opponent will
be punished by a disciplinary sanction16 and, in a number of cases, he may also
be criminally liable.
Rights — obligations of athletes
As part of his/her sports activity, the athlete has rights and obligations, whose
sources are not in any way different from those from which individual rights
in general are derived. Sports practice and competition generate a series of
obligations and rights for the athletes at national, international and Olympic level.
The provisions of the constitution or rules of the relevant sports federation, define
the relationship between athletes and sports clubs17, while the Olympic Charter
covers all the aspects related to the participation of competitors in the Olympic
Games.

Free development of personality
The unquestionable right of every individual over his own self as a member of
an organized society, with the freedom to act within a legislative framework,
whilst demanding, at the same time, the legal protection of his rights, represents
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his "personality". Personality is identified with character that defines the individual
and gives him his distinguishing features18. Personality development takes place
within a system of rights, a "framework right" which is formed by the value of man
and elements of man's identity which are indivisibly linked19 and compose the
human being with his physical, mental intellectual and social individuality20.
Personality includes, inter alia, physical and mental goods (relating to mental
health and emotions), as well as the right to confidentiality21 the person's image
and the inviolability of the home. The concept of personality also includes
honour22 and freedom, with which "man's sporting and competitive activity in
general is connected"23.
The expression of the sportsman's personality during the practice of sport
is protected first of all by national legislation, on condition that the rights of
others, morality and sports ethics will be respected24. Rules of law should ensure,
for all those who practise sport, the possibility to develop their own personal
skills, without any constraints, respect for their personality, protection from injury
and an appropriate ethical environment for the practice of sport.
The right25 of the athlete to develop his personality freely through sport can be
restricted only as constitutional rules and special legislation provide, the purpose
being to protect sport and safeguard public interest, on the condition, however,
that such restrictions will not be excessive26.
The free development of personality is a fundamental right in the world of
sport. It implies that athletes can freely select the sports club of their choice to take
part in sport and improve their standard of performance. The free choice of a
sports club by the athlete, according to his preference27 , is intended to allow
him to develop his skills and to contribute in this way to the cultural, economic
and social life of a country28. Very often, however, this freedom is infringed in
practice, since restrictions are imposed which are excessive and in any case not
necessary29.
The terms and conditions for the registration and transfer of athletes,
when these will take place, as well as the relevant procedures and bodies, are
determined by special regulations30.
The athletes have the right to recognition of their efforts to obtain a prize by
means of their physical performance. Such recognition is provided by various
means, mainly with material rewards and honorary titles and positions. Athletes
who achieve outstanding results during competitions, in individual or team sports,
receive pecuniary rewards, benefits and facilities31. In Greece, men and women
athletes in individual or team sports who placed first, second or third at the
Olympic Games, enjoy such special benefits and distinctions as:
(a) award of a gold medal by the President of the Republic and
(b) engagement as advisers by the Ministry responsible for sport.
In addition, those who finished in 4th, 5th or 6th place at the Olympics enjoy the
following benefits:
(a) they are awarded a public distinction and diploma by the relevant
Minister for sport and
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(b) they are recruited as technical advisers by the sports federation concerned32.
The protection of the athlete's health is another major issue; it is a basic
requirement for their participation in training sessions and competitions and,
above all, in the Olympic Games where they will be facing very hard competition
and therefore need to be in confirmed good health33. This is certified by the
medical officer who signs the health sheet issued by the athlete's federation.
This health certificate confirms the athlete's physical integrity and that he/she can
practise sport and compete without risk. Furthermore it determines the right to
physical health during sports activities or competition or, conversely, to rehabilitation34 with the possibility of claiming damages if athletes suffer physical injury,
partial or total disability during training or competition35 for which they are not
responsible36.
The athlete will undertake only the risk of participating in the competition,
in the sense of complying during this activity with the requirements of the law.
For any other damage - injury or bodily harm - a right to compensation and
rehabilitation of physical integrity is generated, with the parallel possibility
of obtaining compensation37 for damage suffered.

Sports services — Participation in competitions
The status of the athlete, in addition to the above rights, also entails a number
of obligations. Participation in competitions through the sports club to which
the athlete belongs is a basic obligation, while providing services to national teams
is another important obligation for all athletes. Under the rules of the relevant
federation, an athlete who refuses, without proper justification, to offer his services
to the national team will be punished by exclusion from the national team,
championships or cup games and deprived of all federation benefits38. An athlete
punished for refusing to offer his sports services to the national team, will be
deprived of any allowances or benefits to which he would normally be entitled,
depending on the country". The same applies to athletes who do not comply
with the legislation in force and IOC rules on doping and proper sports conduct40.
The very fast growth of professional41 sport, these last few years, has widened
the scope of sports relations as governed by law, including a social as well as
an economic dimension42, leading to the need for legislative interventions43.

The athlete in the Olympic Charter
To be eligible for participation in the Olympic Games, a competitor must
comply with the Olympic Charter44 as well as rules of the International Federation
which administers the sport which he practices. In addition, the relevant entry
form must be presented by the competitor's National Olympic Committee. In
accordance with the Olympic Charter, NOCs shall send to the Olympic Games
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only those competitors adequately prepared for high level international competition45. The NOC which enters a competitor in the Olympic Games ensures, under
its own responsibility, that such competitor is fully aware of and complies with the
Olympic Charter and the Medical Code*. Any competitor at the Olympic Games
must be a national of the country of the NOC which is entering him47. A competitor
who is a national of two or more countries at the same time can represent only one
country in the Olympic Games. A problem will arise in the case of athletes who
have represented one country in continental or regional games recognized by
the relevant International Federation and who have changed their nationality or
acquired a new nationality. These competitors may not participate in the
Olympic Games to represent their new country until three years after such change
or acquisition48.
An athlete may continue to represent the country to which he belongs or
belonged in the event of a change of border, of a country who acquires independence or becomes incorporated within another country, or if a new NOC is
recognized by the IOC. However, if the competitor prefers, he may choose to
represent his country or be entered in the Olympic Games by his new NOC if one
exists, but this particular choice may be made only once49. The IOC Executive
Board may issue specific requirements relating to nationality, citizenship, domicile
or residence of the competitor in those cases in which a competitor would be in a
position to represent a country other than that of which he is a national or to have
a choice as to the country which he intends to represent50.
The age limit for competitors in the Olympic Games is that prescribed in the
competition rules of IFs for health reasons51.

Obligations of Olympic athletes
Competitors in the Olympic Games must respect the spirit of fair play52,
sportsmanship53 and non-violence and behave accordingly on the sports field54.
In accordance with the Charter's Bye-Laws, the entry of participation of a
competitor in the Olympic Games shall not be conditional on any financial
consideration'5. This is of course Utopian and cannot really by the case when
we are all witnesses of the commercialization of all the aspects of sport and
the Olympic Games, including their symbols, as well as the athletes' services,
in one way or the other. In spite of this, however, as the exception which confirms
the rule, the Olympic Charter's Bye-Laws stipulate that no competitor who
participates in the Olympic Games may allow his person, name, picture or sports
performance to be used for advertising purposes during the Olympic Games56. The
author of the Olympic Charter provides such protection only for the duration
of the Games, although he is aware of the fact that Olympic athletes remain
a symbol for the people also after the Games, with an even stronger fascination
and impact. This means that, if something enjoys special protection during the
Games, it should receive even greater protection in all the activities of daily social
life in which the Olympic athlete participates as a public figure of international
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fame. In international public life, the athlete should act as a role model, never
allowing his person, name, picture or sports performance to be used for advertising purposes, since this would deprive his achievement, for which he tried so
hard, of any real value, turning it into an exchangeable commodity like any
other.

Rights of Olympic athletes
The Olympic athlete has the right to develop his physical skills, by any legal
and ethical means and achieve personal fulfillment through his participation in the
Olympic Games57, the great festival of sport.
The Medical Code contains provisions that recognize the athlete's right
to health and relate to the medical care of competitors. The competitor will sign
a declaration to the effect that he agrees to comply with the IOC Medical Code,
in accordance with the Charter's Rules58. Olympic competitors may not use
substances or procedures which are prohibited by the IOC and International
Federations and must comply with all the provisions of the IOC Medical Code59.
The Medical Code contains the list of banned substances and procedures
and provides for the obligation of competitors to submit themselves to medical
controls and examination, as well as making provision for sanctions to be applied
in the event of a violation60. The World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA), which has
its headquarters in Lausanne has announced that it intends to perform 2,500 doping controls on athletes of all sports until the opening of the Sydney Olympics61.
The most important moment in the life of an Olympic athlete is when he
receives an Olympic medal in recognition of his hard and honest efforts and
participation in a particular event62, a medal whose weight and colour will vary
depending on the place he has conquered on the victory podium. In the case
of a tie for a first, second or third place, each competitor is entitled to a medal
and a diploma, while competitors who will have placed fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh
and eighth receive a diploma but no medal;63 in addition, all competitors in the
Olympic Games will receive a commemorative diploma64. Any competitor or team
who fail to comply with the Olympic Charter shall be disqualified and lose
the benefit of any ranking obtained and any medal won by him or it shall be
withdrawn, as well as any diploma which has been handed to him or it65. They
are deprived of these rights precisely because they failed to comply with their
obligations, the most important being the obligation to comply with the rules
governing participation in the Olympic Games as laid down in the Olympic
Charter.

Conclusion
The Olympic Games today are the greatest and most important sports events
in the world, an international institution which is part of the international sports
legal order. The rules of law have created around the sports activity and competi138

tion a complex system of relations of an ethical, aesthetic, educational and social
nature.
For an athlete, honesty and fair play on the sports' field should always govern
their daily practice of sport, similar to the modesty and sense of justice that were
the attribute of athletes in classical Greece.
The status of the athlete implies rights and obligations in relation to participation in sport and competition. The constitution and rules of the relevant federation
will define relations between athletes and sports clubs, whilst the Olympic
Charter makes all necessary provisions for the participation of competitors in
the Olympic Games. To be eligible for participation in the Olympic Games
a competitor must comply with the Olympic Charter as well as with the rules of
the International Federation concerned and respect the spirit of fair play.
Any athlete enjoys the fundamental right to personal fulfillment in the world of
sport, provided this does not violate the rights of others or the rules and standards
of sport and competition. Any derogation or abuse or acts such as doping,
violence, bribery, any attempt to win at all costs, may lead to disqualification and
exclusion of competitors from sports activity.
Athletes have the right to health protection and medical care during their
training and participation in competitions, the Olympic Games in particular. The
athlete will accept only the risks associated with his participation in the competition, any other damage he may suffer - injury or physical harm — and for which
he bears no responsibility, will generate a right to compensation and rehabilitation
of his physical integrity.
Finally, in international public life, the Olympic competitor as a public figure
should act as a role model for society. His greatest moment will be the awarding
of the Olympic medal for his victory, in recognition of his hard but honest efforts.
This recognition can be given in many different ways, but mainly by means of
material rewards and honorary titles and positions which are offered by the
countries as a minimum obligation towards their athletes.
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Cf. art. 2, par. 1. According to Karacostas, p. 36 above: "The value attributed by society to each individual, know as 'reputation' cannot be weighted
by other interests and constitutes the Unviolable core of the right to
personality, as defined by the constitution."
Cf. decision of the Council of State 1724/1965.
D. Panagiotopoulos (1998): "Legal aspects and protection of fair play" in:
International Journal of Physical Education (IJPE), vol. XXXV, 3.3, pp.
99-105.
These rights are also enshrined in the articles of the new European Sports
Charter signed at the 7th Conference of EU Ministers responsible for Sport,
held in Rhodes on 14-15 May 1992.
Under the case law, issues such as participation in sport are regulated
since they serve a public cause, cf. Council of State, 2491/1986, 1505/82,
1533/82, 2121/84, 4914/88, 963/91, 2998 and 3876/94 below, cf.
D. Panagiotopoulos (1993): "Issues on scientific determination and
application of sports law" in: Proceedings of 1st IASL Congress, Athens
1992, Teletherion: Athens, pp. 80-81. By same author (1996): p. 2 ff. For
more information on participation in sports activities and protection of the
personality of sportsmen, cf. D. Panagiotopoulos (1998): "Participation in
sports activities and protection of personality" in: Dioikitiki Diki, vol. 10,
pp. 26-36.
Council of State 1812/1990 PANDEKTIS, ISLR (1993), I:3, p. 446.
By decision of the competent minister of sport, all requirements and
restrictions pertaining to the transfer of athletes in team and individual
sports are determined in conformity with provisions in force and constitutional imperatives. Cf. Min. Dec. 21 on 51/1.7.1991 (O.G. 475): Admission
and transfer of amateur athletes for all sports. For the right to free
development of the athlete's personality, cf. decision No 4914/1988 of the
Council of State which ruled that the provisions of an older min. decision
(16660/87) on the transfer of athletes were irregular and unconstitutional
since they could inhibit the practice of sport. Also relevant are the
decisions No 8/1992 of the Supreme Council for the Settlement of Sports
Disputes (SCSSD) which considered as unjustified the decision of the
transfers committee which accepted as grounds for a transfer the move to
another place of residence for professional reasons and which ruled that
the provision in question represents a constitutional limitation, detrimental
to the athlete for whom there may be serious reasons for a transfer.
Cf. C of S. 4914/1998, PANDEKTIS, ISLR, I:1, p. 96 ff, C of S. 2491/1986
Armenopoulos 1987, p. 969 and 1738/1986 and SCSSD 200/1988. Under
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Greek legislation, the athlete may freely choose the club of his choice
for the practice of sport, whilst questions such as transfers concern
participation in sports activity which serves a public cause. As a result, any
restrictions to the transfer of athletes, under age, as well as any restrictions
concerning student athletes who for serious reasons cannot continue
to practise sport in the club of origin, are deemed as unconstitutional.
Cf. also footnotes 13 and 14.
Cf. article 27 of Law 2725/1999. Admissions and transfers are governed by
a regulatory framework (art. 20 of Law 75/75), C. of S. 2488/86, SCSSD
transfers; 24, 28/1989, 58, 155/91, 8/92, 20, 38/92, 20/93, exclusion from
sports activity, 159/90, unauthorized participation in competition 159/91,
disciplinary doping controls 176/91 in: PANDEKTIS International Sports
Law Review, I:1, I:2, I:3, I:4,/1992-93, Law 75/75 art. 26 and 28. According
to the C. of S. (2049/1981) the acts of these bodies are statutory acts and
SCSSD 1958/91, 192/92, cf. D. Panagiotopoulos, op. cit., p. 71. Under the
case law, the serious reasons which allow an athlete to be released, with
the exception of players, are: (a) family reasons (b) professional reasons
(secondment - appointment) (c) studies (d) transfer of residence (e)
conditions which determine active sports practice, cf. D. Panagiotopoulos:
"Participation in sports activity", op. cit., p. 76. Cf. also C. of S. 4914/88,
which considers as unconstitutional the provision that requires the club's
consent for the transfer of athletes, in: PANDEKTIS, I:1, 1992, and SCSSD,
25, 95/1990, 14, 84, 92, 110/1991, 20, 38/1992; cf. C. Refelis: "The limita
tions to the professional athletes' contractual freedom" in: Proceedings
1 st IASL Congress, op. cit., pp. 554-555. The Federation's decision is
controlled by the legal commission of the Federation concerned within a
final deadline of 15 days for regional clubs and 8 days for home clubs,
from the date of notification to the interested party by any means. The
decisions which restrict the right to free development of personality in
relation to registrations and transfers are also deemed unconstitutional,
C. of S. 4914/1988 in: PANK., ISLR, vol. I:1, pp. 96-98, and C. of S.
963/1991, under which the transfer of residence for the purpose of studies
constitutes a serious reason for a transfer and any regulation to the
contrary would be excessive and unconstitutional; cf. also C. of S.
1912/1990 according to which any ministerial decision which excessively
restricts the athlete's freedom is unconstitutional, as well as SCSSD,
157/1991 and 20 and 38/1986.
Cf. Law 2725/1999, art. 34, par. 4-21. In conformity with Greek legislation,
an exceptional distinction, in the sense of Sports Law, would be: (a) 1st to
8th place in the Summer or Winter Olympics, (b) 1st to 6th place in World
Championships (men-women, juniors, boys-girls) in a sport or event
administered by a recognized federation under this law or world school
games (c) the achieving or breaking of a world record in an event
(men-women, juniors, boys-girls) of a sport administered by a recognized
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federation under this law (d) 1st to 6th place in European Championships
(men-women, juniors, boys-girls) in a sport administered by a recognized
federation under this law and (e) the achieving or breaking of a European
record in an event (men-women, juniors, boys-girls) of a sport administered by a recognized federation under this law.
Cf. art. 34, par. 16, of Law 2725/1999. The athletes can exercise this right
within a time period of five (5) years following the interruption of their
participation in competition sport. Cf. art. 34, par. 17, of Law 2725/1999/
Men and women athletes who finished in one of the first eight (8) places
in any individual or team sport at the Summer of Winter Games or the
Paralympic Games or Special Olympics are entitled to a license to run a
betting office for football pools, Lotto, state lottery, tote, in derogation to
the specific provisions that govern the issuing of such licenses. The details
for the enforcement of such provisions are determined by joint decisions
of the Ministers of National Economy and Finance and the minister
responsible for sport (par. 18). The provisions of art. 34 of Law 2725/1999
shall apply accordingly to disabled persons who have been qualified as
athletes by the special commission of par. 5 of art. 29 of this law, with the
exception of provisions of par. 10 and 13 for the part which concerns
the Physical Education and Sports Departments of tertiary education
institutions where attendance for these persons is problematic, because of
the nature of this discipline, based on a reasoned decision of the depart
ment, as well as the cases under b'of par. 16 and 17 of art. 34 of Law
2725/1999. It has often been stressed that the incentives given to athletes
become counter-incentives when, instead of being rewarded for their
efforts which has led to victory, they find themselves forced to claim
their rights through endless judicial proceedings. Cf. D. Panagiotopoulos,
E. Vonzika, (1944): "Arrangements and incentives to athletes for admission
to the Physical Education and Sports Departments - Legal issues" in: Sports
Science- Theory and Practice, vol. 9:2, pp. 51-61.
Cf. art. 33, par. 9, of Law 2725/1999.
Cf. L. Develde: "Right to physical integrity of the professional sportsman",
in: PAND., ISLR, vol. I:2, pp. 259-265, according to whom the acceptance
of the risk that an athlete must take is only related to participation in the
competition; a professional athlete who suffers a bodily injury should
be able to obtain damages when the injury was internationally caused by
the opponent. If a sportsman falls ill during training it is the club of which
he is a member that bears responsibility for his recovery.
Cf. R. Sturzebecker (1994): "The rule of law", in: PAND., ISLR, vol. II:1,
pp. 23-28.
Cf. Law 2725/1999, art. 26, par. 4. Such entitlement covers hospitalization
in a ward in the hospitals of the National Health System. Hospitalization
costs of the abovementioned persons are met by the special revenues of
the General Sports Secretariat. By joint decision of the Minister of Health
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and Welfare and the Minister responsible for sport, the specific terms and
conditions, the procedure, as well as all details for the enforcement of this
paragraph are determined. To safeguard the health of amateur athletes of
all sports disciplines who are not directly or indirectly insured with a
social security institution, free hospital care is provided. For former
amateur athletes and technical staff of all sports disciplines who are not
insured and in order to provide support to the families of diseased active
athletes who had no insurance, a special account is opened. Ibid., art. 36,
par. 1. This special account is kept with the National Bank of Greece and
provisioned by: (a) license fees for operating private gymnasia and
schools under art. 32 of this law, (b) license fees for working as a coach
under art. 31 of this law, (c) the fees paid when appealing to the Supreme
Council for the Settlement of Sports Disputes (SCSSD), in conformity with
provisions of par. 1 of art. 126 of the Sports Act. The money will be distributed to the beneficiaries by decision of the Minister responsible for
sport. Should the above amounts prove insufficient, this account can be
provisioned through the special revenues of the GSS. The amounts on the
special account at the National Bank of Greece collected from fees paid
under Pres. Decree 144/1976 for licenses to operate gymnastics schools or
their renewal, can be transferred to the account of par. 1 of this article.
Such transfer will be made on the instructions of the General Sports
Secretariat to the National Bank of Greece. As regards the question of
physical integrity and physical injury of athletes, cf. D. Panagiotopoulos
(1999): "Types of injustices in sport activities and search for liability" in:
Findings of 6th IASH Congress in Teheran, Iran, 6-8 May.
The damage will be assessed in accordance with the specificities of
Sport and the specific rules of the particular event, cf. L. De Velde (1993):
"Right to Physical Integrity of the Professional Sportsman" in: Proceedings
of the Olympic Congress, July 1992, Malaga-Spain and in: PANDEKTIS,
ISLR, I:2, pp. 259-265.
Ibid., art. 33, par. 5, and regarding specific regulations art 27. Cf. D. Pana
giotopoulos (2000): Sports Law, op. cit., pp. 230-233, D. Panagiotopoulos,
E. Vouzika (1994): "Arrangments and incentives to athletes for admission
to the Phys. Ed. And Sports Departments — Legal Issues" in: Sports
Science— Theory and Practice, vol. 9:2, pp. 51-61.
Id., art. 33, par. 5.
Id., par. 6.
Cf. D. Panagiotopoulos, I. Anagnostopoulos, Ipp. Alexiou (1998):
"Athletes' Contracts in Greece and European Community Law" in: 5th IASL
Congress Proceedings, ELLIN, Athens, pp. 123-132, with the necessary
amendments by I. Anagnostopoulos (1999): "Athletes' Contracts in
Greece" in: Proceedings of 1st Panhellenic Congress of Sports LawTrikala, ELLIN, Athens, pp. 353-366; cf. D. Panagiotopoulos, D. Prokopiou: "Professional sport and athletes' contracts in Greece" in: Proceedings
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of 2nd Symposium on Sports Law, EKEAD, Athens 5.7.1996, Sports Law
Review III, ADV, Athens 1997.
Cf. D. P. Panagiotopoulos: Theory of Sports Law, Ant. N. Sakkoulas: Athens
1990, p. 17.
Ibid., op. cit., p. 49.
Cf. International Olympic Committee (IOC) (2000), Olympic Charter,
Chapter 5:45, Eligibility Code, p. 45. Cf. D. Panagiotopoulos (1994):
The law of international sports relations and institutions, Ant. Sakkoulas,
Athens: pp. 118-124.
Olympic Charter, op. cit., rule 49, p. 69. Under the Charter, a national
federation may appeal to the IOC against a decision by an NOC on the
matter of entries. Cf. par. 3 or same rule, p. 69.
Ibid., Bye-Law to rule 49.
Ibid. 5:46, p. 47. There have been, from time to time, many cases
of conflict with individual countries about the participation of athletes in
the Olympic Games. Such disputes concerning the country which a
competitor will represent are settled by the IOC's Executive Board. Cf. rule
46 of the Olympic Charter, p. 67. Cf. D. Panagiotopoulos (1994): The law
of international..., op. cit., pp. 95-118.
Cf. Olympic Charter, p. 67. According to the Charter, the period of three
years may be reduced or cancelled with the agreement of the NOCs and
IF concerned and the approval of the IOC Executive Board.
There have been several cases of athletes who had a problem concerning
their participation in the Olympic Games, like the recent cases of athletes
from divided and not recognized states or competitors who were nationals
of a country and then became nationals of another country and are
claimed by the first. Cf. D. Panagiotopoulos (1992): "The meaning of the
participation in the Olympic Games and the case of New Yugoslavia" in:
International Sports Law Review Pandektis, I:2, pp. 254-258. Cf. Ant.
Bredemas (1993): "Olympic Games - divided and unrecognized states",
International Congress on The Institution of the Olympic Games, EKEAD,
Olympia 1991.
Cf. Olympic Charter, Bye-Law to rule 46, p. 68.
Ibid., rule 47, p. 48.
D. Panagiotopoulos (1998): Legal aspects..., op. cit., pp. 99-105.
Cf. Kh. W. Souri (1998): The behaviour..., op. cit., Athens, pp. 47-50.
Cf. IOC (2000), Olympic Charter, Eligibility Code, 5:45, p. 66.
Ibid., p. 66.
Ibid., p. 66. Under the Bye-Law to rule 6l, par. 1, of the Charter, "no
form of publicity or propaganda, commercial or otherwise, may appear
on sportswear, accessories or, more generally, on any article of clothing on
equipment whatsoever worn or used by the athletes or other participants
in the Olympic Games...", while any identification shall not be marked
conspicuously for advertising purposes. Id., p. 86, the numbers of compe147
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titors may not display any publicity and must bear the Olympic emblem
of the OCOG. Cf. par. 1.6, subpar. 2, of Bye-Law to rule 6l. Under the
conditions and for the purposes authorized by the IOC, the athlete agrees,
in a declaration; to be filmed, televised, photographed or otherwise
recorder during the Olympic Games, cf. Bye-Law to rule 49, 6.3, Olympic
Charter, p. 70.
Ibid., rule 48, p. 68.
Cf. Bye-Law to rule 49, par. 51, Olympic Charter, p. 70: "...I agree to com
ply with the IOC Medical Code..." (Rule 48).
Ibid., p. 66.
Cf. Olympic Charter Antidoping Paroula Naskou Perraki - D. Panagiotopoulos (1993): op. cit., pp. 86-93, and D. Panagiotopoulos (2000):
Sports Law, op. cit., pp. 156-159; by same (1997): Sports Code, op. cit.,
pp. 370-395, European Anti-Doping Convention and pp. 189-192 on the
determination of substances as banned under the IOC Medical Code.
This authority operates as an "independent observer" that supervises
the doping control programme for Sydney and is composed of
11 members with the necessary scientific, management and legal
expertise, cf. VIMA SPORT (2000) "Preventive anti-doping controls of
2500 athletes", 16/22 June, p. 36.
Cf. Olympic Charter, rule 70, and its Bye-Law, pp. 96-99.
Ibid., Bye-Law to rule 70, par. 2.1, p. 97.
Id., par. 2.5, Bye-Law to rule 70, p. 98.
Id., rule 50, p. 72. Cf. D. Panagiotopoulos (1991): The law of the Olympic
Games, Ant. Sakkoulas: Athens, pp. 216-218.

OLYMPIC SOLIDARITY

by Mrs Beatrix HURST (SUI)
Projects Manager, Olympic Solidarity

Definition
Providing a source of help and encouragement for all sports men and women,
from the highest level down to beginners, has been the fundamental principle
behind Olympic Solidarity. It is available to all NOCs for programmes of training
courses and technical assistance for diffusing and developing knowledge of sports
techniques and propagating Olympic Ideals, especially fair play.
The Olympic Charter refers to Olympic Solidarity, stating the following: The aim
of Olympic Solidarity is to organise aid to the NOCs recognised by the IOC,
in particular those which have the greatest need of it. This aid takes the form
of programmes elaborated jointly by the IOC and the NOCs, with the technical
assistance of the IFs, if necessary.

History
To help you have a better understanding of the enormous efforts currently
deployed by the IOC for sports development, I believe it is necessary to begin by
giving a brief review of the relatively young history of Olympic Solidarity.
In 1961 at the 58th IOC Session, an IOC member from France, the Comte
Jean de Beaumont, proposed the creation of a Committee in order to aid countries
which had just gained independence from colonisation, particularly those from
Africa and Asia. The proposal was approved and the Committee for International
Olympic Aid (CIOA) was created. In 1968, the Committee became an IOC
Commission, and kept the same name.
In 1971 the CIOA was transformed into the Commission for Olympic Solidarity
and was merged with a similar project initiated by the Permanent General
Assembly of the NOCs.
Olympic Solidarity's office was located in Rome with the support of the
Italian Olympic Committee until 1979. In 1980 the office was moved to the
headquarters of the IOC in Lausanne.
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In 1981, the IOC President Mr Juan Antonio Samaranch, who has been at the
origin of many changes at the heart of the Olympic Movement, completely
transformed the Olympic Solidarity Commission by granting it a certain degree
of administrative autonomy. At the time funds were very limited. It was only
in 1984 with the increased revenues from the Los Angeles Olympic Games that
the Olympic Solidarity programmes were organised into a four-year plan and
began to take some official form with annual fixed assistance for all NOCs.

Funds
Olympic Solidarity's income is derived from its share of the television rights
for the broadcasting of the Summer and Winter Olympic Games. Ultimately
destined for the National Olympic Committees, this share has, to date, been
Olympic Solidarity's sole source of income.
Olympic Solidarity's task is to administer, in close collaboration with the
respective Continental Associations, the redistribution of the NOC funds in the
form of development and assistance programmes.
Within the framework of its fourth four-year plan, which covers the years
1997-2000, Olympic Solidarity has a development budget of US $121,900,000.
All the activities are carried out with the approval of the IOC Olympic
Solidarity Commission which is chaired by the IOC President. The current
Director is Mr Pere Miró from Spain, and he is assisted by eight IOC permanent
members of staff.

1997-2000 programmes
With the above funds, Olympic Solidarity currently offers 12 programmes,
8 of which are available to all NOCs and 4 to the NOCs that have the greatest need.
• Activities
This programme permits the NOCs to develop sport through the organisation
of specific activities according to their own needs and priorities. These might
take the form of technical sports courses, preparation and participation in various
competitions, purchase of sports equipment, sessions of the National Olympic
Academy, to give you some examples.
• Administrative assistance
Each year, those NOCs duly recognised by the IOC receive, at their own
request, a grant to cover their operating costs. This enables them to improve
their administrative structures and thereby strengthen their operational systems.
• Assistance for participation in the Olympic Games
This programme has two quite different and yet complementary aims: to help
foster the universal spirit of the Olympic Games and also to reward those NOCs
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that proportionately contribute the most to the development and success of the
Games.
All the NOCs with qualifying athletes for the Games benefit from a grant
to cover logistics, travelling expenses for a certain number of athletes and officials,
to assist with travelling and accommodation expenses for the presidents and
secretaries general, and financial aid based on the number of athletes actively
participating in the competitions.
To this programme, we must add the reimbursement of the travelling expenses
of one delegate from each NOC participating in the Chefs de mission seminar,
as well as air tickets for the young people chosen by their NOCs to participate
in the international youth camp arranged by the Olympic Games Organising
Committee.
There are five programmes which relate to activities developed by various
IOC commissions pursuing aims such as Olympic education or the encouragement of sport. This collaboration enables the NOCs to gain access to specialised
and complementary fields.
• International Olympic Academy (IOA)
Although the training of athletes and their respective performances in the
various competitions still form the most visible part of this great sporting
movement, it is nonetheless essential that we keep the Olympic idea alive in our
minds and, even more importantly, organise ourselves in such a way as to give
that idea the widest possible expression. This concern for educational values is,
historically, what makes Olympia such a famous place for meetings, culture and
dialogue.
Olympic Solidarity provides assistance to those NOCs and National Olympic
Academies (NOAs) that wish to send delegates to the various training sessions.
It also contributes to the IOA's operating costs (e.g. translations, book purchases,
videos and computer equipment) for this programme which reaches a broad
spectrum of educationalists, journalists and students.
• Sport for all
Participation in sport among the general public is in need of encouragement
more than ever before. The Commission and Olympic Solidarity encourage
activities such as the Olympic Day Run on 23 June, the anniversary of the
foundation of the IOC, an event in which people of all ages participate and on the
occasion of which various cultural and artistic activities are organised. Any
other specific NOC initiative can also receive the support of Olympic Solidarity.
• Medical Commission
Organising courses in sports medicine and the co-ordination with the NOCs
are the two essential elements that bind together the Medical Commission
of the IOC and Olympic Solidarity. Within this framework, the development
and diffusion of scientific and technical knowledge in sports medicine remains a
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permanent concern. The prevention of sports injuries, nutrition and physiotherapy
are just some of the topics that are regularly addressed.
•
Women and Sport
The IOC strives to promote women's participation in sports activities and in the
Olympic Games. As a matter of fact, the IOC's policy does not only focus on sport
practise, it is also highly concerned by women's involvement in decision-making
structures of sport organisations.
The Women and Sport programme provides assistance, above all, to those
delegates who wish to take part in the regional seminars or world conferences
organised by the IOC's Women & Sport Working Group.
Olympic Solidarity also provides assistance to specific NOC activities, such
as national seminars, aimed at encouraging female participation in sport at all
levels.
•
Sport and the Environment
Environmental concerns are integral to sport and culture. Protecting nature
and the environment to enable athletes to practise the sport of their choice is an
extremely important activity.
Olympic Solidarity supports the organisation of regional seminars, specific
NOC activities aimed at safeguarding the environment, and participation by NOC
delegates in the global seminars or world conferences organised by the IOC Sport
and the Environment Commission.
The 4 special programmes to respond to the needs of the most disadvantaged
NOCs are principally designed to help towards the further development and
training of athletes and coaches through scholarships and the training of sports
administrators.
These programmes are as follows:
•
"Sydney 2000» Olympic Scholarships for athletes
The «Sydney 2000» programme of Olympic scholarships for athletes has been
created by Olympic Solidarity with the principal objective of assisting athletes from
the developing NOCs in their preparation for and their participation in the Games
of the XXVII Olympiad in Sydney.
The scholarship holders can train in their home country or train at one of
the training centres with which Olympic Solidarity has a working agreement.
The scholarships provide suitable training facilities, a coach specialised in the
appropriate sporting discipline, regular medical and scientific assistance and
control, accident and illness insurance, board and lodging.
•
Olympic scholarships for young, promising athletes
This programme is aimed at talented young athletes practising an individual
sport, who have shown the potential to become future Olympians. It offers them
the chance to benefit from optimum training conditions, within their own
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countries or at high level training centres, thus enabling them to increase
their sporting potential and prepare themselves for top-level competition while
continuing their normal education.
As well as the benefits offered for training, accommodation and so on,
Olympic Solidarity also meets the costs of an educational programme for these
athletes.
• Olympic scholarships for coaches
Coaches' education is a vital element of sport development since, without
the coaches, athletes would find it very difficult indeed to prepare themselves
for competition. This programme therefore allows coaches from the developing
NOCs who work at national level and hold their country's highest official
qualification, the chance to upgrade and update their knowledge. Olympic
Solidarity offers three options within this programme:
1.

2.
3.

To take part in sports science courses organised either at universities,
specific training centres or directly by the international sports federa
tion.
To pursue sports-specific training at a club or as an assistant to an
experienced international coach.
To develop the local sports structure of a particular sport by inviting an
experienced international coach for a limited period of time.

• Sports administrators programme
This programme has been created to offer sports administrators the possibility
to enlarge their knowledge of sports management. National course directors have
been trained so that the NOCs can become autonomous, thus enabling them
to organise their own courses in the future. The course contents is based on
the very comprehensive Sports Administration Manual, published by Olympic
Solidarity. It is available in English, French and Spanish and certain NOCs have
translated it into their local language.

Results of 1997-2000 programmes
To better appreciate Olympic Solidarity's activities, I will give you the results
of some of our current programmes:
A total of 1,763 activities have been held around the world between 1997 and
31 December 1999.
As of 20 June 2000, Olympic Solidarity had a total of 469 "Sydney 2000"
scholarship holders. 339 scholarship holders (including 45 which are on the
"young, promising athletes" programme) have already qualified to participate in
Sydney. It should be noted that 126 (27%) out of the current total of 469 "Sydney
2000" scholarships are in athletics. The final qualification results for this sport will
not be known until mid-August 2000.
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Furthermore, Olympic Solidarity developed the "Horizon Project" on the
Internet which was officially launched on 15 September 1999. This project
follows 5 Olympic scholarship holders (one per continent) who have their own
on-line diary where the public can follow their life and training experiences
leading up to the Sydney Olympic Games.
327 scholarships for coaches from 96 NOCs have been awarded between 1997
and 31 December 1999.
Within the sports administrators programme, 259 courses and 13 training
seminars for National Course Directors have been held during the same period.

Objectives for the remainder of 2000
Our objectives for the remainder of the year 2000 are to
1. Finalise the programmes for the 1997-2000 quadrennial.
2. The XXVII Olympiad in Sydney, naturally we will follow closely the results
of our "Sydney 2000" scholarship holders.
3. Undertake a preliminary evaluation of the 1997-2000 programmes to
enable us to make a proposal to the Olympic Solidarity Commission for
the 2001-2004 programmes.

Conclusion
It is evident that people are becoming more aware of and all types of sports
are becoming more and more accessible to the average man in the street through
the provision of modern sports facilities and installations, sports education
programmes in schools and so on.
Sport must help to produce enlightened men and women who are capable of
generous initiatives towards society. Equality of opportunities between players,
the impartial refereeing of competitions and the sense of fair play of winners
and losers alike are elements which encourage the practise of the virtue of justice.
We must control those athletes whose desire to win exceeds all logic and leads
them to cheat through doping and the consumption of performance enhancing
substances.
The work of Olympic Solidarity in terms of development aid to sport
and the training of young people are an essential part of Olympic education. Sport
is a means of education and an important factor in bringing people of all cultures
and religions together. Sports activities must constantly rediscover their true ideal,
which is to build character that is marked by tolerance and generosity towards others.
In this Olympic year we shall again have the opportunity to celebrate the great
festival of sport that is the Olympic Games and, in witnessing this world event, we
must look to the future and seek to maximise our efforts to ensure that Olympism,
as we know it today, continues to reach out to all nations.
And finally, I would like to read to you the joint message that the United
Nations Secretary General, Mr Kofi Anan, and the IOC President, Mr Juan Antonio
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Samaranch, sent to all the National Olympic Committees on the occasion of this
year's Olympic Day, which is celebrated all over the world on 23 June to mark the
foundation of the International Olympic Committee in 1894:
The goal of the Olympic Movement is to place sport at the service of humanity,
by harnessing its great potential to the global struggle for peace, prosperity and the
preservation of human dignity. The objectives of the United Nations are very much
the same: it strives for the peaceful settlement of disputes, social progress and better
standards of life, and harmonious relations among peoples and nations. Indeed,
the United Nations General Assembly has repeatedly recognised the natural
affinity between Olympic Ideals and those enshrined in the United Nations Charter,
and in that spirit has urged all Member States to abide by the Olympic Truce.
In this International Year for a Culture of Peace, a year in which we hope as
ever for full adherence to the Olympic Truce, and on the occasion of the Olympic
Day celebrations, we are delighted to extend our best wishes to the sports men and
sports women of the world - and especially to the young people among them. We
are grateful to National Olympic Committees for dedicating Olympic Day to the
culture of peace and the observance of the Olympic Truce, and for organising races
against poverty and highlighting the fatal danger of AIDS and drug abuse. And
we wish the participants and organisers of Olympic Day sporting and cultural
activities a successful celebration.
Together, the International Olympic Committee and the United Nations
can help make this world a better, safer place. Let us continue to join hands in
that global mission.
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SPORTS FOR YOUNG ATHLETES
by Mr Dinos MICHAELIDIS (CYP)
Professor of Physical Education,
Coordinator of the National Sport Development
Programme

Unquestionably, sport is the greatest and most important social phenomenon
of our time, a world phenomenon involving millions of people every day, from all
races, religions and social classes, a phenomenon which originates from man and
is aimed at man and his personal fulfilment. The significance of this phenomenon
mainly lies in the fact that it is based on four major parameters.
The first relates to the philosophy which governs sport and which is of course
the Olympic philosophy, a philosophy of principles, values and ethical standards
that elevate man.
The second parameter is the promotion and preservation of mankind's most
precious possession: his health.
The third parameter is linked to the fact that the principles and values
enshrined in the Olympic philosophy and health can be achieved through sports
activity and fair competition. The fourth is related to the fact that although sport
is open today to all men and women, regardless of their age, it is essentially aimed
at young people, who represent the future of world society. It is on this last
parameter that we will be focusing today.
I find it useful, at the beginning of this lecture, to remind you, by way
of introduction, that the revival of the Olympic Games was the result of the
need for an educational system furthering the parallel development of the three
dimensions of the human being: the body, the mind and the soul. Baron Pierre
de Coubertin, a sociologist and pedagogue, and a highly cultivated man,
studied the educational system of the ancient Greeks, which he combined with
the positive results of the educational reform that had taken place in England
in 1840, for the purposes of offering to mankind a service that would be passed
down through history as a priceless heritage: the creation of the International
Olympic Committee and the revival of the Olympic Games around which,
stemming from the rationale that had led to their revival, a whole philosophy
based on the Olympic Ideal was developed.
Coubertin believed that youth represented hope for mankind's future and that
culture and peace depended on proper education. He realized that such education
could be achieved in combination with sport and competition. It is clear that this
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vision was not backward-looking. He drew inspiration from Antiquity in order to
serve the modern world through the education and training of young people.
Sport today is a philosophy which, together with the development of physical
skills, also pursues intellectual achievements for a harmonious and balanced
human being. Its aim is to educate and train the individual both physically and
intellectually, in a harmonious way, and to shape his character. It is therefore clear
that the philosophy of sport pursues educational and pedagogical objectives.
As a result, it becomes obvious that the true essence of sport is education,
which is achieved through competition. Sport is a form of humanitarian education
in the widest sense of the term, and this is clearly expressed in the Olympic
Charter in paragraph 2: Olympism is a philosophy of life, exalting and combining
in a balanced whole the qualities of body, will and mind. Blending sport with
culture and education, Olympism seeks to create a way of life based on the joy
found in effort, the educational value of good example and respect for universal
fundamental ethical principles.
Furthermore, one of the fundamental aims of sport as formulated in the
Olympic Charter is to educate youth through sport in a spirit of better communication and friendship, thus contributing to a better and more peaceful world.
In addition to this educational aspect, moral values and ideologies, there is also
a social and biological dimension to sport. It is expressed through its own
principles concerning children's social behaviour and activities. It is clear that
this approach is fully compatible with modern pedagogical views. The object of
humanitarian and democratic education is the creation of balanced, responsible,
active and independent human beings, who respect their fellow human beings
and comply with the laws of the state, competing in honesty and fairness
within a set framework. These things are not innate; they are experienced
from childhood through participation in sport. And it is well known that the
individual it creates and shapes, and their character and personality, are formed
only during childhood.
It is therefore imperative that sports education for children be provided within
a strictly defined context, in compliance with scientific data and conclusions.
The active participation of children in sport, if properly conducted, can have a
very significant educational impact. The emphasis on fair play and sportsmanship
can play a major role in this respect. Through this process, the child learns to
subordinate his individuality and SELF within a wider context, learning to become
a functional element of a whole and to cooperate in the attainment of a specific
objective. Through active participation and proper guidance, the child will
experience the fundamental concept of sport, i.e. that man as a single and
integrated entity daily tries to transcend himself. This active participation in sports
activity is extremely important in preparing children to face the challenge of life,
outside the sports field.
This brings to mind an excerpt from a lecture by the President of the IOA,
Mr Nikos Filaretos, which for me expresses the very essence of sport. Mr Filaretos
said, and I quote, . . . the Olympic motto, "Citius-Altius-Fortius", means for every
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child and young person, faster sports performances, as well as perception, higher
ethical standards and stronger courage in the struggle of life . . .
Through sports education, the child's personality develops. Respect for the
rules of the game and his opponent will lay the appropriate foundation on which
the child's personality can develop healthily. He will learn to abide by the rules
and compete fairly.
Closely related to fair play is the pursuit of performance, not only in
its psychosomatic dimension, but also in the area of thought and feelings.
Modern pedagogical views encourage this approach since the primary aim
of sports education is the multifaceted and harmonious development of the
child. Self-respect and self-confidence are the most important elements for
each child, and these can be achieved through the practice of sport and proper
sports education.
The basic precondition for any pedagogical, social and ethical ideological
approach is of course the child's normal biological development. This may be
the most important effect of sport on the child since this support to biological
development will lead children to top competitive sport and high quality performance. The rational response to athletic stimulants, i.e. training, will create the
conditions for normal biological development and good sports performance, while
the wrong response will create irreversible biological as well as psychological
problems.
It is a fact that the growth of competition sport creates needs which require
systematic sports education (i.e. training), even at preschool age, in order to be
satisfied. The result will be that the demands on children's bodies will increase
significantly. Today, the annual education/training load to which children are
submitted, even when they first become involved with sport, may reach
650-700 hours. It is therefore necessary to review existing theories on the participation of children in competition sport, as practical experience and scientific
knowledge grow. The lowering of the age limit for those who start to practise
sport is accepted today, since recent observations have shown that this is the
result of the faster natural development rate of the new generation of children.
In contrast to previous generations, we have seen that today, alongisde the
improvement of anthropocentric and physiometric parameters, all of the functional
systems that determine man's motor activity mature more quickly. Scientific
observations have shown that today's children are about two years ahead of
children of the same age one century ago. Whether this is the result of motor
activity or better living conditions is irrelevant. What is important is that, as
a result, the age limit for beginning to practise competitive sport has dropped.
The fact remains, however, that these visible changes we have been witnessing
in recent years with regard to the qualitative and quantitative aspects of children's
sport are associated with certain specific conditions and a number of organizational and administrative problems, as well as questions related to the scientific
methodological approach. This is why children's sport is considered today to be
an independent branch of the science of sport and the social sports system, the
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ultimate aim being that sport should contribute to the physical and functional
development of children, together, of course, with their intellectual abilities and
spiritual values.
This new, autonomous branch of sports science known as Children's Sport
includes three fields of knowledge that should be taken into consideration:
(1) the specificities of physical development;
(2) the planning of the training programme; and
(3) the educational and psychological approach.
The object of this essential knowledge is to allow sports education, or training
if you will, to contribute to functional, intellectual, mental, and physical development. The practice of sport for these age groups is not limited exclusively to the
practical aspect, but also includes moral and educational responsibility. One
should be able to recognize all the many facets of children's growth processes
in order to promote a balanced and harmonious development.
There is no doubt that sports education for children is different from that
of adults. The difference does not lie so much in the qualitative and quantitative
aspect but rather in the fact that certain specific conditions need to be taken into
account.
The conditions which basically differentiate the sports education or training
of children from that of adults can be defined in three areas:
(1) support for developmental conditions and processes;
(2) gradual planning of education so that, progressively, the objectives can be
streamlined into a long-term perspective;
(3) adjustment to the requirements of individual sports.
The object of competition, in the case of children, should be limited to
multifaceted motor activity and to the best possible learning of the essentials
of each sport, as regards technique and movements. If we consider that for high
performance a period of training of 6-15 years is required, it is obvious that sports
education has to be systematic. Very good performances are achieved when the
development process has been completed and the necessary physical, technical
and motor skills have been acquired.
Sports education for children represents a pedagogical, training and
methodological process, within the context of long-term planning.
Of course the most important element in competition sport is performance.
The children's ability to achieve performance mainly depends on organized
training, always in line with biological development. The individual biological
development of young athletes will in fact determine the content of the training
programme. As part of this planning (daily or long-term) the children's development process, which involves a series of changes in their physical features, as well
as in their behaviour code, will naturally be taken into consideration. These
changes that can be observed during development are subject to certain specific
influences which are in turn determined and influenced by internal and external
factors such as the specific conditions and demands of the environment in which
the child lives and grows, as well as the action of the individual himself.
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The diversification and changes of individual features, within a given time
period, which are caused by environmental constraints and linked to the
individual's energy and activity, will define and determine development.
Based on this principle, the individual's maturity is not just the result of
biological growth but also depends on the environment and on the individual's
actions and activities. A young athlete who practises swimming or gymnastics or
any other sport would never become a champion or even become involved if he
had not come in contact with that particular sport through his social environment.
Moreover, he would never had developed such a level of kinetic action and
coordination if he had not followed a specific kind of sports training.
Just as important is the fact that each individual's development is always
unique; it cannot be compared or repeated. There are never, under any circumstances, similar development processes, not even in the case of twins.
Each child grows and develops with different forms of individual adjustment,
as a special and unique personality.
I have mentioned before that the development process consists of the
interaction between development, environment, maturation and activity.
To arrive at a correlation, however, we need to take into consideration
four structural elements which affect this interaction and which can contribute,
by means of appropriate training and as part of active participation in sport, to
physical development as well as sports performance.
These four elements which make up development are:
(1) maturation;
(2) socialization;
(3) learning;
(4) self-guidance.
The maturation process relates to psychosomatic, functional and harmonious
development up to maturity and includes the following aspects:
(a) the development of the body;
(b) the development of the neuromuscular system;
(c) the development of the cardiovascular system; and
(d) the functioning of the endocrine glands.
The implementation of an educational sports programme should follow
the level of development of these four systems. No organism that is in the stage of
development can perform an activity or achieve performance if its vital functions
have not developed sufficiently. No young child will be able to climb if his
neuromuscular system has not reached the required maturity level.
Socialization is certainly not a visible process.
It is a process which is influenced by the environment. The family, the school,
the region where a child grows up, the language, living conditions, the social
stratum to which he belongs, the political situation, customs and traditions,
behaviour, economic conditions and social trends will all determine a child's
social status. The influence of all these factors is so strong that it creates in the
child behaviour patterns and expectations. Psychology has shown that lifestyle
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and the environment can even influence kinetic activity or be an obstacle to
kinetic development.
For the child who devotes himself to sport, his role model will be his teacher,
his coach, his team. His environment is influenced by the behaviour, action and
approach that he is experiencing. The awareness of the responsibility of the
educationalist-pedagogue will lead the child to socialization.
The third element, the learning process, fully depends on the way in which
the child will receive sports education and training. Children are initiated in this
process by the way in which they are educated. The lowering of the age limit at
which high performances are achieved confirms the effectiveness of intentional
learning. The high performances that children achieve are partly due to maturation
but, above all, they are the result of systematic training and the acquisition of
kinetic experiences.
The promotion and encouragement of self-guidance as a fourth important
element represents a basic factor of education that should be achieved through
the child's involvement in sport. It has been proved that man is not guided by
external influences. Since early childhood, the child participates actively in his
fulfilment through his own experiences. Children are never helpless when faced
with external pressures and trends. They will provide their own solution to their
needs and they will often change the role of the environment in which they
function. The guidance process contributes significantly to the child's evaluative
development because it is through this process that the feeling of self-esteem and
of self will be created.
In summary, I would say that the development processes always function in
a uniform way. This separation into four elements is only a theoretical approach.
The application of educational elements to sports training concerns the human
being as a whole. In the same line of thinking, training should be adjusted to the
developmental, biological and other processes in such a way as to have a positive
impact and further the normal development of any child. Education through sport
represents a system of practical applications centring on the child and his biological and competition-related needs.
The four elements which we have just described certainly represent basic
factors in the development and performance process. The correlation between
performance and development, however, identifies as the most essential factor the
inherited genetic potential which man possesses as a special skill and that has
become known as "talent". Sports performance depends on heredity factors,
personal maturity and environmental influences. Such factors will predetermine
talent.
The combination of the genetic, social, pedagogical and training methodological aspects will determine the contribution of talent as well as the limits of the
performance that can be achieved.
We should also underline the fact that the correlation between development
and performance will be maintained on the condition that training programmes
are structured in a way that allows them to adjust to the various stages of normal
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development to which they should contribute. These structured changes that
we observe in children and the biological rate of maturation will predetermine
the intensity of the response to training, i.e. the quality and quantity of sports
education. This is important to ensure that the training load will be based on the
biological and not the calendar age of the child. It is therefore necessary to have
at least a theoretical distinction between the biological and the chronological age.
The models of the development stages and sports performance that will be created
in this case will only act as a guide. Based on the calculation of the biological age,
it is possible to judge whether the child's development is precocious, normal or
delayed. Depending on the results of such evaluation, the intensity, quantity
and type of training will then be determined. It is clear that the training
programme will vary depending on whether the child's development is slow, normal or precocious.
In the normal process of sports performance and development, regardless
of whether it is normal, precocious or delayed, no retrogression will ever be
observed, only a possible slowing down or acceleration. Even though it may not
be possible to determine the biological age with precision, it is always important
to assess whether a child's development is normal, precocious or slow. Based on
the results of such assessment, children will be classified under the corresponding
development stages always on the basis of their biological and not their chronological age.
This fact, in conjunction with hereditary traits, external influences and the
environment, leads us to an estimate of the child's probable performance limits.
The child with a precocious development, if he receives appropriate training,
will reach his performance limits more quickly than children with normal or
delayed development, since he will respond to the training stimulation which
produces biological changes proportionate to his biological age. This does not in
any way mean that the performance limit of the precocious child will necessarily
be higher than that of the children with normal or slow development. The performance limit is not determined by the duration of the development process, but
by the quality of genetic origins, environmental influences and the rational
application of the training programme.
It is therefore essential for the educationalist, the teacher, the coach and
all those connected with children's sport to know the biological age of the child,
as well as the particular attributes which make up any talent (based on the theory
of individuality according to which no individual is the same as another).
I have tried, briefly, to analyse in general terms the most important aspects
of children's involvement with sport. There are certainly many more, which it is
not possible to discuss in the time available. This is an important and inexhaustible
topic since it not only deals with the very essence of sport, but scientific research
and observations are constantly evolving, the result being that new knowledge
constantly comes to light.
If we were to draw some practical conclusions from what has been said so far,
I would say that children's participation represents an autonomous branch of the
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science of sport that requires specialized knowledge on the part of those dealing
with it, knowledge of pedagogy, biology and psychology. This scientific approach
is the necessary condition for a successful sports education. The teacher and coach
who becomes involved in this field must first and foremost be an educationalist.
This is a very great responsibility. Shaping the child's personality based on healthy
principles and values will be his primary duty. Sports performance should not be
an end in itself. It should be the outcome of the education which sport provides.
It should come out of the feeling of joy, satisfaction, optimism, self-confidence and
respect which any child who practises sport should feel. Children's participation
in sport creates rights:
1. The right to take part in sports competitions.
2. The right to compete at a level compatible with their age.
3. The right to a qualified coach.
4. The right to be part of any decision that has to do with their own sports
activity.
5. The right to practise sport in a healthy and safe environment.
6. The right to suitable training that will allow them to compete.
7. The right to the respect of their dignity.
8. The right to feel good and to enjoy practising sport.
It is certain that when Coubertin had the idea of reviving the Olympic Games,
he never reckoned with the present development of performances. But he had a
vision, inspired by the results of education in ancient Greece, the vision that
the practice of sport by children would lead to what the ancient Greeks called
perfection. And this is true. When sport functions within the rules and ethics
of Olympic philosophy, when the ideology of sport goes hand in hand with
harmonious biological development, then it can indeed build a perfect human
being.
What do we really mean by "perfect man"?
We will find the answer in ancient Greece, where sport was used as the basic
instrument of education.
In his book From the legends of Olympia, Cleanthis Paleólogos describes
for us exactly what perfect means, through a dialogue between an Olympic
athlete and his teacher. The athlete, Philinos of Kos, asks his coach and teacher
Nikandros:
- What does "perfect" mean, Nikandros?
And the teacher replies:
- The body, Philinos, is cultivated with the help of gymnastics, the soul with
music and the mind with knowledge. This is the only way that beauty can
be achieved. Within beauty you can contain the idea of man. A man is not
just someone who has a strong body, but also a beautiful mind and soul.
Beauty, therefore, is the expression of this plenitude and such perfection is
virtue. He who possesses virtue is perfect...
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THE DREAM I DIDN'T KNOW ABOUT

by Todd ALLISON (CAN)

When I turned twelve years old I announced to my father that I was going to
"retire" from what he thought would be my shot at the Olympic Games. I was an
ice hockey goal tender and had played hard for many years in the sport that my
father had "strongly suggested", would be a great opportunity for me.
I must explain to you that when I retired from the sport, I was still able to skate
under the crossbar of the hockey net (I believe they are at 4' 6" tall). While I was
a decent goalie in my league, I knew that I was not of playing level to excel in my
own city, let alone region. Another factor came into play, all of the competitors
I played against were much taller than me and I was getting tired of stopping
frozen pucks with my goalie mask.
It wasn't my desire at that time to be an Olympic athlete. I participated in
sport for fun and the ability to challenge my personal level of comfort. When
I announced my retirement over a family dinner one evening, my father was
concerned and asked what I "planned to do with my life". I explained that I had
seen this new sport on TV, freestyle skiing and I thought I would give it a try.
At that time, freestyle was the "new kid" on the block and was not an Olympic
sport.
I trained hard and overcame many obstacles. As my skills improved, two
unexpected events fell into place: I made my national ski team and freestyle
skiing became a demonstration sport at the 1988 Calgary Olympics. A bonus,
these games were in my hometown!
While I trained hard for many years, I did not improve fast enough to qualify
ahead of my teammates for the Calgary Winter Olympics. Realizing I would be
sitting out the Games, I wondered what I could still do at such a late date to be
involved. After mentally asking the question, events started to fall into place,
quickly! I ran into one of the organizers of the games and when he learned that
I hadn't qualified, I saw his eyes light up. At the time I was confused as to why
he seemed happy - later I found the answer. My colleague had been searching
for someone to act as a sport expert - a spotter - for the Host Broadcaster
(the company that has the Rights to film the Games and provide the feed to the
rest of the world as opposed to the National "on-air" broadcaster).
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For me, this was a massive emotional swing. I went from my lowest mental
point when I hadn't qualified for the team to the highest point I could have
imagined after being provided the greatest opportunity of my life after being
offered the position of "spotter". Imagine, going from not even having a spectator's ticket to having the best paying job of your life (I hadn't had a lot of
experience at that time)! The job's "perks" included a full "kit", the best seat in the
house on the judging stand and a communication headset with a video playback
monitor! As the Games were often wind delayed I felt more and more that I was
in a more fortunate position as media person than as an athlete.
The Games started and the competition preparations were under
way. I worked hard for three different production teams (Moguls, Aerials and
Ballet Skiing) and had the chance to ski the courses for the television crew to
put less stress on the athletes while setting up the cameras. I felt very lucky
indeed!
The moment of truth finally occurred, the men's aerial event was set to
begin. The television crew I was on had been on the hill since early in
the morning preparing everything and monitoring the conditions. I had
been "wired" to my desk and had been able to watch all that was going on.
As the competition started, I looked out of the window of the judges stand
at Canada Olympic Park and was amazed at the crowd of people I saw.
This was freestyle skiing's first ever multi-sport games and I had the chance
to see the usual crowds of around 6,000 people grow to what I thought must
have been 30,000. As I realized the magnitude of what was happening, I commented to a colleague on the stand and they enlightened me. My colleague
suggested I go out the back door of the stand to have a look. When I opened
the door, I couldn't believe my eyes, I had only been looking at one third of the
people - there were close to 100,000 people standing and cheering. The scope
of the Olympic Games hit me then and there!
I worked through the day and held my breath as the Canadians went for
their last jumps. It was an absolute pleasure to witness my teammates capture
the first gold and bronze Olympic medals awarded in the sport.
I went on to be top Canadian in time for the Lillehammer Games in 1994.
Unfortunately, my discipline of Ballet Skiing was dropped from the Games
that year, and I again watched my teammates from afar as they captured three
medals.
When my goals were set by someone else, they were not a passion of mine.
When I identified my own dreams and sought to challenge my limits, a whole new
world opened to me - the world of the Olympic Games. Though it had not been
my lifelong dream, I fell into the grasp of the Olympics and it has become part of
my life — more than that, it has changed my life and my outlook.
Through the Olympic Academies (provincial, national and I expect
international) and other sporting pursuits, I have learned more about the true
meaning of the Olympic Games and trust that I can help the members of the
Canadian Freestyle Ski Team excel as their Team Leader in Salt Lake City, 2002
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by preparing them physically and mentally for the Games as well as educating
them about the Olympic values. I trust that the power of the Games will be just
as strong in 2002 and that I will have a new topic to speak to a similar group
in the future.
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THE POWER OF ONE

by Laurel BRASSEY IVERSEN (USA)

I believe that powerful dreams are inspired by great role models, nurtured by
fearless vision, and accomplished through insane dedication and commitment.
Since the time I was very young, the Olympics have always captivated me. Every
time I see Olympic stories or events on the television, I get goose bumps; I am
overcome with emotion, and often moved to tears.
My Olympic dream was born when an elementary grade school teacher taught
us about the Olympic Games with the story of a great Olympian. Wilma Rudolph
had polio as a child, but overcame her illness and eventually won three gold
medals in the 1960 Rome Olympics. I knew I was destined to be like
Wilma; a champion runner. I tried every sport and when I was 15, I was
introduced to volleyball. Three years later I earned a place in the national team of
the United States.
Opportunities for women were not readily available in the early 1970s. In 1972,
legislation was passed by the United States Congress that enabled women
the same opportunities as men to participate and also to receive athletic scholarships. Title IX as is it is known also prohibited discrimination based on gender.
As a result of this legislation, when I was 19 years old, I became the first woman
in the United States to play on a men's intercollegiate sports team. The coach had
been the captain of the 1968 men's Olympic team and was a great inspiration
for me.
Needless to say, I received some of the most physically rigorous and mentally
intense training in my career, while practicing and competing with men. I did not
seek a position on the men's team. I was refused a position of the women's team
because I was going to miss one month of competition due to my participation in
the World Championships. I was then invited to play on the men's team.
My participation created national media attention and much speculation as to
whether or not it was merely a publicity stunt. It seems that I have never chosen
the easy path.
In 1975, we became the first American team of any kind to begin training
year-round on a full-time basis. Our coach, Dr Arie Selinger, was ruthless, pushing
us five to six hours a day, six days a week. We failed to qualify for the Montreal
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Games, but the regimen paid off, and we qualified for the games of Moscow a full
year before the Olympics would begin. The dream was then within reach and we
trained harder than ever, as many as eight hours per day.
We had all moved away from family, friends, and boyfriends, gave up school
and jobs and blindly followed our coach down the path to victory. We climbed
the international ladder steadily and found ourselves ranked in the top three
in the world along with Cuba and China.
But one of the greatest tragedies of Olympic history crushed our dream of
Olympic glory; the boycott of 1980! I would not be an Olympian. I was very
bitter, angry and disillusioned with my country, "land of the free and home
of the brave". People said to me: "What a waste; all those years of training for
nothing." I think that for a time I was drowning in self-pity and I believed these
words. I was also asked if I would sacrifice so much again if I knew what the
outcome would be.
In the United States, we were labeled as social misfits and spoiled brats. We
were attacked in the media as unpatriotic and ungrateful. We tried desperately to
organize our Olympians throughout the country behind the leadership of Anita
DeFrantz, even petitioning the IOC to participate under their flag and not
represent our country. This was a terrible dilemma for me because I loved my
country, but as an athlete and a citizen I had the right to compete. In fact, people
were dying in Afghanistan and if by our boycott we could have stopped the war
there, then we would have felt some satisfaction. But, the use of the world's
athletes to effect political policy had no effect on the former Soviet Union's
decision to invade and occupy Afghanistan.
As an American athlete, I feel tremendous guilt for the fact that my country
dragged 60 other nations into the boycott. I think we were deeply scarred by the
boycott for many reasons.
In 1984, there was only one candidate city to host the Games. Los Angeles
was prepared to withdraw their bid when they realized that numerous tax
laws and restrictions in the state of California would prevent them from raising
the necessary funds. Peter Überoth then presented his idea of selling the Games
to sponsors, and you all know the rest of that story. The Olympic Movement
was near death but managed to hang on. Even so, the 1984 Games were boycotted
by the eastern block nations with the exception of Romania, and the 1988 Games
were also tainted by a boycott. The US-led boycott of 1980 started a downward
spiral that finally ended in Barcelona.
It was here in Olympia in 1986, when I was a participant, just like you, that
I came to terms with the boycott and its effect on my life. I met other Olympians
from 1980 teams who also were victims of the boycott and we began to share our
feelings.
One day in the lecture hall, the subject of the boycott came up and a young
man jumped up, pointing his finger at me and shouted across the room, "you
Americans ruined the Olympic Movement with your boycott!". To me this was
a very personal attack. I argued with him about how desperately we had wanted
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to go. We continued our arguments at the swimming pool, in the cafeteria, and in
the tavernas of Olympia, and slowly they turned into understanding, compassion,
and empathy.
The question arose again. Would you do it all again knowing the outcome?
I came to the realization that YES I would go through all of it again including
the boycott. We had the most wonderful experiences together as a team. It was
tough, very tough, but we remember the fun times, the great victories. The women
of the 1980 United States Olympic Volleyball Team are bonded by unfailing
friendship that we came to embrace through our sport, and we remain to this day
committed to each other.
We were the most fortunate girls in the world. We traveled all over the world
together, experiencing other cultures, learning to tolerate the differences of other
people, playing a game we loved.
All of our experiences shape our lives. Sometimes we cannot see this clearly
until we step away and time passes. There was a great benefit from the boycott
that we could not see until years later. Since we didn't get to realize our dream
in Moscow, we appreciated the experiences of the journey we undertook more
than we possibly would have. We also emerged very strong women, willing to
fight for the important issues in our lives. For this I am the most grateful.
This place changed my life. I began to put the great loss of my Olympics
behind me and began to work in the Olympic Movement, spreading the concepts
and teaching others, and also working with many others to establish an IOA
Participant's Association. I had retired from the National team in 1980. I became
a coach and taught my players the messages of Olympism. I am extremely proud
to tell you that two of my former players who came from Australia to study and
play volleyball for me in the United States, recently qualified to participate in the
beach volleyball tournament at the Sydney Olympic Games! I hope that in some
way I motivated them to chase their dream.
The Olympic Flame still burned in my heart. In the late 1980s, I played on
and off in domestic leagues. I helped with the national team from time to time as
a visiting coach. In April of 1987 that smoldering flame was ignited once again
into an all-consuming fire when I was asked to join the Olympic team for Seoul.
I hadn't played internationally for seven years. I had some doubts. Could I still
play at that level? Should I? What about my job? But I knew instantly that I had
to try.
When I was 34 years old, I marched into the Olympic Stadium in Seoul, and
I knew at that moment that the long journey was worth every step, every
disappointment, and every sacrifice.
While I was in Seoul, I felt that I was representing my teammates who never
got another chance, and I think this feeling is partly responsible for my preparation to perform to my very best. I believe that when I finally had the opportunity
to compete in Seoul, I had a much greater understanding of what Olympism really
was because of the time I spent here in Olympia. I had prepared myself in every
aspect to have my best performance.
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Since the age of eight and throughout my athletic career there had been
one goal, to win a gold medal, and be an Olympic champion. I had visualized
the gold medal being slipped over my head while my national anthem was played.
As a competitor, I was not satisfied with the outcome of our Olympic tournament,
but as a veteran of sport I was at complete peace with myself. I had given my all,
and had prepared myself for an optimal performance. I knew in my soul/Seoul
that I was indeed a champion.
Olympians are not better than others, but are different perhaps, somehow
driven to succeed, a bit insane in our incessant pursuit of excellence, and incomprehensibly competitive. As you have seen, and Mr Filaretos knows, I am
extremely persistent and do not give up. The Olympic Movement has moulded my
life, not because ultimately I participated in the Olympic Games. That was
a personal achievement of overwhelming satisfaction, but rather for all of the
reasons that I have shared with you today.
There are so many things to love about sport. I loved my sport when I was
competing. I was passionate about it. I still love to watch it played. I love many,
many sports. Each of us sees something different in sport. There is beauty,
discipline, skill, drama, perseverance, and emotion. I hope that after your
experience here you will also see friendship, tolerance, understanding, peace and
love. These things are possible to achieve through sport and you can make
a difference.
Each of you was chosen to be here from among your countrymen. I think this
is a great honor for you! I am proud to know you and to have this opportunity to
share my experience and to try to give something back to the Olympic Movement
that has enriched my life many times over. I regret that I did not get to know all
of you. It is sport that binds us together, and it is sport that brought us here to
Olympia. Will the world be a better place because we came to Olympia? Are we
perhaps too idealistic? Can the world follow our example and live together in
peace like we have here in Olympia? That is really up to you. I believe that Jessie
Owens was right when he said that no matter what field you come from, art,
science, business, or sport, everyone can be a champion in their own right.
I believe that each of you is a champion in some way, or you would not have been
selected to participate in this special occasion. You have great potential. Please
don't underestimate yourselves!
Today, I would like to encourage each of you to take this flame of Olympism,
and be bold enough to spread its messages, and pass the torch to others.
One person can have great influence and power. But you have to take the first
step and venture out if you truly want to make an impact.
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ATHLETES WITH DISABILITIES AND ELITE
PERFORMANCE - SOCIETAL ATTITUDES AND THE NEED
FOR A PARALYMPIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGN WITHIN
THE REMIT OF OLYMPIC EDUCATION

by Ian BRTTTAIN (GBR)

As a fairly regular attendee at various Olympic Academies and conferences
around the world, I am both surprised and dismayed at how often sport for the
disabled is completely overlooked when discussing the various facets of Olympic
Education. However, rather ironically, when I recently attended VISTA '99, the
International Paralympic Committee conference on sport for the disabled at the
Deutsche Sportshochschule in Cologne, Germany last year, throughout five days
of papers and discussions I only heard the word "education" used once. This was
despite numerous references to the problems of societal attitudes towards sport
for people with disabilities.
Before discussing further some of the possibilities for the Olympic Movement
to assist in breaking down some of these attitudinal barriers I would like to
take some time to look at the origins of some of these barriers and some
of the problems faced by athletes with disabilities. According to DePauw (1997):
"An understanding of the body, our attitudes toward the body, . . . is important
. . . because how we view the body and how we define sport impacts how we
view disability and people with disabilities."
It is interesting to note that the modern Olympic Movement with its roots
partially in ancient Greek ideology, despite its claims at all-inclusiveness
for all, may in fact have partially modelled its sporting ethos on a culture
where, at least in sporting terms, people with disabilities were actively
discriminated against. According to Yalouris (1999) the whole concept of
sanctuaries such as Delphi and Olympia was to develop men "beautifully
proportioned, in body and mind, without the slightest defect". They even
had a word for those unable to live up to these high standards — ageometritos
or disproportioned man, and according to Yalouris there was an inscription
at the entrance to Plato's Academy denying access to such individuals. Thus,
in setting up a standard of perfection which no man with a physical or
mental disability could ever attain, they, possibly inadvertently, set these
people apart within society by creating a hierarchical structure which saw
those who achieved geometritos as good and commendable and those
who suffered ageometritos as bad and unworthy.
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In modern day society many of the problems associated with athletes with
disabilities revolve around people's concepts of what is "normal" and, therefore,
in their eyes desirable. Morris (1996) claims:
"Prejudice is associated with the recognition of difference. In theory 'normal'
could be a value - free word to mean merely that which is common, and to be
different from normal would not therefore necessarily provoke prejudice.
In practice, the word is inherently tied up with ideas about what is right, what is
desirable and what belongs."
Abberley (1996) argues that a range of disciplines, from medical sociology
to social psychology, still retain the notion that disabled people are abnormal
in the sense that their impairment can be explained only in terms of a deviation
from a "standard norm" and that they are the problem for deviating from it.
Moreover, according to Abberley, experimental psychologists, in attempting to
simulate disabilities, have concluded that people with disabilities arouse anxiety
and discomfort in others and, as a result, are socially stigmatised. Davis (1997)
discusses the use of "norms" within society and claims that "we live in a world of
norms". He argues that everything we do is compared against that of the "average
person", be it our intelligence, height, weight or sex drive, and that there is
probably no area of contemporary life in which some idea of a norm, mean or
average has not been calculated. Davis argues that in order to understand the
disabled body, one must return to the concept of the norm, the normal body.
He feels that the majority of writing about people with disabilities has been
centred on the disabled person as the object of study, and suggests that a focus on
the construction of normalcy would be more advantageous. This is because he
feels the "problem" is not the person with a disability; the problem is the way
that normalcy is constructed to create the "problem" of the disabled person.
Morris (1991) claims that everyone is influenced by the values of the society
in which they live and that society not only values physical ability and perfection,
but also devalues and discriminates against those who do not conform to the
physical norm. She also claims that these prejudices against people do not just
exist out there in the public world, they also reside within the heads of people
with disabilities, particularly those who become disabled in adult life. One
final major problem facing athletes with a disability is the quantitative nature
of performance measurement prevalent in today's society which means that
an athlete with a disability may perform with a great deal of excellence in physiological terms, perhaps even surpassing the performances of their able-bodied
peers. However, in absolute terms their performance may be viewed as less
exciting and less worthy of public acclamation (McCann, 1996).
So what can be done to overcome or at least lessen some of these attitudinal
barriers which prevent athletes with disabilities from gaining the recognition they
so richly deserve? With regard to this myth of inferiority, according to Orr (1979),
people will follow their beliefs until exposure or new knowledge is sufficient to
overcome misinformation. The Paralympic movement is always seeking new ways
in which to help change people's attitudes towards the disabled in sport. However
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it does not have the resources, infrastructure or mechanisms as yet to do this
effectively. The Olympic Movement, on the other hand, is relatively advanced in
the area of education dissemination and would benefit from new material and new
ways of educating people about its philosophies through its Olympic Education
programmes. According to Landry (1996):
"Giving fuller acceptance and legitimacy to athletes with a disability does
not constitute a mutation in, but rather a re-surfacing of, the fundamental values
of Olympism: the promotion of mutual understanding, mutual respect, and
cooperation."
Athletes with disabilities have made great leaps forward in terms of
performance and, to some extent, public perception in the relatively short space
of forty years since the inception of what are now called the Paralympic Games.
However there is still a long way to go before societal attitudes and perceptions
truly accept athletes with disabilities as elite sports performers. The advent
of wheelchair demonstration events during the Olympic Games has gone some
way to begin this process, but as DePauw (1997) argues the selection of these
athletes and events are based around societal views of athleticism and physicality.
She points out that it is possible to view these performances and the sporting
bodies of these athletes as athletic, with relatively slight modifications of societal
conceptions of the athletic body. DePauw claims this is due to the fact that the
wheelchair can be "used to compensate for, or see past, the lack of lower
body function", and the upper body is viewed as an acceptable "normal looking"
athletic physique. Although steps such as these have helped the promotion
of sport for the disabled at all levels great care must be taken not to get into
the situation of reinforcing a hierarchy of acceptance amongst the disability
sports groups. A large part of the task of gaining acceptance in the wider
society lies with the athletes with disabilities themselves. They need to speak and
perform from a unified platform and make strong and positive use of role models
to attract more individuals with disabilities into sport at all levels. This will lead
to a further strengthening of the level of competition and so steadily increase
public awareness and hopefully at the same time change public perceptions of
what athletes with all kinds of disabilities are really capable of.
At the same time the Olympic Movement, through its Olympic Education
programmes can play a major part in reinforcing positive changes in people's
attitudes towards athletes with disabilities. This is especially true of programmes
aimed at the younger generation whose attitudes towards people with disabilities
may not yet have been tainted by those of society in general. At this age they are
more willing to listen to and accept other views and although this may take longer
to achieve the kinds of changes in attitude I am sure we would all like to see,
in the long term the effects will be far greater and more lasting. A prime example
of this is the SOCOG "Set No Limits" education kit prepared by a team of
experienced teachers, including a 1996 Paralympian in women's basketball, Liesl
Tesch, which has been distributed to 10,000 Australian primary and secondary
schools. This is one of the first educational resources specifically designed to give
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information on the Paralympic Games, its history and its athletes and an
insight into what motivates and drives athletes with disabilities. The kit includes
videos, posters and worksheets and is aimed at children in the 8-15 age range.
In conclusion then I feel strongly, and I hope you will agree with me, that
by incorporating programmes with regard to athletes with disabilities within
its remit the Olympic Movement not only brings itself closer to its own philosophy
of uniting ALL people of the world, but also adds greater credibility and weight
to its own aims and greater visibility to those of the Paralympic movement.
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MY OLYMPIC EXPERIENCE

by Kim COOPER (AUS)

Of late I have taken the time to reflect on my life and whilst I am not a big
believer in clairvoyance, or the supernatural, it is uncanny the effect chance
meetings and events have had in shaping me personally and steering my life
directions. My participation at the 1996 Atlanta Olympics and my introduction
to the notion of Olympism is one such experience.
My Olympic journey began in 1974 when I was 9 years old. Little did
I know that Australian sport was about to experience an enormous organizational
overhaul due to poor performances at the 1976 Montreal Olympic Games.
Australians did not win one gold medal. While the rest of Australia contemplated
what went wrong my energies and focus were expended participating as Little
Athletic meets and taking a key midfield role (until I was relegated to the goals
after kicking the boys' shins one too many times!) during our regular weekend
World Series soccer matches held in the vacant park across the road from our
house.
Bruises, gravel rash and the odd ankle sprain from netball were part and
parcel of my extensive sporting involvement. Sport provided me with a way to
express myself without inhibition, something I would remind myself of later in
my career. I was fiercely competitive and embraced every challenge thrown
at me. These were the times when I feared nothing until a brief encounter with
an opinionated medical doctor almost ended my sports career. On a visit to
investigate knee trouble I had been experiencing, his prognosis was, "that for
a girl, I was playing too much sport!". As an impressionable teenager I was
devastated, yet instinctively I knew my sporting involvement was too precious to
give up no matter what the consequences. By this time I had already learned
the importance of commitment, teamwork and the success a "hard work" ethic
could bring. A timely lesson in developing a sense of fair play and sportsmanship
by my father was the catalyst for my move to softball.
During the next 10 years I moved through the ranks of club and state softball. We
were a complete sporting family. My mother played softball in her age group. My
father and brother took up baseball. My brother also went on to represent
Australia at an under age international event in the USA. It must have been our genes.
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My first contact with the Olympic movement was the 1980 Moscow Games,
where Romanian Nadia Comaneci blitzed her events and changed the face of
gymnastics forever. I didn't need to be a mathematician to realize my height
and weight would never be suited to the sport of gymnastics! However there
was something more significant in what I saw as I watched her prepare and
then execute her flawless routines. Her focus, concentration, discipline, poise,
skillfulness and comradeship will always be etched in my mind. For every four
years after that I would be glued to the television watching the Olympics. I was
in awe of the triumphs and struggles of the world's best athletes yet I dreamed
of being in their shoes one day representing my country at the world's biggest
sporting event.
Not long after big Dean Lukin, a down to earth, every day professional
fisherman (this occupation would come back to haunt me later in life) won
his gold medal at the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games I broke into the senior
ranks of softball. After gaining selection to my first Australian team in 1988
I realized I had the potential to reach greater heights in my sport. The biggest
event on the softball calendar at that time was the Softball World Series and they
were held every 4 years. An announcement in 1991 transformed my dream into
a reality. Softball was to debut as a full medal sport at the 1996 Atlanta Olympics!
The 1992 Barcelona Olympic Games were extra special for me. In a friend's
living room with a group of close work colleagues we set about staging our
own "Opening Ceremony" to officially launch the run of all night vigils in front
of the television.
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THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A NATIONAL OLYMPIC ACADEMY

by Michael L. CROES (ARU)

After reflecting one day on the importance of the existence of an Olympic
Academy in each country, the author approached the International Olympic
Academy (IOA) president, Mr Nikos Filaretos, with the concern that perhaps
not enough information and motivation was provided to IOA participants for
the establishment of a National Olympic Academy (NOA) in their country, in
the event that one did not already exist. The result of this concern led us to this
paper, in the hope that the reader could be provided with some guidance on
how to start such an initiative with his/her National Olympic Committee (NOC).
To those readers who already have a NOA, this paper will give him/her an
insight into the "why-who-what-when-where" of the Academy.
Points number 3 and 4 in the booklet "National Olympic Academy: Foundation - Perspectives - Activities" presented by the IOC and the IOA in 1992 (English
version, pages 4 to 6) draw our attention to the questions why a National Olympic
Academy and the foundation of a National Olympic Academy.
The author would like to present the reader with this very important
information, and quotations:

Why a National Olympic Academy?
The following remarks are destined to help NOCs by providing them
with encouragement and information when founding a National Olympic
Academy.
(a) All NOCs have a duty to respect the principles of the Olympic Charter,
and it is clearly in their interests to spread the ideals of Olympism within
their respective countries according to their means. This will promote the
development of the physical and moral qualities of the population which
forms the basis of today's concept of sport (Art 1.1).
(b) Participation in Olympic Games and in Continental Games recognized
by the IOC and the organizational, economic and sports technical issues
this involves leaves the NOCs very little opportunity for reflection on the
philosophical principles of the Olympic Movement. Pierre de Coubertin
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was aware of this shortcoming, even in his day, and mentioned it on
several occasions in his speeches and writings.
How can the young people of a country become interested in the principles
of Olympism unless the NOC provides the necessary information? How can
these principles be incorporated into the teaching in schools and further
education establishments without assistance from the NOC? In order to fulfil
this important requirement on a lasting basis, every NOC and every country
needs a National Olympic Academy (NOA). Over forty countries have already
taken this step.

The foundation of a National Olympic Academy
Firstly, the NOA provides the organizational framework for a spiritual and
intellectual encounter with Olympism.
As regards the physical organization and equipment of an NOA, the requirements vary from country to country; this has been proved by those NOAs which
are already active.
The following points must therefore be limited to basic ideas and examples:
(a) The NOA must be designated within the Statutes of the NOC as an
autonomous and permanent body (commission, sub-commission, etc.).
It should be run by a special NOC Commission, the Chairman of
which should be an academic who is active within the Olympic
Movement. Other members of the NOA should come from the domain
of education (schools and universities) and from the sports federations
and should in particular include past participants at the IOA. The
Chairman should be a member (at least ex-officio) of the NOC. Given
the multi-functional nature of the NOA, the Chairman must also be on
the Executive Committee of his NOC. The NOC should start by stating
these conditions within the Statutes of the NOA, thereby stressing its
respect for the aims of the Olympic Movement.
(b) The foundation of an NOA should not fail because of excessively high
expectations. This applies to both the financial aspect and the content
of the courses. Through its attachment to the NOC the NOA will be spared
from administrative work. Having an academic active in the Olympic
Movement as Chairman ensures the intellectual profile and the necessary
public reputation. An open approach to academic questions regarding
the handling of Olympic questions must be guaranteed.
After considering the above information, the author would like to present
some recommendations for the establishment of a National Olympic Academy.
A. The NOA establishment committee
Motivate the NOC to form an establishment committee including academics,
IOA past participants and, very importantly, a member of the NOC Executive
Board to start work on founding the NOA.
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B. Foundation date
For historical purposes it is ideal to officially establish the NOA on 23 June,
"Olympic Day".
C. The objectives of the NOA
The author recommends that the reader refer to the attachment to this paper,
the constitution of the Aruban Olympic Academy (AOA). See article 2 of this
constitution.
D. The NOA should establish the following working committees:
(1) Olympism and Education;
(2) Olympism and Society;
(3) Olympism, Culture and the Arts;
(4) Olympism and its contribution to world peace, and all topics which are
necessary for the realization of its objectives.
E. The NOA Logo
It is recommended that the design of the NOA logo be related to that
of the country's NOC for identification purposes (see the front page of the AOA
constitution).
F. Channels of communication
(1) seminars;
(2) academic sessions;
(3) arts and cultural festivals;
(4) NOC bulletin;
(5) television;
(6) radio;
(7) newspaper and other written media (sports magazines).
In conclusion, the universal celebration of humanity includes much more
than just a sports festival for elite athletes. That is why it is so important that
everyone contributes their unique virtues to this wonderful lifetime project.
However, in addition to all the different aspects of this Olympic world to which
we all belong, the focus should revert to the importance of sports participation
at all levels of society, taking a holistic approach to the development of spirit,
mind and body.
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As the reader reflects on the "Participation Cycle Pyramid", elite sport clearly
cannot exist in isolation from a broad programme focused on youth development
in sport. This principle provides for talent identification programmes as young
people progress and develop towards higher levels of competition. These athletes
will develop into new elite athletes.
The NOA, its education programmes and promotion of Olympism, Sport and
Physical Education provides the motivation for youngsters to become interested
in participating in sports, creating the broad base of the "Participation Cycle
Pyramid".
Unfortunately, in many countries NOA programmes are limited to serving the
interests of gold medallists in major sports events.
It is the responsibility of the reader to ensure the existence of this important
institution of Olympism.
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MY OLYMPIC EXPERIENCE

by Trent DABWIDO (NRU)

This is a short story about me and my country.
I come from a very tiny island called Nauru in the middle of the Pacific Ocean.
My people number only 10,000 (well the truth is only 9,999 because I am here
with you today). We only recently became a member of the IOC in 1994 and the
1996 Atlanta Games were our first Olympics.
Like many countries we are also sports crazy and in particular we are passionate about the sport of weightlifting. It was first introduced into our country in 1994.
Against all odds our small team and country qualified for the 19996 Games at the
qualifying event the World Weightlifting Championships held in China in 1995.
I missed the Olympics of 1996 in Atlanta but I was determined to win selection
for the 2000 Olympics in Sydney. I trained hard and I was extremely fortunate
to have the full support of my family who understood the full routine of training,
work and more training. The only times I really saw them was at breakfast at some
mornings. This went on for 4 years from 1996 to 1999.
Last year in Athens at the World Championships (the qualifying event for
the Sydney Games), I was at my peak both physically and mentally. My lead up to
the event could not have been more perfect. Then disaster struck. Three days
before I left, during a back squat exercise I suddenly felt this jarring pain shoot
through my left knee and I got squashed underneath 210 kgs of pure metal. (We
call this JAM in weightlifting.) After advising my coach I was told to go easy until
the championships. But nothing improved up to my day of competition and my
performance on that day was the worst ever in my short career. To make matters
worse our team and country did not qualify for the Games in Sydney.
But ironically, out of the bad came good when for the first time is our country's
sporting history, we won a medal at world championship level for any sport.
Our No 1 lifter Marcus Stephen was a major upset in the 62 kg Category when he
won a silver medal in the clean and jerk. This was cause for national celebration
back home and it took a full week of festivals and presentations before we finally
settled down.
But at a personal level after the Championships, I was at a mental and
emotional low point in my sporting career. I couldn't believe it but I was for
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the first time considering retirement from competitive weightlifting. It was a period
of total confusion for me. After speaking with my family, I decided then that
I would retire. After that I still went to the gym to assist with our national team and
junior development squads. But it just didn't feel quite that same anymore.
My drive and enthusiasm were running very low.
Then in March this year, I received a letter from the Australian Weightlifting
Federation asking me to try out for the position of MC or announcer for the
Sydney Olympic Games. I was stumped. I had always assisted with national and
regional events as an announcer after I completed my competitions. This has
been the case for many years, and I have been the MC at South Pacific Games,
Oceania Championships and even the Commonwealth Weightlifting Championships held in Nauru in 1998. (I only found out recently that it was at this
event that the International Weightlifting Federation President and General
Secretary first took notice of me.)
Suddenly the Olympic Games became a reality for me once again. Naturally
I was disappointed that I would not be there as an athlete but who cares
when you are going to the Olympics. The Olympic Games are the Olympic
Games and for me this trial event in March became my personal qualifying
event. There were other MCs who were being tried as well - but only 3 would
be selected. The competition was held at the exact same venue, which
will hold the weightlifting event at the Convention Center in Darling Harbour
Sydney. It was a beautiful complex and the atmosphere was nothing like I had
experienced before. For me it was just like being at the real thing. The
competition went for 2 days and during this time I tried to run the competition
like I had done with all the other events in the past. When the final lift
was done it was the moment of truth for me. The International Weightlifting
Federation representative came over to us and after a brief report made the
final 3 selection — I was one of them. I couldn't not believe it at first and went
all numb, but when the congratulatory handshakes shook me back into
reality I suddenly realized that I will be going to the Games - the Olympic
Games.
Suddenly everything began to look bright also. In May also at the
Oceania Weightlifting Championships (which was the final qualifying event for
the Games), my country also qualified to send 1 male and 1 female to the Sydney
Olympic Games. So now we were all going to the Olympic Games.
Also I was selected as one of the 100 torch bearers for Nauru when the
Olympic Torch Relay passed through our country on 25 May. That experience
is one that will live with me forever. And now here I stand before you today in
another Olympic event, the 40th Session for Young Participants at the Academy in
Ancient Olympia. Listening to your own experiences and thoughts on Olympism
only makes my experiences all the more special.
I look forward to the day in September when I will be able to contribute in
a small way to this magnificent event. As a young boy I had always marveled
at the Games and what they can do to a nation let alone an individual. I was
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fortunate to have joined the sport of weightlifting which has provided me this
unique opportunity of a lifetime. I also owe everything to my coach who was my
mentor throughout my career.
Now next year my country will play host to the world when we will stage the
World Weightlifting Championships. We won the bid to host this event in 1998
against some of the major players in World weightlifting namely Poland, Germany,
Russia and Spain. We expect around 100 countries to take part in this monumental event. We also expect around 1,500 people in all including athletes, officials,
and other VIP's and visitors.
My enthusiasm is in over drive once again. We will commence building next
month an athletes village of approximately 73 villas on the ocean front to accommodate all our international guests. Our open air competition venue will be further expanded to provide world class facilities whilst maintaining its Pacific
uniqueness. Our Culture will be on show to the rest of the world through our own
international television network SPN and also through the live coverage on the
Internet - the first world championships to do so.
As I said at the start, this is a story about me and my country. A story of big and
small and how sometimes the small take on the world. I took up the challenge
and in doing so I achieved at a personal level something far greater than I had ever
imagined. I will be going to the Olympic Games. My country took on the world
and won the right to host the next World Weightlifting Championships. We were
determined to succeed and in the process show the rest of the world that despite
our small physical and demographic stature, we can play ball with the big boys
too. In looking back over the past few years and in particular these past few
months, I couldn't help but compare our journey with some of the principles of
participation and perseverance which we have been talking about these past few
days. I have personally experienced those highs and lows as did my country and
our efforts to overcome the lows can only be described in one word, and that
word for me is Olympic.
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INTERACTION OF OLYMPIC SPORT WITH
THE MASS MEDIA

by Marina DEREPA (UKR)

After 100 years of the International Olympic Committee's existence, the
Olympic Movement continues to grow healthily, exceeding all expectations
of the time when it was founded. It has been a century of endeavour and constant
toil to unite all the countries of planet earth through the healthy practice of sport.
However, the most important factor is that the message of peace and fraternity
can now be communicated everywhere, thanks to the magic of the mass media.
The contribution of the media to the growth and spread of sport is of immense
importance to all of us in the Olympic Movement.
The relationship between sport and the media is a very interesting one - sport
needs the media to spread news about the sport, to publish the results and to
comment on its successes and failures. Likewise, the media needs sport to build
up readership and audiences; one feeds off the other! So, we have a very close
relationship, which is beneficial for both sides. And it is interesting to note that,
as the sports world has expanded, so has the media world - one benefiting from
the other.
The media are already the fourth pillar of the Olympic Movement. There is
a need to analyze the relations between sport and the mass media and the reason
why they are so important to each other. For example, television provides
coverage in the form of information and makes it possible for sport not only to
become known, but also to become an element of everyday life. It has also
paved the way for many marginal sports to be discovered. It gives viewers the
opportunity to observe competitions more closely. It is attractive because it creates
a genuine show centred on sport. Television has a major responsibility regarding
the choice of images it broadcasts.
Mass media, both television and print, can play an important role in promoting
the Olympic Movement, highlighting its achievements over the past 100 years, and
demonstrating its role in society during this time. The roles can be positive but
only if the Olympic Movement in all its aspects and at all levels demonstrates an
attitude of partnership with the mass media.
Sport provides the greatest gain for the mass media, and not only from a
financial point of view. However, we must admit that the media has benefited
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from this relationship. A few examples of the benefits brought by sport to the
media are: the great technological advances in media recording and transmission,
the revenue derived from advertising, the jobs created, and the research
demanded in order to cover the details of sports reporting. The media has had
to train staff and improve both skills and equipment in order to meet demand
for sports coverage. In addition, the Olympic sports bring in an ethical and moral
dimension to other spheres of activity, including the mass media. These are only
a few examples of the benefits sport has brought to the media.
While acknowledging the positive results of this relationship we should
recognize that there are some adverse effects which could be catastrophic to sport
and bring about the opposite results if we do not take care.
At the moment there are two highly destructive factors in the development
of the Olympic Movement: drugs and commercialization, the latter of which is
directly connected with the mass media. It is becoming quite dangerous for sport
to be so dependent on the media. That is why this aspect has attracted my
attention. This economic dependence threatens to become absolute and may be
completely out of control. This is the most vital point which requires the most
attention. It is absolutely necessary for the Olympic Games to combine their
grandeur with principles. Their independence from any pressure - political,
religious, racial and financial - has to be maintained at any cost.
The Olympic Movement and the mass media may use different means to
reach the same goal - formation of the perfect physical and moral specimen on the
basis of the ideals and principles of the Olympic Movement - and the IOC should
cooperate with the mass media in the accomplishment of this noble task.
To sum up, the mass media has played and will continue to play an absolutely
essential and vital role in all aspects of the development of the Olympic
Movement.
Sport is one of the greatest influences on young people. The task of sports
journalists and representatives of the International Olympic Movement is to ensure
that this influence is positive. For this reason it is necessary for them to join
forces and to continue to cooperate in the 21st century. Let us work together to
successfully promote the development of the Olympic Movement and the further
flourishing of the mass media.
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A LITTLE OLYMPIC EXPERIENCE

by Arely FRANCO (ESA)

I remember I was working in my temporary job at the Salvadoran Athletics
Federation when a member of the Federation Board approached me, and said
"Congratulations!", shaking my right hand. At that moment, I thought he was
referring to some economic support that the National Sports Institute of my
country had given me for training, but I was wrong.
The man went on: "You are going to Atlanta," he said. My heart almost
stopped. "What?" I exclaimed. "Are you telling me the truth?" The man answered,
"Yes, I am." I was really surprised.
After making every kind of effort to do my training every single day, suffering
through or enjoying every session, all I could think of was that one prize. Finally,
I would have the opportunity to compete at the highest level worldwide. It was
amazing, almost unbelievable. A dream come true.
But not everything went smoothly for me, at least not as smoothly as I had
hoped. Some people did not agree with my nomination, although it was made
according to the standards of the National Technical Commission of Athletics.
I therefore had to do my training under a lot of pressure, which wasn't easy
at all.
Just six weeks later, the great day for the competition finally came. I went
to the Olympic Stadium, where there were thousands and thousands of people
watching the track and field events. It looked like a wonderful place; everyone
was cheering loudly, supporting each athlete. They really were very special,
in fact, much better than in my own country.
I was at the starting line, together with the other competitors. We heard
the starting pistol shot, and started to run around the track. It was a preliminary
heat for the 400 m dash. I remember how the six other women were running
faster than I was. I was trying to do my best, of course, but when the race finished
and I turned around to see what my time had been on the Scoreboard, I realized
I hadn't reached my goal. In fact, it had been almost my worst performance...
I wished the earth could have swallowed me. Later, my coach and I went back
to the Olympic Village on a crowded bus; in spite of the fact that I was not alone
I cried bitterly on my coach's shoulder all way back to the Village.
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After the Centennial Olympic Games finished, it was difficult to forget that
moment for a long time, especially because one journalist insisted on reminding
me of that bad moment, writing horrible things about me in a popular Salvadoran
newspaper. No one asked me anything about it, although I had a clear explanation for my failure. But I finally decided to keep it to myself, as I still do today,
and tried to see the positive side of this experience, because I was not the only
one who had not performed as expected, and it had not been my fault after
all. Unfortunately, that day just wasn't my day.
Over these four years, I've learned through National Olympic Academy
sessions in my country that Coubertin was right, because I have finally understood
why winning isn't the most important thing in a competition: our effort is very
important, too, and I went to Atlanta to run, because it was my challenge,
my dream, and with God's help, I was able to run there.
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MY OLYMPIC EXPERIENCE

by Antonia Margareth DE JESUS (ANG)

My name is Antonia Margareth de Jesus. I am 25 years old and come
from Angola. I have competed in 5 African World Championships, 3 Pan
African Games, 1 World Championship and in the 1992 Olympic Games
in Barcelona.
I left Angola in 1997 to train in the United States, preparing for the 1996
Olympic Games in Atlanta. Unfortunately, I could not compete because there
were some problems with my Federation.
The first time I competed against the best athletes of the world was in 1992
in Barcelona. I was honored because until that moment I had seen them
only on television. Competing next to Marlene Ottey, Irina Privalova and Gail
Devers was a great experience for me.
I will never forget the Opening and Closing Ceremonies because they
were my first experience of such a great event and I learnt a lot about
different people from other countries and cultures. I can still remember
the fireworks and the joy of my teammates and the enthusiasm of the spectators in the stadium. Who can forget the spectacular lighting of the Olympic
Flame?
Another important moment for me was when I was informed of the
presence of the former South African President, Mr Nelson Mandela, in the
stadium. He represents a symbol of the union of African people and perhaps
of the world. As an athlete, this gave me more strength to face the real
competition at the Games.
My performance was not good. I did not qualify for the finals, but I had
the feeling that I was an Olympian and I did my very best. I was not sad, even
though I did not compete with some of the greatest athletes in the final. I have
to admit that I still have the dream of competing in the Olympic Games and
winning an Olympic medal.
When I went back home, I was pleasantly surprised with the reception I
received from my supporters. I always had good results in international
competitions and even though I did not qualify for the finals in Barcelona, they
recognized my efforts, my dedication.
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I still have the desire to compete in the Olympic Games and I will keep
dreaming of representing my country and my continent, Africa, with pride and
determination, and hopefully this dream will become true. Yesterday I heard
that, on Angola Radio, they said that a girl, perhaps me, might go to Sydney.
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EFFORT IS THE SUPREME JOY

by Elena MALIKOVA (SVK)

My name is Elena Malikova. I come from Slovakia. I am closely connected
with the sport of modern penathlon and have been working since 1993 as the
Secretary General of the Slovak Modern Pentathlon Association. Since 1988
I have been a member of the modern pentathlon national team, first of Czechoslovakia and later of Slovakia. In 1994 my son Tomi was born and for this reason
I took a break from competing. When people around me or the media asked
me why I was not competing again after the birth of my son, my answer was
simple and always the same: "There is just one thing I have not yet achieved in
pentathlon and that is having the opportunity to compete at the Olympic Games.
If women's modern pentathlon should be included in the Olympic programme,
you can be sure that I will start to compete again."
At the beginning of 1998 the decision was made to include women's modern
pentathlon in the programme of the Games of the XXVII Olympiad in Sydney.
When I heard the news on my car radio, my heart started to beat strongly and
there was just one idea in my head: yes, tomorrow I start training again. Yes,
tomorrow, not immediately tonight as it was pretty late for any sport activity,
but I remember that night so clearly right up to this day. I could not sleep, I could
not fall asleep the whole night. At least there was a chance to fulfil my childhood
dream and represent my country at the Olympic Games.
Well, when I am standing here, in Olympia, a few weeks before the Olympic
Games in Sydney - it means that I am definitely not going to compete there.
Yes, I failed to qualify, however I am not feeling like some sad loser. A slightly
illogical expression so let me explain it to you.
The year 1998, when I decided to return to the pentathlon was really the
hardest year of my life as far as my sporting achievements go. I can summarize
it with a few simple words: "Whatever I touched - it failed." Every result in every
competition was tragedy. But it did not kill within me the belief that in time
things would get better. I was trying, trying and trying. More, more and more and
I was right. Things did get better.
In 1999 the situation was completely reversed. I won through to the finals
of every World Cup competition and as a result, I qualified also for the major
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modern pentathlon competition of the year, the World Cup Finals in Sydney,
which was also the pre-Olympic test competition before the 27 th Olympic
Games. This result gave me so much more strength and confidence to tackle
a further period of preparation for the most important year in my life to achieve
my sporting ambitions.
For the year 2000 my sole sporting aim was to qualify for the Olympic Games:
my lifetime sporting ambition. My attention was focused on only one crucial
competition, the World Championships in Pesaro, Italy — the Olympic qualifier.
I made my best preparation to achieve my childhood dream. I was waking
up every morning with one idea - to qualify for the Olympics. I was falling
asleep every evening with the same idea. I was living with this idea every minute,
every second of my life ever since 1 February 1998 when I realized that women's
pentathlon was to be included in the programme.
I remembered the moment when I decided to train again for the pentathlon
and when I announced it loudly to the media in our country. People around
me thought I must be crazy and I felt they just did not understand my actions.
True, it would be much easier, regarding my current work, to be present in
Sydney as an official, though it would also not be the easiest way. The simplest
way was to buy tickets and be present there as an ordinary spectator. But
my dream was not just to attend the Olympic Games. My dream was to compete
there.
Well, only 24 individuals in both categories, men and women have the right
to compete in the Olympic modern pentathlon. I am not among them - and
to be honest I am very sad about that. But on the other hand — I tried to be
there. I made the best use of my opportunities. I took a chance, that my brain
was accepting as nearly 100% unrealistic, but my heart could not have beat
further without trying. Yes, I tried and I am grateful to modern pentathlon even
though I did not successfully change my dream into reality.
My effort to qualify for the Olympic Games gave me much more than fulfilling
my childhood dream. It showed me that sport in general has a bigger place in
human life than winning competitions.
Baron Pierre de Coubertin, the founder of modern pentathlon characterized
it with these words: "A person who is able to finish such a competition is an
excellent all-round sportsman regardless of winning or not." In this sense everyone competing in modern pentathlon is a winner. And so, in this sense, I am not
feeling like a loser at all even if my childhood dream did not come true.
"Effort is the supreme joy" - these words welcome visitors of the International
Olympic Committee website. They exactly reflected my internal feelings since
the moment I decided to qualify for the Olympic Games 2000 in modern
pentathlon. I tried and did my best to do so. I failed but my effort gave me
supreme joy - a joy that enriched my life.
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MY OLYMPIC EXPERIENCE

by Lavinia MILOSOVICI (ROM)

My name is Lavinia Milosovici and I am from Romania. I have participated
in the Barcelona and Atlanta Olympic Games, where I won seven medals:
two gold, one silver and four bronze.
I have also won other medals at World and European Championships.
When I was a little girl, I heard many things about Nadia Comaneci and
I decided I would become a gymnast. I trained hard and I believe my
performances were the result of my wish to become an exceptional gymnast.
My career was built year after year at the expence of many sacrifices, but
it was the right decision.
The Barcelona Olympic Games were a great event in my life. You know
you are the best in your sport, when everybody hears your name, recognizes
your value and respects you.
After I won I gave way to my feelings. I said to myself: "My dream did
come true, I am someone, I have proved to myself that anything is possible."
I trained much harder for Atlanta because I knew what the Olympic Games
meant. I suffered an ankle injury which caused me problems before the competitions. But thinking about my previous success motivated me and I kept repeating
to myself: "I have a reputation that I must stand up to." The Games went well
and I proved my abilities once again. I had to overcome many difficulties but
now when I look back I am proud of my achievements.
Gymnastics changed my way of thinking and created my personality.
It made me what I am.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE OLYMPIC MUSEUM
AND ITS STUDY CENTRE

by Andréa OLIVERA and Christine PUTALLAZ (IOC)

The Olympic Museum
We wanted to introduce you to the Olympic Museum during our stay in
Olympia, as it has ambitions to be the world's largest information centre on the
Olympic Movement. It was opened on 23 June 1993.
Like the IOC, it is based in Lausanne, and is a tribute to the union of sport,
art and culture. It recounts the history of Olympism from ancient Greece to the
Olympic Games of modern times. It is a high-tech museum: computer and
audiovisual technology have been elevated to a new art form.
In 1995 it won the European Museum of the Year Award.
The Museum is constantly growing, and regularly acquires new items and
images with each new Olympic Games. Several times a year the areas reserved
for sport and culture host temporary exhibitions.
The Museum has a shop, a restaurant and meeting rooms, along with a study
centre comprising a library and a video archive.
As you will see from the film, it is a unique, lively and interactive museum.
Olympic Studies Centre
During our group discussions we realized that there is a lack of information about Olympism and the Olympic Movement, perhaps connected with
a lack of interest on the part of many of the people who work in sport.
We thought it was essential to tell you about the Olympic Studies Centre,
which is situated within the Olympic Museum in Lausanne. The centre was
created with the aim of preserving the heritage of the Olympic Movement,
and coordinating and promoting research, teaching and publications about
Olympism.
For the last two years the Studies Centre has also funded a postgraduate
research scholarship. You can find out more about it from the IOA library.
The Studies Centre includes several departments: the historical archives, the
library/documentation section, and the sound and image department.
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At the moment the centre is not as efficient as we would like it to be, but
we have a young, dynamic and professional team with experience in information
and documentation management, and we are highly motivated to make it into
a world-class reference centre on Olympism.
The library, for example, has 17,000 volumes. These are not just coffee-table
books full of arty sports photos, they are also works on sports science.
We are also currently working with the University of Lausanne, which for
the last two years has offered a social science degree that includes a sports
component (sociology and history of sport, and a practical element in some
sports).
Our catalogue can be consulted from the Museum's web site:
www.olympic.org/museum, or directly from the network of university libraries
in French-speaking Switzerland: www.rero.ch/vtls.
We are always very interested to hear students' comments about our resources
(including suggestions for acquisitions, etc.).
We are available throughout this session to provide any further information
you may require.
Publications
- Olympic Museum Guide
- Studies Centre folder
- Publications catalogues
- 2001 scholarship programme
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MY OLYMPIC EXPERIENCE

by Linda OLOFSSON (SWE)

My name is Linda and I'm a former swimmer from Sweden.
I have participated in two Olympic Games in 1992 and 1996 in 50 free.
The reason I started to swim was that when I was only four my mother
died and I had a neighbour looking after me during the day. He had a daughter
same age as me and we went to the pool every day. We started to watch how
the real swimmers made their strokes and tried to do the same.
15 years later I qualified for the Olympics. I had made it!
One week before the Olympics I had a suitcase sent to me. On it was written
"Swedish Olympic Team Barcelona 92". There were T-shirts, shoes, sunglasses,
underwear, everything that you needed for the next two weeks. That's when
I started to think - what kind of competition is this?
We got to Barcelona, got the accreditation and at that moment I forgot
everything about swimming. The fantastic Olympic Village, walking at
the Opening Ceremony with 100,000 spectators, eating lunch with the
Dreamteam, movies, bowling, gameshalls. I couldn't focus on what I was
there for. Anyway, I had achieved my goal ...TO GO to the Olympics. I swam
. . . the results . . .
The last night in Barcelona, sitting with my friends, a little disappointed that
it was all over and we had been so bad, we promised each other that the next
time we would not just participate but put in a good performance as well.
During the next four years everything was focused on the Atlanta Games.
Physical and mental training, food sleep. I trained 14 times a week (30 hours).
Starting swimming at 5.15 a.m., then go to work at 8, then back to the pool
by 4 and go home at 9 p.m.
People often ask me how much I sacrificed during this time. I didn't sacrifice
anything. I've seen the world twice doing what I loved most.
Even if the Olympics was my big aim, I had other goals to reach on the way:
1993 3 silver medals at European championships
world short course silver and bronze medals
1994 foot operation
1995 one gold and two silver medals at European championships
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After four years I went from a training camp in Florida to Monte Carlo to
qualify.
The qualifying time was 26''30. I was mentally prepared for it. Just before
the start the Swedish team leader came to me and said that the time was 26"11.
I was mentally ready to go and so the time didn't matter. My time in that race
was 26"11.
The Atlanta Games were different in many ways. I had more experience
in big competitions, I knew how things worked in the Village (which is a whole
other world). More focused on what to do.
This time I didn't go to the Opening Ceremony. It was too hot, I was afraid
that I might lose too much water, get tired and so on... (and it lasts for 6 hours).
I swam the trails on Friday morning. It was a bad race. (My aim was to do a
new Swedish record in the morning) but I qualified for the final with 3/100 s to spare.
Standing in an Olympic final is the worst thing I have ever done, even if that
had been my goal for the passed four years. I was the most lonely person on earth,
standing behind my block, no one could help me and at the same time it was the
biggest thrill in my life. I finished 6th with a new Swedish record. I had trained for
four years for this moment and it was over in 25 second... Sounds very stupid
doesn't it?
We got home three days later and watched the Closing Ceremony on TV.
In December that year I was hospitalised for 8 months with a very bad illness.
The things that I learned, the places that I saw and friends that I met are
actually what sport is all about.
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MY OLYMPIC EXPERIENCE

by Ted POLGLAZE (AUS)

My Olympic experience began at about 7.30 a.m. on Sunday 18 July 1976,
when I was 8 years old. The Opening Ceremony of the Montreal Olympics
was just about to start, so my older brothers and sisters woke me up to watch it
on our new colour TV.
I was amazed to see people from all countries of the world at the same
place, and decided that I wanted to go there one day. Since then it has become
the driving force in my life. I wasn't sure which sport I would be best at, but
I knew I would do everything I could to get to the Games.
At the Moscow Olympics there was an Australian, Kenrick Tucker, who
competed in the 1,000 m time trial event in cycling. I liked the look of this
sport, so my brother and I went to the local petrol station to practice our cycling.
We weren't sure how many metres for each lap, so we decided to do 1,000 laps
instead. It took us more than 3 hours to finish!!!
As well as wanting to compete at the Olympics, I became interested in
the ideals of Olympism, especially striving to be your best and appreciating the
efforts of others. To me, this is what makes the Olympics more than just
a sporting event.
I read as much as I could about the Olympics, and at one stage I was able
to name the winner of every single event at the Los Angeles Olympics. I also
found the Olympics a good way to learn about other countries - something that
I am still fascinated by.
Sport soon became the dominant aspect of my life, and if I wasn't playing it
I was either reading about it or watching it on TV. I played as many sports
as possible to find the one I was best suited to. To my absolute amazement,
that sport ended up being bobsleigh. When I look back now, I find it incredible
that a boy who grew up on the sunny beaches in Perth ended up competing in
the Winter Olympics in Japan.
Getting to the Games was no easy task. My first attempt was the 1992 Winter
Olympics in Albertville. It was my first year in the team, and we missed selection
by 0.15 of a second. Two years later in Lillehammer I was in the best shape of my
life and even though I was the fastest runner in the team, the coach didn't like me
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so I wasn't selected. I was absolutely devastated, and wondered whether my
lifelong dream would ever come true. There was only one thing to do - try again
for Nagano in 1998.
Over the next four years I suffered a few setbacks, including injuries and
losing my job, but they just increased my determination to get to the Games.
Finally, in the very last race less than 2 weeks before Nagano, we had the best
race of our lives and were in 13 th position after the first run. If we finished
in the top 16 we would qualify for Nagano. The only problem was I broke my
rib in the first run and found it difficult to breathe, let alone push a sled. I had
2 options: quit, or give everything I had in the last run. Of course I chose the
second option and we finished in 15th position. I was to become an Olympian.
To be at the Olympics was an amazing experience. I will never forget the
feeling of walking into the stadium for the Opening Ceremony. Equally, I will
always remember the excitement on the faces of the Japanese crowd when their
ice hockey team played Germany. Their team was beaten, but the crowd
supported them the whole way. Another memory is of the students from the
Shinonoi High School in Nagano singing our national anthem when we were
welcomed into the village.
Unfortunately in the race our pilot injured his calf muscle in the first run,
which meant that he was unable to push and had to sit in the sled for each
of the remaining runs. We finished in 23rd position, but as we crossed the finish
line I raised my arms in triumph. In the words of de Coubertin: "The essential
thing is not to have conquered, but to have fought well." I am proud to say that
I was part of a team that fought well.
The Olympics were also special to me because immediately after my race
was finished I went straight up to my girlfriend and proposed to her. Luckily she
said yes and she is now my beautiful wife.
Some people think that your Olympic experience might be limited to the
actual Games, but the great thing about the Olympic Movement is that your
experiences continue throughout life. I often go to primary schools to talk about
"Striving to be Your Best", and I love this just as much as being at the Olympics.
In my readings about Olympism I became aware of the International
Olympic Academy in 1985, and it has been an ambition of mine since then to
be a participant. So in being here with all of you I am fulfilling another of my
lifetime dreams - and may I say that it's even better than I imagined.
The Academy is actually part two of an Olympic trilogy for me this year. Three
weeks ago I carried the Olympic Torch through my hometown of Perth, and in
six weeks time I will be a spectator at the Sydney Olympics.
As you can see, my Olympic experience is on-going and I thank you all for
being such a special part of it.
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MY OLYMPIC DREAM

by Leonardo STEFFANO (URU)

Thank you for allowing me to share with you the experience that so deeply
marked my life.
My name is Leonardo Steffano and I come from a small South American
country called Uruguay, where passion for sport is focused on football/soccer.
My sport, however, is judo. I had the great honour of being the first judo
competitor to represent Uruguay in this discipline at the 1992 Olympic Games held
in Barcelona. You might be interested to leam that judo first became an Olympic
sport at the Tokyo Games in 1964.
Describing an Olympic experience is difficult to do, since it is a feeling that
only a small number of athletes around the world have the opportunity to share
and experience.
The high honour bestowed upon us as Olympic athletes is our reward for the
effort and dedication that we invest for so many years in order to achieve one
dream: to represent our countries in the most important sports event worldwide:
the Olympic Games.
In my case, my Olympic dream was born the same day I started learning judo.
Who as a young kid did not dream of being there, the biggest sport event in
the world?
To be able to participate in that party, if only for one moment, is one of the most
gratifying experiences in any athlete's career, and it certainly left a mark on me.
My life changed, just as I am sure it has done for anyone else who has had the
opportunity of being there.
In my case, however, it was even more special because I was the first athlete
to represent Uruguay in judo at the Olympic Games.
The truth is that as soon as the Seoul '88 Games were over, and after seeing
that wonderful Olympic spectacle, my goal became to reach the upcoming
Barcelona Games of 1992. Although they were still 4 years ahead, my objective
was clear to me. Finally, after many years of personal sacrifices, in May of 1992 my
participation in the Games was confirmed.
I still remember it as if it were today: it was a summer afternoon and the city
of Barcelona was gleaming in all its splendour, as if knowing that it was hosting
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the most important party in its history, that the eyes of the world would be turned
upon her, and that after this day it would forever be remembered.
Little by little Barcelona started to receive athletes from all over the world
and to welcome them, making of the Olympic Village a wonderful expression of
cultural diversity. Everything was ready and the opening ceremony of the Games
of the XXV Olympiad was about to begin: soon it would be time to make our
entrance.
What greater honour could an athlete have than to parade in an opening
ceremony of the Olympic Games representing his National Olympic Committee
in front of the whole world, and to feel just for one instant that the whole world
would be watching?
As an athlete goes out into the field and looks up at the stands filled with an
enthusiastic and cheerful public, as he/she walks around the track, sees his/her
national flag and hears the name of his/her country cheered, a unique and
unexplainable feeling runs down inside him/her.
That feeling will be simply unforgettable for me and for all the other Olympic
athletes.
After so much excitement the moment comes for the lighting of the Olympic
Torch, and it was done in an original way as a burning arrow flew through the air
and thus marked the official beginning of the Games.
Throughout 20 days, the athletes competed in search of the Olympic dream,
keeping in mind Baron de Coubertin's words: "It is not winning that matters, but
competing."
For a few chosen ones something more was in store: the Olympic podium,
as a right reserved for the best athletes in each discipline.
In order to achieve my goal of participating in the Olympic Games, I had to
sacrifice a great deal in my life. Like many other athletes around the world, I had
to give up spending time with my family, my friends, my studies, and I even had
to give up my job. However, I was aware that such sacrifices needed to be made
if I was to achieve my dream, and thus I accepted it with pride, always keeping
my dream in mind.
Slowly the days went by and the Barcelona Games drew to an end.
The Olympic dream faded, as the Olympic fire grew dimmer and dimmer, and
in spite of the sadness of knowing that we would soon have to part, a feeling
of happiness ran inside all of us, for we knew that although it was over we
had realized our dream and had been a part of this magnificent global sports
festival.
After having lived an Olympic dream, what I consider to be important
is to tell future generations of athletes about the importance of belonging to
the Olympic Movement, to share our efforts, sacrifices and dedication so
that with our example we could help promote the practice of sports worldwide. But above all we must teach them that Olympism is a philosophy
of life, which through the concepts of fair play and mutual respect can help
us contribute to building a better and more peaceful world.
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Furthermore, in my case, I had the wonderful opportunity of prolonging
my Olympic dream even further, since I also had the chance to participate in
Atlanta '96 and also to be a part of this Olympic Academy meeting.
Because of all these experiences, I am sure that my Olympic dream will
never end, since my heart will always be with that great family called the Olympic
Movement.
The most important thing to remember is:
I did not win any medals but I won friends for life, friends forever.
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CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF THE FIRST CYCLE
OF GROUP DISCUSSIONS

What does Olympism mean to each participant?
It is difficult to determine this concept. Notions such as unity, harmony,
communication, open-mindedness, sports development, human value, fair play,
ideal, philosophy of life, universality, education and culture were expressed. The
definitions below were formulated by the different participants:
• Olympism is a philosophy which advocates sport and culture as a vector
of unity among peoples.
• It is a means of understanding and mutual comprehension between
peoples.
• It plays an important role in achieving world peace.
• Solidarity, altruism, fair play, freedom of expression and equality for all
without discrimination constitute its fundamental values.
• It is also an attitude of open-mindedness and tolerance.
• It is a way of life based on the harmony of body and mind.
• Olympism is also a celebration of the experience of life and the learning
of values like sacrifice, commitment and excelling oneself.
• It advocates human values accessible to all.
• It is also universality and a call for the respect of multiculturality.
• Olympism is finally a form of education for life in society.
However, it appears necessary to identify this ideal in the current Olympic
Games, as we are witnessing a veritable media dictatorship which falsifies
the Olympic values by a very strong influence on establishing the programme
and staging of the Games, and also by the importance devoted to records and
performance.

What are the principles of Olympism?
The principles of Olympism are seen as a giant pyramid in which all the above
notions are found at each point of its structure. Each level, individual, social,
cultural and universal, is interlinked with the others.
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Individual level
(a) quest for personal excellence and respect of fair play;
(b) formation of character and teaching of individual discipline;
(c) exaltation of the body and its intellectual capacities;
(d) participation and personal achievement;
(e) sincerity and integrity.
Social level
(a) promotion of equality of the sexes and fighting against all forms of
exclusion;
(b) respect for others and unity of peoples; (c) education of
the masses through competition; (d) friendship, equality and
fair play; (e) unity and integration of all; (f) teaching
people the fundamental values of Olympism.
Cultural level
(a) development of tolerance between different cultures;
(b) recognition of the history, culture and tradition of the country hosting
the Games; (c) promotion of
different cultures.
Universal level
(a) reinforcing peace in the world;
(b) harmony and celebration of humanity;
(c) equality of individuals, peoples, races and religions.

Do you believe that the Olympic motto "Citius, Altius, Fortius" expresses
the spirit of the Olympic philosophy?
It was generally accepted that this motto, though reflecting the spirit of
Olympism, can be interpreted in the modern world as a focus on "winning" rather
than "self improvement".
There is a need to remind ourselves of the original meaning of the motto,
looking at it in a broader sense, which aims to create a better world. Olympic
education is more than necessary, in order for people to look past the initial
meaning and see a more thoughtful purpose, working towards a global awareness
for individual personal excellence.
Some felt that future options could be:
(a) a new motto, such as "Unity, Excellence, Perseverance"
(b) additions to the existing motto i.e.: "Citius, Altius, Fortius - in the spirit of
Olympism - in all aspects of life - for the benefit of the whole".
It was also recognized that there is not one single motto which is suitable for
all cultures.
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Can the athletic ideal — as it appears within the ancient Olympic
Games — be identified with the spirit of modern sports? Discuss.
It is difficult to make a clear connection between the ancient and modern
Olympic Games owing to the huge social and technological differences.
Differences
• Today sports are more individualistic, whereas the Ancient Games had
a more holistic and religious approach: an act of bravery to glorify sport.
• A major difference in the ancient philosophy expressed by the phrase
"nothing in excess", unlike today's which is expressed by the motto
"Citius, Altius, Fortius" - faster, higher, stronger.
• In ancient times, motivation for the athletes to compete was sacral - for
the glory of the gods and no records kept; whereas today athletes compete
for the glory and financial reward. Since modern sports have developed
into a massive force through the institutional organizations (e.g. IOC)
and become a business (causing the commercialization and gigantism
problems), there is a large emphasis on records and winning medals
versus participation, and in some competitions the best athletes are not
present.
• For some, the image of the modern Games now is negative, fuelled by
the media and dominant nations. The media and availability of money as
a reward have changed the focus of the athletes' involvement in modern
sports. The media should be used to educate the public about the
Olympic Ideals.
• Today the body is strained and overtrained, whereas the ancient athletes
achieved a greater balance of body and mind.
• In ancient times, spectators were closer to the athletes.
Similarities
• Inner character to compete to achieve one's best is the same now as it was
then, as for the modern athletes the ancient spirit remains and they strive
for personal victory, and train hard to get to the top (benefits reward those
who do).
• Although athletes compete for themselves - satisfaction and excellence,
which raises social status, the role model factor seen in both ancient and
modern times has now been reduced.
• Politics and economics are associated with both ancient and modern
sports.
Suggestions
• Records should be left for the sport-specific competitions (e.g. World
Championships), with the Olympic Games focused on the ideals (e.g.
participation and fair play).
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•

Discontinue the medal tables by nations as the Games should focus on
individual effort and not national triumph.

Do you believe that records and over training of sport-specific skills are
both in accordance with the Olympic spirit?
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

The athlete should pursue a comprehensive and holistic winning
attitude. This means that the attitude to overcome limits must not
only be confined to the sports arena but should encompass all aspects
of life (i.e. body, mind and spirit).
In the pursuit of new records, the athlete should not make this
the sole and ultimate reason for competing. Understanding that
participation should complement this effort and fair play are the key
factors.
In the modern era of sports, positive factors from having records
can only be generated by achieving cooperation between all
the elements which make up the Games (i.e. spectators and
media).
Records are a consequence of the Olympic spirit, which enables athletes
to set new limits with new records, creating a graceful evolution in the
performance of mankind.
Records are an integral part of the Games, as they allows society to have
a point of reference for evaluating their development.
A simultaneous effort must be made to ensure that there is an equal
appreciation and understanding of the Olympic spirit to that placed on the
records of the Games.
Some also felt that records conflicted with the Olympic spirit as they
promoted fierce competition with athletes striving for sheer excellence.
This effect is exemplified by associating monetary rewards with Games
records.
Athletes should never compromise or risk their health and well
being while trying to achieve new heights, especially by over
training.
The overindulgence in sport-specific training may result in athletes
condoning the abuse of drugs, realizing that there are thresholds for
human performance.
Records are an integral part of the Games. However, reaping the benefits
from them depends solely upon the integrity and ideals practised by
the athletes and those involved in the Games (e.g. spectators and
media).
The essence of the ancient Olympic Games should be restructured
to meet the diversified and challenging demands of the modern
Olympic Games. Striking a key balance between the ideals of both
eras should be the ultimate mission and vision for the future.
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What do think of the enlargement of the IOC with the participation
of 15 athletes, 15 Presidents of NOCs and 15 Presidents of IFs as full
members?
It was acknowledged that the contribution of present IOC members is still
valuable because of the experience and expertise they bring to the organization.
However for many, this change (enlargement) is welcomed as it provides:
• the opportunity for a more balanced representation (in terms of
geography, gender and sports);
• different points of views being expressed;
• the avoidance of the concentration of power amongst the few;
• the necessary increase in numbers of athletes to achieve proper
representation and also to give them a stronger voice.
Further recommendations also included:
• a further increase in the number of elected members to avoid the
"old culture" of the present IOC and therefore facilitate democracy (approximately 50% should be elected);
• there should be a representative from different groups (NOCs and IFs)
to improve the quality of decisions, however, the influence of these
groups must be monitored to ensure that their individual sport interests
do not dominate the decision-making process;
• a call to smaller countries and sports to work together to present a unified
voice;
• the same call to present IOC members to listen to their constituents
and bring the needs of the smaller interest groups to the table.
Despite the changes that have taken place it was still felt by some that:
• implementation of the current changes is too slow and it will take too long
before there is a noticeable difference;
• new members to the IOC are still "hand-picked";
• the IOC faces the danger of becoming too big and unproductive;
• the root of the problems facing the IOC is still not being addressed;
• the changes taking place are "cosmetic makeovers" only;
• not all NOCs are represented yet, and this should be considered.
Discuss the reduction of the IOC President's term of office to an 8-year
term renewable only once for 4 years in the event of re-election.
Most participants viewed the recent amendments regarding the IOC President's
term of office as a positive development. A number of different arguments were
presented in favour of and against the duration of the IOC President's term.
Elections should be held regularly every 4 years; this would enable the
organization to appoint a new leader if the current President were carrying out
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his duties inappropriately. In addition, a President may become complacent
if elected for a full 8 years initially.
The IOC President's term should be limited to a total of 8 years only.
(a) In this way new leaders with new ideas might emerge more easily.
(b) Change in leadership allows for an overhaul in IOC structure.
(c) Corruption and the creation of groupings around the President could
be reduced or prevented.
(d) The outgoing President is remembered with dignity and not asked
to leave/resign.
(e) This mandate period provides adequate time for the President to develop
initiatives and build up international relations, while being recognized
as a leader and promoter of the Olympic Movement.
(f) The last 4 years could be used to train the next President and allow for
stability and continuation of ideas.
The IOC President's term should be limited to a total of 4 years only:
(a) This would ensure that the President does not become complacent,
especially if he/she is accountable at the end of the term.
(b) However, a 4-year term will not provide the President with sufficient
time to develop initiatives and might make the office vulnerable to
political intervention.
Some participants suggested that under the current situation (maximum
mandate of 12 years) the possibility of a further term should be available for
Presidents with successful records.
Many participants believe that recent amendments regarding the IOC
Presidency should have been accompanied by other changes in the President's role
and the IOC's structure:
(a) The President should act as a leader not a decision maker, acting simply as the general manager and guide of each IOC commission.
(b) Presidents should have the integrity to step down when they have nothing
more to offer to the Olympic Movement.
(c) Each newly elected President should submit a strategy plan, thus making
him/her accountable for his/her actions and ensuring that new ideas are
brought in.
(d) Since the election of an IOC President is an internal affair, an independent body
should be established to review the IOC's actions on this and other matters.
(e) However, we must be aware that wisdom often comes with age, and
therefore a certain respect should be given to those qualified individuals
who may still have much to give to the Movement and can prepare the
ground for the up-and-coming administrators.
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Discuss the suppression of IOC members' visits to candidate cities.
Generally, the visits enable voting members of the IOC to receive first-hand
information about the bid and bribery/corruption could occur regardless of
whether a visit is undertaken.
Recommendations
• A site review committee consisting of peer-selected "experts" from various
areas, with IOC members, should review a candidate city and then provide
all voting IOC members with an analysis.
• The IOC should fund the visits to the candidate cities (i.e. transport,
accommodation, and meals). These visits increase the certainty of the
voters before voting. However, it is important that the visits be limited
to inspections only.
• An honour code is essential to prevent corruption. Delegates should live
by the principles of Olympism.
Is the compulsory participation of all NOCs in the Olympic Games
feasible? Discuss.
Generally it was agreed that the participation of all NOCs is feasible and
important. In addition, it encourages the idea of universality which is in
accordance to the Olympic spirit.
Benefits and conditions
• Constant participation is equal to the sustainability of the Olympic Games.
• Compulsory participation is essential to ensure full participation whilst
avoiding situations such as boycotts and other influences.
• It is feasible if the IOC, through Olympic Solidarity, offered financial
assistance to all NOCs, which have qualified athletes to enable all of
them to participate. It was highlighted that wild card entries currently
allow for smaller nations to participate in the Games and that at present
Olympic Solidarity does offer funds for two competitors to participate at
the Games from each of the NOCs.
• Whilst participation by all was agreed with, it was also felt that each NOC
should be given freedom of choice.
• Potential elite athletes of all countries should participate to ensure that
the "competition field" is the best in the world.
Culture - Education - Olympic Movement: discuss the interactions
between the three concepts.
•
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There is a strong interaction between Education, Culture and the Olympic
Movement.

•

•

•
•
•
•

Olympism:
(a) uses education as a medium to promote cultural understanding, moral
values and knowledge;
(b) should work for the athletes' benefit and sports development.
The existing formal education systems as controlled by governments
are often very structured, and therefore the Olympic Movement's values
are not always successfully implemented.
The education of students and teachers in moral and ethical values as well
as physical attributes should become mandatory.
Former and current athletes should act as role models to educate and
encourage others.
The Olympic Movement provides opportunities - resources for education,
i.e. the IOA.
The additional benefit from the Olympic Movement is that the athletes
can exchange cultures with others, and hence gain insight and broaden
their personal views.

Discuss the new policy of the IOC on "sport and culture". Make suggestions.
Overall there was great support for the new policy of the IOC on "sport and
culture". Sport contributes to culture. The following suggestions were made:
• IOC educational programmes should be uniform and globally applied
with more resources such as the Internet that would provide more
potential for the dissemination of Olympic values and educational
purposes. In addition, the NOCs should capitalize on the experience
of IOA participants and athletes serving as role models.
• Some felt that, as art is an important way of illustrating the spirit of the
Games, it should be maintained in the form of an exhibition and not
a competition.
• Cultural education should start at the previous Olympic Games via
a number of strategies including educational programmes in schools and
media profiles/presentations highlighting the uniqueness of the country
and athletes who will compete.
• One group suggested the formation of a regional/continental body
composed of athletes, coaches, teachers, artists, dancers, ministers, etc.
which would submit a report to the IOC outlining intended cultural
and educational plans of that region. The regional/continental body
would select three or four countries to present their cultural perfor
mances at the next Games so that the cultures of the smaller countries
in that region, which are unable to host the Games, would also be
included.
• The monies available from Olympic Solidarity should be distributed
proportionately to those NOCs whose need is the greatest.
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Discuss the activities of the IOC Commission for Culture and Education.
Make suggestions.
Generally it was agreed that the IOC focuses particularly on "sports" events
rather than cultural and educational concepts.
For some there was little awareness of the cultural activities organized
under the umbrella of the IOC, the reason being a lack of marketing and
media coverage of these activities. However everyone agreed that the Olympic
Museum is a great achievement and should be used as a universal cultural
tool.
The merging of culture and education within a single IOC Commission creates
the link for culture and education with sport and more should be done to promote
this Commission. In addition, NOCs, national sports federations and schools
should be included in these activities. These events should take place throughout
the Olympiad.
To achieve this goal the participants suggested the following:
•

•
•
•

Accessibility to all people of the activities organized by the IOC Commis
sion for Culture and Education through the media, books, magazines, and
web pages.
Implementation of Olympic education and cultural programmes in the
curriculum of schools to revitalize Olympism.
NOCs should be encouraged and helped to develop programmes for
culture and education.
Creation of influential lobby groups, e.g. with IOC members, NOC
Presidents, great athletes and local personalities, within each country to
develop a communication channel and improve the synergy of culture,
education and sport.

What is the role of the Olympic Arts Festival and the cultural
programme during the Olympiad? Is this role being accomplished?
The role of the Olympic Arts Festival and the cultural programme is to promote
cultural exchange and foster understanding which can lead to peace and harmony.
It should also promote the ideals of Olympism and be a link between sport and
culture, educating people to respect developing cultures. Sport, together with art,
will make the Olympic Games more interesting and provide a balance between
history and sport.
Host cities are taking a more active role by identifying and implementing
cultural events during the Olympics. During the Opening Ceremony the host
nation shares its culture with the world, but the cultural programme should be
expanded to include workshops that could be held every year in different
countries enabling people to share their culture and beliefs with people all over
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the world. NOCs should take a more active role and have arts and cultural
programmes in their respective countries before the Games.
It was felt that the role of the Arts and Cultural Festival was being accomplished
in the host nation before and during the Olympic Games, but the objectives
and goals of Olympic Solidarity need to be taken further, and expanded to other
countries. Possibly this could be accomplished by offering an art and cultural
competition to encourage all countries to showcase their cultures.
Some felt that, since no one in the group was aware of the Arts and Cultural
Festival prior to coming to Olympia, promotion and awareness of these
programmes are not being implemented during the Olympiad.

What level of commitment should be expected from an Olympic
Organizing Committee to enhance cultural activities:
(a) during the four years of the Olympiad?
(b) during the Olympic Games?
There was a general consensus that a high level of commitment to enhancing
cultural activities is crucial to the successful organization of the Games and the
whole period of the Olympiad. Cultural activities should have the same value as
sport, but not necessarily the same priority or budget. It was felt that there needed
to be an emphasis on the implementation of Olympic education programmes
in connection with the cultural activities.
During the Olympiad
• The showcasing of the host nation's culture to the world strengthens
national pride and unity and this should be carried out.
• It is in the interest/spirit of the Movement to promote the cultural aspects
and showcase the arts to realize the ideals of the Olympic spirit.
• Cultural activities can provide educational opportunities and access to
families or others not interested in the sporting events.
• There should be educational programmes in the host city and the nation's
schools.
• The OCOG should take cultural displays to other countries.
• There should be a festival of traditional sports and cultural activities
in every participating nation, which must be broadcast as part of the
TV contract.
• The Olympiad could be linked with the World Expo.
• There could be a mobile Olympic Museum taken to the participating
countries.
During the Olympic Games
• Sport in itself is a cultural event, but it was questioned whether this was
enough.
• The Opening and Medal Ceremonies are themselves expressions of culture.
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•
•

•

The IOC should specify that paintings and sculptures be displayed in
prominent locations within the Olympic venues.
The Olympic Museum should be moved to the host city and should
not just be in the Olympic Village in order to make it accessible to
all.
The IOC should dictate that TV broadcasts must show cultural activities
as well as sport.

Are the IOC and IPC "athlete centred" organizations? Do they deal with
the holistic development of the athlete throughout his or her career?
In general it was felt that both organizations were "athlete centred". However,
some thought that the IOC focused on this only in relation to the development
of rules and regulations. Others felt that the IOC was not athlete centred at all
as its primary focus is the Games.
The IPC was thought to be more focused on the athletes than the IOC, as it is
newer, smaller and presently able to work directly with their athletes. The IPC
needs to educate coaches and teachers on how to work with Paralympic athletes,
as people are often afraid as they do not know how to deal with the physically
handicapped.
It was suggested that the IPC uses sport to promote athletes, and the IOC uses
athletes to promote sport.
Recruitment
• IOC - By coaches within the national sports federations and clubs at grass
root level.
• IPC - Through rehabilitation programmes.
Development
• Olympic Solidarity assists with the development of elite athletes by
providing scholarships and coaches.
• The IPC is "athlete centered" in the development of their athletes because
of their unique needs.
• Few felt that responsibility for an athlete's development falls to the IFs
and the NOCs.
Competitive opportunities
• The IOC and IPC provide competitive opportunities (sometimes through
the NOCs and IFs) by organizing international competitions such as the
Olympic, Paralympic, Pan-American and Mediterranean Games and World
Championships.
• The IPC has limited funding for the organization of competitions.
• The IPC provides expertise to governments, e.g. Korea, to hold
Paralympic Festivals.
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Retirement
• Some governments (e.g. Turkey and Romania), NOCs (e.g. China)
and IFs have retirement programmes for retiring Olympic cham
pions.
• It was felt that an athlete sacrifices everything for his/her
country. Therefore it is important that the IOC implements policies
that would force an NOC to help its athletes throughout their careers
and not just at the end. However it was important to note that
this requires commitment from the athlete.
• The IPC does not have the funding to have retirement programmes.
• The IOC involves retired Olympic athletes within the organization.
• The IOC should provide educational and coaching scholarships for
retired athletes.
Should athletes with a disability be included in the Olympic Games
(the integration model)?

The following reasons were offered to support the integration
model:
• It would increase the awareness of the Paralympic Games, athletes,
and achievements at the Games.
• It would allow all athletes to experience the real spirit and gain
respect through the educational process that would occur.
Two levels of integration were discussed:
• Integration of disabled athletes into the Olympic Games.
• Inclusion of Paralympic events in the Olympic Games.
The following remarks were added to the integration model:
• In an ideal world integration would be the ultimate goal.
• If integration occurs, there is a need to ensure that the Paralympic athletes
do not lose their identity and uniqueness.
The following reasons were offered against the integration model:
• The Olympic Games are too large and the IOC is presently looking
at reducing sports and the number of participants.
• The inclusion of the Paralympic Games would limit the nations that
could host the Games.
• Integration is not feasible for logistical reasons.
• Disabled athletes may not wish to compete at the Olympic Games.
If Paralympic athletes meet the qualifying standard for the Olympic
Games, they should have the right to compete there and be seen as
equal.
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What are the distinct differences and similarities between the IOC and
IPC? Should the IOC and IPC be together or apart? What attractants pull the
IOC and IPC together and what repellants push the IOC and IPC apart?
(a) Profile, status and visibility
(b) Facility accessibility
(c) Competitive opportunities for athletes
(d) Coaching development
(e) Marketing and product endorsements
(f) Women in sport
(g) NOC/NPC relationships
(h) Media support
(i) Ethics
(j) Societal & cultural attitudes towards people with disabilities
•

•

•
•
•

Most groups underlined more differences between the IPC and IOC
than similarities. Differences include the profile of each organization,
their financial resources and promotional strategies, or the number
and type of spectators as well as media exposure. However, similarities
such as the idea of excellence in sport, the link to Olympism (although
some thought that the IPC was closer to the ethical vision of Olympism fair play than the IOC), and the athlete-centred idea exist in both
organizations.
The majority felt that the two organizations should remain separate
because the Paralympics have special requirements. If IOC and IPC
merged, the resulting organization would be too large to function effec
tively.
A working relationship was considered ideal, however possibly impracti
cal and technically impossible.
It would be of great benefit to the IPC if the two organizations could
cooperate in certain areas such as marketing and media strategies.
Some felt that, if it were technically possible, the Paralympic and Olympic
events should take place simultaneously. This might create greater
media exposure for the Paralympics, and would help in promoting
tolerance and acceptance between physically handicapped and ablebodied people.

What is the context within which the institutions of the IOC and IPC
are operating?
(a) Amateur sport model
(b) Olympic sport model
(c) Business and entertainment industry
Generally, a conclusive answer to this question was difficult. Mixed views were
expressed and it was suggested that perhaps the amateur sport model was more
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applicable to the IPC than the IOC. Some also thought the IPC is moving away
from amateur sports model towards the Olympic sports model. This was shown
by new technology, higher performance and the use of drugs.
In addition, some felt that the IPC adhered to the Olympic values more closely
than the IOC and that whilst the IOC works within the Olympic sport model
the IPC is focusing more and more on performance and continues to strive
towards this model.
The majority felt that both institutions position themselves within the business
and entertainment industry, perhaps at the expense of their original values, while
learning from the past mistakes made by the IOC.
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CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF THE SECOND CYCLE OF
GROUP DISCUSSIONS

Do you think that environmental protection should be one of the
missions of the Olympic Movement?

Protecting the environment is a mission which is the duty of every human
being. The environment is understood to mean physical, human, social and
cultural space. This involves the notion of harmony, and is therefore a vast and
complex concept. Protection of the environment involves the following measures:
• The IOC must put pressure on and encourage the NOCs to campaign
in favour of environmental protection.
• The IOC should require and encourage the NOCs to present their own
environmental protection programmes.
• The IOC must find sponsors whose objectives are compatible with respect
for the environment.
• The IOC's principles in terms of environmental protection must not be
limited merely to specifying the standards to be respected by the cities
hosting the Olympic Games but should extend throughout the Olympiad.
• Professional athletes must serve as a model and take on greater responsi
bilities within their social environment.
Environmental protection also involves:
• Taking precautions when creating Olympic venues. For this, the Olympic
Movement must work more closely with environmental protection
associations (e.g. Greenpeace) to gain a better understanding of the
constraints to be observed in terms of protecting the environment. The
OCOG could launch a competition to find the best venue construction
project.
• It must be on a regional, not international level.
• It also involves the relationship between people and nature. The OG are
an opportunity to increase environmental awareness world-wide.
Protecting the environment is not just an Olympic issue, it concerns the whole
world.
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Is dance, and specifically ballroom dance, art or sport? Or can it be
both? Does it belong in the Olympic Games? Why or why not?
It is difficult to find a clear definition for sport, i.e. if physical exercise were a
requirement, archery and shooting would be excluded from the Olympic Games.
A variety of views were expressed and these were as follows:
• When viewing activities as art or sport, they can be placed in one of three
categories:
(a) Definitely sport, e.g. soccer and athletics.
(b) Definitely art, e.g. poetry and painting.
(c) A mixture of art and sport, i.e. those involving physical exertion
as well as being aesthetically pleasing. Dance sport could fall into
this category. That is to say it can be considered a sport because
it involves movement, physical effort, exercise, technique and
training. The ultimate aim is to achieve excellence and win medals.
It is also an art because it is subjective and relies on its aesthetic
form of expression, e.g. costumes, the harmony of the couple and
"the show" in general.
• Art is a form of expression which is related to feelings and is subjective.
As these are characteristics of DanceSport, some felt that it was an art
rather than a sport.
• Generally, it was agreed that DanceSport should not be included in the
Olympic Games for several reasons:
(a) Each country has a specific dance related to its culture and it would
be impossible to choose one type of dance over another without this
resulting in some form of discrimination.
(b) The judging system is too subjective and would open the door for
other subjective activities.
(c) The Olympic programme is already overburdened and inclusion
of such a borderline sport would make it hard to draw the line
between that and others, e.g. Would ballet want to become an
Olympic sport?
(d) Other problems include its high cost, elite character, individual
religious beliefs, cultural differences and the nationality of the
couples.
• While Dance Sport should not be included in the Olympic Games itself,
it could be included in the cultural programme.
• A minority felt there was no reason to exclude DanceSport from the
Games as there were already events which were a mixture of art and sport.
e.g. figure skating.
• It was felt that if DanceSport was accepted as an Olympic sport, it would
result in a rise in status and it would have additional financial benefits thus
making it more popular and able to meet the standards set by the IOC for
participation.
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How could new sports be added (e.g. competition dancing or
ballroom dancing) to the Olympic Games without extending the
"16 days of glory”?
Today, numerous sports are asking to be added to the Olympic programme,
either to acquire new legitimacy by doing so, or to preserve that which they
already have. It is clear that Olympism must pursue its multicultural objective
by taking social diversity into account. But to avoid the pitfalls of gigantism, and
in the hope that the universality so dear to the IOC is not dictated solely by
the media and by money, the participants suggested some possible additions to
the existing participation criteria:
• Include sports recognized not only at competition level, but above all in
terms of wider popularity.
• Reduce the number of athletes and increase the size of infrastructures or
lengthen the competition, although the latter is likely to make organizing
the Games particularly unmanageable.
• Encourage the rotation of certain sports (the criteria for which would have
to be defined) between Olympiads.
• Greater thought needs to be given to introducing sports from different
countries (developing countries, for example), to reduce the advantage
possessed by western countries.
• Envisage having several sports as demonstration sports during the Games
in order to give them greater visibility on the international stage.
However, adding DanceSport to the official Olympic programme does not
seem a good idea because of the reasons listed above. Nonetheless, we feel the
IOC's desire to add new sports to be fully justified if the IOC takes into account
both their geographical and cultural distribution and their popularity.

Should we return to the ancient Olympic Games tradition of "objective"
sports only, and eliminate all "subjective" sports? Or could the "subjective"
sports be performed as exhibitions instead of competitions?
Elimination of subjective sports
• Subjective sports should not be eliminated.
• All sports have some form of subjectivity and it is difficult to differentiate
between subjective and objective sports.
• Many objective sports have an element of subjectivity.
• Instead of eliminating sports, clear standards of judging should be
developed to minimize emotional and/or prejudiced decisions.
• The IFs and the IOC should work towards creating as many rules as
possible to limit the amount of subjectivity of such sports.
• NFs, NOCs and IFs should provide more educational programmes
for judges and evaluate judges regularly.
• Use the latest available technology to make results more accurate.
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Elimination of a sport could result in an overall decrease in the status of
the sport, media attention and spectator interest.
As long as there is human involvement there will always be advantages
and disadvantages that will determine the result.
If the spectators were more informed about the decision-making in the
more subjective sports, the situation might have more clarity.

Exhibitions versus competitions
• Exhibition status for some of the current Olympic sports would be an
unsatisfactory conclusion.
• The subjective sports should not be performed as exhibitions as an
athlete sets his goals in accordance with results and must have something
to strive for.
• The sporting element would be completely lost if the competition was
taken away.
• The currently recognized sports should have equal treatment and
competition opportunities once they are accepted within the IOC.
• It is human nature to compete, to be judged and to be evaluated on one's
own performance, therefore exhibitions are not enough.
• Exhibition sport would in most cases be an unsatisfactory solution for
a sport, especially if it is currently an Olympic sport, since it would lose its
credibility and status as a sport.
• Consequently, media attention and spectator interest would decrease
accordingly.

Can spectators be considered members of the Olympic Movement? Discuss.
Generally, it was agreed that spectators are a part of the Olympic Movement,
even though the spectators themselves do not feel a part of it. The following
points were made in support of this statement.
• Spectators are those present in the arena, but some underlined the
importance of the spectators that watch the Games on television.
• The television spectators are an essential element for the dissemination
of sports throughout the world. Spectators are also the VIPs, hooligans,
athletes, coaches, etc. that are in the stadium.
• Spectators are the main source of income as they are the target audience
for the marketing activities undertaken by sponsors.
• Spectators can have a positive psychological effect as they can motivate,
evaluate and support the athletes to produce better performances, and
therefore they are an integral part of the Olympic Games.
• The athletes need the spectators, because they can share with them
the same emotions, and they can help them surpass themselves.
• Spectators may put pressure on the Movement by organizing themselves
as a separate unit and should be acknowledged by the Olympic Charter.
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They should have the right to express their opinion, although in
a practical sense this would be difficult.
Some thought that, at the moment, spectators do not serve as "diffusers"
of Olympic ideals. If the spectators could be educated about the Olympic
ideals, either by the IOC or by the mass media, they would be more able
to assist in the dissemination of them.
The athletes also can serve as an educational tool and a role model for
the spectators.

Is there a conflict between top sport competition as a spectacle and
mass sport participation?

Top level sport competition and mass sport are linked. They are dependent upon
each other as top level sport encourages and motivates mass sport by creating heroes
and good examples for young athletes. Mass sport helps promote top level sport and
talent identification, and allows the average person to appreciate the skills of the elite.
However, there are also some conflicting factors to be considered.
• The motivation factor for participation in top level sport and mass sport
vary because of the rewards available for success.
• Excellence versus good health. "Winning at all costs" and "doing sport
for your health" can create a conflict in mentality. The "winning at all
costs" mentality could lead to violence.
• Top level sport attracts more funding and coverage at the expense of mass
sport.
• Governments, private companies and the media have to balance the
attention given to top level sport compared to "sport for all" in the areas
of funding, technical and professional support and promotion.
• Top level sport, through the media, can create a passive audience instead
of active athletes.
Discuss the ways violence within sport could be confronted.

Catharsis (violence in sports) is a phenomenon whereby sport is regarded
as an acceptable avenue for the expression of frustration and anger through
violence by both athletes and spectators.
Violence within sport can be split into the following categories:
Spectators
• Laws should be laid down and, if these are broken, the necessary
punishments should be applied.
• Spectators should be suspended from attending sports events.
• Teams should be penalized if their spectators cause violence, and a reward
system could be set up for teams whose supporters behave in a proper
manner.
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Spectators should be educated through television and the media.
We can differentiate between real fans and troublemakers. The latter are
impossible to avoid - but they must be punished more severely.

Athletes
• There are two types of violence: moral and physical.
• Each NOC should have a Code of Ethics which details the correct
procedures to be followed in different circumstances. Each individual
sport should have its Code of Ethics and the NOC should implement
sanctions (e.g. monetary) on those sports that do not follow the code.
• Athletes should be educated on the Code of Conduct for their sport
and could promote "Fair Play and No Violence" by attending special
clinics.
• Athletes should be aware of their own individual rights.
• If rules are broken, athletes should be given a suitable punishment.
• In professional sports, athletes must act as role models for young players.
• It is also the athletes' responsibility not to provoke the spectators, for
instance by showing hostility towards the referee or getting involved
with the spectators themselves.
Officials and coaches
• It must be the officials' and coaches' (and to some extent parents')
responsibility to educate children about the Fair Play Code. Ultimately,
coaches are responsible for their athletes' conduct.
• Coaches should promote non-violent strategies for play and competition
and reduce physical contact in activities.
• The IFs should make stricter rules for the athletes, and take greater action
against the athletes who break the rules, e.g. by withholding the athletes'
salaries (as in American baseball).
General recommendations
• The main tool for confronting violence is to educate all those involved
in sport that any form of violence is unacceptable.
• The education of fair play principles has to start at a young age in families,
schools, clubs and associations.
• There should be holistic development of athletes (mind, body and soul)
so that they can control their emotions and violent behaviour.
• Fans can be educated through, for example, the reading of statements
before each match reminding the fans to respect the athletes.
• Make the media more aware of their responsibilities while reporting
on violence, i.e. they should be less emotive and more objective.
• Show positive non-violent and successful role models.
• Organizers and the media should glorify sportsmanship and promote
fair play.
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Public humiliation for un-sportsmanlike athletes and violent supporters.
Modifications of rules to reduce opportunities for violence.
Fair play awards for teams, athletes and team supporters.
Make penalties for violence committed by athletes and spectators very
strict (ban supporters and athletes).
• Improve some aspects of stadium management and security standards
(no alcohol, better security, etc.).
• A few felt that most of the violence we hear about occurs in professional
sports because of the astronomical amount of money involved and
commercialization.
One group identified drugs as a violation against sport itself:
• Athletes and coaches should be better educated in the area of drugs.
• An increasing number of periodic drug tests should be undertaken
throughout the Olympiad.
• Suspensions and expulsions should be implemented when necessary.

What initiatives could the IOC employ to promote Olympism among
spectators?
(a) What power would it have to implement them?
(b) Is there a willing audience for them?
(c) What would be the economic costs and benefits?
(d) What would be measures of success?
Four initiatives were proposed.
(a) The IOC should be more concerned about programmes for
spectators and athletes than about those for sponsors. This could
be addressed by:
•
•
•
•
•

Awarding a fair play prize (an olive wreath) in every event along with
gold, silver and bronze medals.
Involving the spectators in the events more.
Using mass media and Olympic athletes to bring Olympism (the human
interest stories) to the spectators. Broadcasting programmes on Olympism
in conjunction with sports programmes.
Influencing the attitude of journalists and athletes through education.
Hosting artistic and cultural events concerning Olympism.

Audience
The media attention the IOC scandal received showed that there is a willing
audience. People worldwide value the Olympic ideals, therefore there was much
interest in this situation. If the story is good, presented in the correct way and
by popular and respected people (athletes, artists, politicians, etc.), people will
listen.
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Costs

The costs would not need to be immense. But the benefits could be huge
because of the improvement of the Olympic Games and Olympism as a product.
Measures of success
Objective and subjective research to measure the satisfaction and changing
values among spectators would be measures of success. Also the increased
number of journalists writing about Olympism instead of just popular sports.

(b) Create an Olympic Sports Fair where families can experience the
Olympic Games.
The fair could include an opportunity to try some of the actual Olympic sports
and/or virtual and interactive games. The spectators could take part in Olympic
education workshops and visit a mini-Olympic village and finally interact with
Olympic athletes.
Implementation
Through the bid process, the IOC should have influence with the host city,
sponsors and athletes.
Audience
Yes, a willing audience would be anyone of any age visiting the host city.
Costs

Financial needs would be covered by the sponsors and expenses recovered
via ticketing, souvenirs and food vendors. Reinforcing the educational message
with the Sports Fair would make the Olympics a more memorable experience.
Measures of success
To measure success:
• tally total numbers of visitors;
• provide entrance and exit questionnaires;
• use an award system to encourage people to attend Olympic education
workshops;
• collect visitor email addresses to follow up with further Olympic related
material;
• increase number of sponsors for the following Olympic Games Sports
Fair.
(c) Use of print media with small messages.
•
•

Messages on product packaging for sponsors' products.
Poster campaign in and around the host city, e.g. bus shelters, airport, etc.
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Audience
Daily routines of people provide many opportunities to observe marketing and
advertising campaigns.
Costs
Costs would be lower compared to the TV and radio media.
Measures of success
• products sold (possible indicator);
• surveys;
• collector coupons on products exchanged for prizes.

(d) Educational programmes and Olympic workshops for primary
and secondary schools, the media, coaches and NOCs. The integration of cultural activities into sporting events should be considered,
since they are equally important. All IOC activities must be transparent and ethical before the public.
Implementation
In addition to influencing the host city as previously outlined, it could be
a requirement for NFs and NOCs. By partnering with the UN, the message could
be spread further through the use of athletes and performing artists taking part in
the Games. It was felt by some that the use of Olympic workshops is not always
efficient. However, the IOC should apply pressure to the NOCs to ensure that they
co-operate with local media and public administrators.
Audience
The audience would be regional. School-aged children are usually a receptive
audience, and can indirectly influence their parents and surroundings.
Costs
Money spent on education for the mass media would be well spent. Instructors
can be inexpensively trained and can have a great impact on the press.
Measures of success
• surveys (baseline and effectiveness of programme);
• numbers of hits on a website;
• subjective measure of "fan behaviour" during the Games.

How could the Olympic Village be made more useful for athletes,
coaches and the team officials?
Regarding improvements of the Olympic Village, the following suggestions
were proposed:
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Appropriate personnel should supervise the respective facilities.
Facilities should include a library, computers, and information centres
of a reasonable standard and with easy access.
The athletes should be located close to the venues where they are
competing.
Olympism should be promoted within the Village throughout the
Games by means of educational videos and seminars on various sportrelated topics.
Ensure surveys carried out with regard to suggestions or complaints
are followed up and shared with the future host cities to improve the
living conditions of the athletes.
More displays and exhibitions of different cultures within the Village.
Provision of optional cultural activities including art, music, dance and
social evenings.
Sufficient and efficient means of transport to venues.
Ensure availability of more tranquil areas and increased privacy.
Accommodate various cultures by ensuring a wide variety of food.
Make it compulsory for all athletes to live in the Village to increase the
spirit of Olympism during the Games.
Reduce the number of athletes per room to a minimum, and the Athletes'
Commission should be consulted in this regard.

Discuss the rights of Olympic athletes and make suggestions.
All Olympic athletes should have the following rights:
• To respect, safety, health and free choice and the basic human rights.
• To fair competition.
• To representation on decision making boards (e.g. IOC, IFs).
• To medical coverage, including monitoring before and after the Games.
• To negotiate sponsorship for themselves.
• To participate once they reach a certain performance level.
• To insurance of status and benefits if their career is interrupted.
• To retirement support (money, services and education programme).
• To have comparable equipment and facilities for all participants.
• To have competition decided primarily by physical skills, not by equip
ment.
• To have unbiased judges.
• To selection based on merit and no discrimination against sex, religion, etc.
• To natural justice.
• To personal privacy.
• To protect themselves against violence, doping, cheating and the right
to choose what is best for them.
• To be represented where decisions concerning rule changes and the
addition of new sports in the Olympic programme.
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To oppose any boycott actions depriving them of the choice to compete.

Discuss the obligations of Olympic athletes and make suggestions.
It is the obligation of Olympic athletes to have a thorough knowledge and to
respect the Olympic Charter and the regulations of their IF. In addition, athletes
should follow the ethical and medical codes, refrain from violence and apply the
Olympic ideal of fair play.
Athletes and coaches should be educated, through seminars, conferences
and publications, in the Olympic ideals and the regulations governing their IF.
Familiarity with their responsibilities will render both athletes and coaches fully
responsible for any sanctions imposed in the event of rule violations.
Olympic athletes should be regularly submitted to drugs tests and medical
examinations.
Olympic athletes have an important mission to perform as role models.
Athletes receive extensive publicity and their actions have a direct effect on the
way spectators behave.
Both active and retired athletes should contribute voluntarily to the Olympic
Movement. The IOC, IFs and national governments should include athletes in
educational and other related programmes.
Olympic athletes should be in the forefront of the battle against doping.
Doping is both an ethical and medical problem. Offenders should be punished
severely. However, athletes should not be held solely responsible since often the
use of performance-enhancing substances is encouraged by coaches, doctors and
even sports officials.
It is the obligation of every athlete to perform at his/her best and represent
his/her country.
An international legal framework should be established in order to regulate
"athletic immigration". Some participants argued that changes of citizenship should
not be easily allowed. However, some maintained that if an athlete's native country
does not provide the necessary motivation, opportunity or resources for top-level
performance, athletes should be free to acquire the citizenship of their choice.
Top performance athletes are unavoidably involved in advertising in order to
be able to afford the best equipment, coaches, etc. However, these athletes should
not succumb to the pressure often applied by corporate sponsors or governments
but rather project their image in a way that does not contradict the Olympic ideals
and their position as an athlete.

Discuss the problems that athletes from developing countries face and
how these problems could be overcome.
Generally, it was agreed that are evident problems in most developing
countries, but the extent of the challenges differed from one country to another.
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The majority felt that the following problems were present in most developing
countries:
• The most evident problem cited was financial constraints. Weak financial
infrastructure has denied most athletes appropriate funding for training
programmes. This is because government and corporate sectors are more
inclined to prioritize their distribution of financial assistance. Generally,
sports have been classified as less important than other fields like domes
tic poverty and public welfare.
• The lack of funds also leads to the following:
(a) inability to build a sound infrastructure for conducive training
platforms;
(b) inability to purchase state-of-the-art equipment;
(c) insufficient expertise in coaching; (d) lack of
medical consultation.
• The culture of each respective country has contributed to the differentia
tion in the perception and attitude towards sport. The right of women's
participation in sport is relative to the culture of a certain society. Although
argue that restricting women's participation is considered as a violation of
human rights, some tend to think otherwise.
• Another problem is the migration of successful and prominent athletes
from developing countries to developed countries. In certain countries,
the misuse of funds designated for sports usage further encourages
athletes to represent countries that appreciate and recognize their talent
and effort. Athletes also desire a more lucrative and sound training atmo
sphere.
• Developing countries are inclined to invest in sports that are prominent
and have lucrative elements such as attracting large spectator audiences,
are money generating and/or are Olympic sports. This causes an uneven
and biased development of sports in general, and may also cause the
elimination of traditional sports.
• Sports education does not receive the appropriate attention and in certain
countries is not initiated at all. This causes insufficient knowledge among
the sporting family, which results in athletes failing to appreciate the
essence of sportsmanship, Olympism, etc.
The groups proposed the following methods to overcome the underlying
problems faced by developing countries:
• The global collaboration of Olympic Solidarity, governments, NOCs,
IFs, media and other entities that constitute the Olympic Family. This
collaboration would enable the local government of developing countries
to have various sources of revenue, food, services and equipment, thus
cultivating them to play a larger role in developing sport.
• Some groups felt that the debts of developing countries should be
cancelled. Such cancellations would hope to encourage the local govern241
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ment, with their reduced administrative burden, to have a higher commitment to sports development.
Developing countries must invest in education. Education may be
considered a long-term investment, however, as its benefits are eternal.
Exchange programmes should be conducted periodically, thus enabling
athletes to train at more conducive training grounds and exchange
technical expertise.

Discuss the matter of equal representation of countries and athletes
in the Olympic Games and make suggestions.
In theory the idea of Olympism favours equal representation of countries and
athletes in the Olympic Games. However the general feeling was that developed
countries are more present in the Games than developing ones. The reasons for
this are:
• Priority is given to specific sports where there are more chances to win.
This naturally leads to a reduction in participation in other sports.
• Social and economic factors of developing countries tend to favour wide
participation in less technical and less expensive sports, e.g. track and
field, boxing, and soccer.
• In some developing countries sport is not a major concern of the
government.
• Some participants pointed out that the selection criteria and the
quota of athletes per country does not reflect the idea of equal repre
sentation.
• Cultures, religion, historical events and lack of facilities are other points
which can explain the discrepancy in representation at the Olympic
Games.
However, a few felt that equal representation of countries and athletes would
not ensure competition between the world's best athletes at the Olympic Games.
It would be difficult to find a perfect or balanced formula since the method
of selection would then discriminate against everyone in one way or another.
As such, they found the present situation satisfactory.
Suggestions
• Olympic Solidarity could give more money to needy countries.
• Ensure that each NOC efficiently uses and distributes the money given
to them.
• Develop exchange programmes for athletes, coaches and other qualified
personnel between countries.
• Involvement of several bodies, public and private, with IFs, NOCs, and NFs
to support and promote specific sports in countries where the need is felt.
• Participation in regional competitions to gain experience and eventually
reach the level to participate in the Olympic Games.
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Athletes who are successful in other countries should return to their
native land to act as role models and promote their sport.
Favour the participation of athletes rather than including additional
officials and representatives.
Ensure that each NOC sends at least 5 athletes to the Olympic Games
and establish rules for accompanying officials.
The IOC should also consider the media's view on the Olympic Games
to have a more objective idea on worldwide sports development.
Change selection criteria and quotas per athlete per country in favour
of equal representation.
Conduct education programmes to promote participation of all countries
in the Olympic Games as well as equal representation in other structures.
The value of participation in the Olympic Games is the most essential thing.

How can Olympic education contribute to international understanding
and be of use to multicultural education?
Olympic education can contribute to a more peaceful and better world, which
leads to tolerance and understanding between nations and cultures including the
following:
• Practice of values without discrimination by race, culture or religion and
promoting values such as peace, equality, respect for others, fair play,
sportsmanship and, importantly, winning with dignity/losing with pride.
• Respect of individuals and cultures for the benefit of all through sport.
• Increase inter-regional competitions.
• Promote programmes such as the IOA.
• Install sport educational and multicultural programmes by obtaining
materials from NOAs of other countries.
• Promote international understanding and education through the Interna
tional Olympic Truce Centre.
• Promote sport and Olympic education through the media by use of role
models.
• Encourage the pursuit of personal excellence by continually striving
to reach for better goals.
• Enhance the character of individuals by developing a balanced, respon
sible, active and independent human being.
Future of the Olympic Games. Discuss.
(a) Anti-doping campaign
(b) Importance of fair- play
Anti-doping campaign
An anti-doping campaign is very important to the future of the Olympic Games
for the following reasons:
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To ensure that the image and credibility of the Olympic Games are
maintained.
•
To guarantee that the ideals of fair play are observed and preserved.
Anti-doping campaigns should:
•
Be technically and scientifically advanced.
• Administer testing by one international body that also makes the rulings
in each case.
• Educate children, parents, coaches, and the media as to the impli
cations of the misuse of drugs (morality issues and physical dan
gers).
• Educate societies based on their respective cultures.
• Set positive examples for youth.
• Require additional types of testing (such as blood testing).
• Mandate stricter, more severe and more consistent sanctions.
• All organizations and individuals, specifically coaches and officials, should
take responsibility and show leadership and vigilance.
• Promote "clean" sport rather than the "win at all costs" philosophy.
• Ensure that NOCs are 100% sure that the athletes they send to the Games
are "clean".
• Enforce suspensions and expulsions when necessary.
• Possibly prosecute offences as civil crimes.
• Provide the necessary funds for the prosecution of doping cases and also
for the defence of accused athletes.
• Create an anti-doping commission in cooperation with the Medical
Commission.
A suggestion for the anti-doping campaign was to use a video featuring elite
athletes such as Diego Maradona who can speak from personal experience on the
anti-doping issue.
Importance of fair play
Fair play is very important to the future of the Olympic Games, as it is
one of the most important values of Olympism. Due to increasing commercial
and political influences, fair play is essential for the continuation of the
Olympic Spirit. Fair play means more than just obeying the rules. It is
also about sportsmanship and respect for rules and opponents. Athletes
should lead by example, showing respect for other cultures and demonstrating
fair play in their character, not only on the playing field but also in their
daily lives.
Educating people about fair play should be based on culture. Athletes, officials,
organizers and supporters must be educated in fair play values. NFs should
assume this educational role.
Additional fair play awards for athletes, teams, and supporters should be
established and promoted by organizers of all competitions. There should be
a Fair Play Campaign during the Olympiad.
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Future of the Olympic Games. Discuss.
(a) Professionalism
(b) International Law
(c) Commercialization — Sponsorship
Professionalism
Professionalism can be defined as making a living from sport or a standard
which brings out the athlete's best. In regard to the future of the Games there are
both positive and negative aspects to this issue:
Positive aspects
• the best performers can act as role models and encourage new talent;
• promotion of the Olympic ideals.
Negative aspects
• the increase of athletes transferred from developing to developed
countries decreases the opportunity for equal participation;
• the rising number of individual contracts conflicts with the contracts
of national teams;
• as competing for different countries becomes easier, national pride
decreases;
• professional athletes' access to more competitions than amateurs results
in imbalance in their motivation and performance.
International Law
In regard to international law and its effect on the future of the Games,
the following points were suggested:
• it should override national systems, to control the negative issues of sports;
• there must be specialist sports lawyers;
• there should be punishment for boycotting the Games;
• professional athletes should be obligated to participating in the Games by law;
• strict laws for the media and sponsors should be established;
• the United Nations should establish the sports law;
• emphasis should be placed on the Olympic Truce;
• serious consideration should be given legally to changing athletes'
citizenship.
Commercialization and sponsorship
Positive Effect
• Greater competition among sponsors increases the profits.
Negative Effect
• The media with their enormous and uncontrollable influence focus more
on the show than the real essence of the Games.
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Suggestions
A sponsorship commission should be created which could:
• give priority to health conscious and environmentally friendly sponsors;
• maintain principles of the Olympic Movement;
• promote projects focusing on Olympism;
• make the arena a sponsor-free area.

Discuss the role of physical education at an early age.
Physical education is unique in offering experiences other subjects do not
provide and helps in the harmonization of the body, mind and soul. Through
physical education children learn to respect themselves and others and become
aware of their own limits.
Physical education builds up:
• the body (flexibility, mobility, strength, endurance, health and prevention
of injuries);
• socialization skills (through involvement in team sports children learn
to abide by the rules in the spirit of fair play, learn principal moral values
as well as manage the issues of winning and losing);
• cognitive abilities (tactical thinking and decision-making);
• character development (perseverance, courage, determination and
self-confidence).
Suggestions
• Since it is essential to develop motor skills at an early age, a variety of
skills and sports should be developed.
• As there is a correlation between learning fine motor skills and achieving
academic skills it is necessary to have physical education on a daily basis
in schools (including the teaching of Olympism).
• Focusing on physical education at an early age encourages friendships,
and individuals are more apt to continue their involvement in sports
throughout life.
• Physical education is important for both mental and physical development
as a part of the general preparation for life and therefore children should
be educated about the fitness and the importance of healthy life style
giving them the fun and enjoyment they require (as important parts of
their lives).
• Teaching children leadership and decision-making skills through team
sports will provide them with a basis for successful behaviour in life, e.g.
co-operation, team — work and good communication.
• Physical education should help children stay away from vices, e.g. alcohol,
drugs, and smoking.
• Physical education should provide talent identification at an early age,
which could lead to specialized training.
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Discuss Olympic Solidarity and its contribution to the Olympic
Movement.

Generally it was felt that Olympic Solidarity plays an important but anonymous
role within the Olympic Movement. As there was little awareness of Olympic
Solidarity, it is important that Solidarity promote their aims and activities to
a greater extent.
Olympic Solidarity can contribute effectively to the overall aim of the
Movement in the following ways:
• reinforcement of the Olympic ideals;
• support for holistic educational needs for both mass sport participants
as well as champions of sport;
• improvement of specific sports through the training of coaches;
• the sport administrators programme should be delivering courses to every
NOC and/or every region with a variety of sports leaders;
• solidarity means a mutual relationship and participating countries should
be obliged to co-finance programmes;
• Olympic Solidarity could buy equipment that could be lent to those
countries in need;
• the coaches programme should include a "pool" of coaches who travel
around the world assisting countries which lack international coaches
in specific sports;
• support for retired injured athletes who cannot receive any funds from
their governments;
• support for preservation of native sports affected by the introduction
of Olympic sports;
• those who have benefited from Olympic Solidarity scholarships should
be ambassadors for the Olympic Movement in their own countries;
• participating NOCs should ensure that programmes have a long-term
effect and greater financial accountability to Olympic Solidarity.
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Diploma presentation to the Participants of the Session by the IOA VicePrésident Mr George MOISSIDIS.

Diploma presentation to the Participants of the Session by the IOA Dean
Dr Kostas GEORGIADIS.
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Moments from the closing ceremony.

Moments from the closing ceremony.
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Address
by Ms Mei-Min HSIEH (TPE)
on behalf of the participants

It is the greatest honour for me to address you on behalf of my fellow
participants of the 40th Session of the International Olympic Academy.
When I was selected by my country to attend, I was so excited that I could
not stand still. I had been waiting for many years to see Ancient Olympia,
and when I stood at the Olympic Stadium I got goose bumps all over my body.
Staying here at this Academy is a lifelong experince, and I have made friends
that hopefully I will keep for the rest of my life.
These two weeks here have been among the best of my life. This is better
than any vacation I have gone on. Lectures in the morning, sports in the afternoon and
conversations with friends from all over the world. The participants were great, the
coordinators — excellent and the president is such a strict but humorous gentlemen.
I have got so many fresh ideas to take back to my country that my head is full.
Every morning, we were woken up at 7 a.m. sharp by military music,
which, unlike an ordinary alarm clock, could not be stopped and could go on
for 10 minutes. It worked for some fellow participants, so that they were able to
enjoy the lovely breakfast served at the cafeteria. For some, however, breakfast
seemed to be the most difficult moment of the day.
Therefore, carrying a bag of chocolate croissants on the way to the lecture
hall was a common early morning phenomenon. I am not sure whether this
indicates that the breakfast was not sufficient. What I am sure of is that our
fourteen-day stay in this village was of a fruitful one.
I cannot emphasize enough how profound the ideas about the Olympic Movement we learned from various lectures and discussion groups were. Many of us
changed their opinions and were motivated by the atmosphere in this Academy.
Olympism is difficult to apply to reality. However, we should try harder to make it
not only a theory, but see it as something that can be practised and promoted as a way
of living. For instance, by sitting here in the lecture hall, we are involved in the
Olympic Movement, and when we return back to our countries, we can help promote
the Olympic Movement by becoming a volunteer of an Olympic organization.
Most of our group members were fantastic! We had many interesting
arguments, and the coordinators, I am sure, often had a hard time bringing
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us to the main point as the participants were enthusiastic and eager to express
their views. Thank you, coordinators and special thanks to Kishaini and Zinon.
Now, we know much more about the Olympic Movement and what Olympism
is really about. I think the greatest lesson we have learned is not only to get to
know and make friends with people from different countries, but to respect one
another.
With the multinational and mulitcultural aspects of life here, for the many
non-English speakers there were no language barriers at all, because the English
speakers were very good listeners indeed. They were always patient and asked
the non-English participants to repeat their questions in order to make sure
the message they had received was correct. Don't you think, fellow participants,
that this form of communication and friendship should be proposed at the
highest level of international organizations that govern peace in the world, so that
a better world order can be achieved?
President Filaretos, Dean Georgiadis, and all the IOA staff, I would like
to convey my heart-felt gratitude for the warm hospitality given to us during our
stay at the Academy.
Now, I would like to share a little story with you.
On the day we departed from Athens to Olympia, my fellow participant,
Erica and I were so touched by the staff of the IOA. We were having a visa
problem, which took half a day to settle. This meant the two of us had to travel
to Olympia by ourselves on a local bus. On the way to Olympia, we were treated
very well, and were constantly pampared by a lovely old Greek lady who could
not even speak a word of English but made our short journey a pleasant one.
I am very grateful to the coordinators for arranging transportation for us.
Thank you, Trend, Theodoros, Stalla and Marmo. Without your assistance, we
would not have had such a safe journey.
Last but not least, I wish to take this opportunity to express my sincere
gratitude to all my fellow participants and especially those from Group 6 which
I belonged to, for the confidence they had in me.
"People meet each other not only by chance but also by destiny." To conclude
my speech, I would like to read something that makes me emotional and which
I got from the social evening I attended the day before yesterday.
Now, my dearest fellow participants, may I ask you to please stand up,
raise your arms, and hold each others' hands tightly for 30 seconds and feel the
"deepest touch" from the bottom of our hearts.
Deepest Touch
by your art works
I am deeply touched
by your crystaline voice
I am deeply touched
and, by your candlelights of eternity
I am deeply touched
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Address
by Mr Cyrille BOULONGNE (FRA)
on behalf of the participants

It is a great pleasure and honour for me to speak today on behalf of all the
participants of this 40th Session. It was a privilege for me to participate in this
unique experience. I would therefore like to thank all those who contributed to
its success: our respective National Olympic Committees; the Greek Olympic
Committee, the IOA Ephoria, its President Mr Filaretos and Dean Mr Georgiadis,
as well as the eminent lecturers and the coordinators.
Being more hard-working than conscientious by nature, I had the ludicrous
idea of trying to prepare for this speech. What a mistake that was! I was swamped
with the reports from previous sessions.
In a desperate state of panic I started asking myself whether I had an ounce
of sensibility or individuality to allow me to give you today a concise expression
of our feelings, and also of our values and beliefs concerning Olympism.
Fortunately, I gradually realized that the fragmented and colourful pieces
of our personal feelings, which were sometimes different but mainly projected
towards the same horizon, could do without my voice.
For Olympism is not solely a cultural heritage which is the source of notions
as complementary as fraternity, solidarity or tolerance. Nor is it simply an enthusiastic personal conviction, but rather a subtle mixture of these two fragrances.
Last year, Mr Filaretos evoked a French proverb which says that "to leave is to
die a little". On this closing day, I implore you however not to be filled with this
feeling. For it is the duty of all of us, starting from today, to disseminate with
fervour and enthusiasm the intoxicating fragrance of Olympism.
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Address
by Mr Michael L. CROES (ARU)
on behalf of the coordinators

"For every sunset, there is a sunrise..."
As we have now reached the end of this 40th Session of the International
Olympic Academy and celebrate today the Closing Ceremony of this unique
Olympic experience, today also represents the beginning of our magnificent new
Olympic journey.
Dear President Filaretos and Dean Georgiadis, on behalf of the Discussion
Group Coordinators I would like to start by expressing our most sincere gratitude
for your invitation that brought all of us back here to the Sacred land of Olympia.
Thank you for the attention and hospitality given to us by you, the Secretariat and
the whole staff here at the Academy. We feel honoured and privileged that you
have provided us with the opportunity to contribute in our own little ways to the
works of this Academy Session.
We would also like to express our appreciation to the lecturers for sharing with
us a piece of your heart and work. Thank you for having made the decision to
leave your families at home and spend some time with us here at the Academy.
We have studied and worked; we have laughed, played and danced; we have
learned to live together. We all found new friends from different corners of this
beautiful world. We hope that we have helped in your discovery, perhaps a new
door has been opened in your lives. We hope that the spark of light that has been
lit in your hearts will grow to be a big flame which you will always carry with you,
and by opening your hearts to others this flame will touch all who are willing to
bring more meaning to their lives.
This is the beginning of a special journey. The new era, the Two Thousands,
that we are just entering, besides all technological advancement, will bring us
the challenge of conservation of the Ideals and Principles of Baron Pierre de
Coubertin. Embrace this new challenge as Ambassadors of Olympism with passion
and love. This journey will bring difficulties, but it also guarantees a world of
satisfaction and happiness. You will share this experience with others. You will
make the difference!
The Academy will live in our hearts, minds and souls forever. We shall meet
and leave again, many times; most important however, the Flame, representing
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our friendship, love, passion and our commitment to Olympism will continue to
burn forever.
Tomorrow, as we all depart on our own separate ways, and we find ourselves
reflecting on our "14 days of glory", a little tear might appear in the corner of our
eyes, a smile might appear on our face, a feeling of pride might expand our chest
as we think that.. .we have walked the land of Gods... Our heart will forever have
a special place for Ancient Olympia.
Ephxaristo.
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Address
by Prof. Elisabeth HANLEY (USA)
on behalf of the lecturers

The grand essentials
To happiness
In this life are
Something to do
Something to love
And something
To hope for.

These words of the poet, Joseph Addison, capture the essence of our
experience here in the idyllic setting of the IOA. Each of us and each of you
have something to do, something to love, and something to hope for Olympism
is the catalyst for doing, loving, and hoping!
As lecturers we began our journey to Olympia from ten different countries,
representing different backgrounds, languages, ideologies, customs and traditions - but we all shared a common bond: Olympism. We have learned
from one another, but we have also learned from you, the participants. We
have tried to impart information, challenge you to think, and hopefully, even
inspire you at times. The topic of "Olympic Games: Athletes and Spectators"
has provided an important and timely subject, for which we must thank
our Academy leaders. Not every lecture will be meaningful or of interest
to everyone - we realize this — but, if you leave here with one new idea,
a deeper understanding of Olympism, and a passion for sharing what you
have learned, then we will have accomplished our goal. Remember always
the "power of one": you are unique, and only you can promote the ideals
of Olympism in your unique way.
Remember, also, that Olympism is an ongoing process. At the first IOA
Session in 1961, there were only a handful of participants from a few countries.
They were the pioneers. They were the first to share their passion for what
they believed in. They experienced much of what you have experienced during
the past two weeks: a peaceful setting like no other in the world, the same
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glorious sunrise from the Kronion Hill and the same brilliant stars that dot the
night sky, the time to make new friends and welcome the old.
Today, in the year 2000, you number over 150 participants from dozens of
countries, both large and small (some very small!). Your circle of friends has
widened. Our circle of friends has widened. The resulting common circle which
we now share is another reminder of the strength and power in joining together,
one by one by one.
On this 40th Session of the International Olympic Academy, it is an honor
and a privilege for me to speak as one for many. My personal journey over the
years has taken me from the role of participant (long ago!) to coordinator (not
so long ago!) to that of lecturer. As a participant, one is first and foremost,
inspired by Olympism - as a coordinator, Olympism becomes a part of one's
life, and as a lecturer, the responsibility to share Olympism becomes a primary
goal.
As you prepare to leave Olympia, take time to reflect on all your precious
memories: social evenings and learning about other cultures, dance and art
and poetry workshops, sports and fair play in competition, the daily kalimera
versus kalamari, touching accounts of personal Olympic experiences, relaxing
hours by the pool, long nights and short days, sharing a quiet time with a new
friend and don't forget to thank those who have helped to shape your precious
memories: the staff and technicians, translators, groundskeepers and maids,
cooks, and all others "behind the scenes", but especially, the Hellenic Olympic
Committee and the Ephoria of the International Olympic Academy.
In closing, remember the grand essentials of happiness always, and dare to do,
love, and hope in the true spirit of Olympism!
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Address
by Mr Nikos FILARETOS (GRE)
President of the International Olympic Academy
and member of the International Olympic Committee

As you see, I have not prepared any speech for today, as you have already
heard so many farewell addresses.
I believe this is a difficult moment for all of us now that the Session has
come to an end. As they say "parting is such sweet sorrow". For this we are sad.
However, we are happy as well, because new ties of solid friendship have been
forged, and these ties will last forever. As for me, I am privileged to have been
acquainted with each one of you, proud and happy to have worked with you.
You have all worked hard and well. Your interventions, your remarks and your
criticism have been highly appreciated. Now, you will go back to your countries,
somehow wiser about what the true essence of Olympism really is. I would
therefore like to ask you for one thing: please take the spirit of Olympism with
you. I think that in this rather difficult world we live in, Olympism is one, although
small, answer. One answer to all the dangers and pitfalls that surround us all.
So, take the flame back home and spread these ideas! Although we, my generation, tried our best to pass today's world to you through occupations and wars,
I know very well that you need, aspire to and deserve a better one. It is up to you
now to give this world a brighter future.
Before I finish I would like to thank all participants and coordinators for
making this Session a successful one. I would also like to give my sincere
thanks to the lecturers - both the ones who are here and the ones who have
already left — for doing so much to help conduct this Session successfully. Thank
you. Thanks is also due to four old friends responsible for the workshops: Kevin,
Laurel, Elisabeth and Angeliki, as well as to the staff, the electricians and the heart
and soul of the Academy, its superintendent George Frangoulis. Thank you. The
IOA Vice-Président, friend and colleague George Moissidis and IOA. Dean, Kostas
Georgiadis. Finally, I would like you to join me in one last round of applause
for my good friends, the ladies and gentlemen in the booths, the interpreters.
With these last words, I pronounce the 40th Session of the International
Olympic Academy closed.
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Moments from the closing ceremony.

Moments from the closing ceremony.
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Closing address by the President of the IOA Mr Nikos FILARETOS.
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Abbreviations used
AFRICA
Algeria
Angola
Benin
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cameroon
Cape Verde
Central African Republic
Chad
Comoros
Republic of the Congo
Democratic Republic
of the Congo
Côte d'Ivoire
Djibouti
Egypt
Ethiopia
Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Equatorial Guinea
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Madagascar
Malawi
Mali
Mauritania
Mauritius
Morocco
Mozambique
Namibia
Niger
Nigeria
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ALG
ANG
BEN
BOT
BUR
BDI
CMR
CPV
CAF
CHA
COM
CGO

Rwanda
Sao Tome and Principe
Senegal
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Somalia
South Africa
Sudan
Swaziland
United Republic of Tanzania
Togo
Tunisia
Uganda
Zambia

Zimbabwe
COD
CIV
DJI
EGY AMERICA
ETH
GAB Antigua and Barbuda
GAM Netherlands Antilles
GHA Argentina
GUI Aruba
GBS Bahamas
GEQ Barbados
KEN Belize
LES Bermuda
LBR Bolivia
LBA Brazil
MAD Canada
MAW Cayman Islands
MLI Chile
MTN Colombia
MRI Costa Rica
MAR Cuba
MOZ Dominica
NAM Dominican Republic
NIG Ecuador
NGR El Salvador

RWA
STP
SEN
SEY
SLE
SOM
RSA
SUD
SWZ
TAN
TOG
TUN
UGA
ZAM
ZIM

ANT
AHO
ARG
ARU
BAH
BAR
BIZ
BER
BOL
BRA
CAN
CAY
CHI
COL
CRC
CUB
DMA
DOM
ECU
ESA

Grenada
Guatemala
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Puerto Rico
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Saint Lucia
Saint Vincent
and the Grenadines
Suriname
Trinidad and Tobago
United States of America
Uruguay
Venezuela
Virgin Islands
British Virgin Islands

ASIA
Afghanistan
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Bhutan
Brunei Darussalam
Cambodia
People's Republic of China
Chinese Taipei
Democratic People's
Republic of Korea
Hong Kong, China
India
Indonesia
Islamic Republic of Iran

GRN
GUA
GUY
HAI
HON
JAM
MEX
NCA
PAN
PAR
PER
PUR
SKN
LCA

Iraq
Japan
Jordan
Kazakstán
Korea
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Lao People's
Democratic Republic
Lebanon
Malaysia
Maldives
Mongolia
Myanmar
Nepal
VIN Oman
SUR Pakistan
TRI Palestine
USA Philippines
URU Qatar
VEN Saudi Arabia
ISV Singapour
IVB Sri Lanka
Syrian Arab Republic
Tajikistan
Thailand
Turkmenistan
United Arab Emirates
Uzbekistan
AFG Vietnam
BRN Yemen
BAN
BHU
BRU
CAM
CHN EUROPE
TPE
Albania
PRK Andorra
HKG Armenia
IND Austria
INA Azerbaijan
IRI Belarus

IRQ
JPN
JOR
KAZ
KOR
KUW
KGZ
LAO
LIB
MAS
MDV
MGL
MYA
NEP
OMA
PAK
PLE
PHI
QAT
KSA
SIN
SRI
SYR
TJK
THA
TKM
UAE
UZB
VIE
YEM

ALB
AND
ARM
AUT
AZE
BLR
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Belgium
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
Former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia
France
Georgia
Germany
Great Britain
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Latvia
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Republic of Moldova
Monaco
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russian Federation
San Marino
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Ukraine
Yugoslavia
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BEL
BIH
BUL
CRO
CYP
CZE
DEN
EST
FIN
MKD
FRA
GEO
GER
GBR
GRE
HUN
ISL
IRL
ISR
ITA
LAT
LIE
LTU
LUX
MLT
MDA
MON
NED
NOR
POL
POR
ROM
RUS
SMR
SVK
SLO
ESP
SWE
SUI
TUR
UKR
YUG

OCEANIA

Australia
Cook Islands
Fiji
Guam
Federated States of Micronesia
Nauru
New Zealand
Palau
Papua New Guinea
Solomon Islands
Tonga
Vanuatu
Samoa
American Samoa

AUS
COK
FIJ
GUM
FSM
NRU
NZL
PLW
PNG
SOL
TGA
VAN
SAM
ASA
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Yerevan 375091
ARMENIA

AUSTRALIA

Mrs Kim COOPER

Mr Ted POLGLAZE

65 Welbeck Street
Alderley 4051
AUSTRALIA
E-mail: skippergirl@bigpond.com
8 Lucy Place Prospect
TAS 7250
AUSTRALIA
E-mail: tpolglaze@bigpond.com

AUSTRIA

Ms Patricia MULLER

Ms Andrea ROHRER
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Winkl 1
6600 Wangle
AUSTRIA
E-mail: patricia.mueller@aon.at
Chimanig 19
2103 Langenzersdorf
AUSTRIA
E-mail: andrea.rohrer@gmx.net

BRAZIL

Mr Walter OSORIO

Ms Patricia TORSANI

Rua Djalma Dutra 740 Apto. 93,
CEP 19015-040
Presidente Prudente - SP
BRAZIL
E-mail: wgosorio@yahoo.com.br
SQS 112
Bloco F Apto. 105 - cep. 70375-060
Brasilia
BRAZIL
E-mail: ptorsani@bol.com.br
ptorsani@uol.com.br

BURUNDI

Ms Jeanine KAMARIZA

5, boulevard MAO-ROHERO I.
B.P. 470 Bujumbura
BURUNDI

CAMBODIA

Mr Kim Tor BEUNG

189 S-k Steung Mean Chey Phnom Penh
CAMBODIA

CANADA

Mr Todd ALLISON

Ms Dawn CURRIE

15-4815 Glacier Lane
Whistler B.C.
CANADA VON IB4
E-mail: toddallison@idmail.com
Box 2089
Cambridge Bay, NU XOE OLO
CANADA
E-mail: dawcur@polamet.ca

CAPE VERDE

Ms Irina Paula MENDES
DOS SANTOS CARVALLO

c/o Comité Olímpico Caboverdeano
Rua da UCCLA,
Achada Santo Antonio
P.O. Box 92 A
Praia
CAPE VERDE
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CHILE

Ms Paula CABEZAS

c/o Comité Olímpico de Chile
Vicuna Mackenna 40-42-44
Casilla 2239
Santiago CHILE

CHINA

Mrs Mei DONG

Mr Zhi ZHANG

c/o Chinese Olympic Committee
9 Tiyuguan Road
Beijing
Peoples' Republic of China 100763
E-mail: dong_mei@263.net
c/o Chinese Olympic Committee
9 Tiyuguan Road
Beijing
Peoples' Republic of China 100763
E-mail: zhangzhi@email.sh.cn

COLOMBIA

Ms María Liliana BERMEO

Mnz 10, Casa 10
Barrio Jordan I Etapa
COLOMBIA

COSTA RICA

Mr Ronald BOLANOS HERNANDEZ

Ms Carolina CHAVARRIA

c/o Comité Olímpico de Costa Rica
P.P. Box 5388
1000 San Hose
COSTA RICA
Apdo 44-2200,
Coronado
San Hose
COSTA RICA
E-mail: krolina@hotmail.com

CZECH REPUBLIC

Ms Eva KEJHOVA

Mr Tomas DRABEK
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29 Oslobozeni Street,
Vyskov 68201
CZECH REPUBLIC
Litvinov
Tylova 2099
43601
CZECH REPUBLIC
E-mail: tomas.drabek@post.cz

CYPRUS

Mr Andreas VASILIOU

Ms Andri IACOVIDOU

18 Skoufa Street,
Makedonitisa 2415
Nicosia, CYPRUS
E-mail: avasiliou@hotmail.com
30 Trikoupi Street
Cybc Area, Aglantzia
2113 Nicosia
CYPRUS

DENMARK

Mr Jakob STAUN

Ms Mette Frewert PEDERSEN

Mr Thomas BACH
Consultant in the Danish
Youth Council
Master of Politics and Public
Administration

Ivar Huitfeldtsvej 49
5220 Odense SQ
DENMARK
E-mail: jakobstaun@hotmail.com
c/o Pedersen
Rosenvej 6,
9300 Saeby
DENMARK
Rorsangervei 82, 2.th,
2400 Copenhagen NV
DENMARK
E-mail: tb@duf.dv

DOMINICA

Mr Marcus BLONDEL

94-D Queen Mary Street
Roseau
DOMINICA
E-mail: bustacup@yahoo.com

ECUADOR

Mr Diego MARURI

Mrs Sandra LOPEZ

c/o Comité Olímpico Ecuatoriano
Avenida de las Americas
Explanada del Estadio Modelo
Guayaquil
ECUADOR
c/o Comité Olímpico Ecuatoriano
Avenida de las Americas
Explanada del Estadio Modelo
Guayaquil
ECUADOR
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EQUATORIAL GUINEA

Mr Jose NDONG NGUEMA OBOND

Rue Nationes Vividas
B.P. 885 Malabo
EQUATORIAL GUINEA

EL SALVADOR

Mr Javier Ernesto GALDAMEZ PEREZ

Ms Arely FRANCO RAMOS

c/o Comité Nacional Olímpico
de El Salvador
4a Calle Pte.y 47 Av. Sur 2438
Col. Flor Blanca
Apdo. Postale 759
EL SALVADOR, C.A.
E-mail: javiergaldamez@saltel.net
Colonia Los Alpes KM-4
1
/2 Soyapango
EL SALVADOR
E-mail: arelyfranco@hotmail.com

ESTONIA

Mr Alar KILP

Ms Mari-Liis PARMAS

Tiigi 65-1
Tartu
ESTONIA
E-mail: alarkilp@postimees.ee
Ilmatsalu 50-5
50 408 Tartu
ESTONIA
E-mail: maril@ut.ee

FINLAND

Mr Sami LEINONEN

Ms Marika HIETALA

Kunnaksenkuja 1
88400 Ristijarvi
FINLAND
E-mail: sp.leinonen@iobox.f.
Ajomiehenkatu 4c11
88250 Kajaani
FINLAND
E-mail: martsu75@hotmail.com

FRANCE

Mr Sébastien DOS SANTOS
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30, rue Renière
33000 Bordeaux
FRANCE
E-mail: sebastien_ds@hotmail.com

Mr Cyrille BOULONGNE

Ms Caroline CHAUPITRE

F.Y.R.O.M.
Ms Marija STOJANOSKA

91, rue Didot
75014 Paris
FRANCE
16, grand-rue Charles De Gaulle
91250 Saintry-sur-Seine
FRANCE

c/o Olympic Committee of the FYROM
P.O. Box 86,
Bul. Kuzman Josifovski Pitu 17,
Blok 1, Kompleks Skopjanka,
91000 SKOPJE
FYROM

GEORGIA

Mr Giorgi JVARSHEISHVILI

Ms Nino SHUBLADZE

c/o Georgian National Olympic
Committee
D. Agmashenebeli Avenue
Tbilisi 380002
GEORGIA
Bakhtrioni street 7, 36
Tbilisi 380094
GEORGIA

GERMANY

Ms Margit Elisabeth RIEGER

Mr Ulrich KUSSIN

Ms Andrea BRUNS

Allgaeuerstr. 60
86199 Augsburg
GERMANY
Professor Manegoldstr. 17
37671 Höxter
GERMANY
E-mail: u.kussin@gmxde
Von Ossietzky str. 1
(Ap. 31) 37085 Göttingen
GERMANY

GREAT BRITAIN

Ms Lisa Mc LAREN

16 Thirlmere Grove,
Higher Coach Road
Bradford West Yorkshire
BD175RU
GREAT BRITAIN
E-mail: mclarenlisa@hotmail.com
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Mr David READER

Ms Hannah SPENCER

3A Grove Market Place
London SE95PT
GREAT BRITAIN
E-mail: davidreaderjnr@yahoo.co.uk
22 Stanham Road,
Dartford, Kent
DAI 3AW
GREAT BRITAIN
E-mail: sp7hs@bath.ac.uk

GREECE

Mr Fotis TZAVARAS

Ms Lena HOPKO

Ms Artemis KOKKINARA-BOUTOU

33 Kritonos Str.,
166 74 Glyfada
GREECE
85 Mesogeion str.,
151 26 Marousi — Athens
GREECE
E-mail: lenahopko@hotmail.com
8 Konstantinoupoleos Str.,
155 62 Holargos,
GREECE
E-mail: artemiskok@hotmail.com

GUATEMALA

Mr Estuardo WER

Ms Claudia Lorena RIVERA LUCAS

Ms Sofia RODRIGUEZ

20 Calle 9-66
Zone 13, Aurora II
GUATEMALA
E-mail: cutos@hotmail.com
8 Ave. 17-30
Zona 13, Col. Aurora l
GUATEMALA
E-mail: claudijudoka@yahoo.com
34 Calle 8-07
Zona 11
GUATEMALA
E-mail: sofiagranda@mixmail.com

HONG KONG

Mr Ka-Lok Walter YUE
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Flat H. 24/F, Block 1, The
Pinnacle, Tseung Kwan O
HONG KONG, CHINA
E-mail: wyuekl@glink.net.hk

Ms Yuk-Lan Vivian LEE

RmL. 1502, Tsui Nam House,
Tsui Ping Road, Kwun Tong
HONG KONG, CHINA
E-mail: vivianleeyl@hongkong.com

HUNGARY

Mr Levente TAKÁCS

Ms Annamária BAN

2800 1/1 43. Ifjúmunkás
Tatabánya
HUNGARY
45 Gy. Rudnay
Hódmezövásárhely, 6800
HUNGARY

ICELAND

Ms Frida THORDARDOTTIR

Mr Bjarni Gaukur THORMUNDSSON

IOC
Mrs Katia MASCAGNI STIVACHTIS

Mrs Andréa OLIVERA

Ms Christine PUTALLAZ

Mr Mohamed MAHMOUDI

Hlidargerdi 4,
108 Reykjavik,
ICELAND
E-mail: frida@rsp.is
Thingkolsbrantz,
200 Kópavogi
ICELAND
E-mail: bgth@ismonet.is

IOC
Château de Vidy
C.P. 356
1007 Lausanne
SWITZERLAND
Musée Olympique
Quai d'Ouchy 1
1001 Lausanne
SWITZERLAND
E-mail: andrea.olivera@olympic.org
Musée Olympique
Quai d'Ouchy 1
1001 Lausanne
SWITZERLAND
IOC
Château de Vidy
C.P. 356
1007 Lausanne
SWITZERLAND
E-mail: mohamed.mahmoudi@olympic.org
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IRAN

Ms Shahrzad KORDBACHEN

Mrs Nahid KARIMI

c/o National Olympic Committee
of the Islamic Republic of Iran
44-12th Alley
Gandhi St.
Tehran
IRAN
E-mail: skordbachen@hotmail.com
c/o NOC of I.R. of Iran
44-12th Alley
Gandhi St.
Tehran
IRAN
E-mail: nahidkarimi@hotmail.com

IRELAND

Ms Mairead O'CALLAGHAN

Mr Ciaran McKENNA

21 Springfield Estate,
Mayfield, Cork
IRELAND
E-mail: mocall@indigo.ie
Blackhall Clane
Co. Kildane
IRELAND
E-mail: mckennac@eircom.net

ISRAEL

Mrs Moran BETZER-TAYAR

Mr Alon BEZALEL

Hemek-Israel 23
Neve Haim 4411 Hadera
ISRAEL 38442
E-mail: tayars@surfsee.net.il
Roka 56A Rmat-gan
ISRAEL
E-mail: alon-b69@zahav.net.il

ITALY

Ms Laura PAMPALONI

Mr Pietro Stefano ATTOLICO
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Via F. Ciolini 5
50125 Firenze
ITALY
E-mail: pampalonilaura@hotmail.com
Via G. Pisanelli 14
70125 Bari
ITALY
E-mail: stef.atto@tin.it

Mr Antonio CAVARRETTA

Via Villaggio Minatori, 35/F
52027 San Giovanni Valdarno
Arezzo
ITALY
E-mail: mqcava@libero.it

JAPAN

Ms Noriko OZAKI

JORDAN
Mr Laith AL MAJALI

5-13-37 Haramachida
Machidashi
Tokyo 194-0013
JAPAN
E-mail: s97228no@sfc.keio.ac.jp

c/o Jordan Olympic Committee
P.O. Box 19258
Amman
JORDAN

KOREA

Ms Hee-Kyung HWANG

Mr Hwa-Sung KANG

Mr Kyung-Sik SHIN

c/o Korean Olympic Committee
88, Oryun-dong, Songpa-ku
Seoul, KOREA
E-mail: hheek@sports.or.kr
Ministry of Culture and Tourism
82-1 Sejong-ro Jongro-ku
Seoul, KOREA
E-mail: k3l66@mct.go.kr
Seoul Sports Council
10 Chanmsil-1 Dong, Songpa-ku
Seoul, KOREA

LATVIA

Mr Martin NIKLASS

Ms Arnita TOKA

Meza T,
LV-4154
Cesis, LATVIA
E-mail: niklassm@navigators.lv
"Ataukas", Sarkani,
Maddnas Raj.,
LV-4870
LATVIA
E-mail: arnita_t@inbox.lv
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MALAYSIA

Mr Rajendran MUTHUSAMY

Ms Annie FOO

c/o Olympic Council of Malaysia
Mezzanine Floor, Wisma OCM
Hang Jebat Road
50150 Kuala Lumpur
MALAYSIA
E-mail: tkdmta@po.jaring.my
B-2-02, Block B, Shang Villa, JLN SS7/15,
Kelana Jaya, 47301
Petaling Jaya, Selangor,
MALAYSIA
E-mail: annie@safa.8m.com

MALAWI

Mr Roland NUNDWE

Ms Naomi MNENULA

Chiputula School
Box 20137
Mzuzuz
MALAWI
c/o Olympic and Commonwealth
Games Association of Malawi
P.O. Box 867
Blantyre
MALAWI
E-mail: olympicom@malawi.net

MALDIVES

Ms Aishath Shaheen ADAM

M. Bahaaru Villa
Male - 2003
MALVIDES

Mr Mohamed Ibrahim DIDI

Bageechage
Fuahmulah
MALVIDES

MALTA

Ms Erika DE GABRIELE

133 Blanche Huber Str.
Sliema MALTA
SLMO3

MEXICO

Ms Alicia TAKEDA HIRATA
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Lourdes 157, Col.
Albert,
Mexico, D.F 03560
MEXICO

Mr Ricardo CARRILLO

Alejandria #67, Col. Claveria,
C.P. 02080,
Mexico, D.F.
MÉXICO
E-mail: ricewind@starmedia.com

MONACO

Ms Carine CRESTO

Ms Laura ARCOLEO

15, avenue Pasteur
98000 MONACO
E-mail: corinecresto@hotmail.com
31, avenue Hector Otto
98000 MONACO
E-mail: laura@iaaf.org

MONGOLIA

Mr Narantuya ENKHBAYAR

Ms Purevsambuu TUNGALAG

c/o Mongolian National Olympic
Committee
Baga Toiruu 55
210648 Ulaanbaatar
MONGOLIA
E-mail: enkhbayar8@hotmail.com
c/o Mongolian National Olympic
Committee
Baga Toiruu 55
210648 Ulaanbaatar
MONGOLIA
E-mail: mongolianoc@mongol.net

THE NETHERLANDS

Ms Marrit JANSEN

Ms Patricia VAN DE KRUIJS

Mr Roy KLIJNSTRA

Stadstraat 14 5038 VJ
Tilburg
THE NETHERLANDS
E-mail: mjansen-av@student.fontys.hl
Den Dubbeldenstraat ug
5721 ACASTEN
THE NETHERLANDS
Guido Gezellelaan l6l
5051 MJ
Goirle
THE NETHERLANDS
E-mail: royklynstra@hotmail.com
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NEW ZEALAND

Ms Sharon RIMMER

7 Fremantle Place
Pakuranya
Auckland NEW
ZEALAND

NIGER

Mr Souleymane BANDELE BELLO

B.P. 919 ou B.P. 309 Niamey
NIGER
E-mail: souleymane.bello@caramail.com

NIGERIA

Ms Patricia NNOSHIRI

Mr Tunde YINUSA KAZEEM

c/o Nigeria Olympic Committee
P.O. Box 3156
Lagos
NIGERIA
c/o Kwara State Sports Council
P.M.B. 1411
Ilorin
NIGERIA

NORWAY

Mrs Ragnhild H. WALDAHL

Mr Roar ASKHEIN

Mr Joar HIMLE

Kløverveien 8
0870 Oslo
NORWAY
Ole Bullsgt. 38
2000 Lillestrom
NORWAY
E-mail : roar. askein@no.pwcglobal.com
Helgavangen 29
5700 Voss
NORWAY
E-mail: joar.himle@ntg.no

PARAGUAY

Ms Teresa Soledad PAREDES
VILLALBA
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c/o Comité Olímpico Paraguayo
Jose Marti 5352
Casilla Postal 1420
Asuncion
PARAGUAY

PERU

Mrs Ayleen CREMER

Mr Gustavo SAN MARTIN

Las Acacias 200
Depto. 402 Monterrico
Surgo-Lima
PERU
Cerro Rico 333
Depto. 201 Surco-Lima
PERU

PHILIPPINES

Mr Dominic CABALZA

Mrs Lydia de Vega MERCADO

37-AT. Gener St.
Kamuning, Quezon City 1100
PHILIPPINES
E-mail : powerlift_phils@hotmail.com
#69 - Unrubia St.
Project 4, Quezon City
PHILIPPINES 1109

POLAND

Mr Tomasz KOSEK

Ms Agnieszka CZARNECKA

Jankowska 5/9 Street
02-129 Warsaw
POLAND
E-mail: mailazs@azs.com.pl
Al. Niepodleglosci 245/10
02009 Warszawa
POLAND

PORTUGAL

Ms Teresa Isabel SANTOS ROMAO

Jose Antonio SIMOES RODRIGUES

Ms Isilda DIAS

Tu. Verduras 2
R/C ESQ-1300-568
Lisboa
PORTUGAL
E-mail: teresaromao@visto.com Mr
Falagueiro, 45
Asseiceira 2305-110
TMR
PORTUGAL
R. Teixeira de Vasconcelos 29
lo ESQ 4100 Porto
PORTUGAL
E-mail: idias@mail.teleweb.pt
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PUERTO RICO

Mr Victor RUIZ RAMOS

La Sierra del Sol
#100 Ave. La Sierra, Apt. 132
San Juan, PR
00926-4321
PUERTO RICO
E-mail: victor.ruiz@ewl.com

ROMANIA

Mr Dragos-Robert TATARU

Ms Lavinia VANATU MILOSOVICI

8, Al. Obregia Bd.
Bl. OD 2, ap. 122
Bucharest, ROMANIA
E-mail:d_tataru@yahoo.com
Samuil Sagovici Nr 104
Timisoara, ROMANIA

RUSSIA

Mr Ilya LUBYSHEV

Mr Roman PIROZHNIKOV

Izmailovski proezd 13-210
105122, Moscow
Russian Federation
Apt. 113, 73, Rulenkov Str.
214036 Smolensk
Russian Federation

SAINT LUCIA

Mr Philip BERNARD

Ms Jeannine MONPLAISIR

c/o Saint Lucia Olympic Committee
P.O. Box 195
Pointe Seraphine
Castries
SAINT LUCIA
c/o Saint Lucia Olympic Committee
P.O. Box 195
Pointe Seraphine
Castries
SAINT LUCIA

SAO TOME & PRINCIPE

Mr Ivanilson DA SILVA
PIRES DOS SANTOS
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c/o Comité Olímpico Santomense
Palacio Da Juventude, Salas 9 e 10
Quinta de Santo Antonio
Caixa Postal 630
Sao Tome
SAO TOME ET PRINCIPE

Ms Dainhise MOTA DA CRUZ

C.P. 917
Chácara
SAO TOME ET PRINCIPE

SEYCHELLES

Mr Lenny LEBON

Ms Telma PIERRE LOUIS

c/o Seychelles National Olympic
Committee
P.O. Box 584
Victoria Mahe
SEYCHELLES
c/o Seychelles National Olympic
Committee
P.O. Box 584
Victoria Mahe
SEYCHELLES

SINGAPORE

Ms Lydia LEE

Mr Poh Keong Shane KWOK

Blk 318 Hougang
Ave. 5 #02-43
(530318)
SINGAPORE
E-mail: lydkid@yahoo.com
Blk 305 Yishun
Central 03-167
SINGAPORE (760305)
E-mail: shaney@singnet.com.sg

SLOVAKIA

Mrs Elena MALIKOVA

Mr Igor KOVAC

L. Fullu 10
Bratislava
SLOVAKIA
Beckovska 1186/19
Trencin 91101
SLOVAKIA

SLOVENIA

Ms Anja BESLIC

Jenkova 14
1000 Ljubljana
SLOVENIA
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SOUTH AFRICA

Ms Jabulisile MABASO

Mr Malumbete RALETHE

c/o National Olympic Committee
of South Africa
P.O. Box 1355, Houghton 2041
SOUTH AFRICA
E-mail: jabum@nocsa.co.za
Sassu, P.O. Box 14734
Hatfield 0028
SOUTH AFRICA
E-mail: malumbete@hotmail.com

SPAIN

Ms Maria Del Prado GAITE ALONSO C/ Augusto G. Linares 7
1A Santander
SPAIN
Mr Miguel Angel SAEZ SORIANO
Av. Viena No 14
3oA
Coslada, Madrid
SPAIN
Mr Sergio SANCHEZ ABASCAL
Barrio la Pola 95
39150 Suesa
Cantabria
SPAIN
SRI LANKA

Dr Rajeewa Thilanka DASSANAYAKE

Ms Shalini PEREIRA

No. 21, Housing Scheme
Gannoruwa road
Peradeniya
SRI LANKA
1-2 Vipulasena Mawatha
Colombo 10, SRI LANKA

SUDAN

Mr Moayad HASSAN MOHAMED
ISMAEL

Mr Mohamed SEIF EL DIN
MERGHANI
Ms Hanadi El Seedig ABDALLA
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c/o Sudan Olympic Committee
P.O. Box 1938, Khartoum,
SUDAN
E-mail: moayadalbeely@hotmail.com
Sudan Olympic Committee
P.O. Box 1938, Khartoum,
SUDAN
c/o Sudan Olympic Committee
P.O. Box 1938, Khartoum,
SUDAN
E-mail: hanadiseedig@hotmail.com

SWAZILAND

Ms Naomi DU PONT

Mr Kenneth MAKHANYA

c/o Swaziland Olympic and
Commonwealth Games Association
P.O. Box 835, Mbabane,
SWAZILAND
c/o Swaziland Olympic and
Commonwealth Games Association
P.O. Box 835, Mbabane,
SWAZILAND
E-mail: kenmakh@realnet.co.sz

SWEDEN

Mr Peter ANDERSSON

Mr Magnus REDMAN

Ms Linda OLOFSSON

Ladugardsrdgen 17B
71832 Frovi
SWEDEN
E-mail: peter.andersson@alfa.telenordia.se
Hallsatraabacker 24
12737 Skarholmen
SWEDEN
E-mail: Redman_Magnus@hotmail.com
Storgatan 11
85231 Sundsvall
SWEDEN
E-mail : linda.a.olofsson@skandia.se

SWITZERLAND

Ms Simone STURM

Mr Samuel Elsener

Ms Stéphanie THOMAS

Frikartweg 5
3006 Bern
SWITZERLAND
Les Ronques 30
3977 Granges (VS)
SWITZERLAND
E-mail: samuelsener@hotmail.com
Av. du Grey 10
1004 Lausanne
SWITZERLAND
E-mail: stetom@caramail.com

CHINESE TAIPEI

Ms Mei-Min HSIEH (Mimi)

c/o Chinese Taipei Olympic Committee
20 Chu Lun street
Taipei
CHINESE-TAIPEI
E-mail: mimi@tpe-olympic.org.tw
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Mr Jen-Heng HUANG

Ms Hsiu-Chun LEE

TURKEY
Ms Elif BOZYIGIT

Mr Ugur AKBABA

Mr Semih YILMAZ

c/o Chinese Taipei Olympic Committee
20 Chu Lun street
Taipei
CHINESE-TAIPEI
c/o Chinese Taipei Olympic Committee
20 Chu Lun street
Taipei
CHINESE-TAIPEI

I. Anafartalar Mh, Findikli Aralik Sok.
No 3/5
Manisa
TURKEY
E-mail : ebozyigit@superonline.com.tr
Gunestepe Mah.
Misket Sok.No 7/9
Gungoren
Istanbul
TURKEY
Hukukqular Sitesi
A3 Blok Da: 21
Yeni Levent
Istanbul
TURKEY
E-mail: drsemyil@hotmail.com

UKRAINE

Ms Marina DEREPA

USA
Ms Leslie SPENCER
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Metalistov str.
12b, 45
Kyiv 03057
UKRAINE

749 Converse DR
Cincinnati
Ohio
45240
USA
E-mail: spencer@risetraining.org

URUGUAY

Mr Jorge STEFFANO

Ms Dolores CAPURRO

Dr San Martin 2706
C.P. 11700
Montevideo
URUGUAY
E-mail: steffano@multi.com.vy
Br. Artigas 1036/401
Montevideo
URUGUAY
E-mail: lolalcap@hotmail.com

ZAMBIA

Mr Maziko PHIRI

Ms Zophele NGOMA

P.O. Box 50257
Lusaka
ZAMBIA
E-mail: maziko@hotmail.com
P.O. Box 50015
ZNBC
Lusaka
ZAMBIA
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SCHOLARSHIPS

ETHIOPIA
Mr Minwuyelet TEGEGN
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Ethiopian Olympic Committee
Addis Ababa
P.O. BOX 3241
ETHIOPIA

STAFF

Mr George FRAGOULIS
Superintendent

Mr Nassos KRITSINELIS
Supervisor of Technical Department
of the Hellenic Olympic Committee

International Olympic Academy
52 Dimitrios Vikelas Avenue
152 33 Halandri
Athens - GREECE
Hellenic Olympic Committee
52 Dimitrios Vikelas Avenue
152 33 Halandri - GREECE

SECRETARIAT

Ms Catherine VOSKOPOULOU

Mr Christos SKALIARAKIS

Ms Stella SKALIARAKI

International Olympic Academy
52 Dimitrios Vikelas Avenue
152 33 Halandri Athens GREECE
International Olympic Academy
52 Dimitrios Vikelas Avenue
152 33 Halandri Athens GREECE
International Olympic Academy
52 Dimitrios Vikelas Avenue
152 33 Halandri Athens GREECE

LIBRARY

Mr Themis LAINIS
Librarian

Mrs Efstratia FAKIOLA

International Olympic Academy
52 Dimitrios Vikelas Avenue
152 33 Halandri
Athens - GREECE
Platia Metaxa 9-11
27 100 PYRGOS
GREECE
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Ms Efthymia GRIKOGLOU

Ms Vasiliki TZACHRISTA

Kritis 39
122 43 Egaleo
GREECE
International Olympic Academy
52 Dimitrios Vikelas Avenue
152 33 Halandri
Athens - GREECE

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

Mr Byron AMELIDIS
Transport Service
Mr Dimos FRIGIS
Electrician
Mr Pavlos SKALIARAKIS

ASSISTANT STAFF Mr
Theodoros AGGELIS

Ms Natalia ANASTASIOU

Ms Anastassia BALELI

Mr George FERGADIS

Ms Tina KATOUFA

Ms Efi KITSOPANIDOU

Ms Alexandra PAVELI
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114 Lavriou str.
142 35 Athens
GREECE
Stadium "G. Karaiskakis"
N. Faliro
GREECE
34 Haritos str.
135 62 Agioi Anargyroi
Athens, GREECE

25 Krinis str. 121 36
Peristeri Athens,
GREECE
3 Athinas str.
151 24 Marousi
Athens, GREECE
E-mail: naana@hol.gr
8 Travladoni str.
157 71 Ano Ilissia
Athens, GREECE
7 Kontopoulou str.
153 42 Agia Paraskevi
Athens, GREECE
5 Sporadon str.
152 31 Halandri
Athens, GREECE
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